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SUMMARY _END EVALUATION OF STUI)Y RESI'LT5
Most of the asteroids occupy that region (ff space which lies l)etwcen the orbits of Mars
and Jupiter, They lie mainly within :L 15 deg of the ecliptic and c:()ver a spectrum of
sizes from that of the largest asteroid Ceres (diameter - 480 rail &mn t,, particles of
micrometeoroid proportions. This report presents the results of a feasibility study
to investigate t.h e :asteroid Belt using unmanned spacecraft and, using these results
as gq'ox_th potential, to formulate a Jupiter flyby mission.
S. 1 STUDY OBJECTIVES
The major objective of the study was to evaluate alternate ways of reliably achieving
the following scientific observations.
• Particle distributions within the _ksteroid Belt over a region (1} comparable
in diameter with that of the spacecraft and (2) 100 times the spacecraft
diameter
• Physical and chemical properties of asteroidal material
• Gross surface features of a major asteroid
• Environment of Jupiter
Each of the aboveseientifie objectives were to be reMizedby separate missions.
8.'2 STUDY CONSTRAINTS
The following guidelines were used in the study
• Mission period: Particle distribution and composition mission 1967-75
Major asteroid and Jupiter missions 1970-80
• Mission energy requirements to be compatible with Atlas/Agena D and
Atlas/Centaur vehicles. A third stage to be used if required
• Full Deep Space Instrumentation Facilities (DSIF) to be utilized.
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S.3 METIIOI)S ()F At_Pl/( ):\(I t!
l)cfiniti(m of the major functional rt.quirtml_mts f(_r successful acc(,mplishment (H the
scientific (>t)jcctivos of each missi(m led to two lmsic rcl:ttcd arc:ts (1_ missi(m c(mcepts
and fliKht trajectories (2) system (.oncepts, ass(_ciated subsystems, an(t application to
spacecraft dcsigll. Missfim c,mcel)ts arc discussc(I in Section 1.-1 :tml can be sum-
marized as follows:
Flythrough missi(ms to measure particle distributi(ms, and t)hysical an(1 ('bemired
pr()t)crtics ()f the particlc, s have the simplest mission prolilcs. The traj('ctorics lie
essentially in the p!.alle ()f the ecliptic and a launch can occur on any (la\. An infinite
number of traject(_ries arc t)ossil_le }_ut, for the t)urp(_ses (H the study, _vajectories
with aphelia at 3.2 At;, .t. _* All and G. 7 AIT were cxanlined. The first two t)rovide
long-term measurements _f specific re_ons of the belt and the (;. 7 AI" missi(m repro-
sents a relatively rapid surv(Lv (,f the whole r(,gi(m to t)twond the ,_rbit _,I Jupiter.
'Fw_ major asteroids -(ier(,s and Vesta -\\el'L, c}/(_scll IIS suita}_l_' tavg_'ts [(_r ,}})ser\ing
gTOSS surface features. The choice of two aster(rids pruvides a gTt'atel" d('xl'e(, (}f
flexibility in platming the eventual missions since the requiremelHs ar_. simil:/r and
the launch opp(_rtunities are interspersed. A miss distance af the tarKct of al)(mt
lilt)() kin is (tesiratfle for sci_'ntific ,_bservation.
A flyby of Jupiter represents a fairly convention:d mission c(mcept. The main variables
are concerned with the cllcotllltcr phase whell various approach traject,_rics can be
utilized to give the required c,)vcrage of the l)lanet. Because ()f Jupiter's large mass,
an approach to about 2 radii of the planet's center results in a dark side passage, for
trips of moderate duration.
A range of possible system concepts exists for each mission depending on the depth
of scientific investigations attempted and the degree of sophistication adopted in the
subsystem design. For the asteroid missions, the upper and lower ends of this range
were examined. Minimum missions were defined for which simple system concepts
can be envisaged that would deliver small scientific packages with minimal demand
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on the subsystems. More refined system concepts- at least c(_mparable in complexity
to Mariner C - were also developed to give a capability of more comprehensive scien-
tific observations to fulfill the requirements of maximum missions. System concepts
for the performance of a Jupiter flyby were developed from those suitable for the
maximum asteroid missions. Table 1-2 of Section 1.5 summarizes the alternate con-
cepts studied.
S.4 MAJOR FACTORS AFFECTING MISSION PERFORMANCE
S. 4.1 Scientific Requirements
A comprehensive survey of desirable scientific observations, experimental techniques,
and instrumentation described in Section 3 showed that the___.m_t_ja.r_oblematic mission
would be the Asteroid Belt flythrough. Present instrumentation for the measurement
of particle distributions such as microphone gages, pressure cans, etc., do not appear
to be adequate in terms of the completeness of information provided and from the
point of view of accuracy and operating life. No really suitable instruments exist for
the measurement of the physical and chemical properties of asteroidal material. Thus
a number of conceptual instruments are suggested. These are:
• Multiple Film Meteoroid Monitor
• Optical Meteoroid Detector
• Impact Mass/Flash Spectrometer
Enough effort was devoted to prove the feasibility of these concepts (Appendix 3A) but
considerable development work is required to perfect the technique, evaluate hidden
problem areas, and calibrate the devices. All of these instruments are heavy, an
obvious disadvantage, but would give good returns when evaluated in terms of
information per lb.
The flyby mission to observe a major asteroid, on the other hand, could employ
fairly conventional instrumentation such as TV and radiometers and no development
problems are envisaged. Extension to a Jupiter flyby is possible using some of the
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major asteroid-mission basic equipnlent, but the total instrumcntati,m weight is
increased because of the added obserw_tion requirements. The v_flue ()ITV coverage
of Jupiter's cloud covered surface has provoked arI,mments t,_r and against. It can he
argued that the TV pictures will be difficult to interpret an(t provide very little infor-
mation return for the added complexity of data handling. ()n the _ther hun(I, visual
observations would be invtduablc for examining unext)eeted l)hcmm_ena such as gaps
in the cloud layer or ()ther observalHe features. For this reas,,n tw(_ scientific
packages were examined- with and without TV instrumentati(m.
It is far Ioo early, of course, to make a definitive selection of scientific instruments.
1)ut the rather thorough analysis c(m(lucted in this study was e(msidered necessary to
indicate the problems inv(_I\'e(t, deveh)pment needed, and implications for supporting
subsystem design. Typical scientific packages were selected f(>r the xari_ms desigT_
studies to t)roceed, but these should, in no way, be reg_arded as definite recommendati(ms.
One important need for cauti(m should 10e mentioned. The dcsi/..m of instruments to
Kive statistic:dly significant inlormati(m on t)article distributions and prot)ertics in
the Astcroi(t Belt is very sensitive to the actual particle fltcx that will t)e encountered.
This is an area of extreme uncertainty. V_dues of particle flux "_ssumed for the
instrumentation study w_ere those suggested in the gxtidelines. They represent a likely
upper estimate. Assumpti(m of some lower value would lead to a reappraisal of the
desikms and sea.ling of the instrument geometry.
S.4.'2 Trajectory Data
l)etailed trajectory analyses were performed fur all missions and are described in
Section 4. The results were used to establish energ._' requirements, mission profiles,
and performance parameters. For the latter deductions, nomin:d spacecraft weights
of 1000 lt) and 1300 lb were assumed for the asteroid missions and ,Jupiter flyby,
respet,tively. These values tend to be representative of system weights associated
with m,qximum missions.
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Characteristic velocities for the flythrough missions vary from 39,200 if/see to
48,000 if/see for a range of aphelia from 2.0 to 6.7 AU. The major consideration, as
with all other missions, is the long trip durations that are involved. These can exceed
2 yr. The three basic parameters - trip time, aphelion distance, and velocity require-
ments - are interrelated. Rapid transits of the belts (outward leg) can only be achieved
by high energy missions that take the spacecraft to great distances from the Sun. Lower
energy missions place the spacecraft in smaller elliptical orbits about the Sun, per-
mitting a better (circumferential) survey of a particular region. However, the times
are longer than necessary for adequate observations and might be excessive for system
reliability. If the total mission is envisaged as consisting of outbound and inbound legs,
which is advantageous in terms of the observation regions covered and backup informa-
tion obtained, the above conclusions are reversed. Another important consideration,
that can affect instrument design, is that the higher ener_" missions involve greater
particle velocities relative to the spacecraft, except near aphelion where the relative
velocities are essentially the same. However, the governing factor in the ultimate
tradeoff will be launch vehicle availability. A summary of the relevant mission
parameters is given in Table 4-2.
Launch opportunities for missions to Vesta and Ceres occur roughly every 16 and 15
months, respectively; thus, low energy missions are possible on 8 occasions for Vesta
and 9 occasions for Ceres in the period 1970-80. Since velocity requirements for any
of these missions do not vary greatly (Vesta 40-43,000 ft/sec, Ceres 42-44,000 ft/sec),
trip duration is a valuable comparison parameter. A certain periodicity in desirable
missions is then evident- every other opportunity showing a maximum or minimum
trip duration for Ceres. Further, in general, the years for long flight times to Ceres
coincide with short flight times to Vesta (Fig. 4-8). This fact, together with the
sequential launch opportunities, illustrates the flexibility available from considering
more than one target asteroid. Minimum trip times (230 days for Vesta in 1978 and
420 days for Ceres in 1976) are still relatively long. Times associated with other
years can be considerably longer. On this basis, apart from 1971 and 1976, Vesta
missions look more attractive than those to Ceres. The 1976-Ceres and 1978-Vesta
missions are also favorable (though not optimum) when other constraints such as
velocity requirement, passage speed, etc., are considered (Tables 4-5 and 4-6). For
$-5
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earlier missions, the _>pportunities _ccurrin_ in 1971 (Cercsi alul 1972 (Vesta) appear
attractive although the velocity requirement for tile Vesta trip is a maximum for the
minimum energs possibilities.
As a means c_lreducing trip times, higher enerb,_ missious can t,c visu'Mized. For a
Kiven payload weight, a launch system can be chosen that gives t_igher d(,tmrturc speeds.
With a nomin'fi payload of 100f_ lb and a characteristic velocity ,,f 49,150 ft/scc, Ceres
and Vesta mission durati,ms are considerably reduced -to around 2_0 days over the
wh,_l_, decade. Such an approach, if possible, gives more flc'xibility to planning a
future pro_n'am.
,lupiter flyby missions are governed hy similar factors that affect the major asteroid
mission, with some excepti_ns. There is less spread in trip times for minimum
en('rg 3' c_)nditioas but a tareater variation in trip time through a :_(_-(tay launch win(tow.
Velocity requirements are much largm" (46,000--HI, 00n ft/sec) and trip durations are
about two }'ears. This value can again be reduced t) 3" employing a high cnerg T launch
systt'm.
The I,MSC Medium Accuracy Orbittfl Transfer (MA()T/ c_m_puter l_r_,gr'un was used
extensively in the trajectory analyses. Full trajectory data for t'eres, Vesta and
Jupiter are presented in Appendices 4A, 4B, and 4C. A comparis,m of these results
with those dedtmed from high accuracy Earth-Jupiter transfers (Appendix-t[)_ showed
that the MAOT program accuracy is quite acceptable.
S.4.3 System Design
Detailed desigm studies were performed on conceptual spacecraft to satisfy maximum
and minimum missions to the Asteroid Belts and a maximmn flyby mission of Jupiter.
These studies are developed in Section 5.
A minimum flythrough mission (particle distribution) utilizing "_ spin-stabilized system
concept results in a spacecraft weight of 3-t6 lb. The minimum flyby of a major
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asteroid can be performed with a spacecraft weighing 605 lb. This system is inter-
mittently stabilized (3-axis) for critical maneuvers such as mi(lcourse corrections,
encounter and playback; otherwise, no stabilization is required. The maximum mission
concepts result in the following system weights: 1049 lb (particle distribution), 1097 ib
(particle composition), 1140 lb (asteroid flyby) and 1289 lb (Jupiter flyby). Thus a range
of possible payloads is represented that can be traded off against data-gathering
requirements and the availability of suitable launch vehicles.
A summary of spacecraft weights is contained in Table 5-3 and detailed weight state-
ments and system descriptions are given in Section 5. For the maximum missions,
weight increases result mainly from control requirements (continuous all-axis stabiliza-
tion over long flight periods), large data rates, and high power requirements. Structure
weights are high, due partly to the need for protection from micrometeoroid damage.
The latter problem represents a major uncertainty area encountered in the study. The
probability of puncture depends on the actual particle distribution encountered. Possi-
ble distributions are described in Appendix 2A and design applications discussed in
Section 5. A reasonably conservative structural factor of 1.7 lb/ft 2 was used in the
design study.
Spacecraft concepts developed for the maximum missions showed much similarity so
that a universal space bus approach is quite feasible. This concept uses one basic
configuration with allowance for "plugging in" of components peculiar to each mission.
Thus growth development to a Jupiter flyby is comparatively simple.
A novel feature of the designs employing a large diameter (7 ft) parabolic high gain
antenna is the adopted packaging technique. The antenna is of flex-rib construction
and is stowed in a furled condition. After shroud separation, the antenna is swung
out, unfurled and orientated towards Earth.
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S. 1..t Subsystem Rc,straints
Major requirements lot n:issi(m success arise ill th*' Areas t,t a_zidance and c()nlrol,
data handling, communications, and power. Fulfillment of thest' requirements reflects
as a weight penalty in the spacecraft. Principal cff(,rt was (h,vott'd to m:Lximunl mis-
si(m rt:quireme_ts whic'h ar_' the most st_'ingent, but simplific:ttion of the subsystems
and alternate concepts to achieve the requirements of minimum missi_ms \vere also
studied. The analyses are described inSecti(m 6.
Based on the work described in Section 3, a range of typical stir,nee I)ayloads were
selected for the design study. These are summarized in Tables t;-1 and 6-3 and
range from 6 lb (minimum asteroid flyby) to 150 lb (Jupiter Ilyhy). Interplanetary
instrumentati(m is included in th(' maximum mission packages in addition to the basic
experimentation. The types of observations planned and the' data acquisition rates
anticipated vary for each package and thus govern the remaining subsystem desig'n
requir em ents.
The guidance analyses (Section 6.2) showed that DSIF tracking is adequate for the
accomplishment of all missions. Flythrough missions can be performed with a
re:tsoual)le gmidance accuracy at injection only, since the actual space trajectory
followed is not critical. The most stringent requirements arise in a flyby of a major
asteroid, as a miss distance of about t000 km is desirable for the performance of
scientific observations. Tw() midcourse maneuvers are requi_'ed in this case. An
examination of the maj()r miss distances attainable at Ceres and Vesta showed
(Fig. 6-5) a sizable variation for the opportunities ex_unined. Only trends can be
deduced from this study, but it appears that minimum values of major miss are
achieved on missions of short duration (< 300 days). A maximum value is then
approached between 400 and 500 clays and lower values are again obtained at longer
flight times. No definite relationship to minimum energy missions was discernible
and the conditions relating to each opportunity must be analyzed separately. The
important implication is that the accuracy of the miss distance attainable at the target
with two mideourse propulsive maneuvers can influence the choice of mission. Similar
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arguments apply to the Jupiter mission where only one corrective maneuver is
required, but, because the miss distance requirements are less stringent
(- 10,000 km), the effects are not so important.
Various concepts for attitude control are suggested (Section 6.3), and an all-axis
stabilization system using the Sun and Canopus as primary references and N 2 gas
for propulsion was used for the maximum mission systems. The main weight
penalty arises from the fuel required for the proposed reaction system, particularly
the redundancy required for reliability. A gyro-inertial unit is required for maneu-
vers and is used during Jupiter encounter, when the primary references are likely to
be obscured.
Spin stabilization(at 50 rpm) of the spacecraft is suggested for the minimum fly-
through mission. Spin is imparted at injectionfrom the final launch stage, and a
spin axis perpendicular to the plane of the ecliptic is recommended to facilitatecom-
munications and data gathering. Scientificobjectives of the minimum asteroid flyby
mission are achieved at encounter so that no stabilizationis required over the cruise
phase, except for maneuvers. Intermittent all-axis stabilizationover criticalphases
of the mission only is therefore suggested.
The communications subsystem is required to provide a command link and to transmit
data from the spacecraft to Earth at a sensible rate and at an acceptable bit error rate.
For maximum missions, where the spacecraft is Sun orientated, a 3.5 db omni-
antenna with the gain pattern in the general direction of Earth can be used. This
antenna provides a command link of 2 bit/sec at a range of 6 AU. Transmission of
scientific data on these missions is accomplished by a directional 7 ft parabolic an-
tenna operating at 10 w which provides a capability of 20 bit/sec at the maximum
range associated with the Jupiter mission (6.2 AU). A similar system but operating
at 2, 5 w satisfies the requirements of missions where intermittent all-axis stabili-
zation is used (Missions A2 and C1), Trade-oils available between antenna size,
operating power and bit rate are given in Table 6-11. A simple discone antenna is
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suggested fc c use on the spinning st)acecr:fft for minimum flythrough missions. ()per-
"/,q'ation at 20 w provides a 1 bit, :(c capability at a range ,)t" 3.5 AI!. No mission re-
straints are, imposed by interference effects arising from the Earlh-Slmeecraft-Sm_
geometry.
The level at which data can be transmitted has important repercussions in the desigm
of the data handling system. For the flyby missions, data storage during encounter is
mandat_)ry because of the high acquisition rates resulting from TV observations. Stor-
age during the flythrough missions is also proposed, but for ',t different reason, viz.
data accumulation rates arc low and it is more efficient to store the data in a simple
core. The main hope for weight reduction in this area is for an advancement in the
state-of-the-art regarding lightweight tape recorders and data compression techniques.
The mmximum flyby missions result in the greatest accumulated amounts of data, ap-
proximately 150 × 106 bits. On the minimum flyby ()f a major asteroid this value is
reduced to 5 × 106 bits because only lmv resolution TV is involved. The reduced data
rates associated with the minimum missions result in much reduced weight in the re-
quired data handling subsystems (compare Tables 6-1(;a and (;--l(;b).
Although the Asteroid Belt and Jupiter flyby missions all involve trajectories that
carry the spacecraft to great distanees from the Sun, thermal control does not appear
to be critical. A minimum weight system is envisaged that employs passive control
through the use of suitable surface finishes and insulation deployed at critical areas.
The technique depends on the properties of a mosaic surfaee where the solar absorp-
tanee can be fixed at a low value to combat the variation in solar constant throughout
the missions, and a suitable value of emittance at the longer thermal wavelengths se-
lected. A reasonable ehoiee of mosaic gives a sensible operating temperature at the
target and a value near Earth that is not exeessive. Thermal control problems are
discussed in Section 6.6.
Evaluation of midcourse propulsion unit requirements showed little weight advantages
of any of the systems studied (Section 6.7) and a monopropellant hydrazine system is
suggested because of its innate reliability. A cold gas N 2 system is recommended for
attitude control but a concept using a subliming solid appears very attractive for
S-10
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maximum missions due to a weight saving of about 50 percent. Further work on such
a system should prove well worthwhile. For reliability in this critical subsystem,
three times the nominal fuel required for the mission is carried on board the space-
craft, as in the Mariner C vehicle.
Mission power requirements are described in Section 6.8 and summarized in Table 6-27
for minimum missions and Tables 6-21 through 6-24 for m_ximum missions. These
requirements are best met by the use of Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators with
an auxiliary conventional battery. The RTG supply has a number of advantages over
one using solar panels. Because of the long ranges from the Sun that are involved,
large panel areas would be required resulting in high weight in comparison with the
RTG's. Further, the RTG is less susceptible to meteoroid damage and its output is
independent of the value of the local solar constant. A big disadvantage, however, is
the cost and availability. Although SNAP 9A units are presently under test in space
vehicles, the problem of a ready supply of isotope fuel could be critical. However, by
the 1970's this problem should be eased considerably.
S. 4.5 Reliability Considerations
The approach taken in the reliability analysis (Section 7) was based on the fact that
accurate predictions can not be expected from a detailed component-level study. Thus
a broader analysis was developed using Active Element Groups to identify critical areas
and illustrate the degree of improvement over present-day technology that is required.
Critical subsystems are guidance and control, communications, and data handling.
An estimate of the mission reliability with state-of-the-art nonredundant subsystems
showed that the probability of total mission success is around 2 percent. This value
of course is unacceptable and it was further shown that to obtain a 90 percent expecta-
tion of success requires a reliability approaching 99 percent in the various subsystems.
The next step was a study of the improvement to be expected by the use of redundancy.
The results showed that standby redundancy was preferable to parallel redundancy.
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The degree of redundancy is limited because of complexity _md the influence of other
factors such as switching reliability.
To indicate solutions of this problem an 'analysis w:ts made of the imt)rovement in mean
operating lifetime required to achieve 99 percent reliability with various combinations
of redmldancy. It was found that, for the most critical subsystems, improvement fac-
tors of between 5 and 10 are required. The results of the reliability :malyses empha-
size the need for demanding reliability control during the design, development, and
fabrication phases leading to actual missions. Further, the more complex the system,
that is the more redtmdaney that is employed, the greater is the need for stringent
testing, inspection, and quality control. This point was underlined during the study by
an investigation of the influence of inaccuracy in failure rate estimation on eventual
reliability.
Mission time is the overriding factor influencing mission success. This fact leads one
to consider the possibilities of partial success on the various missions. This concept
is less meaningful for the flyby missions where the scientific objectives are achieved
in the final encounter phase. Thus, the inclusion of instruments to make interplanetary
measurements enroute to the target is recommended to increase the chances of partial
success. Flythrough missions are more attractive in this context, since important
information would be gathered continuously. Unless only one principal experiment is
planned for a mission, redundancy of instrumentation is not suggested. Rather, a va-
riety of experiments should be performed to improve the reliability of at least some
information being obtained.
A major consideration for improving the probability of partial or total success is an
obvious one - the reduction of mission time. Thus, fast trips, taking full advantage of
the available launch vehicle capability, are attractive.
S-12
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S. 5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND MISSION SELECTION CONSIDERATIONS
The Asteroid Belt flythrough missions are the easiest to assess since the conditions
are invariant with launch date. The major factors influencing the mission performance
are, therefore:
• Spacecraft weight
• Velocity of the asteroidal particles relative to the spacecraft
• Required aphelion of the trajectory
• Mission duration
• Launch vehicle performance
The two most important factors are spacecraft weight and launch vehicle performance.
For the simplest and most readily available boosters, only minimum missions are
possible. More tradeoffs are available if the higher performance (3-stage) launch
vehicles are considered.
P
A simple and informative approach to the question of launch vehicle compatibility is to
disregard the spacecraft design studies for a moment and discuss only the launch ve-
hicle capability represented by Fig. 4-1 of Section 4. Reference to Figs. 4-1(a) and
4-5 shows that the Atlas/Centaur vehicle, which represents the highest performance
of the simple 2-stage boosters, is capable of launching a payload of 700 lb on a tra-
jectory with an aphelion at 2 AU. The associated characteristic velocity is 39,200 ft/sec,
and on such a mission scientific experiments could be performed only at the extreme
edge of the Asteroid Belt. The Atlas/Agena D could be used for a similar mission but
the payload capability is only 350 lb. A 30 percent floxing of the Atlas vehicle in combin-
ation with the Centaur improves the payload capability to 1500 lb but the maximum pay-
load potential drops to 350 lb for a mission with an aphelion at 3 AU. If a high energy
kick stage (HEKS) is added to the unfloxed Atlas/Centaur, a 1000 lb payload could be
projected to 5.8 AU. The highest performance vehicle used in the study; viz., 30 per-
cent Flox Atlas/Centaur/HEKS is capable of launching 1500 lb payloads to any point in
the Asteroid Belt.
S-13
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S. 5.1 Particle Distribution Mission
The spacecraft weights for this mission range from the minimal value of 346 lb to
1049 lb for maximum missions. Thus a minimum mission to 2 AU could be accom-
plished with an Atlas/Agena D launch vehicle. The use of :m Atlas/Centaur enables a
minimum mission to be performed with an aphelion at 2.25 AU. Both trajectories
would just skirt the edge of the inner Asteroid Belt but would still provide valuable
data for the planning of more comprehensive missions. To accomplish maximum mis-
sions within the belts a 3-stage vehicle is desirable. Possible missions are summa-
rized in the following table.
Table S- 1
SUMMARY OF POSSIBLE ASTEROID BELT FLYTltlIOUGH
MISSIONS TO MEASURE PARTICLE DISTRIBUTIONS
Launch System
Atlas/Agena D
Atlas/Centaur
30% Flox Atlas/Agena D
30% Flox Atlas/Centaur
Atlas/Agena D/HEKS
Atlas/C entaur/HE KS
30% Flox Atlas/Agena D/HEKS
30% Flox Atlas/Centaur/HEKS
Launch
Vehicle
No.
5
6
4
3
11
12
2
1
Possible Missions
Minimum mission to 2.0 AU
Minimum mission to 2.25 AU
Minimum mission to 2.6 AU
Minimum mission to 3.05 AU
Maximum mission to 2.35 AU
Any minimum mission
Maximum mission to 3.45 AU
Maximum mission to 5.25 AU
Maximum mission to 4.6 AU
Any maximum mission
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S.5.2 Particle Composition Mission
Since the design payloads are similar and may be regarded as the same within the ac-
curacy of the estimates, the above remarks also apply to the flythrough mission
planned for measurement of the composition of asteroidal material.
S. 5.3 Missions to Specific Asteroids
Ceres and Vesta are recommended as the most suitable targets. The spacecraft de-
sign is the same for each mission and final target choice can be made at quite a late
date in the program. Overall, the Vesta missions are less demanding in energy re-
quirements. The following table lists the most attractive opportunities for minimum
energy missions to both asteroids,based on velocity requirement and trip time. The
values of velocity and trip times quoted are maximum ones for a 30-day launch window.
Table S-2
OPTIMUM MINIMUM ENERGY MISSIONS TO CERES AND VESTA
Target Mission
Year Asteroid Duration (days)
1970 Ceres 360
1972 Vesta 310
1976 Ceres 450
1978 Vesta 240
1979 Ceres 460
1969 Vesta 550
1971 Ceres 690
1974 Vesta 390
1976 Ceres 450
1979 Ceres 460
1980 Vesta 490
Characteristic
Velocity(_/sec)
43,2OO
43,300
42,600
42,400
42,500
40 800
42 800
40 300
42 600
42 500
40 600
Criterion
Mission
Duration
Velocity
Requirement
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The 1976 mission to Ceres appears to be attractive on both criteria and is similar in
velocity requirements to the 1978 Vesta mission, but the latter has the much shorter
trip time. It should be noted, however, that the guidance accuracy for the 1976 min-
imum energy mission to Ceres is not acceptable (miss distance ~ 3500 kin). A due-
east launch (Table 4-6) is impossible for the 1978 Vesta mission, but the departure
declination of 40 (leg is considered acceptable from range safety consicierations.
The spacecraft weight for maximum missions is 1140 lb. This means that the 1974
mission to Vesta is just possible using a 30 percent Flox-Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle.
Reduction of the payload to 1000 lb allows the application of this vehicle to the 1969,
1974 and 1980 missions. All missions through the decade are possible when a ttEKS is
used with any of the Atlas-based boosters. If a minimum mission is contemplated, the
1974 Vesta mission is just feasible with a 30 percent Flox-Atlas/Agena D. The lowest
energy launch system for use on _my Ceres mission is the Atlas/Agena/HEKS. With
this system, the 1971, 1976, and 1979 could be performed with the mmximum space-
craft concepts and all minimum mission opportunities could be utilized.
When the import_tnt influence of reliability (reflected in trip time) is taken into account,
great advantages are obtained from using the highest energy launch vehicle available,
since the excess payload capability over the design wtlue can be transformed into in-
creased launch speed. However, if the helioeentrie travel angle is less than 180 deg
(Criterion B, Section 4), missions to Ceres with the nominal 1000 lb payload are not
possible in 1971, 1974, 1978 for a 30-day launch window. All other missions are
possible. As an example, employing a 30 percent Flox-Atlas/Centaur/HEKS launch
vehicle and a 1000 lb payload, trip times of 150 to 200 days are available for Vesta
missions at all opportunities if the travel angle is less than 180 deg. If the heliocentric
travel angle is greater than 180 deg (Criterion C, Section 4), trip times are greater,
but arrival speeds at the target are reduced. A consideration of the capability of
taking TV pictures raider the arrival conditions deduced from these two conditions,
however, indicate that the target passage time is not critical. Thus, advantage should
be taken of the rc<luced mission durations resulting from trajectories based on Cri-
terion B. The guidance analysis indicates, also, that short trip times are desirable
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for giving small miss distances at the target but further analyses in this area are re-
quired before the complete impact of guidance restraints on the missions can be
evaluated.
S. 5.4 Jupiter Flyby
The Jupiter missions are characterized by long trip times for minimum energy trans-
fers. Characteristic velocities range from 47,000 ft/sec to 49,000 ft/sec for a 30-day
launch window. Mission durations vary by as much as one year through the window so
that actual launch date is important. All missions are considered marginal with the
Atlas-based launch vehicles. The following table summarizes possible missions with
two spacecraft weights,
Table S-3
POSSIBLE JUPITER FLYBY (MINIMUM ENERGY) MISSIONS
Year
All years
1971
1975
1970
1971
1975
1980
}
Compatible
Launch Vehicle
30% Flox-Atlas/Centaur/HEKS
Atlas/Centaur/HEKS
Atlas/C entaur/H EKS
30% Flox-Atlas/C entaur/HE KS
Payload
1000 lb
1300 lb
In view of the marginal nature of the missions using the best performance available
with the Atlas class vehicles and the long trip times involved ( ~ 2 yr), it is concluded
that some larger launch vehicle, such as one based on Saturn 1B or Titan IIIC be con-
sidered for the Jupiter mission. As an example, the use of a Titan IIIC/HEKS combi-
nation would result in payloads approaching 2000 lb for minimum energy. If the
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payload is set at about 1300 Ib, trip times can be reduced to about 500 days with consid-
erably less variation through the launch window. The SIB/Centaur,/HEKS would provide
even more attractive mission performance. However, in all cases, a kick stage is
desirable to provide a high enough Earth departure speed to ensure a reasonable trip
time.
S.6 COMPARISON OF SYSTEM CONCEPTS
Table S-4 presents a comparison of the system and mission concepts in terms of per-
formance, reliability, schedule and cost factors. Detailed discussion of these factors
can be found at various places throughout the report and only the main points are sum-
marized in the table. Schedule and cost data are taken from Section 8 and refer to
maximum missions only. Only qualitative data can be given for the reliability estimates
since, as explained in the text, detailed analyses would be meaningless at this stage.
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Section 1
OBJECTIVES, CONCEPTS, AND METHODS OF APPROACH
:_i:_¸¸¸¸¸_:i!:ii_
Unmanned spacecraft will play an important role in the scientific exploration of the
solar system. Programs for the investigation of our nearest neighbors, Mars and
Venus, are already underway. Reaching out from the Earth and away from the Sun,
the next major body of interest is the great planet Jupiter. However, the region of
space between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter is occupied by a host of minor planets,
ranging in size from microns to hundreds of miles, with a great preponderance of
smaller particles. These asteroids are of basic scientific interest in themselves and
may represent a hazard to spacecraft probing deeper into space. Thus, an investiga-
tion of the distribution (in flux and size) and composition of material in the Asteroid
Belt is an important and logical step that must be taken before the outer planets of the
solar system can be explored. With these facts in mind, the present study, initiated
by Jet Propulsion Laboratory, was undertaken to examine the feasibility of missions
to the Asteroid Belt with growth potential for a possible flyby of Jupiter.
i. I STUDY OBJECTIVES
©
The prime objective of the study was to determine alternate ways of reliably accom-
plishing the following scientific objectives, separately, utilizing unmanned spacecraft:
a. Measurement of the particle distribution encountered in traversing the
Asteroid Belt: (1) within a corridor comparable in diameter with that
of the spacecraft, and (2) over a region 100 times the spacecraft
diameter.
b. Measurement of the physical and chemical surface properties of a
statistically significant sample of asteroidal material.
c. Observation of the gross surface features of one of the major asteroids
within the belt.
}
\
\
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An a(hlitiorml ()t_jt,cti\(, was t(,',',st. 1he rrsults of lh(, Ast_,r{dt_ ]',,,,it _tu,t- :,s grmvtt',
pot(:'ntial t_, formulate, a Jupitt,r t,'lvta, mission to _)t)tain the foll,,,v, in,a ;>_:tnl,t:ir\
('nvironmenlal data:
a. Ma_nt_tic field
b. l/miiation
C. Atll_(tSpi'it'l'R1 DI'('SgUI'(-', [{'ll}t)('l';tl:tll'(' ;tI/_t C()IP,_(L_;itI( : ',
d. Surface teml)(,rat,,_r('
e. Visual
The l(dtowing tasks were t_, t)(, per[()rmed in support <)f thcs(' ,,l)3ec:tiv(,..;:
• Defirte [ullction:t! I'O([uil'(,I'_I{'tItS f()r ,R:ct)mpli..4hirta each ()f the mission
ot)jectives.
• F:xamine alt(.,rtl:lto svst(,m "itl(] s1)bs\'stt.lll c()nccpts, t)(,rt_)rm tradeoff analyses.
and suggest th()se c()lwepts ill()st suit:±|_lc for l'ulfillin_: missi(Hi requir(,n_ents.
• l)crform failure m(.h, and reliability :mal,,'scs and alq)ly the results to the
selection of system c,)m:Ppts and the c:<tim:ttion (ff tiw I)r<>})a_)ilitv ()f mission
StlCCess algl mc(,tina p:_rtiat (d_jet:tivcs.
• Pr,)xi(f(' (tCS('Fip!|{HlN (11 UilC!'I S V,q'((_lll (',m(.:ept l()gcthcr w:[t_ iu_wti(,nat specili ....
cations to ensure mc(,li)lg lllissiOll r(,_luirenw)lts.
• Prepare d('v('lol)m('nt plalls for all system c(mcepts and In'o_i,!e l_r(,liminarv
cost estimates: c_)st and schedule data to inclu(h, further ,_tt.l\, design,
dt,velolm_t;nt, m:tlltff:_(:tt_rc, testin_ and flight oI>cr:iticms.
• Define study c,mc.et)ts in sufficient detail t.() allow comt)aris(m with the Mariner
Mars 1964 sp,icec rail.
1.2 STI'I)Y ASSUMt'TI()XS ANI} ttE.SWllAINTS
.... 2,
;?
Guidelines for the study, established by ,let Propulsion Laboratory and reported in
Ref. 1- 1, are summarized below:
• Mission I)cri_,(l i9(_7 thr()uKh 1975.
• Energy r(,qt_treme,ats 1(, t)e compatible with .,\tla.n/Aiz(,na 1) and Atlas/ cntaur
laur_ch vchiclt,s. A(htition of 'a third s_age may b(, c:onsi_h,)'ed.
I-' 2
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• Full Deep Space Instrumentation Facilities (DSIF) to be utilized.
/ 2
• For design purposes, a particle flux of one particle, m /sec for 100 micron
sized particles to be assumed in the Asteroid Belt.
• Projected applicable state-of-the-art to be assumed.
• Assume launch vehicle performance within expected tolerances.
• Mariner Mars 1964 spacecraft to be used as a reference s)'stem.
• Cost information in the same format as costing categories for Mariner 1964.
Two further inputs were provided by JPL for reference information, viz., System
capabilities and Development Schedule of the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility
(Ref. 1-2) and Asteroid Belt and Jupiter Flyby Mission Study Reference Information
(Ref. 1-3). The latter document contains a brief description of the Mariner C space-
craft and mission profile, including a list and development status of scientific instru-
mentation.
At the start of the study it was agreed with JPL that accomplishment of the major
asteroid flyby and Jupiter flyby missions was unlikely before 1970. Accordingly,
LMSC agreed to examine these mission in the context of a 1970-80 period.
To ensure maximum performance of the Atlas/Agena and Atlas/Centaur vehicles it
was agreed that up to 30 percent floxing of the Atlas vehicle could be assumed. The
third stage booster system assumed for the study was a high energy kick stage (HEKS)
using a fluorine-hydrogen propellant combination. Performance estimates were based
on in-house LMSC data.
In certain areas (detailed in Section 1.6), it was possible to extend the scope of the
study beyond the basic ground rules by virtue of LMSC experience in the field of
planetary exploration. This was done for completeness of the present study and to
indicate possible avenues for futu,re work.
1-3
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1.;{ FI:NiI'I'I()NAI, i{l-_t_!'lI{I:_.MI'_NTS'I'(I \_'t{TI':VV ()I,,,,_ _ ti\ K_q
At this stage it is helpful t<_ s_*t do,an the .,.,,choral ft_lwti,mal Ft,qUiFcmt'l,l>; imp(_sCd 1_',
the varicms missions t(_ _ nsurc th:_t the missit,n ob)cctixcs c:_r_ 1,,, ;-_.ti:_i,i,, _}_t:!inc(l.
This i)r(_ccdurc -_ill assist iu u:,dcrstandin.,.: tb._, tcc}mical :_!,I_r_>:_!,. :,_!_:_,',] i:_ li',c >tu¢lv
;.tl]d lh(- way ill ,._hich !he results are t,r_'_vntv, t in tb, i_. rvl),,r I
Tabl(, 1-1 _'i\'cs a broad-brush l)itHt.ll't' el th(' m'l.i{)F lt_m'.:i ,i-_ that hay,, t,) i)c:fulfilled
'-;o th:!t tht' rl'llSSiOllS Call pl"_)Ct't'(_ >u_cc_,sslull\. l'iw imrticlw ,lislri_,'_ti,,n mi,_si_-._ is
grouped with the mission t_, ol_Scr",(? l_hystca] allot c!_ct_i,",_l i,r(q>{ ','lies und(,r .-\st_,roid
Belt fl3thI'OUgh since t}a_'re.ltlirclnvnts :ir(' :tI:l_,_s_ i¢l(q_!ital. .\l lil':-t ttl:tncc, it
_tI)t)_.,:ll'S th:tt lllo_t (_f th(' I'cqui.'l,l:wnt> can }w l,,!_'t _vit}. _NistiI_K ,a" >liLhtlv extended
tc(.'hllol()g\. ]]_)\vcvt.,r. ccrt;tJlT [)|'c_})[t,m ttr(:,[_ \_ t!l }_( (,I_c_:llt(,l'(,_{ that _t1'(, l)(,ctlIiat" to
the projected mi_si6ns, rosultin.g i_la nt:(,(t for :_n extcnsi_,n in the. Stalw-.._ff-the.-art.
(;reatcst ill]t)l'_)xt*nlerlt will I,c requirc(t il_ r¢,li;,l)ititv tc,:t'nolo.,...,,v }_,_'._:_s(, _>l Ibe lon_
flight times i_',,lt\,',l. The _is< ,_f sol:;r :,,,v,, _" _:.. i',,]<,_,}' >i_,',. {l_ ><,):.,' .',*':_t:t_:t
¢}CCl't.;/St>S l'tlpid]v :is ih(' Illissi_}tts pl'_gv(s:.,. \ i _'1} ('F i,i'_)}_i<'!]*, ttl't,',i is _'Olt('cl'll('¢]
with protection of tbc sp:u'e_'r:ilt subs_slvm.- fr,,_'_ :t.,-t_'_'_,i_!:_l }_:al'ti,'[_ > '.,i:i,'b :_rc
tql('ot_tt,rc{! _;i till ,,:_issi{ms
1.4 M1SSI(}N C()N('I:IP'I'S
As disc,lssed in S_.,ction :2, a rct,ccsentativc ._amt,liu;_ el a._t,.r<_i, itt} !_,_.:,lcrial \_ill }_t,
found near the plane of the ecliptic and in a reRi(m bctx\ccn a}_mt 2 0 aml 4. !_ AI"
Thus. the distributi(m anti properties of the asteroidal parti_'l_'s _:_:_ t,,. investig/ate_l
by a spacecraft, suitably i,strumented and l'ollc_i_g a heliocentric elliptical path in
the plant, of the ecliptic.. Since it is n(_t nt,ccssar', for "_ trajectory al)h<'lion to occur
at a prescribed heliocentric hmgituttt _, a launch _)r a tlvthrough mission can take
place on any day. An infinite number o[possibh' traiectori_'-_ exists, depending on
the d_,sired traj_,ctor?," al)helion and there arc m, sq,vere aecuracx re,_t_irements on the
tr:ticct.(,rx . Since information lhrough,_la the, whet(, regi(,n is (l(.sir:tbl(', a "fast"
Y
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mission with aphelion near Jupiter's orbit is attractive. Such a mission would map
all the belts in a relatively short time and still provide a reasonable time within each
belt. However, energy' requirements for such a mission are high and a limited region
can be investigated by choosing a smaller value of trajectory aphelion. For the pur-
poses of the trajectory analysis described in Section 4. trajectories with aphelia at
3.2 AU, 4.0 AU, and 6.7 AU (corresponding to a 600-day mission to ,Jupiter's orbit)
were chosen for study.
A close inspection of a major asteroid involves a mission with the usual energy
restrictions on launch opportunity. Ceres and Vesta represent suitable targets
(Section 2), and missions to both asteroids were examined since the requirements are
similar and the choice of two possible targets provides greater flexibility in mission
planning. An examination of the orbital properties of these two asteroids indicates
that, in general, Vesta missions are the least demanding from an energy point of view.
The orbit inclinations of Ceres and Vesta are 10.6 deg and 7.1 deg, respectively, so
that minimum energy opportunities will occur when the target is near a nodal crossing.
Launch opportunities occur roughly every 16 months for Vesta and every 15 months
for Ceres.
A flyby of Jupiter represents a fairly conventional mission concept. However. since
the velocity requirements are high, missions will be restricted to near-minimum
energy opportunities, and flight times will be long. The main trajectory variations
that are possible occur near the planet. Because of Jupiter's large mass, no true
light-side passage is possible for a close approach, but a considerable area of the
light side of the planet is visible for most trajectories. Actual pertcenter locations
must be chosen to provide a view of Jupiter that is compatible with experimental
requirements. A nominal miss distance of 2 radii from the planet center was used
in the study. Because of Jupiter's size, accuracy requirements on the miss distance
are not as demanding as those associated with the asteroid flyby.
The nominal spacecraft weights used in the performance analyses of Section 4 were
1,000 lb for all asteroid missions and 1,300 lb for the Jupiter flyby. These values
1-7
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are l'cprost,t_tativc of the upper _,nd of a ran_o ot p<,>_i!,I_ !,:t_ i,,_d_ :,n,l v.t<r_, :_._ulm,_t
only for illustrating the influence of the r,,l_,', ant pnram_,tcr_ ,,n mis>io_J perl_rmance.
Where applicable, a practical launch x_ irld¢)w ot :t0 days v.a.; :;tssum{,,.!>
1.5 SYSTEM ('()NCEPTS
#_5?,:
!iiiiiiiiiiiii::::::i7
The tevct at which the scientific' _bjectives ,>f the Asteroi_t Bch f!vthrough and major
aster_d_l flyby can !)e achieved dcpen_ls on the completenes,, of the scientific instru-
t?lclltatio.'l carrio_t Oll-.t}O:ll-d the spacccralt ',Lilt! tilt, c_mditi_ms un(ler which the _)t_sel'va-
tions arc made. These factors are reflected, in turfs, by the complexity of the s\'stem
and subsystem concepts which must bc COmlmtible with the science reqtiiremonts. .\
simple approach will generally result it_ a lm_er spacecratt weight, whereas m_n-e
complex systems give better returns in data taathering capabilit_ hut usually at tile
expense of more demanding launch xehicte requirements. A tra_h,-off, therefore,
<.,xists between the depth el scientific c_hservatior_s that can i,c accepted :tim the coin-
patihilitx r,t th<.+ s';stt, m coilccl)t >.i_.}; a;ai!:_!,[c I;:vm,:h , c)/i,,l('._ Mz, i_r fit,'toYs dmt
inl'luei;ce the slmcocraft weights are:
\mount and c_m_plexity of scientific irlstrum_,ntati_m
(7ontrol mode ad,_pWd for the systeln
Data acquisition and transmissiall r:ltc, s
Power profile and resultant power subsystem
Spacecraft structural weight
s,
),l,_:q ,_f lhe tvorL i_ this <qudv i, c<,n{::c,_-n¢_! >iti_ the up_,_ ".- Ll><t l;,\tt _" !i:;'_it'.: ,! (It;-.
cangt'. Ac.co;'din;'.Iv. ,_v._'c rn c't,_c',.,i}t_ wt'C:' _h,.._'iO!_e<t l</ i_[iilI th(, i'cqtiiYt I_,H'llt:-; <_i
it!ilIit!/tliYt ',lP,d II'i{kxillltlllq lIliS:,._:lOllS. _\ P, tilli!Btill't ";Yli>-Si_; _, impi{<-s !iniito(l sc:i(>iltiIic
iYIt'fISUI'OYlIOI'IIS OITll)l_Wil'i}4 the ,'-'l!llt;[i'_.{ SVStI;/H _>fic;(.'l"i / {h_.li Lll't' ,:+,,,_sist(_.>_t x_ it.h, the
rY_J>;sifilt w+>uld r('sult il_ c<_mpYchtqisi-c sclontilic, _i_-:,-_,\-:il.i,slT:-:xll_t em!,h., l'(>l:llit't,lv
;;_q_bi.-1ic'a/(>d s_ f-tc!_, ,',. c:f.p{._.
_r
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Table 1-2 lists the alternate system concepts that were studied for the Asteroid Belt
missions and indicates the relevant payload range. The values quoted for weight, power,
etc., are taken from the design study reported in Section 5. The flythrough missions
to measure particle composition are similar enough to those for distribution measure-
ment as to span a similar concept and weight range. The representative scientific
packages and associated subsystems are discussed in Section 6. For the Jupiter flyby,
the system studied corresponded to that for maximum mission potential.
This approach to system design permits greater flexibility in the eventual mission
feasibility analysis since it illustrates the sensible range of spacecraft concepts that
are applicable to the projected mission and allows the usefulness of each of the candi-
date launch vehicles to be fully assessed.
1.6 TECHNICAL APPROACH
/:
Figure I-i summarizes schematically the technical approach to the Asteroid Belt and
Jupiter Flyby Study. With the major mission objective established in the guidelines,
two broad areas of interest are immediately apparent. One area describes how the
objectives can be achieved in terms of mission concepts and required trajectories,
whereas the other area is concerned with the analysis of system and subsystem con-
cepts to meet the mission functional requirements.
Early in the study, Ceres and Vesta were selected as targets for the asteroid flyby
mission since the requirements varied only slightly and the availability of two targets
gives more flexibility in terms of launch opportunities. A limited analysis was also
made of Juno trips. For the asteroid flythrough missions, three trajectories with
suitable aphelia corresponding to different times spent within various regions of the
belts were selected for study, Trajectory analyses were performed using the Medium
Accuracy Orbital Transfer (MAOT) machine program, velocity contour charts for the
appropriate time period (1970-80 for Ceres, Vesta and Jupiter) were prepared, and
trajectory characteristics established, More detailed investigation of relevant portions of
1-9
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selected trajectories was then carried out to determine missirm profiles for use in
the subsystem analyses, lligh accuracy trajectory calculations confirmed that tile
faster MAOT provided adequate accuracy for mission planning.
The first step in the mission requirements studv which was carried out concurrently
with the trajectory analyses was to establish a range of typical scientific payloads.
The investigation of the required scientific observations was kept as general and
objective as possible to give a balanced overall picture, but preference was given to
the guideline objectives. Existing and suggested conceptual experimental techniques
were then examined and provisional instrumentation recommended. A number of novel
approaches for the measurement of asteroidal particle properties were proposed and
'the feasibility of these concepts were analyzed. To allow the design and performance
studies to proceed, typical scientific payloads were selected. For the asteroid experi-
ments, priority was given to the guideline experiments; however, for the Jupiter
flyby, where the scope for scientific measurements is much greater, an alternate
scientific package was also suggested. Interplanetary instrumentation was also
developed for each mission. Although not required in the ground rules, it was felt
that the addition of these instruments on maximum missions would greatly increase
the chances of partial mission success.
The subsystem analyses were mainly concerned with developing possible alternate
concepts for meeting the various mission requirements. Selection of the most suitable
concept was then made on a basis of accuracy compatible with the requirements.
adequate performance development status, reliability, etc. The selected concept was
then analyzed in some detail to provide basic data on mission operation and hardware
design. The subsystems studied were as follows:
• Guidance and control
• Communications
• Data handling
• Thermal control
• Propulsion
• Power
1-12
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Because of the long durations of the missions under study, reliability is of major
importance. Since a detailed reliability analysis would not provide significant results
at a feasibility level, the approach taken was to identify critical problem areas and
indicate means of increasing reliability either from the use of redundancy or improv-
ing the state-of-the-art. The effects of chance failures were emphasized throughout
the analyses and liberal use was made of the Active Element Group concept. The
requirements for a sensible mission success expectancy were examined and an approach
for estimating partial mission success discussed.
Having defined the subsystems and mission characteristics, integration of the sub-
systems into totalsystem concepts could proceed. Spacecraft designs are evolved
rather than conceived and the basic mission configurations were obtained in this man-
ner, although various arrangements and packaging approaches were investigated
within the confines of a Surveyor shroud. For the investigationof the Asteroid Belts,
designs were developed for minimum and maximum missions. The feasiblltyof using
a universal space bus concept for maximum missions to the asteroids and Jupiter was
established. An important aspect of the spacecraft design is protection from the high
particle flux environment encountered in traversing the Asteroid Belt. Great uncer-
talntyexists about the particle distributionsand their definitionis one of the objectives
of the mission, so no definiterecommendations can be made. The approach taken was
to estimate the probability of puncture for various particle distributions derived from
a survey of available data. Design application was based on what was considered the
most likely distribution.
The next important step was the study of the compatibility of the derived total payload
with the Atlas/Agena and Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle configurations so that mission
performance could be evaluated. Various launch window-mission criteria were
assumed with minimum energy (l. e. 0 minimum velocity requirement for each oppor-
tunity) as the basic criterion. A practical launch window of 30 days was assumed.
Where an excess payload capability existed (over the nominal payload of 1,000 lb for
asteroid and 1,300 lb for Jupiter simmons) the possibility of reducing trip time
1-13
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(and, therefore, increasing reliability) by me;ms of higher energy missions was
studied. The high-energy mission concept is limited, of course, by the launch vehicle
performance. This is particularly critical for the Jupiter flyby and to indicate a
reasonable approach for future studies a brief examination was made of using a typical
launch vehicle with a performance in excess of the guideline Altas based boosters.
At the conclusion of the study program, an analysis was performed to define a program
plan for the Asteroid Belt and Jupiter flyby missions and to prepare preliminary cost
estimates. This analysis was t}ased mainly on the assumption of a logical sequential
development of all mission concepts, but the differences involved if separate missions
are envisaged were noted.
1.7 I'I_N OF" REPORT
The subsequent sections contain the results of the work performed during the study.
Back-up material is presented in appendix form at the end of the relevant section..
A summary of available, information on the Asteroid Belts and Jupiter is presented in
Section 2 to illustrate the state of present scientific knowledge a_t to act as a back-
ground against which the study is developed. The technical arguments and results
are presented under the following main headings:
• Planning of Experiments
• Trajectory and Performance Analysis
• Spacecraft System Designs
• Subsystem Analyses
• Reliability Analysis
A sample program plan and preliminary cost estimates are discussed in the section
following the main technical results. The final section contains a description of the
four basic missions based on the maximum mission concept and includes configuration
descriptions, mission profiles, functional specifications and operational sequences.
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A summary and overall analysis of the study t'esults is given in the front of this report
under the heading "Summary and Evaluation of Stud)' Results." This section includes
an examination of mission feasibility and discusses mission performance attainable
with the launch vehicles suggested in the study guidelines.
The various terms used in this report are those of normal technical usage and, where
necessary, are explained in the context in which they are used. A standardized system
of units was not adopted. Rather, those units most commonly employed in the various
study areas have been retained. Remembering the fact that 1 m = 3.281 ft will nor-
mally suffice for conversion purposes.
Results of the trajectory analyses in terms of hyperbolic excess speeds at Earth,
Ceres, Vesta, and Jupiter are given in graphical form in Appendices 3A, 3B, and 3C.
A fuller description of these results (including charts and tabular data) has been
published separately in Ref. 1-4.
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Section 2
STATUS OF KNOWLEDGE ON ASTEROID BELTS ANT) JUPITER
A brief summary of the present knowledge on the asteroids and Jupiter is presented in
this section to acquaint the reader with sufficient background data to appreciate the
significance of the scinetific objectives of the proposed missions, All observations to
date of the minor planets and Jupiter have been made with Earth-bound equipment and
our information is based mainly on direct optical observations and, in the case of
Jupiter, on inference from radio signals. Since the vast majority of asteroids are
too small for observation even with the largest telescopes, a considerable amount of
conjecture is involved in estimating the distribution and properties of asteroidal
material.
2. 1 THE ASTEROIDS
2. 1. 1 I_;ackgr()unA
Apart from the trine major planets of the solar systern, interplam,tarv sl);_ce contains
a wide assortment of smaller bodies. These are mainly the c_)mt,ts, meteoroids, and
asteroids. It is thought that all originated within the solar system: they arc certainly
inter-related and may have. a common origin. All are r(,lated t() th(, dust that pervades
interplanetary space and are often indistinguishable from it.
The ma.iority of asteroids or minor planets are found between the orbits <>f Mars and
Jupiter and range in size from microns to hundreds of miles, Ceres+ the largest
asteroid, was discovered in 18(1l and occupies a place in the solar svstem that agrees
well with that forecast by Bode's Iaw, During the next six years. Pallas, Juno, and
Vesta were discovered. Astraea was found in 1_45 and after this the number of
'2-i
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_liscovr:ries incre.ased grad_,'iI}; ul|til b 5, 1962 s,;._*_ :,_, i;j t_(,,m ,tiq_'_,, *q'_l It is
estimated (Ref. 2-11 that tl_e total mlml)(.r ()f "lStl.r(_ids _h),,vn t_.) 20th mglgp, itHd(, rnav
xvell t_xceed 100,0(}0.
')_. l._ '> l)istrfl')ution of Asteroids
Fen" the ohserved astelx)ids, the :tvcrage K1lt'iit_l ,list:.nce f_,,,;;, I}:,..-<m i_- 2 > .\1". the
m_tion is direct with a memt peri(xi of -t.i;{_ yr. The astcroi_is_ _tif!'er fl'_ml tht planets
it_ that they have Ill(Ire ecc(,ntric orbits and gtr_, inclim,d :_t ;4re:ih.r anb;h's t_ the
ecliptic. The average eccentricity is 1). i5 arm the ()r},it int:li_mti(m :l_t,ragt,s ah<,ut
s 1,/2 {leg. There are man_ c×('.epti()ns to the g(,ncr:li ruh. Ili(h_lL':_) has an orbit with
a sellli major axis cff 5.8 AU. mov(,s from periheli_m "_t :! il A1 h) aphelit)n :It 9. ¢.; .\I"
tllollK all ,:,rbit inclined at ,t, 3 deg. alld has a !_crio¢I (q [:/, '7 \c:t:'s, S, HII(, astt,roi_Is
;tl'q)l'O}Jc'h llCal" tO the orbit _d the Earth. l",,r cXaml)lc, }i_.Yn'.,vs {ctit_ .'-- H. {) Illi_ h_ls
come within (illO, Otto mi of Earth, The orbit ot I<';trtas _,xi_il,it,_, a_ t_ccwntri,,:itv ui
0._:'7 and passes \\ithin 17 "nilli_m rni cfflhe Stm. (q)c :tl'o'.:;: ,,} :,,atcr,*i,!< ..'he
"I'r_@tns - has a rncan distance [I*(HIt t}l(! Still that i: tilt, .<,,nc as rh:_t ,,i .1 q)it(,r. The
.mcm!_ers of this group are situated :.it the Sun-,ltq)itt, r lit,rati_m t:_,Ht(,;'>, havc p_,ri,_,t,-
\'(w\ l/ettl'] _, e,tual tx_ that of ,tUl.)iter, small eccentriciti_,s. }._t a ,a idc rangy of _r!dt:,.1
ine I inations.
,Jupiter has a significant effect on the motion of the a.Mcr<mls "I'h(, plant, l._;' influence
is dcmonstrat(,d hy ti_e irre/gularities or gaps appearing in the astert)id peri_,ds, Very
fe\v asteroids have peri_)ds less than 3,5 vr or more than (; _ yr. t'¢msl)icwL_s gaps
appear at 3.97, 4.7C, and 5.95 yr, corresponding to periods 1 '3, 2,/5. and t/2 of that
(d Jupiter. These ,'(,sonance effects occur where the asteroid peYit,d x_)uhl b(, com-
mensurate with Jupiter's period. Asteroids l_inR lmvond ,lupiter exhibit the opposite
effect. Instead of gaps near the principal commensurations, clustering ix evident.
Narin (Ref. 2-2) made an investigation of the spatial distribution of numbered asteroids
(1,563 in number), tie to.included that there w_ no significant grouping of asteroids in
'2 - '2
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heliocentric longitude and that the distribution in heliocentric latitude peaks slightly
below the plane of the ecliptic (- 0.14 deg). The bulk of the numbered asteroids lie
within • 15 deg of the ecliptic.
The distribution of asteroidal material of small size cannot of course be observed.
Such distributions must be inferred by extrapolation of data on the visible asteroids.
This problem is discussed in detail in Appendix 2A, but the uncertainty associated
with the estimates is considerable. Kuiper(Ref. 2-3) made a systematic survey of
asteroids down to magnitude 16.5 and found marked differences in the absolute-
magnitude distributions and, consequently in distribution of asteroid dimensions over
three zones. According to Kuiper (Ref. 2-1) three major asteroid belts with the
following qualitative characteristics can be postulated:
• 2.0 to 2.6 AU - low concentration of material
• 2.6 to 3.2 AU - major belt containing the greatest mass of the ast_oidal
material
• 3.2 to4.0 AU- contains the greatest amount of small particles but of small
mass; space density possibly 1000 times that near Earth.
2.1.3 Physical Characteristics of Asteroids
For all practical purposes, asteroids appear as points of light in a telescope, hence,
accurate measurements of their physical dimensions are not in good agreement. Esti-
mates for the diameter of Ceres range from 427 to 480 mi and its mass may be about
1/8000 that of the Earth. Total asteroidal mass may be about 1/2000 that of the Earth
but considerable uncertainty exists about this value. The probable density is about
3 times that of water (Ref. 2-6). Due to their small size, all asteroids are devoid of
any atmosphere.
Most asteroids exhibit variations in lightintensity as observed from Earth. Itis
thought that this effect is due to the rotation of irregularly shaped bodies and by obser-
vation it is possible to deduce rotation periods and dimensions. Gehrels (Ref. 2-4)
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suggests that the brightncss variation may be due, in t,art, t¢_ differ,,nt surface
characteristics over the body. Estimates of the albedos show that they are not the
same for all asteroids, x_-ith Vesta illustrating an abnormally high valuo of 25 percent
compared with the average value of about 7 percent. Observation of the color of sun-
light reflected from the asteroids imply that they ma_ be grey or hrmvnish, similar to
rocks found on Earth. Again there is considerable disagreement at_o/tI true asteroid
colors due to observation difficulties.
'2.1.4 Major Asteroids
The largest asteroids in order of size are Ceres, Pallas. Vesta. and Juno, all of
which h:_ve diameters exceeding 100 mi. D_mc ten ;_dditional asteroids with diameters
estimated to be in excess of 1_*0 mi have been observed but insufficient data have been
accumulated to make them worthy ofconsiderati_m. The next largest are Iris and
Metis (--" 80 mi) followed by Hebe (_ 70 mi), Massalia and Aquitania (_ 65 mi).
About another ten asteroids have diameters greater than 10 mi.
One objective of the Asteroid Belt mission is the ,_bservation of the gv(_ss surface
features of a major asteroid. By virtue of their size the four largest named above
are the only possible targets. Their orbital parameters are well defined, ensuring
accurate trajectory calculations and good guidance accuracy. Pallas, however, has a
high orbit inclination to the ecliptic (almost 35 deg) and is not attractive from a mis-
sion point of view. _me important properties of the remaining three large asteroids
are given in Table 2-1. The data are taken mainly from Refs. 2-5, 2-6, and 2-7.
Inspection of Table 2-1 does not bring to light any great differences in properties of
the three asteroids apart from the high value of Vesta's albedo, which might represent
an anomaly. Ceres. because of its large mass, provides a significant advantage in
that it would provide the largest perturbation of a spacecraft trajectory, for mass-
determination experiments. As pointed out in ,Section 4 the orbital properties of Vesta
are the more favorable from mission chert,%" consideration hut not overwhelmingly so.
M-49-65- 1
The large inclination and high eccentricity of Juno are not desirable in this context.
For the purpose of the study, Ceres and Vesta were selected for mission analysis as
they are likely to provide complimentary data.
PROPERTIES OF
Orbital
Semi-major axis (AU)
Sidereal period (yr)
Eccentricity
Inclination to ecliptic (deg)
Physical
Diameter (mi)
Mass (related to Earth)
Rotation period (hr-min)
Light variation, maximum
amplitude (mag)
Albedo (percent)
Color index
Absolute magnitude
(Referred to 1 Au from
Earth)
T al:) 1e '2- 1
:ERES. JUNO, AND VESTA
Ceres
2. 767
4.60
0. ()79
10.6
477
10 -4
9.05
0.04
3to 6
0.5
4.Q
Juno
2.670
4.36
0.256
13.0
127
0.33 × 10 -5
7. 12
0.15
llto 12
0.83
6.3
Vesta
2.361
3.63
0,088
7.1
244
0.17 x 10-4
5.20
0.13
25 to 26
0.55
4.2
2.2 PROPERTIES OF JUPITER
Jupiter represents a much more tangible object for investigation. The largest planet
in the solar system, it has a diameter of 88,700 mi and a mass 318 times that of the
Earth. Its average density is estimated to be about 1.33 times that of water. It spins
rapidly on its axis with a period of rotaUon of 9 hr 50 rain at the equator and some 5 min
longer near the poles, This great planet moves in an orbit whose mean distance from
the Sun is 5.20 AU with an eccentricity of 0.04B and a sidereal period of 11.86 yr.
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Thesurfaceis hiddenbydensecloudswhichexhibitdistinct I):t_dsandspots. These
surfacefeaturesare in a stateof continualchangealthoughthegeneralcharacterof
the markingscanremainunchangedover longperiods. The "itmosphere is thought to
be in violent turbulent motion. One prominent surface feature, the Great Red Spot,
has persisted for over eighty years. It is large - it covers about 30,000 mi in a dir-
ection parallel to the equator - usually reddish and slightly darker than its surround-
ings. It appears to be an atmospheric phenomenon and is thought to he caused by a
Taylor column set up by a surface irregularity. Colors in the cloud layers may be
due to the presence of sodium or free radicals and ions formed by the influence of
solar ultra-violet radiation.
] ii_I_
The atmosphere is thought to consist predominantLy of hydrogen and helium with some
heavier elements. Only the abundaney of methane, ammonia, and hydrogen have been
detected with any certainty. Radiometric measurements in the 8-14 micron window
of the Earth's atmosphere give temperatures of about 130°K above the clouds of Jupiter
so that it is likely that they consist of ammonia cirrus near the t_)p of the _tmosphere.
According to Gallet (ref. 2-8) this cloud layer is about 30 mi thick :|nd below this is
a region where ammonia rain storms may be possible.. A further l:_yer would consist
of gaseous ammonia followed by water clouds and then v_'ater vapor. A surface heated
to 1000"K would be only some 300 mi below the cloud tops. The existence of a con-
ventionai surface is doubtful and it is likely that the lower reaches of the atmosphere
merges gradually with an "ocean." The interior of Jupiter probably consists of solid
hydrogen and at the great pressures involved nhay h:wc a metallic hydrogen core.
Jupiter is one of the strongest sources of radio emission in the sky. The radio emis-
sion around 18 mc (decameter radiation) consists of short circularly polarized bursts
and are apparently emitted from one or several sources in the atmosphere. At shorter
wavelengths (decimeter radiation) the emission is more regular and about 20 to 30
percent linearly polarized. The radiation at 3 cm. corresponds to Jupiterts black
body temperature of 130°K. The angular extent of the short wavelength source is sev-
eral times the size of the planet along the equ,_tor and considerably less in the north-
south direction.
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Jupiter's decimeter radiation (>3 em) isexplained by the pr¢_sence of a magnetic field
containing large number of trapped particles which emit synchrotron radiation. The
high energy particle flux may be as high as 10,000 times that in the Earth's radiation
belts. Itis likelythat Jupiter possesses two radiation belts. The long wave sporadic
bursts are probably caused by a cerenkov-type radiation h'om electrons precipitated
from the charged particle belts.
Twelve satellitesof Jupiter have been discovered. The four Galilean satelliteshave
diameters ranging from 1800 to 3200 mi. Gannymede and Callisto are considerably
larger than our Moon and may well possess atmospheres of some form.
2.3 THE NEED FOR DIRECT OBSERVATIONS
!i!iiii{i!ii!?_,_
Although small in total mass, the asteroids are very important members of the solar
system. An understanding of the evolution of the Asteroid Belt would supply informa-
tion that could be applied to the more fundamental problem of the origin of the solar
system itself. An Immediate question to be answered is whether the asteroid swarm
was formed in a catastrophic manner by the collison of much larger bodies or by ori-
ginal planetary condensation. The effectsof mass accretion and particle collisions
producing fragmentation complicates the present picture. Only more detailed know-
ledge of the distribution and physical and chemical properties of the asteroids, their
relationship to meteorites and the influence of Jupiter on the asteroid orbits can pro-
vide the required answers. Another important consideration is the extent of damage
that can be expected to a spacecraft traversing the belts on a mission to the outer
planets and the implications on spacecraft design. Earth-bound astronomers are
handicapped by the small size of the asteroids and only very limited information can
be obtained. Further, the vast majority of small particles can never be investigated
from Earth. Thus a complete picture of the asteroid belts can only be achieved by
observations made from spacecraft actually flying through the belts. A direct obser-
vation of one of the larger asteroids from a flyby spacecraft will provide further im-
portant supplementary information.
,%
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Jupiter represents the nearest member of the outer system ,)f pl:lnetary giants and is
a logical target for future space missions. A host of problems c,*ncermng the planet's
composition, its atmosphere, radiation belts, and radio emission need to be investi-
gated. Because Jupiter is so large and observe'able from Earth with comparative ease,
care must be taken that scientific experiments planned for future space missions do
not duplicate observations that could be made, say, from an Earth s_tellite. However,
reliable information in such areas as magnetic field, radiation intensities, thermal
balance, atraospheric composition, darkside phenomena (such as aurorae), radio noise
sources, and TV coverage can only be obtained by on-the-spot observations. Missions
to the largest planet in the sol_r system are bound to provide a wealth of information
on Jupiter, Earth-related phenomena and, indeed, the whole solar system.
_;_:,_, _/ill_
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Appendix 2A
SUMMARY OF METEOROID DATA AND EXTRAPOLATION
TO ASTEROID BELT DISTRIBUTIONS
The actual particle flux encountered in traversing the Asteroid Belt will significantly
influence the efficiency of the measuring instruments and the integrity of the space-
craft structure. Unfortunately, great uncertainty exists concerning the expected par-
ticle distributions. However, for design studies to proceed, it is important to estab-
lish possible limits for the expected flux. The data presented in this appendix was
collected and analyzed during the study.
The only definite information concerning particle flux in the Asteroid Belt is obtained
from visual observation of asteroids exceeding half a mile in diameter. The results
of surveys by Kniper (Ref. 2-1) and Narin (Ref. 2-2) were combined to give the curves
marked G in Fig. 2-1. These curves represent one end of the mass spectrum. Par-
ticle sizes of interest to an asteroidal sampling mission are indicated by the point
marked JPL Design Flux, which corresponds to a flux of 1 particle/m2/sec for 100
micron size particles and was suggested as a basis for instrumentation design. For
consideration of damage to the spacecraft the range of interest is 10 -3 to 1 gin.
Information on the flux of smaller particles must be based on observation of near-Earth
phenomena with the application of suitable extrapolation techniques. Most of the avail-
able information is summarized by the remaining curves of Fig. 2-1. They have the form:
or
loglo N = K - blOgl0m
N = 10 K m -b
Where N is the number of particles intercepted per unit area per sec. with mass
greater than m and K and b are constants. The parameters K and b are needed to
define a flux.
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Curve A, (Ref. 2-9) was based on photographs of meteors. Because of the uncertain
relation between meteor brightness and mass, the curve is considered reliable within
a factor of 5. These particles are believed to be debris from comets.
Curves B and C, (Ref. 2-9) were based on the meteorites which have been found.
These bodies are believed to be debris from the asteroids; Curve B is for stony mat-
erial and C is for iron.
Curve D, (Ref. 2-10) was based on an independent study of meteorites, it is for both
stone and iron material.
,_,!!_!_i:ii
Curve E, (Ref. 2-11) was based on particle impacts recorded by Earth satellites.
All of the curves mentioned thus far concern particles which have struck the Earth's
atmosphere or have come wRhln a few hundred miles. Curve F, (Ref. 2-11) was cal-
culatod from the brightness of zodiacal lightso it represents the particles beyond the
Earth's gravitation that are about the same distance (R = I AU) from the sun. The
difference between curves E and F is real and is due to a concentration of small par-
ticles near the Earth.
Additional basic information includes the velocities and orbits of meteors and asteroids,
physical properties of meteorites, and some deductions that meteor particles are very
fragile and of low density, between O. 1 and 1 gm/cc.
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The available meteoroid data requires considerable theoretical treatment and extra-
polation to predict the probability of penetration of the spacecraft. The following
effects are particulary important:
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• The increase in velocity, V, :rod c_mcen,'rati_m. C, _e,um))(_r per cubic
lneter) <tue to the gr:_vitation:_l iieh:] ()f a piamq, which h_ert, ztst,s ]he flmx,
CV, and the penetrating pm_er of partirtes
• The Poynt ing-Robertson (P-t:_) solar- radiat ion-d r:_ e)feet whirh _zr:tdu-
ally reduces the size of :, p.rti,:t(.'s ortfit
The gravitational-concentration elfect _eem_ t_ account for 1h¢_ different'.(,bet_veen
Curves E and F of Fig. 2-1 (I(ef. 2-12) if these fine dust Imrti(:it,s appr(_:_,:h the Earth
in near-circular orbits according to the P-}_ off(ret. I.z,r/or pLrtiuh_s, the photo-
graphic meteors, are not in su('h circular orbits alld :fro not :_._ highly c(mcentrated hy
gravity. Figure 2-2, Cmwe B, sho_s the velocity histo_tr:,m Ior parti<'lest_eyond the
Earth's fiekl obtained by applying the "isol:_ted bmly" equation,s for p:_r_('[e velocil._
:rod "capture radius" of the Earth ([let. 2-t2). Thus. the thtx of p:_rtich,% destined to
he meteors is :_ little less than the _e:_r.I:.arlh value.
According to Whipple (reported in _{et. Z-13} pho{ographi(: mcleors regislur on film if
O
the quantity MV _ exceeds a v:C'l'|.(li{l thrcshoM; the hist.,_'._t,qs A :_(l }_ :_t'( _ /(ppc(_[)l'i_t|.t,
to the set of particles able to penetrate a w:_ll 0he pc,qet r':,.tim{ flux, N ) it :_ m [be
P
/:)ent,tration equati(m* has :_ value ot +.'* If :t ], h(;wev_,r, [_*x;_:r p:ll'ti(_lt, s car} pent,-
trate and they have a lower average velocity. C '*. ..urx _ s (_: _'tll(I 1.1 show hist()_F;Lr_S for
this possibility, th,re gravity increases N by at×.,ut 2. Since :_ sp ,'cecr;d'! ,lear ['_arlh
. _ _. P
is partially shield_._l from the flux, this effert can<.(.,ls tilt? aravity (.T[,.(,{ (l{c,". 2=[1).
Thus, beyond the Earth's field, the fluxes [." :Hid .\ o{ !:'Ig. Z-1 :!i'( _ ippr(q)ri,tl_..
_!iii The Poynting-lloh(wtson (P-R) effect causes partieh., (,:'tdts to redu,'e in si,'.(: :,nd t,,
|)eeom(, mr)re (.'iretl[:iF. This rate of decrtmse is iav(:rscly pr(q),)rli()ll:tl to th(? p:irti('}(,
radius, so tha_ smM1 10articles spiral in toward the sun more _{uicklv. .\ p:_rtich* mass
-0
10 " gm in the Asteroid t_,lt will reach the s,m in lc_ 6 :_ 7yr; 10" gin, in _; x l() yr: :md
1(:) 3 gin, in 4 x 10 9 yr. This means that the populations of particles are advnamie
balance bet_e(,n pr_messe._ removing partirles, _he P-I{ effeel, collision with plauet._:
*See section 5.0, l<q. 5, I
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and the processes of replenishment, cometury decay, pl:_.netatw dislurharices, and
collision. Collisions of course transform larger particles into smaller ones. Tile P-H
effect dominates in the smaller size range and planetary effects dominate the larger.
Bodies larger than 1000 gm (meteorites and visible asteroids) have not been influenced
by the P-R effect. This fact makes extrapolation of Curves B, C, D, and G into the
range of interest very unreliable.
On the other hand, the P-R effect brings a steady stream of particle samples to the
Earth from the Asteroid Belt and beyond. Theory requires that the particle concen-
tration should vary inversely as distance I{ from the sun to a power between 1 _md 2,
with 1.5 being correct for circular orbits (Itefs. 2-14, 2-15, and 2-16) except where
particles are being added or removed from the P-It stream. This means that a con-
centration of hazardous particles in the Asteroid Belt can exist only if there is a mech-
anism for removal between the Belt and Earth or if the concentration has existed for
.a short (astronomic) time. A plausible estimate of the small particle population could
thus be based on the P-R extrapolation of Curves A and F of FiF4. 2-1. |lowever,
sputtering and erosion may well destroy such particles.
This P-R extrapolation is supported by an important analysis by Briggs (ltef. 2-15)
based on meteor orbits reported by Hawkins. Making plausible correction for various
biases introduced by the meteor-detection process, Briggs arrived at the reduction
factors shown in Fig. 2-3. The correspondence tc, ihe slope of -3/2 is str<mg confirma-
tion that the P-R effect dominates tim distribution (d t)al'Ii,'}c._ ,_t t'ometarv orig-in. The
P-R effect is also confirmed by its successful use in prediction of the z,,diacal light due
to dust, (Ref. 2-15 and 2-16). Since the meteors contain very few stones or irons, the
-3
asteroidal particles from 10 to 1.0 gin are ncgliDblc by c(mlparison or arc distin._mish-
able from the cometary. In either case, Curve Aof Fig. 2-3 should apply.
Briggs noted a statistical concentration of meteoroid aphelia near R --=5 AU due to the
influence of Jupiter. This corresponds to the Jupiter concentration of comets (Ref.
2-17), but this had littleeffect on the space density at R = 5. The reliability of Fig.
2-3 near R = 5 is somewhat uncertain because of the difficulty of estimating this
Jupiter concentration effect from meteors in the I':arth's atmosphere.
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The decrease in hazard shown in Fig. 2-3, Curve A, is supplemented by the decPeasc
in particle and spacecraft velocities as R increases. These speeds lend tu decrease
as the -I/2 power of R, which reduces the flux and increases the mass required for
penetration. Although an exact analysis requiring consideralion of the distribution of
direction of velocity vectors was nol made, (:_tin,,ate8 {}f corrt,cticm fa,'lor_ for Curve
A of I.'ig. 2-1 as a functiou of I{ :,re shown as Curve B in Fig. ::-3. (.'uPvc B happens
_ / 9
to coincide with the R 3/ ,_ curve.
The penetrating flux Np thus {Iiminishes ir_m it_ nc:,r.-i_aPt{} v'alue in pt'op,:}rt_- t(}
Curve A multiplied by B.
Close to ,Jupiter itseIl a Sl)acecPail _ill cncount{,r _t lar'_e inc'Pca>(, in p:trticlc c,}n{;(.m-
tration and velocity due to gravity. There is a[so ._{)m{ ,,vi{len::u th:d .!upiter has a
cloud of particles in captive orbit, l)ue h) an :tccttn_ulathm (_t um'{,P1_tintit,s, thtr h:lz:tr{t
near Jupiter has not been estimated llun}{.,ri<:gil[v. W( n{,t{, only that Vilg. 2-3 rc, du{:,es
the flux by a factor o[ 12.5 and the time s_}ent ,._e tr 3_)t}it,_r in a fly--by i.- {ml?: :_ feb h_mrs.
In .stlt'nm'.ii_,, (:onsidt, ral)hP uncol'taintv exists ",d}{ud th{_ pt_r_.lratt_g l}:trt_.,'l{£, flux within
the As[el'{,id Belts. The rang(, of intt._l'est ['{}I' l)(_ssli_lt _t_t_t_, is _.¢,!], (,l'!_t,{! with l):tP -
titles of mass l{( 3 t{: 1 gin. Application o[ th{.!ory t{) )t}servcd l}h{'n,,men,, ]{,a(I.._ to a
number of p{)ssit}le distributions indicated in Fig. 2!-l. ThP(,(, {}i these distPib_lti{ms
merit consideration.
(a) Curve. A for near-['Tarth distPihuti(m is t)as{.d ,m the , bs{,rv:i',i_m {)1 mete, r
material. I;'(_r distributions within the A._lePoid Belt, thr r_du{'ti{m factors
of Fig. 2-3 must be :_l}plic{t t(}altow /(}r the pr(,{tici_d redu,'ti,}]i in space
density and I}t;nell":lti_ig f)ov, e_P. This mo(h,l assumes thai asl, P()idaI mat{,-
rial in the range ot interest has been removed by sputtering :rod erosion and
the Poy nt ing-- l{ot}e rs(m effect.
(b) Curve (; C'B' t)ase(] (m ot}servalicn of the l:tl'ge asteemd> and cxtrapolate(i
f()r small particle distributions using a sl{)p(' I,:tstd {)B m(,te{_ritc dala.
(c) The ,lPI, design point.
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No correction factors are required if the distributions of (b) and (c) are assumed
since they refer to actual belt distribution.
In addition the work of Volkoff (R_f. 2-14) is relevant. His results for the asteroid
belt give values that exceed those deduced from Curve A (Fig. 2-1) by a factor of
about 30.
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Section 3
PLANNING OF EXPERIMENTS
The Planning of experiments for the various missions involved the following steps:
• Identification of desired observations
• Survey of observational techniques
• Examination of scientific instruments
• Selection of typical scientific payloads
At each step, evaluations were made and ratings assigned in regard to the relevance of
the observations, feasibility of the techniques and capabilities of the instruments. The
matrix of information resulting from the first three steps provided the basis for selec-
ting appropriate scientific payloads in the last step.
3.1 DESIRED OBSERVATIONS
3.1.1 Evaluation Criteria
Each mission presents opportunities to perform a large variety of observations and to
acquire a great diversity of data, Thus, some selective process must be applied to
keep the scope of the observations within reasonable bounds. Identification of the de-
sired observations was accomplished by rating them on a simple three-level scale of
priorities. Firet priority was assigned to those observations directly relevant to the
mission objectives specified in the guidelines. Second-priority observations comprised
those contributing significantly but indirectly to the stated mission objectives. All
other observations rated third priority, however intrinsically attractive or scientifically
important they might appear to be.
\
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With the above criteria its guides for assigning priorities to desired observations,
Table 3--1 was prepared indicating the estimated range o[ the desired measurements,
the present status of knowledge, and priority of each kind of observation. Following
the table is a list of notes consisting of remarks relevant to the data eontaine(t in
the table. The last column ol the table provides a key to the notes.
'7;
_N
....J
3.1.'2 Asteroid Belt
The prime objectives ot two missi(ms to the Asteroid Belt are st)ecified to be the
measurement ot:
• Particle distribution
• Physical and chemical surface properties of a statistically
significant sample of Asteroid particles
The distribution measurements are assumed to be satisfied by the position,
number and size or mass distribution of the particles. Direct ol)servati(ms (il these
quantities are given first priority. The requirement for measurements of the surface
properties of asteroid particles implies first priority must be assigned to surface
observations, e.g., optical reflectivity, polarization of reflected light, fluorescence
and surface radioactivity.
Measurements of particle velocities (direction and speed) are assigmed second priority
because they provide only an indirect indication ot particle distribution elsewhere in
the Asteroid Belt. I.ikewise, determinations oI" the composition of asteroid particles
rate only second priority because the)' yield only tentative clues to the surface prol)-
erties of the particles.
3.1.3 Specific Asteroid
The prime objective of a mission to a specific asteroid is the observation ot the gross
suriace features. This objective would be satisfied b5 determination of size, shape,
3-'2
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Notes for Table 3-1
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J
_Iptel_._
(1) Interplanetary measurements prmqde reference values for comparison with near
planet and asteroid belt environment.
(2) Correlation of solar plasma and magnetic field data is expected to provide better
understanding and prediction of solar cosmic ray scattering phenomena.
Asteroid Belt
9
(1) Frequency of 1/see m- for 100-micron size particles was specified by JPL as basis
for design of particle detection experiments in Asteroid Belt.
(2) Density of asteroid particles is presumed to be similar to iron and stony meteorites.
(3) Distribution of Asteroid Belt material out of the ecliptic plane can be derived from
angular distribution of particle velocities relative to the ecliptic plane.
(4) Refers to radioactivity induced by cosmic rays and/or artificial bombardment with
neutrons or energetic protons and alpha particles.
M'a [or Asteroid
(1) Analysis of radar return signal can indicate mag_dtude of surface roughness, also
strength of return signal is indication of dielectric coefficient of surface materials.
(2) Optical data and radioactivity measurements contribute t,) inference of surface
composition.
(3) Temperature distribution near the terminators of a rotating asteroid yields infor--
mation about thermal diffusi_ty of sin-face materials.
(4) Occurrence of a perceptible magnetic disturbance would imply presence of a large
nickel-iron mass, though it is not clear how such a mass might become at)preciably
magnetized in the Asteroid Belt.
)
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(1) Field strength near surface may be large enough to interfere with electronic equip-
meat, e.g., photomultipliers and vidicon tubes.
(2) Intensity of trapped radiation belts may be great enough to damage electronic
equipment, e.g., solid-state devices.
(3) Hot-house effect could significantly increase the temperature below the clouds,
particularly if Jupiter has internal source of heat.
(4) Measurement of vertical convection currents would aid in deriving a dynamic
model of Jupiter's atmosphere.
(5) Measurement of net thermal flux over entire surface of planet would indicate
magnitude of internal heat source.
(6) If temperature is everywhere greater than critical temperature of mixture com-
prising upper layers of Jupiter, there may be a continuous increase in density
with depth for many thousands of kilometers without the occurrence of any true
surface.
(7) Infrared pictures may reveal circulation currents and cloud structures at depths
below the visible layer of clouds.
(8) Possibility of rings analogous to Saturn' s, particularly inside Roche's limit.
(9) Correlation of X-rays with radio emissions may aid in determining location
and mechanism of process generating radio emissions
(10) Passage near one of the larger satellites will significantly perturb the spacecraft
orbit relative to Jupiter.
3-9
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visual appearance, and nature of surface irregularities. Vidicon pictures and radar
measurements oI surface roughness rate first priority as direct observations ol sur-
face features. Other scientifically import_mt observations such as measurements of
temperature, composition, mass, and magnetic field place third on the priority scale
because they do not contribute sigmiticantly to the prime objective.
3.1.4 Jupiter
The scientific data required from a Jupiter flyby concerns the magmetic field, radiation,
atmosphere (pressure, temperature, and composition), surface teInperature, and visual
appearance. These objectives establish a rather comprehensive list of first priority
observations, e.g., measurement of the magnetic field as a function of position ; meas-
urement of the i_tensity, energy speetrmn, direction and distribution of trapped radi--
ation; determination of the spectral distribution of electromagnetic, radiation absorbed,
scattered, and emitted by the atmosphere: and acquisition of vidicon pictures. Addi-
tional scientifically attractive observations such as measurement of the meteoroid
distribution near Jupiter and observation of Jupiter's satellites are assigned third pri-
ority because they are not even indirectly related to the prime objectives.
i_!iiiiiiiii:i-
3.1.5 Interplanetary
All interplanetary observations are assigned third place on the priority scale because
none are essential to the prime objectives. However, a number of interplanetary meas-
urements are desirable to provide background data indirectly useful for evaluation of
corresponding measurements made in the Asteroid Belt and near Jupiter. These meas-
urements include micrometeoroid flux, ionizing radiation flux, and magnetic field
intensity. The last is of interest mostly in relation to major asteroid and Jupiter mis-
sions. It is unlikely that magnetic field measurements would have any particular sig-
nificance so far as the smaller asteroids are concerned.
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In general, there are several acceptable methods for achieving the same or equivalent
observations, and it is often difficult to decide which is best. Table 3-2 presents a
survey of experimental methods pertinent to the desired observations. For each
method the more salient factors concerning capabilities, advantages, and disadvantages
are briefly stated. Based upon considerations of information-gathering potential, fea-
sibility, and useful life, the experimental methods are rated on a three-valued priority
scale. That is, their ratings are based upon their individual merits rather than upon
their relevance to mission objectives. Thus, the criteria for assigning priorities to
the experimental methods are quite different from those used for ranking the desired
observations.
3.2.1 Asteroid Belt
i/'
The methods for measuring particle distributionare separable into two groups:
• Those requiring interception or direct contact with the particles
• Those involving remote detection of radiation reflected or emitted by the
particles
The range of the first group is limited to the dimensions of the detecting device which,
in general, do not exceed the dimensions of the spacecraft. The second group may
have a range much greater than the dimensions of the spacecraft.
Devices based upon Group I or interception methods are available in a variety of
forms such as,
• Thin films coated on either side with electrically conducting layers that
are momentarily short circuited by impact of a high-speed particle
• Microphone impact detectors
• Thin-walled pressurized cans that register loss of pressure when perforated
by a particle
I:
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Notes for Table 2-2
(1) Correlation of hole size with particle size needs hn-th(.r study h)r particle speeds
of interest in l, resent ease. Theoretically, the particle densit.v, mass and energy
may be deduced from hole size, speed and numt)or el trims l,enetrated, hut iurther
study is needed lor velocities in question.
(2) Amt)litude of imt)aet signal is I)(,lieved t() ,e :t coml)lit'at(,d [unction ()1 impact (merzy
involving ejection of target matt, ri-tl irom tilt.' iml):tct crater.
('0 Useful life and quantity of data l)er can may l)¢, el,rained \\ith atu\iliary gas supply
and pressure transducer to measure h, ak rate as function of number and size of
pertorations.
(4) Monocular device has some potentml for determining radial Sl,ee(l relative to Sl)aee-
craft t)y measuring changes in anglllar speed and I,rightn(,ss. More sot,histieated
l)inoetflar device might be able to determine range an(t range rate })y optical
triangulation.
(5) C(m_bination of conti,mous I.:\SEI/beam with l,ulsed hean_ might permit determina-
tion of angular veloeit 3 :is well as range and range rate.
((;) A two-dinmnsional array of phase sensitive radar receiving antenn:ts eouhldetermine
direction and zmgnalar rate ()f radar return signal.
(7) Rough analysis indicates mass f]tL\ Of asteroid mat(,rktI is st) sm'dl that a very large
neutron source would be required, e.g.. an unshielded reactor and only very short
half life radio isotopes would respondstr,ngly en(mgh to give a detectable sig-rtal.
(8) Accurate measure of miss distance is important to determination of asteroid In,ass
by I)erturbation ot spacecraft orbit.
(9) }ligh sensitivity' magnetometer will be required to (h.'tect the transition from inter-
t)hmetary to planetary field and locate plasma-mag-netic shock [rent of solar plasma
interaction with Jupiter's field.
(10) It is of l)artieular interest to examine conditions near the terminators. "I'eleseol)ie
obserwttions indicate anomalously high surface temperatures in the shadows of
satellites.
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(11) It is quite uncertain whether Jupiter has a definable surface at depths that can be
observed.
(12) Care must be exercised to avoid passing too close to a major satellite. Deflection
of spacecraft orbit could be large enough to spoil a Jupiter mission.
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• Wire grids connected so as to indicate a ehanZe o[ ch,cL_'_ca.l resi._lam'e
when a particle breaks one or more of t,l_e wires
• Surface erosion devices that show a change )n eh:etri(:.;d ()r optical propertms
consequent to the cumulative elloots o! t)arti('}(.' unl*;{.{'[s
• Impact devices that detect the Hash l,rodm:(.d !,', [mi>:w). _)I ::t !_tgh sl,e(_(!
particle
• l:'[(,ct r,)mag_wtic particl e {h'ccierat())'.-
A I,ressurized (:an wou.hl seem to be amo,.:g d._: h,,_s: attl':(c.'.i_.(' d ],arth.'](> (b':e(t()rs
l)ecause it is a one-shot demce that re_.cals l_ttlc )))(_re ,than the {±I'FiV:ii O| _I.i)artic]e
with sullmient energ), to pertorate Ii'e can. S(:)me dlS(:I'IlI')Hla.I,_)I_ tli particle dtre('[io/l
can })e provided ))v part!all) shielding ti;e can. More,_ver. its use!uhlcss might ))e
extended by connecting it either to a l_alsed <.)) '.,_ _i ;.t, it:£,l,, i'cgLrit:_("d gas sul.)l,t.v so
that the occurre)K:e of several perforations m st_v<:(..s.-.i ,:_ a.ud t};c ctmmhttive i'.ule size
may })e deduc(,d _rom changes ill th(; leak .)'at(:. ll()v:ev_,r. ),i',('l_val achwxeme,,.t ts
dif[icult, and the device wouhl still have a limit¢,(t _)s(.lu! l_[(, (le)_(,'_d(:nt :lp()N the e.as
supply.
The sui'Iaee erosion dc_ ice may yield valwtblc data a!,,mt >_,>)_c cli(.cts ()1 pa':tj_ h_
impacts. _ut it tells very little about the partt(:h:s th(:m.,,ei_(:s.
:ii Lii:i_ii:#
Simultaneous breakage ol a number of adjacent wires m a ¢:rtd ma_ ),qdi(.ate the size
ol a partk:le, though perhaps m only one dimeqsi,m. .-\ suitaiHe arrangement ol
several layers <)1 grids could indicate the direct.,,._ _,nd speed ,,1 a part,tie ),rov_ded
it penetrated alt the grids _ithoutbreaking up. Replacenmnt ,)t _,rokcnw_res in si_.u
s(2ellls impractical, so grids must be regarde(! as sultermg lion) inherent [in;it&irons
in uselul life.
/
Microphone impact detectors ha_,e th(? noteworti_ ', _rtue ot hei.':g able to register a
great many impacts without perceptible deterioration. Mo,'eoxer, they indicate the
impact magnitude, eorrest)ondingto some hmetmn of the [)article mass, d,msit_, corn-
position, speed, and angle ()I mmdence t)rolmbly the properties ol the d(.:tector
L<)CKHEEO M i ?_.,'5_Lg.' & 95_:"-_C[ < )MPANY
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target material are also involved, for itis believed that material ejected from the
impact crater contributes greatly to the observed impulse. Unfortunately, the func-
tional relationship between the indicated parameters is not known. Hence, some of
the significance of data from microphone impact detectors is stilluninterpretable.
If asteroid particles are electrically charged or if it is presumed that an electric
charge can be deposited on them, then conceivably some of the well-knox_-n experimenta!
techniques of subatomic particle physics might be used to determine the speed and mas. _
of asteroid particles. Thus, for example, if electric and magnetic fields are applied
simultaneously at right angles to each other and to the direction of motion of a particle.
it can be shown that regardless of the charge on the particle, its path will be undeflec-
ted by the fields when the following relation is satisfied:
v = E/H
where
E =
H =
V =
electric field strength
magnetic field strength
particle velocity
Also, if a charged particle moves at right angles to either an electric or a magnetic
field, the mass of the particle is expressed by the following relations:
m = EQR/v 2 = HQR/v
where
m = particle mass
Q = electric charge on the particle
R = radius of curvature of the particle path
The charge on the particle may be determined by capturing it in a Faraday cup.
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[t is not difficult to imagine a 6evict:.e..pl,:ttm_ the :d_<_xe r,,l::t:<m:_to measure [_ar'ticle
velo(,ity and mass, t{o\_exer, turther_mal)sis re_e;._L_ _:tllicu{t_L'S m'ap}_l)mg the tech-
nique to asteroid particles that make it ap})e:tr l!tll)FaCtit.:ti, ;\,'-:_]e Ir_)m the, question
of whether or not astermd particles are or caa i'vec{e(,trica:!,, ,,i :trged, tile attainable
ch;trge-to-mass ratio on particles larger than m_lecules :,q _,, _ma]l that the ellects
of electric and mag_:etic' lields o)1 the motion c,! a particle :to< _l:ili:,::It to delect with appara-
tus ot tote, table size. Moreover. the random I_ki_AlI'e ,_f[ :lS[I.'l'<)t<{ :>.lV:i:.']('S 1,'4 Stl_.:i: that
the l_r_._bability el getting one it) el'_tt_r the ;tl)paratus wtti: )tlsl l|lt. rlgi:l ch:tFgt,, rll:is_,.
si)eed, dtrectt_m, and |OCgttion il! th(.? ell{:";:tllC(.! :i[)OFtUFC ls !1('_{1_1}_15 .,:re;ill.
Thus. ot the (:roup I methv_ds, there rein:an _.lectr_c:t|l\ co:ducttng thin iilms and
optical imp:let flash detectors. The potentia]it_e,,, _t t}:,'*,v te('}:nirlues are dlscus._c_{
m ._(m:e detail tn l'elatiorl to the conceptual mstrtmaents dc.q: tlt,t/d it:. >cotton :I. 4.
Grottl) 2, or remote detection devices, t;OFlll,l'l.s{- i,h(,t,, deteot,.),":_ ,,I ._'ellected sunlight
o)' reflected i|lumi.nation {rein s,.)urces :_l)oard the sp:t('t.('ra::. ){,.m,,te detectt<)n m:t',
also exploit (: , y'. , 5 , X-r:t,,, |_l'OtOll. or IletltFoll t?.'::l>_s{:,:'.:, I: _ the l_art:::l(i*s. >uc!_
emissions wou]d prolmbl.v reqt, l'e artilwlal stimu]:tti(m I,_ ,t .-,kaa::_'_]¢_r:t(imt{_r:s_urce
::board the sp;teeeraft because it ks doubti:ul that the a::tvr::l rad:_,a::::x (:', ,,_! :ts[t'!':,td;d
m:tteria| is sut'liciently i.ntense to be detected :tg:_.irlst tht. I_at.'kgl_)u:'_d ,_t :'_)s:_c Fad:-.
At present there are no operational devh.es based ul_on lemou, det_:ct](m Hlet_'lod.s
suitat)le for tim _,l)servatma elasteroid particles. ..\t_ ttssessrm.,nt _! tJcse methods
must therelore be based ttl_l'l :ill examill:ttion of conceptual applications. Tht, most at-
tract:re technique is the detectiot: olJ reflected su.nlight be.cams_' the £]lun_ination ks
very reliable and free and bee:rose the app;trent t_rightncss el a sunlit particle _ aries
;Is the ittverse square t,l the range r;ttJ_er th:tn 'd:e illveFse Lmrth l_,_w¢.'l TM. the laltt, r
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being characteristic of a divergent source of illumination aboard the spacecraft.
Details concerning a conceptual device for detecting sunlight reflected from asteroid
particles are discussed in Section 3.4.
A possible exception to the inverse fourth power diminution of brightness with range
for particles illuminated by sources aboard the spacecraft is one based on a LASER
technique. The highly collimated rays from such a source diverge so gradually they
approximate the geometrical behavior of solar rays. A simple optical system can
magnify the cross-section of the beam so as to increase the volume of illuminated
space near the spacecraft but with a corresponding reduction of the illumination inten-
sity. The extremely monochromatic character of light from a LASER device can be
used to discriminate the illuminated particle from the stellar background by the use
of a very narrow bandpass optica ! filter. It mayeven be possible to achieve a range
rate measurement from the doppler shift in the wavelength of reflected light relative
to the emitted beam. Considerable analysis, which was not undertaken in the present
study, is needed to assess the potentialities of the LASER technique for detecting
asteroid particles. The LASER technique is assigned a priority-two rating in the
present case because of uncertaintites in its capabilities. Further analysis could
easily change the rating either way.
Microwave radar detection of asteroid particles has possibilities. A rough analysis
indicates that for a given average power output, the pulsed radar technique has better
range vs. particle-size detection capabilities than the continuous-wave radar. A
comparison of the two radar techniques with the detection capability of an optical in-
strument is given in Fig. 3-8, under Section 3.4.
A brief examination of the possibility of detection asteroid particles with scattered
rays or by neutron activation or other radiological techniques revealed no promising
avenues for further consideration.
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Measurement of the physical and chemical surface i,roj,erti_,s ()f asteroid l),trti(,l(:._ is
one el the requirements el tilt' l)resent a_signment for \_hi(h ))(, _.ntir_-[\ satisfactory
approach was [()un(t. Ideally, one might \\ish to ('apturc a stltLal)le Saml)lc ()1" particles
intact mid examine them in detail with tilt: tools ()I :, \vell-equqq)e(t la))oratory. Even
if the capabilities of such :t laboratory c()uld be aut()matcd alld c:u'ried to tilt' Asteroid
Belt, the effort wottld be futile for there apl)t,ars to be w) l)ractical ',xa\ it) cal)ture the
particles without destroyiJ_g the)n h(.'cause their veh)cit 5 r(,l:tti% e t() th,' ._l)acecralt is
t()ogreat. If we had the pr()l)ulsive (:al)abilit 5 t_) circularize the spacecraft orbit s,)
as to match the mean Sl)eed of ambient asteroi(tal material, we _()uht find the particle
flux relative to the spacecraft reduced several orders ()f |na_nitu()t, thercl)y aggravating
the problem of intercepting a statistically sig)lificant llUllll)el" ()[ i):trticles.
Sever:d techniques for cai)turing hyperveloeity l)artielcb were anal\'zed ,vith,mt en-
couraging results. Those that involved - , "a( tmg On the particles with highly disl)(:rsed
forms of matter, such as foam, stacks el morn)molecular films, ()r even a column of
gas, :111 required deceleration distanees much greater thtm the st)at.'ecraft dimc)_sions
in order t()t)rovide time for the particles to radiate the iml,act thermal cnerRy uith-
out v'q)orizing. An electrostatic particle decelerator actiilg ()n the. rc%ersc l)rineiple
of a linear accelerator indicated a theoretical possil)ility ()1 stOl)l)mg a slow particle
(5 Mn/sec) in about 7 m and a fast ()he (15 Mn/s,:e) m (;0 m, t,ut the practical fcasibilit 5
of the tectmique seems very remote. In an 5 event, asi(te fr()m the problems el hJcatmg
and acquiring tile particles after they have been stc)p),(..d, analysis ()I tile material to
get physical and chemical surface data in _t form transmissi))le to Earth is extremely
difficult.
Alternative al,proachcs to the determi)_ation ()f l)articlc l)rOl)(,rties include the foll()_vblg:
• Measurement of the polarizati()n of refleete(l :unlight viewed at various
phase angles
• Measurement of fluorescent emissions stimulated rather ))5" solar radiation
or by energetic radiation source aboard the sptteecraft
• Detection of characteristic radioactive emissions artificially stimulated by an
onboard source of potent radiation, e.g., neutron activation
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• Optical spectrometric analysis of the flash produced by impact of
particles on a dense target
• Mass spectrometric analysis of the ions produc(_.d by impact of
particles on a dense target.
The firstmethod, involving measurement of polarization, is not highly rated because
itis not expected to yield much definiteinformation about particle properties. The
results of prolonged observation of the Moon are adequate testimony to the impotency
of this technique. The measurement ofmineral fluorescence in asteroid particles is
not viewed with much optimism either because such radiations are usually much weaker
than the source of stimulation and will probably be masked by reflected solar radiation.
One cannot, of course, look directly at the dark side of the particles without looking
directly into the Sun. There may be something to be gained by looking precisely away
from the Sun at particles passing through the shadow of the spacecraft. The transit
time through the shadow will generally be a small fraction of a millisecond, so a very
fast sensitive detector will be required.
A brief look at the consequence of irradiating the flux of asteroid material with an un-
shielded nuclear reactor did not produce encouraging results. The intent is to stimu-
late an analyzable radioactive response in particles passing near the spacecraft. Even
the most optimistic assumptions about the average concentration of asteroid matter did
not yield a radioactive output of sufficient intensity to be useful.
There remains, then, the optical spectrometric and the mass spectrometric techniques
for determining particle composition. Both of these approaches are regarded as poten-
tially capable of yielding more quantitatively significant data about asteroid particles
than any of the preceding ones. Their combined application in the form of a conceptual
instrument is described in some detail In Section 3.4.
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3.'2.2 Specific Asteroid
The use of TV as a means of observing gross surface features was demonstrated with
spectacular success by the Ranger 7 flight to the Moon. In the case of the Moon shot
a more oblique angle of illamination probably would h'we delineated surlace irregmlar-
ities more clearly. Thins it appears desirable m observing _t major asteroid to direct
the TV camera on regions near the t_rminators so as to take advantage ol shadow en-
hancement of topographical detail. On the other hand, by properl3 spacing the pictures
and adjusting the camera angle, a series of stereoscopic pictures may be ol)tained. It
is then likely that illumination nearly perpendicular to the mean surface would yield
the best resolution of detail.
Recent developments in the techniques of coherent radar indicate that a great deal of
information about surface irregularities can be derived from a suit_tble processing of
the return signal- Ilenee, it is recommended that radar }_c investiwated as a backup for
TV as a means of observing gross surface features ol a major asteroid.
A ntmd)er of other observations of scientific interest might be made on a [-trge asteroid,
for example:
• Photometer search of the dark side for fluorescent activity. Such activity
would have to have a long half life if stimulated by the sun on a slowly
rotating asteroki. Short half life fluorescence could be stimulated by a
I_kSER beam operating from the spacecraft.
• Measurement of cosmic-ray albedo, i.e., radioactivity induced by solar
and galactic cosmic-ray bombardment. Even "it a miss distance of 1,000 km
it seems likely that a major asteroid will subtend a sul'ficiently large solid
angle to make possible the measurement of mean surface radioactivity. It
would be desirable to compare the radioactivities of the light and dark sides,
but it isn't clear how this might be clone in one mission without using _).n
auxiliary proble.
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• Infrared radiometer scan of surface temperature. This would be of
particular interest across the sunrise and sunset terminators so as to
determine the heating and cooling rates of the surface.
• Polarimeter measurements of reflected sunlight at various phase angles
O
Although none of the above measurements individually is likely to tell much about the
asteroid surface composition, collectively they can present a pattern for comparison
with the Moon. Hopefully, we shall soon greatly increase our knowledge of lunar
surface materials, and identification of similarities among and differences between
the major asteroids and the Moon are of fundamental cosmological significance.
:i)
The perturbation of the spacecraft trajectory in passing close to a major asteroid is
measurable with the DSIF tracking capability if the distance of closest approach to the
asteroid is sufficiently small. As a good approximation the trajectory can be treated
as a straight line in the vicinity of the asteroid. The net effect of the asteroid's grav-
itational field is to introduce a component of acceleration normal to the trajectory, and
the final effect measurable with DSIF is a velocity increment perpendicular to the
initial trajectory. It is easily shown by integrating the acceleration normal to the
trajectory that the resultant velocity increment is
v = 2 Gm/hv
in which
G=
h=
m _
gravitational constant = 6.67 x 10 -8 dyne cm2/gm 2
miss distance relative to the asteroid center of mass
asteroid mass
v = spacecraft velocity relative to the asteroid
In the case of Ceres, with an estimated mass of 6 x 1023 gin, a miss distance of
1,000 km and relative velocity of 8 km/sec, the velocity increment is found to be
v = 10 m/see, an effect immediately observable with DSIF provided it is a perturbation
in the radial velocity of the spacecraft relative to Earth.
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Tile above effect can be used to determine tile mass el the asteroid. DSIF tracking
will provide the necessary velocity data. All that is needed is an &ccttraLo llleasure
of the miss dist:mce. The radar suggesk_d for observh_g tt,e :tstcr,:id could also serve
as an altimeter. An on-board pkmet tracker for directing U_t, TV , :m:_.r'as and other
instrumenm toward the asteroid could provide a m,_.asure c)f the anlzular position of
the spacecraft relative to tile asteroid at a series of kno\\n fillies tlurtl_ the encounter.
The combination of velocity and angular dater is sulficicn_ t,} detcrmln,: the miss dis-
tance. Even the TV pictures represent enough information to detelmme the miss
distance by triang_alation provided the angmlar orientation of the c;tl?lcl'a and the precise
time is tmo_ for a series of pictures taken during the encounter.
3. °.. 3 Jupiter
For the most part the methods employed to observe Jupiter arc similar to those ap-
plicable to Mars and Venus, the differences being attributable to differences in the
anticipated magnitudes of the quantities to be obsorw_d. Jupiwr's maanetic field may
be a thousand times more intense than Earth's, as is :Lib() p,_ssibl3 Elm case fol" trapl)ed
radiation.
One requirement of tile Juldter mission is the me:tsuremc, nt el surl',tce temperature.
It would appear at first to be similar to tile problem of meas',_ring thp surface tempera-
ture of Venus, i.c., identification of the proper electr,)magnetic \_imh)w through which
radiometric determinations of the temperature e_m be made. ll(,wevcr, in the ease ot
Jupiter there may not even be a surface in the conventional sense, and it a true surface
exists, maybe it is inaccessible by any portion of the electromagm.tte spectrum.
The mean density of Jupiter implies a compositi_m predomiha,_tl_ ,,i i_:,drogmL The
observed temperature el the top of the ch)ud layer is consMcr:tbl 3 al,)ve the critwal
temperatm'e of hydrogen. There is e_ery reason t(, cxt;ect the tcml)erature to increase
with depth, ltenee, there is nu like.lihood el [urming a "n,._rn_:tl" ,',mdensed liquid t,r
solid phase with hlcreasing det)th until a point is reached where th,, 1)rcssure is tgrcat
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enough to force the formation of a condensed state of matter. Theory indicates this
point is thousands of kilometers below the visual surface of Jupiter. It is not clear
what the nature of the interface is bet_'een the normal and the condensed states of
matter, whether solid or mushy or fluid. In any case, consideration of the opaque
appearance of the clouds would lead one to expect several thousand kilometers of such
material to be quite impenetrable to all observable electromagnetic waves.
If one imagines a temperature sensing probe that succeeds in surviving entry into the
Jovian atmosphere and even survives the pressure upon settling to a possible surface,
there remains no way for it to communicate its observations to Earth. It is concluded
that the surface temperature of Jupiter can not be measured by direct observation.
3.3 FACTORS AFFECTING INSTRUMENT DESIGN
3.3.1 Mission Considerations
All of the missions require the principal scientific instruments to sustain a prolonged
dormant period, ranging from at least 6 months to as much as 2.7 years (Jupiter mis-
sion), before being activated. The problems of reliability occasioned by this require-
ment are treated elsewhere. It is clear that very few of the available scientific
instruments for space are now qualified to meet this requirement.
In the case of instruments for interplanetary measurements, the problem is to keep
them operating during the long trip from Earth to the primary objective. There is not
much experience upon which to base the design of radiation detectors, magnetometers,
and related electronic equipment for years of continuous service in space. But this is
a problem shared by other subsystems so we need not dwell on it here.
In addition to the above problems common to all mission, each mission imposes
special conditions to which the instrumentation must be adapted. These conditions are
discussed in the sections which follow.
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3.3.2 Asteroid Belt Envu'(,nmcnt
The greatest uncertainty applies t(, U_c estmuttmn _,! !.,ztrli(:Ic i lLix iil tire A_U,r,,id Bclt,
yet the success of tim Asteroid Belt missions hinges u!_(m _hc :tcc(L_:_m_,dath.m ot ilistru--
ment capabilities to the conditiuns th:tt _.ill !)c encou.qtc.rc_i ti;_..,'c.. !'().5_i}dt. distrtlmtnms
are discussed Ja: :\[)pcndix 2A. I%r the i)urp_,>t:s _)1 instFumca{ ,i<:sig_ the _lata i_r,)\ldcd
.)
by J t)I. m the gllidel[nt_5 ([ pttrticle/ll:-sc(. )of l(t _ui(.v(_l_ !):t_'ii(.lcs)w;t5 "tSstllllt'd.
ILn addition to their IIUl]lbcr dentiL) m" lhtx, mmthcr char::ctc:'iatic oI astern,hi particles
important to tile design ,)1 eXl_t:l'illlCl/LS ta tl:cir spt.!ed :ill({ divw('thnl o[ lll(}Ii()tl t'(q;ttivc
to the spacecraft. I'igurt: :I-! sh_)xts the v(q,_'itics, rcl:ttix_' b, the, sl,:wc('r;tlt , of
}.,:trticles in circular orbit :tl'(ltilld the Sun. "['hc mf)a('_'c:utft m this c:t.s(, tb l,[il'Stlil[g ;.1.II
elliptical orbit from l.:arth out to :[i1 :tplH.*lhfll :)[ .| .\1". \Vt. st:t: th:tt .it iris(nit '_) :\{" vx}H:l'(,
the .MsteroidBeltbegms the l,article vch)citv i.s 12.5 ki:_ :H'd i> d:rc_'t('d :tlm,)st t(,u,trd
the Sun relative to the s|_:tcecrallt. :\t al_iwlhm th(' rcl;ith<. '..(,i,,,.'ttx has declined 5.5
kin/see and is at right angles t() the s,d:t_ _('¢qm'. _)_: t!_v. _','_},"_: i(.:: ,,1 t!:,' (qlit,!i(':t!
orbit tile particle veh)cities :qq,car t{, the s},,a-c:._Mt ,,, v {il,,',., Lc,! :i,..,::*, l:'{)ll/ th{_ Ntlll.
Th(' :t('tual (a't)its of astcr(,i(ts :trc n(,: _cl_crally _'ircul:_t' _)_" o, nl_::(.(.t _) _}!,, _,(..liI,tt(.
t)htnt' l)ut are dispersed h(,th ill regard to kllt'lil/:tti¢_n t(_ t]:_, t'ctii_th' ;t,;_: i_: l'cs!_cct t()
eccentricity. The average e(,ccntricit) is at)(,ut 0.15 and tiw me:t:: inc[in:ttl_ll _'(,htti\,,
t() the ecliptic is about !.10 dog. The net result _._ :t c_micai ,{%t}('r:,i_m _d ;tctu:tl i,:trti(:le
velocities [troutid the rchtti\(, vector ve](,citi(:s h_r i_aFtich'.> i.:t (.tv:._d:ir _,:'l)it:, sh:)\\n
ill Fig. 3-[. This ultlst [*e t;.tken ll]tt) ac(.'()unt ',vh, .q Sl,t-(.:il ) inL; ti:_' _agl:iitr A},cI'tUI't' ()I
iustl'umengs to mtereel)t or (q,ticall3 ,)t)s(,rvc :,.st(.r<,id p;ti'::{ ic:.
'i't_c TV s3stem is the tlloat im_)ol-lAtnt c()lllI,()tl(,llt ol the sci<.:wc I_:_3 I(,:td h,r (,l_scrv:tti(m
Of a Fll;tjor aStel'o[d. [n view ol tht, rather to\_ :tll_cd,> ()J Ccr(,.<.. ial_,)ut iL _7), c(,n('crn
over whether solar itlumu_:ttion :tt 2.. 7 .\ll 1_, .sullicicnI t()1" vidic(,n l)i('tu.rt.,s ted t() ;t
rottgh check that indicates the Stil'l,tco o[ Ccrc,s will hc quite I)rtght cn()uKh h)r COllVUil-
tlOrl3.l optics t(, t,,'_,_ ide vKiiCOll pictu_ cs within 70 d(._b ol tlw t(.F;lllll:ttt)rs.
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Fig. 3-1 Particle Velocities Relative to St)act:craft
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3.3.3 Jupiter
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The most noteworthy aspects ol Jupiter's cnx ir_,nIncz_t i1(_1_ th¢, st:t,,M[,,,mt (,i
instrument design are the anticil_au:(i inten_iti¢,._ ,_l the. m:_L_m,ti(' lic}(t '_u_l t]_c trtti)l,¢.(l
radiation belt. Though it seems _likcl:,lh:_t the, m,,_r_di,, lick!u_[(n._itv (',,ulcI acutMlx
,)
be of the order of 10 ° _at_s, sti]i one il_tcrpr,.tuti, m ,_t t},c _::tlt,, i_,_i_c l,,_thtt(,d I,\
Jupiter imtdies such,t lield. Even il the licldstr_,n_thi_:m :,t',b ,t"(,! m;l:.u_itu(h:_m,tll,.c,
i.e., 10 Z _:mss, it could interfere ,,,ith thc)',crlorn_,:tncc ,,I _omL, khMs ¢)t cl,.ctr(mic
equipment, such as cert:tm photoll_tHtit_la, r tul _,._, c:Ltlt<,h ::it tt_} (,._, tr:tvclm_-v,:.tv_
tubes, or :my device (h-l_cnding ui,_,u :t dirt_ctc(l ..-sire:tin ,,l ,.h:tl_,.d [,:1.I'[i(:]O5. 5tl('.]l
devices must either be eliminated (,r cttrcluli 5 ._}_icl(ic(t ]_,,m cxtt,rntd mttg'Ilctic influ-
ences on a Jupiter mission.
The otimr prinCipal consideration i_ rttdiation h,lr, lcn[:_ _,i tia c, tui},lnt,nt t,) ,a itbst:md
exposure to the radiation belt. Tc(.tllliqucs t,, this ¢._d l.:txc })ct,i] _lc\(,lt,t)(,d in l'olttti()n
to nuclear reactor envir,mments, so tiler(, i._ n_)noc,:t to ,.:_',:t_'.,.,. t,l;,,n thcm hcl','.
l"igurc 3-2 indicates scb, cmatically the orienLtti,,:_ ,)I the t_alc,'l¢,rv r(,c_,:_mt,n(lc(t t_,]'
a Jul)iter flyby. Since the intent is to l)robc the r:tdi:ttton },c['._ :t,'l(i dct(,rn_m(, tl:c
distribution ot the magmctic field, th(' trajcctor_ delii)crat,.h .b,!ok5 the m,).sL :,cv('rc
part of tile Jupiter radiation environmcat. If [uI'thc, F Sttl_l\ illtli(':ILc._ tha_t it ts iml_rac-
tical to desigm the spac(;t,raft or its p:tylo:td t() _ ittislAtlld ti,i' l;_:t\ltl_tl_ll cllc(:t:-i ()f th('
radiation belt, then a modification ,,i tlw :flat,roach trajcct_w5 ,':m },,, ;t,l_q,tcd th',tt _ttll
put the spacecraft into :t phme eonLdnm_ fl_c i)olar :_xi_ ,1 Cm. idanct. The traje('t,)rv
would still pass through portions oI the r:t(liati,,n },tit, },ut the tr:_nsit tim(. x_,,uhl })c
very brief compared to the equatorial traject()ry.
A third consideration that may mc'rit some attt'nti(m is the l.ossil_ility ()1 a l:tirlv
densely populated ring of meteorokts ()rbiting arou',_d Jut)iter in a re:inner analo_otas
to Saturn's rings. The occurrence oi :_uch 'a ring ,_,)uhl St, CXl)CcLcd \vithiJ_ Ih)(,hc's
limit, but its actual existence so far a:; Jupiter is concerned, is so c,)njccturat that
there is little basis for doing anything :da,)ut it now.
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3.4 EXAMINATION OF SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS
3.4.1 Asteroid Belt
Scientific instrument requirements for Asteroid Belt missions present a ntunber ()I
special problems, not all of which can be regarded as having satisfactory solutions.
Several conceptual instruments for measuring asteroid particle distribution m_d com-
position are described in this section (see also At)pendLx 3A Ior a discussion of the
feasibility of some of these concepts). It is clear that considerable development and
even some applied research will bc required to convert the I)asie ideas into accel)mble
instruments.
A preliminary concept of a thin-film meteoroid detector is shown in Fig. 3-3. It
consists of four plastic films supported by frames separated from one ,another by
about i0 cm. The films are coated on both sides with an electrically conducting layer
so that electrical connections to opposite surfaces of a film will permit detection of a
momentary short circuit caused by a particle perforating the film. The first t_vo
films are very thin and are intended to permit the passage of particles larger than
100 microns without destroying them so that their velocities c:tn be measured. Veh)c-
ity is indicated by the time lapse bet_veen perforation of the first and second films.
The t_vo remaining films are much thicker and are intended to give a rough measure
of particle penetration by indicating whether the particle penetrates none, one, or
both of the heavy films.
By depositing the electrically conducting coating in narrow parallel strips, with the
strips on one side aligned perpendicularly to those on the other side, the fihns })ccome
rect_mgular grids of crossed conductors. Electrical connections to the individu:tl
strips permit locating the position of a short circuit caused by a pat'ticle l)em_tr,tti()n.
Two such grids then permit the determination of the direction of m()ti()n of a partich"
penetrating both films.
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Initially the thin-film detector was imagined to bc :t lal'_;o-are'a device, about 100 ft 2 ,
weighing about 100 lb. Second thoughts revealed probh_n_s (,f st()w:tgc _md deplo3mcnt.
Furthermore, renewal of the films after a large numi,cr of perl_,vaLi_.)ns s_:(!nlcd t)r()-
hibitively difficult.
h_ view of the assumed fltLX of 86,400 t)articlcs/m 2 (lay wPd_ diameters (,f 100 mlet-ons
or more, it seemed permissible to consider a son_ewhat smallel" al)t,lie:tti()n ()I th(:
thhl-film technique. Figure 3-t shows schematmally a ccmcclJtual ,l(,sigl_ Ic_r a rather
SOlmisticated device. It provides for replacement of the; film, ch'ctrical determination
of the direction, speed and depth of pen(_tration of a t,arti('lc, and it has an opticalsc_m-
ning system that reads out the position and size of holes in the film when it is taken up
on the storage reel. Figure 3-5 indicaLes schematically the manner of electrically
registering the locations of perforations by use of orth()g(mall) ()riented c(mductmg
strips.
It is believed that some applied research will be nee(h,d t(, ('()rrclatc i_arti(.le siz,_,
mass and speed with the hole size and penetration m(.asur(,d i,v this ,Icvic(_.
Another conceptual device for measuring the aster(,i(t l,:trti(.l(. (iis tril)ution is the'
Optical Meteoroid Detector shown schematically m Fig. :_--_;. It consists ess(mtially
of a lens, a reticle, and a t)hotomultiplier light detector. The heart of the device is
the reticle on which is imprinted a special pattern, t.'ig_rc ;_-T indicates the nature
of the reticle pattern. The image of a sunlit as_roid passing across the reticle
causes the photomultiplier to produce a series of electrical l_ulses corot)rising a com-
bination of two different pulse patterns in accordance with the two t_attcrns of lines (m
the reticle. Analysis of the photomultiplier sigmal permits determination el the ang_dar
speed and slope of the asteroid particle path across the field of view of the instrument.
The Optical Meteoroid Detector is expected to have some problems with noise from
the stellar background but they are not regarded as very serious. Figure 3-8 compares
the Optical Meteoroid Detector with a pulsed ,and a coherent-wave radar particle detec-
tor in regard to particle size versus detection range cap'tbility. The radar devices
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:_l)pe.trs to be c,.)n_sider',dHy m(.,rc _cn.siti_ th:m th,, _:;_i.t_ ,i,.. _, _-. L_ tc_'v,_:-. ,,! _.!;_.
it'eqtie/lcy v, ith whicil particles can bc d,.t,_clcd i,_ It, ,It :: "<(',.,)_:i ki,_. :'.,,.i.t: h.,k icu>,,
Lhc. f()llowi.ng (lake. indit::tte their rt.<'l:_tive (;q_inlit 3
l)_irticlc Di:unctc, r
i
1 () 4_ _i._ c_ r I . \c:: r (_. I):L.: y_,al"
It is proposed to capl;urc and dew rm tile th(, (.!(),)llp,.>s itt(,n ol .t:-_Lc vold p;trticlc.-, with
.'mother ct,nc(_i)tual device represented 5cht.ln'tl.i(:._l]_ in l:'i_. 3-9. Th(, (](>',it,(' o!)craLc5
on the basis (d the Iol]owing I))'incq>les. The k_nctic _,m#)'_\ ,,I :)stcl'<nd :,at'tit!It:. rcl:tti%c
to the spacecraft is suftich.:nt It) v.,tp<)rizc and i_,ni:,_, :t _llili_::_I_t Ii':t_'t_m _)f th(' i_,lrlic'l(,
COIlstittlclILs. The dttl'tttittll ()I. Lht." illlpttct l,l'_(.'t'%> I_I" :_ i,._)'ti_ I¢' _l/t' ,i! li)()ut I {_ II')I('I'()IIS
iS ;l SlII_Ill ir,tt:ti()ll (d _i mit!l'().s(._'(.:(md. }It.lie's-, 7,.:, t i l"-I t_]'},F_)_.ilTL)ti_))), Lilt: _,II:_ (';t!II)t,
treated ;is tht)ugh the 3 ',\crt. ,all cre.ttc(i _im_']t?ait,,_.;..l ii ,,_ ,.>ic_'t_'ic lichl tb t:_,_d t{,
3.CU()iOFIt.t(" tiP.! It)aS _t\VItV I'F_)lll tilt: [)()L)It ,)I ll')i[, tt't, I.i*' i,_- " {',i it(lllkl't' dillt,l't'r_ It,itl -
live velocities in pl'_)l)()rtioIl to tilt: sqt,,:il¢' r,_t,{ ,_ tl:( Ii '2,._/g,.-t,).-eI_>> _ ,.ti..:II. "I'hctr
,.trri\'al at :I toiler'tilt elcctr,Jde will l'cgi,..;h:_" :t_- _ ;!_),'_tL)'i_iL'. ,.'Ic('Lri( _'C,I'r('PA iI_ :tcc_,t'<i--
am-c will', the time ,it ;irFi\_iI O[ Lilt' "_;tl'l()l.l_ ;.',I'_,_iI,._ _,I it_p.:- _,'it.}i ">i__liI:i.)" L'IKLF_?,t_ t¢,-Wi;t.5. _,
F:Itl.O. Thus, tile I').I;155 SI'JOCLI'U!<II Ol lilt' i<m ll'_l,.[t_)'_' i:.: :'t'!>!','-._'E'tlt",i ",;, A _i)ll(' \_tl'_,i_')L;
electric sig_al.
l'in(t :in accuh._r:_tm)4 tield i)t>t(:/lt_/tl (tifhq'v)l(:c ,)t :i}_<_t i*.* , t:_. _..,utli< ).(,!H t.,),,lt:<.ct the
ion v(,h)city disl,crsion :).ttril)utitblc to rau.'.h)n/ Ul(.'rtlLtl m(d.h)II. "I'}lo rt.stllLtttlt I'('501\II1_
i)O\V(:l' {)I tile I11:[5.S _4t)t.'CLF(_'llt_tt'l i5 ttl)lc t(_ a('l)tti',tlA' _l_gi\" i_)lli/_'_{ .it(_tlltt 5i)c('W> Ut.)
t() about G0 atol]lic lll:kS5 _.I,)iiL_. \,)_a.l',Sis t>! )lit)tot)i-it(-5 indit-ttc_.; ti_' i_rcst,m:(, t,l vcry
fevL :tLonlic ,sp()cies }le;[vioi" thaJl (.'OiitR!r) W}li()t'l _:(_rl'_.s})_)l](!_ :llq)roxim itcI\ It) 5[) tit(illlie
i'lltlss i).llits. (In tilt', aSStllTlt.)ti_ll th;.it :t.%tcrolds ;iF(: ._lll'_il_)' [() iql.t'),(._t)Ul[(_5, _}ii.', :4UCIIIS
ltkc ;t re.asoilable design goal fl)r an :_strr,)ld m.L_ _•_e tl'_Hllt't_'l'.
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.\ssociated with the mass spe('lv_rl3_?teI i a :_._i oiitit':_] sp('_:tr<mtt_t, r ,(w-_istin_ ,_i :_
group of filtered photonwters &]FFIIlIgCd "-'O ;.15 tO \'iO"A t}l_! i;ltIKIct :tI'(_ t. t;:i{, h !,}/OttH'_i-
eter is ettuipped _,_it}l a narrow balltl--pass ,q,tiva[ fiitt,r s_,It_ch-¢I t_-¢.i(!t, ¢:t :i :4tror, g
spectroscopic emission line _,I" an .xi}oeted consli!mmt of ;tsI_.rtd_! i_:_.r_{cles. _t*}l(.
spectro--photometer LtrrLly iS intended t_ :mMvze th_ _ t_ght g,em'rat_d i,v _.l',c t_arlicte
i me'mr.
Thcr_, arc t.'roldems :tssoci,tted x_it|'_ the practical ro,diz;iti(_n ot lhe Im!,act M:lss _[.Iash
8pectr,mmter. ()ne is t!qe(h,.si_,_: :Ka _uit:_t)h. d:_l: rvad:;ut schcn:,., for the nmss st_ec-
trometer. The duration of the output si;,mal fi)r each inq,'tct i< ;tl),_tl{ 16 micr,)sec.
The readout device must be ahlc _t) resolv_ _ :m_t di_.:itali>'c the wave fi,rm of the output
signal ill I'(;b_al'd tO :tn arbitrary mixture _i7 60 isotopes. !i :q_pe. rs i'(,:_siI_le to _io this
by writittg the output signal on the largel of :m e_cctr,)s;t:tli< at_w:ttge tube \_ ith :t v(ry
fast electr(m be:un. The .sign:t[ c, ai_ th(,_l be seanne(t .at h.,isu|c _ ilh a alo_ readout
system.
The fl/t,qh p_ll't of the spectron_eter :tlsc_ has :i d:_L_ r,,.i_u_ t,rK_d_'m. It is _,_Iim:,.!_',i
that the impact flash of a 10-micron particle ._ill c_.msis_ first _d , c_m{inuum ,,p,_is.-4_,m
with a ,.]urtltion of about 1 microsec followed by :t line si*cctvum ,:mi<si,m laMi,,_g ._t_¢mt
1 ,)r L' microsee :ts the sphere of hot v:tpor rapidly t'xi_;tnd_ -rod fades :is :iv. t lilly the
latter part of the emission iwocess is of speel roitletrie lll!, l't!._I, :-;o Ill{' photomultipliers
Fllust have a Vel-y fast I-t.SpOllSt.o Sortlt? :tf_plied rPsea"ch "_ill l_t' I_*_]tli['_l {o (letcrri!itlo
the practical feasibility of extracting useful information fr_,m the imp:ct flash in the
a bore nlanne F.
3.4. '2 Sl_ecific .-\._ter_id
For tile most part, the desired scientific instrumentation levi" ir_sl_t,<H_m of a maj,_r
asteroid is quite similar to ,.vhat ore: would ehoo.-_, for inspcctir_ tilt? ?q,)cm from sp,tc_',
and Lilt? inslrumcnI reqt:ircmcnt._ f_,r :m :_steroid flvi,v :_, ,,'c_taiulv le.<> demanding
lha.n for a Mars flyby, if onl_ bt,causc '&ore is n,_ itl_ _,';i,h_l'_ I_ conten, t with. rht,rt ....
fore, onc ._hc)uhl expvet a satisfactory .tvr.t_ _}i !D.'gll'kil;H',_ll> t_;I" :1 I:?;-tie]l" :tslCFoi_t q'i.--.
sioI1 to }}{' available hv virtu{, r}f the [[iI}:tl" and marlta,', p>:,_ pr,,r.ram._s.
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An instrument suggested by the survey of experimental methods that appears worthy
of evaluation relative to an asteroid mission is a L_SEFI beam intended to stimulate
fluorescence on the surface of the asteroid and an array of filtered photometers to
detect fluorescent emissions that are characteristic of known minerals. The instru-
ment depends primarily upon the development of a suitably powerful LASER beam that
discharges its energy in the near ultraviolet. One would expect to use the instrument
on the dark side of an asteroid, though this would hardly be sufficient to dictate a dark-
side flyby. Hence, the instrument will have to be. directed toward the dark limb of the
asteroid during the approach to and departure from the asteroid. The angular field of
view of the photometers will have to be appropriately restricted so as to be able to
discriminate against the sunlit limb of the asteroid.
3.4.3 Jupiter
The array of scientific instruments desirable for a Jupiter flyby mission is large but
not demanding in regard to new or novel requirements. Except for some anticipated
extensions of the dynamic ranges of the trapped radiation and magnetic flux measuring
instruments, the scientific requirements might be regarded as "conventional. "
3.4.4 Interplanetary
In general the instruments that are useful for interplanetary measurements have their
counterparts for similar measurements near a planet, the differences being deter-
mined primarily by the dynamic range. Thus, a cosmic ray detector for interplane-
tary use would be expected to register counts as low as 1/sec during a solar quiet
period. For this a geiger counter is suitable. However, in the trapped radiation
field expected near Jupiter, an unehielded geiger counter would be completely para-
lyzed by the high flux of energetic particles. A scintillation detector is better suited
to a high flux field because its counting rate capacity is much greater than that of a
geiger counter. Moreover, it is not paralyzed by an excessively high flux; it merely
ceases to resolve individual particle events and simply puts out a continuous signal
proportional to the total flux.
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cessioI1 of the [lklcleal" i'rt;.t_[lct:i{_ moFilell_ of ,_ii At }IF.. _ll :_ :V_itU;_ll¢.' t'it'l ! qti_,'}_ ,_._<lll_'
heliun_ or the rubidium vj.pof n/aK_lt'U}rPctcI.'s, ci_l_ })(' ll_,tt]{, .-z{m._iti',c t{) '.t:r?_ weak
fields e.g. 1{}-6 l_auss such as ch:_rawterizc r.h{: i:Itt,r ,t, ,.,. ;'v
, , . !,,,t,, _,I. _,:IlUiP',)l'lll_,'i'_l , ll'l
principle such magnetometers c,:}uld bc m.._de to fu_l(.,li_ll tl'_ l.hu P_,i:_ti\'c[!_ i_]!_s_? field
{_xt'}(,}ct(B{I lie.at Jupiter, c. _. , 1{12 I-_:lttS_, hklt it iS t.':tsit'l', iI_;}I', { t]i{,'i;-;'_i. AI_t IF)OF{'
reliuble to umt ales,., sensitive _llt.)t'{2. rugged ,,!evice. tikc :_ i'lu_:i.+:_tc ll_.:iglB,l_llql(.'lru! . in
strong fields,
Concerning micrometooroid.s, it is quit{:t'_.rDin that th(' ;:r:tvit4thmal /ieht ten(is to
concentrate such debris II(qiF :t pIi_W:'t. ('ollsidevin_ Jufdtor_.q.._I/(_. _}ne should expect
several orders of nlag_nitutIe increase in mi(.r(}mc_,e{)roi_t flux _,,h¢,n :tf_l)roachinK the
planet. Since it is generaIly ditTicult to {htsig_ (_ sin.,..>,/c i_41Pum{,n_ to have satisiact(}ry
response characteristics t.hrough{_tlt l_l:u W oP{h,r._ <'d l_l,tglqil'4{l(._ ;)f the stimulus, it is
I}l'msiI}le that i_ltel'pian,_'L'try l'lllCrOll]t'tC(}t'()i{l {J(,t{,{tl.{}rs sh<}t_ld [}c distinct from coPro-
spending devices for use near a ma]or t}lan{'t.
The rc>;t.llts of :m examiuation of >_cicntific ir_s..'.rt_,u {,_._ !,,._r{in_:uv t{} \>lcr{mi Bell and
,lut}itcl" f!yl_v ll_i.ssi{}ns :ire stllllm:!l'izod ill "I'4]_lc :¢ :i. {;_ _'I;('Y*I, '.h_" i}hysit:tl >l_cc-
i[ieations, such as dimensions, wt,ighI and t_mvcr, x_{,,'c o}}l.,tjtl_'_] {1"_}I1l refer(t_ces
describinl.{ actual devices th;_t had been or are }},qng {h,vul,_pv,1. ll(,',_,_{}r, the c{mcel}-
t u:d d{:vices, such as the Muhiple Film M_,w_P,')id Mol_iI{_r. l.,)l_, _)I}ti('t] Mct{_uP.A_t
Detector, :rod the Impac t Mass/I'lgtsh SI<wtrom{'_t r ca_ mh' },{.' reI}r_.._cnt{,d by esti-
nlLll.t_S of t.I'Ii2ir tq'{)l}:t|}l{2 di t/(> _sions weight..ItRi Ii¢*,A_.)t" ).'(,_i_..lit't,_i_.t'ii_. It s}'H)uid I}{,
borne ill mind, too. that in ._ubstautialIy _.verv _ _s{_ cunct,ruln;_ :_('lt.l:!t iu,-.t).uH;{,t_ls, ii
is ccrkl[n that siEmi[iu_int r{,_luv,ti{}_]s in si/.{, ',:ci_;h]., .tr_,i i,_v., _- :{,,,thl }}e ..,fl_uh.{i }_v
l.ISe {}[ l'k;eelll 03iv;.tllc{!.% ill {'l_,ctl'oni{7 ffii;lt:ttl.iriz:.tl.iufi,
The priorities assigned to the ir_strumunt,:_ :_r{." t):_s{:(t prim,_iitv ,h c,<_.si;lcr;tli(m._ (}I
tlSeftll life and il/forltlati{_li-._;tt}l{?Fing t){)l.,..'lltial. In It'I.'.&F(I {,} t]_' i_d,_Yi)_:_tir))i _{;tt}l_rin}4
l)Ot{,ntiat of irlstrumerlts, it _s t_r,)i}a[}iy Un:P, oida'.bit' an l t_crh::!}> . _"<c_; ,:,_-:_!}[,. tb:ti
5_tt)jective. jud_lnetlt.,< _.i],m}d cl_t,,:,l' i111,') th_ _ ev._ltl;ltiot} _ _ ii_!._I';_;;iI_ )!: ( .!;t_,_;{. \ ,:_s{'
ill )mi_ll iS TV. l"}_{ert" P.Pc :,rKtl),_){','}ts fop alld _KitID>,I lh(' _S* ,i I'k !, ,,i,:_ , _ jui ilcl-'4
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clouds. The pictures might be difficult to interpret and the :ts_,_)('iated data bits com...
plicate the data handling subsystem. ()n the other hand, TV coverag, e _ould be in-
valuable for observing unexpected events such as a temporat'y clearing in the cloud
structure.
3.5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMEND\TIONS
3
In the course of pl_mning experiments for Asteroid Belt missians and :t Jupiter flyby
it was found that serious deficiencies exist in regard t,o the capability of known instru-
ments for acquiring desired information about the distribution "rod properties of par-
tieulate matter in the Asteroid Belt. On the other hand. it appears that the basic
instrumentation required for accomplishing the objectives of flyby missions to a major
asteroid and aupiter is either available or reasonably so.
It is recommended that certain conceptual instruments devis_:d to alleviate some of the
deficiencies noted in regard to experimental capabilities for observinT, asteroid parti-
cles be investigated. These instrument concepts are identified in the text by the fol-
lowing labels: Multiple Film Meteoroid Monitor, ()ptical bleteoroid I)eteetor and
Impact Mass/Flash Spectrometer.
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Appendix 3A
FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS OF CONCEPTUAL INSTRUMENTS
:: i_i!i:}
IMPACT MASS/FLASH SPECTROMETER
The particle speeds relative to the spacecraft expected while traversing the Asteroid
Belt range from 5 to 15 km/sec. Choosing 10 km/sec as representative of a t_ical
particle, the specific kinetic energy is found to be 50 kjoules/gm. If the particle Is iron,
this amount of energy is sufficient to vaporize the entiremass of the particle and raise
the temperature of the vapor almost to 10,000 ° K. In actuality most oft he impact
energy is absorbed by the target in the formation of the crater and ejecta. By use of
a very dense target material, e.g., tungsten, it might be expected that the impedance
mismatch between the impacting materials would result in a relatively poor transfer of
energy to the target, so that the fraction of the impact energy appearing in the form of
vaporized constituents of the incoming particle would be greater than otherwise.
Inasmuch as there appears to be no data indicating the precise partition of impact energy
for particle speeds of present interest, further consideration must proceed on the basis
of some rather arbitrary assumptions and concede that further research will be needed
to confirm the results. Assume, initially, that 10 percent of the impact energy is involved
in vaporizing a portion of the particle, and the maximum temperature of the vapor is
about 10,000°K. Also assume that the initial diameter of the particle is 10 microns and
upon impact it makes a hemispherical crater about 10 times the diameter of the particle.
All of these multiples of 10 in the assumed data are indicative of uncertainty concerning
the exact values, but they are believed to be approximately correct.
Since the particle is stopped in a distance equal to the radius of the crater, the time
required to stop the particle is about 10 -8 sec. The mean thermal velocity of iron
atoms at I0,000" K is such that the mean time for an iron atom to travel a distance
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equ:[l to the diameter oJ the c,':.d.cr is a!_out 5 . I_ ' _-ec. Tiros, the time ro_t_[ce_t _,
fi)rm tile el'at(._F is short compared to the time required h)r the val.)r to dillusc Ir(m_
the cz'a.tel'. These observations are mentioned itl supt.)rt _l the ass_:ul,lion that 'he
• t ' *iron vapor e_tn be treated :is though it had i)een suddenh release t into :t \olulnt _ t _mKHt._
equivalent to tilt: volume _)I the crater, t;l'olll this we ('_tn (!s[[i/l,il(! [}tc lrlitia] den.<it\ _,l
the iFon vapor mid use the Sah.t equation for th(?rillit] lOll[Z'Atti)i/ t. I](?tt.,l'lll[I]o tho IicgF('t'
of ionizati<)II of the [yon vLq_or. The Saha equation Ill:Z\ })L' written i:l t}_' I_,l]o\ving h,rm:
+
I1 I1
ll
mk_l" - I(_) T ;i" _ -I.'kt(, (3- l )
where
f(g)
I
k
Ii1
+
[1
n -
o
n =
"r .2
2, a combination o[ qtiltnt.tnll mechullic:ll _;t(,ric k[cI._rs I()r olectt'ons,
iron ;.t_t)IllS, &lld lroIl bins
-'7
6, _i25 -: 1 l! erg sec, I)hmck's consl_tllt
13.5 ev, 1st i(mix:ttion l_otenti:ll t()r iv, m
-It;
l. l:_B(.)3 ""11_ e rg,: K. B.itz InanrI' s c_ qlstant
U.l()8 :"10 g'm, electron mass ,
I]lllllbeI" de[lStL\ <)| I)OSlIA\'U lt)llS, till
-3
numbei- densit 5 of electrons, cm
ntlnlbel" density of neutral atoms, cm
tt{lll[)(.'l'_t[,Ut'e, o K
The numberof positive ions _.s assumed t_) 1_.. the sap._(., as the httmt_e_ _l eI(,clr<m_.
The lltlnlber density ot neutral atoms i._ _,l_taln(ed Ii<_ltl the ;ISS_tlIIIKI_Lq that I _ I,crt.cut
of the initial particle mass is vrq)(.,rizcd. ]'hus, the total nu,'nbcr ,,I m.'utr.ll at,,m.-.> is.
N ° o.1 -p D 'JA/i;M (3-2)
whe re
i.)
1)
,)
7.8 gm/cm-, particle denstt._
10 cm, particle (h.ameter
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A = 6.025 × 10 , Avogadro's number
M = 56, atomic weight of iron
I
/
M-49-65-I
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hence,
1012N ° = 4.4 × atoms
Since these atoms are assumed initiallyto be contained in a spherical volume with a
diameter equal to that of the crater, we find n° = 8.4 × 1018 atom/cm 3 . Therefore,
Saha's equation yields,
+ 6
n = 8 × 101 ions/cm 3
That is, about 1 percent of the atoms are ionized.
The capacitance of the ion collector plate of the mass spectrometer is estimated to be
about 200 UP farads. Hence, if the entire electric charge of the ions were suddenly
deposited on the collector plate, its potential would change by about 35 v. This indicates
that there is sufficient total charge to produce an easily detectable signal. We now
examine the feasibility of resolving the signal into the isotopic atomic components of
the ion mixture produced by the particle impact.
The ions diffuse from the impact crater with a Maxwellian distribution of velocities
characteristic of their temperature. They are then given an additional velocity by an
accelerating electric field maintained by a potential difference between the impact tar-
get and the ion collector plate. The resultant velocity is determined by the kinetic
energy thus -
Mv2/2 = Mv2/2 + qV (3-3)
\
J
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seen that the first variation is of the order oi 5 × 10 -8 see. The variation attributed
to thermal velocities is obtained by differentiating Eq. (3-4) to get
-3/2
(v 2 + 2q V/m) d vT (3-5)dt T = -s v T T
The Maxwell distribution of the number of ions in regard to thermal velocity is
dN = 2_r N(m/2_r kT) 3/2 v2 exp (-m v2/2k T)dv T (3-6)
where
k = Boltzmann's constant
m = ion mass
N = total number of ions
T = temperature
vT = thermal velocity
Hence, combination Eqs. (3-5) and (3-6) we get an expression for the rate of arrival
of ions at the collector plate as a function of thermal velocity v T ,
_T (2_r N/_,(m/2_ kT )3/2 exp (-m v2/2kT) vT (v 2 2q V/m) 3/2= + (3-7)
Equations (3-4 and 3-7) parametrically describe the rate of arrival of ions at the
collector plate as a function of the parameter vT .
Figure 3-10shows how the ion flux at the collector plate varies with time for an ion
mixture consisting of equal numbers of ions with atomic mass 59 and 60. The
accelerating potential in this case is 100 v and the distance from the target to the ion
collector plate is assumed to be about 30 cm. It can be seen that the flux peaks for
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the two mass numbers are fairly well separated, though there is some overlap. The
relative separation of the peaks improves as the accelerating potential is increased,
but the absolute time between the peaks varies inversely with the square root of the
accelerating potential. Since the separation of the peaks is less than 0.2 microsec
with a 100-v acceleration potential, it does not seem desirable to use a much larger
accelerating potential. If the variation in the time for ions to diffuse from the impact
crater is of the order of 5 × 10 -8 sec, it appears this factor will not significantly
affect the resolution of ion masses shown in Fig. 3-10.
)
It should be noted that the transit time of ions with atomic mass 60 is about 16.6
micro sec whereas the transit time for hydrogen ions (1 mass unit) is about 2 micro-
sec. To read the ion flux to the collector plate as a fluctuating dc current, a fairly
short time constant is required of the collector plate electric circuit. The capacitance
of the collector plate is estimated to be about 2 × 10 -10 farad. With a 100-ohm
resistance for a load in the read-out circuit, the time constant is RC = 2 × 10 -8 sec,
which is sufficiently fast to follow the peaks shown in Fig. 3-10. If the ion masses were
distributed more or less uniformly, the average current would be about 3 milliamps,
and the average signal output about 0.3 v. This is considered to be an adequate signal
level.
OPTICAL METEOROID DETECTOR
The amount of reflected sunlight received from a meteoroid by the optical detector
depends upon the meteroroid size, reflectlvity and distance from the detector, the
detector aperture area, and the intensity and angle of illumination. Maximum illumina-
tion is obtained by looking directly away from the Sun. However for most of the
outward bound part of a trip though the Asteroid Belt, the expected flux of meteoroids
relative to the spacecraft is more or less toward the Sun. Hence, pointing the detector
directly away from the Sun will expose the objective lens to bombardment by the main
flux of mlcrometeoroids. It is advisable, therefore, to point the detector away from
the expected flux.
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The simplest procedure Ls t(, i_,,{rll, t}:l., dete(!tof _tt ,_'1_}'_ ',,.l':.;lt'_ t(J ti_( _ c't'li])tlt' t,l:iI_,
The (qJtical axis of tile illStl'tttrlt, i'_: is th(_tl ;llw:t):s l}t_rl,etl,tl(:t_(i r :.,, the exp('t.ted :Itlx
of asteroid particles and tile solar illumination ol the l,;irttc:lcs is always pcrpendieul:lr
to the line of sight of tile detector. This troeedure has ti_e dls:tdvantage th:tt 0_e :mlmmt
of light available for detection ol a p:trticle ol given .size vai'i{,s i._l,,(:l'solv gls tJ_e sqtta:r_
of the distance from U_e sun s() that fl'olll the inner t() the ,rater t.,dges ()1 the .\._tPl'Oid
Belt (2 to ,t At:) ttle effective sensitivit3 .f tile detector decre:tses _)v :t factor (it lot.it.
A suhst:mtial compensation for Ule variation of lllunim_ttl_,l_ mtensit 3 with dist:tnc-e
from tile Sun is obtained t)y l)ointing the detector in the cciiptLe t>ktne ill the lOl'V__trd
sense relative to the flight t,'tth, :rod l)rotgr:lrnming tile orientati<,n of the optic:ll :lxis
so as to keep it perf)endieul:u" to the expected llux g))atstel'()i(l particles. V(,r the case
ol a flight through the Asteroid Belt tv):m ;.tphelbm o1.t .\t', the illumination angle upon
entering tile belt is slightly less than '.)(ldeg, and it co|_tinu, ms!y dcc'rel._es as the
spacecraft proceeds through the belt until the detector is looking direct!\ a_xitv lr()m the
Sun at aphelion. The resultatnt v:tlq:ttiul; ill the eti,..>ctixe .<_.,=_,.it(_ Lt_ ,d t!tt, ({etec!._}r is
onl) about 27 percent, xvhic}: can be \eri[it..d 1I'_ m i.ilt' i{)}l,_x','i;ig, (:_n:_itit._rati_li>.
lly treating the asteroid p:lrticles ;is dillusel.t rcl]ectl_b:....i;i;ere>, il can !,e sttmvn that
the amount of reflected sunlight received by the detect,it' !ri.,m :t l,ai'ti(:le illumin|utted
at right at_gles to the line of sight is given h 3
.#
" L\ l'";J:: I{;: (;$-:')t,"I
The c()rresl)ondinl_ expression [of the case. '_ h_.ql the detcc>h)r looks dti'ec.tly :p,t:t\ tr, mt
the Still is
1,'. 20 1A r".':lfl- (3-9)
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in which
Q
A = area of the detector aperture
I = intensity of solar illumination
r = radius of asteroid particle
R = radial distance from particle to detector
p = reflectivity of the particle
If the appropriate values for the relative intensities of sunlight at the edges of the
asteroid belt are inserted in the above expressions, the first applying to the inner
edge at about 2AU and the second to the outer edge at about 4AU , it is found that
the ratio of the amounts of light received
by the detector is F±/F!! = 4/7r = 1.27.
An estimate of the detection capability of the optical meteoroid detector is derived on
the basis of the following considerations. The image of an asteroid particle passing
across the field of view of the detector is projected onto a reticle consisting of a
rectangular pattern of about 100 horizontal and vertical lines. Light passes through
the reticle and is directed into a photomultiplier tube. The motion of a particle
image across the lines of the reticle produces a modulated signal in the phototube.
The threshold of input signal detection by a particular brand of photo-multiplier tube
with a one-inch diameter photocathode is given by
F = 5 × lO-16q'_watt
mln
in which _f is the frequency band pass of the photodetector circuit. If we assume a
40 kc/sec band pass, the resultant minimally detectable fully modulated signal input
to the phototube is 10 -13 w.
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()rll 3" abouL hall of U_e solar ._p,*cLrulYt is [_)J _tlJt i I ]_ t j t _: :.'i;;n,l:itin_., re.-_l,,n_t l_ _:_ l}w
phototube. Assumhig an optie:tl transmission ct[ic._om:t ,,)I -,) _ t,r,-vra _:,,,,_ t!:t _._,i(._.,
lens to file phototube, w(., Itlid tile reqttired light flux lnt)tlt I,)the :i_t:tc,,s'<_l,! (]tQt-(-t, tq
is 2.5 < 10 -1"3 w. This result will I)e u..-,vtl to e,btit',latt * Lht: p.}:lx)lilt.m! l;t.ll_C Iof dett'CLlol_
oi a otle-cm diameter asteroid l_artic|e .it 4 .\1 from tl,e _u.m
@
L
Tile al,erture area cd tile _d0jec.t leits is ab,.sumed to Oc 7 cnx , _,'J.t."ax (-_".tkt' l'el]ecti_ it';
of astei'()id particles is tixken ttJ l_t., ai)out _). I ,tqd tile },ill,eiI:51t\ ,)[ S_,i,tl" ii['dnlinatlorl
• ,)
:it t At' is 8. (; ,' 1 ()-1.,3 w,"Cm-. Solvirlg (,quatio)l (21-:_) v)v {l',t: )ange. I{ , v,t, li.tld
Rma x r ,2p I:\, ,}F rain
_2 I() I''0.5 _ 0. I × s.6 " '> " 5":I < 2.5 / t.):-l:4
534 m
The nomi_nal velocity of asteroid particles rel:iti_(, t(, the si_a(.vc, l"ltt a_ an :llqmlb)n dis-
tance of 4 AV is about 5.5 kin/see. I.i tht, l 0()-.lint:, reticle ot the rnete_,r_)id detector
eneomt)asses :l 60 deg field of view, fl_e lnodt_lati,m frequency i)c_)dut:ed in ti_e t_hot<_-
detector by passage ol an asteroid aex'oss the view fit.ld ;it a. r:trtge of 5_.1 ril wtti_ a
velocity of 5.5 l_n/sec is at)out 900 eps, which is wt, ll v, tthin the assumed ll'e(ttle)l(. 5
band pass of the dteetor.
,._;%
The maximum angular velocity ol :tstel'_>ld particles t_) x_hici_ the meteor_)id detector
can respond depends upon the upt)er limit ()f the Irequem,._ t)and pass "Fi_i._ in eilect
determines the smallest t';tnge and the smalle.<t l)article ol :i given t ei,Jctt.y that can
be detected. For the case of a 5.5 km/see particle at .t AU h'om tim Sun the .t() kc/.-ec
limit on the input signal to the phototube corresponds t{> a minimum rallge ol 12 ul
and a minimum particle diameter of 0.2 cm,
..... J
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A number of problems concerning the optical meteoroid detector remain to be
evaluated before the device can be regarded as surely feasible of development. In
particular, the effects of the stellar background should be examined. The average
stellar background radiation intensityis about 2 × 10-11 w/cm 2 steradian, and it
varies by a factor of I00 from the least dense to the most dense parts of the milkway.
The continual passage of innumerable small stars in and out of the view field and across
the reticle lines will produce scintillationnoise in the phototube. Itis believed that
this effectcan be substantially reduced by slightly defocusing the image of the star
field.
The effects of one or more bright stars in the view field also should be examined. The
light intensity of a first magnitude star is about 6 x 10 -13 w/cm 2. Presumably, the
angular velocity of the spacecraft will be so small that the apparent motion of bright
stars in the view field will not introduce signal modulation frequencies sufficiently
high to be troublesome.
MULTIPLE FILM METEOROID MONITOR
The main features of the Multiple Film Meteoroid Monitor are described in the taxt of
this report. Conceptual design of the device is based upon the following considerations:
• The spatial distribution of small particles in the Asteroid Belt is assumed to
correspond to the distribution of asteroids telescopically observable from
Earth. Verification of this assumption is one of the objectives of a mission
to the asteroid belt.
• The distribution of orbit eccentricities and orbit inclinations of telescopically
observable asteroids indicates that near the middle of the Asteroid Belt (about
3 AU from the Sun in the ecliptic plane) the velocities of the asteroids are
randomly dispersed, like the molecules of a gas, with a mean velocity of
about 3 km/sec relative to an object in a heliocentric circular orbit. This is
the kind of a velocity distribution to be expected from extensive collisions among
the asteriods. Relative to a spacecraft passing through the Asteroid Belt to a
4 AU aphelion, substantially all of the trajectories of asteroid particles
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The momentary electrical short circuit caused by perforation of the film is selt •-
healing through the action of a condenser discharge that vaporizes fragments of
conducting strip that may bridge the edges of hole.
The main purpose of the electrical location of perforations is to permit correlation of
the holes associated with each particle. Subsequent optical scanning of the film will
locate the holes much more precisely than can the electrical technique, but the optical
scan provides no means of correlating corresponding holes. In addition to precise
location of the holes, optical scanning should indicate hole size. The hole size is
expected to be related to particle size. This should aid in the correlation of
corresponding holes when more than one perforation occurs in a particular location
indicated by the electrical technique.
The time lapse between perforations of the first two film layers combined with the
angular orientation of the flight path provides a determination of the particle velocity.
The separation between the relatively thick film layers following the two thin films
need be only about 1 cm. The thick films are intended to measure the depth of particle
penetration. The film thickness of 2 mils (50 microns) for all of the thick film layers
shown in the diagram in the text is admittedly arbitrary and tentative. It is likely that
for a given total amount of film material, maximum information about particle pene-
tration would be obtained by varying the film thickness from one layer to the next in
some regular fashion. Rather than weave a single film of fixed thickness back and
forth through the rack as shown in the diagram, a stack of films of varying thickness
could be wound on one spool and fed in parallel though the rack to the take-up spool.
The thick films are coated on each side with conducting surfaces and electrically con-
nected to indicate the occurrence of performations without regard for location. It is
expected that the combinatio_ of data concerning penetration depth, hole size and
particle velocity will permit characterization of each particle in regard to mass and
density and thereby yield a measure of the relative quantities of iron and stone
meteoroid material in the Asteroid Belt.
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Consideration of tile anticipated frequenc.v of impacts as a tunction ,)f f_article size
indicates that the range of particle size for which the Mul_.iple Film Mete,>roid
Monitor will be useful is [rom O. Ol to O.1 era. 'the ()ptieal Meteoroid l)etector is
expected to respond usefully to particles larger than O. 1 era. Both instruments yiehI
data about particle direction aald speed, s_, the hypot2_esis corl'elating the distribut:,m
mierometeoroids with macro-asteroids may be tested down t,} a particle size ,,I t)_ _ll
em.
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Section 4
TRAJECTORY AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
4 _i_
The principal objective of this portion of the study was the definition of the trajectory
characteristics of the various missions to the extent necessary to answer the follow-
ing fundamental questions:
• What is the relationship between energy and flight time for each
mission ?
• When must trips be made and, as a corollary, how often can trips
be made ?
• Which of the candidate launch vehmie systems is capable of carrying
out a particular mission?
• What characteristics of the trajectories influence the planning or
execution of the scientific experimentation?
The scientific objectives set forth in Ref. 4-I and described in Section 1 of this
report lead to three classes of trajectories:
• Transfer from Eart], through the Asteroid Belts
• Transfer from Earth to specific asteroids
• Transfer from Earth to Jupiter
This section discusses in detail the characteristics of these missions. A nominal
spacecraft weight of 1000 Ibs was assumed for the asteroid flythroughs and major
asteroid flyby; for the Jupiter mission a 1300 Ib spacecraft was assumed. These
weights were used to indicate the influence of the important parameters on mission
characteristics and mission performance and do not reflect design concepts. As
will be seen in Section 5, these weights approach those required for maximum
missions.
)
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appropriate third stage as r_,ctuived. It was_ agv_,cd _ith .I!'1..r.l_at _.1, ,:..\?l:_s _:e]_-.
nolob,"5' eouh:t be assumed, l.'ig. 4-1a presents th,' ,,stimate, t t}t?rl_,r:v_allt't. _)i the
various arrangements p(_ssii)l(, with a:_ ..\![as first stag(_. "['he at)st' ssa of the figu)'('
re.presents characteristic velo(?it.'¢, which is acqui:'(,d as !o|lows. First il. is
assvmed that the lat.mch vehicle |)uls thv pay load itll() a l(t_ } _.'_ ¢'_)'{'ular orbit i(Irag
and _-avity losses i,_ch|dedt. This maneuver is followed by impulsive burnin._ to
provide enough velocily to put the spacecraft on the required transfer titbit. Th{_
total velocity at 100 nm is the characteristic velocity. The postul:ated lhird stage,
|," /referred to as a High EnerK'y Kiek Stage ([tEKS). is a vehicle employing a .._ H,
a..
propulsion system with a specific impulse of .130 sec. The iw,:.,rl weight is approxi-
mately 900 lb. The total propellant wetffhl is 5300 Ib with a mixture ratio of [,'.,/ll,,
10, producing a vacuum thrust of 4000 lh
It is interes{inK to note the tx_fluence of the tIEKS on _he tjevlovmanc_, pore.at ia|. :\part
from movil_g tt_e eurves upward, tl_ slope (_! [},_- la:l ol the, ct_rvc., is c!_an_¢,d markedly.
This effect represents an important advantage for lhe relatively hil._h energy mtssi(ms
considered in the present study since it r(.sults in lartr, er payloads at the. higher
w:_toeit ies.
For comparison only, I,'i_. 4-1b illustratesth_, csti_mled imrtovmance o[ laum'h
vehicles based on a Titan III (" and S[t.tll|'n |B iirsl-.staKes. The l:lox--Atlas ' Cr.,lltaul"
ttEKS, representin._ the [)esl performance of the Atlas-based x_,hicl,s is als_ shox_ql
for re fe,'em'e.
|"or eol_\'enience, throughout tills reporl the various latm':h vehi(,|es are referred to
by number rather than name "l"hc following [isl gives the key number of each lam_ch
sy st e In.
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Ma or consideralton during the missionanalvsis was gixel_ to l,aunch \'ehi(,h,s I, 2
:I. ,t and 5. This represents the full range of potential of the Atlas co_nbLnation.-..
launch Vehicle No. 7 was also included in the Jupiter flyby analysis as representa-
tive of aclassof larger launch vehicles, The applieabititv u17 any of the other com-
hinations can be inferred from Fig. 4-1 and other relevant study data,
• tN_ ¸,4.2 ASTVJ_.()ID Blq I71" F I2f-THIt()I_GH MINNIO. S
Figure 4-2 depicts the heliocentric trajectories of three :Mntcroid Belt flythrough
missions. Two of these traiee_ories have aphelion radii of 3.2 AU and 4.0 Air. The
third represents the profile of a trajectory which passes through the belts during a
moderately fast (600 dayt trip to Jupiter. Table 4- I shows the times spent within
the belts [or the threetraieetories considered. In each ease, the value quoted is
the sum of the time spent within the t,elt on the outbound and inbound leg.
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Table 4- 1
•, ) -,,,, ..TIMF S t E ,, I V_l'l'[31N AST E Re _I I) I_Ir.;1,T$
Time Between Various Radii (Days)
Trajector 3, 2.0 2-6 2,(; .- 3 2 2,!; • ,l.(_ 3,2 - ,t.0
\phelion at 3.2 At 220 5_;_)
..\phelion at .1, 0 AI." 1_;_' :_',lib !_1;,_ 7:to
",lupiter" Mission 12o 15f_ 390 2q()
Notice thai ,,he time available for dala galherir_g within _he l_elis is very sensitive
lolhe c,hoice of lraieetorv vised. For exampI+'. I,> vcrif),, the existence ol the hibr, h
particle concentration near 3, 2 At!. a trajectory wilh a :l, 2 .\l al)beliot_ radius
would spend 560 (lays between 2. (; At' and 3. 2 .\I'. whereas a _ca !oct<)rv with a
,! 0 .\1" aphelion radius ,.,could spend or, Iv 2-t0 days in _,bc sam_, r_._:_(m,
The higher enerbp." traiectoric's can be _,I valm,, ht_x_c,,-cr, J;_ _esla}_iishing lh(, radial
protilc of the belts. Thus, the "Jupite;'"traiectory will enter the in,_cvn_ost belt
about three months after departure and pass-t,0 \{' :.d,ou{ _.i,le months lat_:v. [,
additionto ol)taicdng environmentaldala,q_<m which to base {h_ ,tcsigas ot actual
J'.qaiter spaeecra[t a fast transit through (he heirs i npIies I:i_.!J_ev c<,liM_ilitv. At
least some data would be obtained even il a maIfuneti,,n _ccttvved afler a rvlatWcl',-
sht) rt time.
Spacecraft a lltenna st ee Fi tlg angles u ll(Je rb_o on}'_ nlorle Fgtt eva l'iat 1()tin } }eVOrll't _l})Otl[
three months after departure, This is illustrate, d in Fie,. 4-3 wl_ich sh,,),.vs _l_<,
Ear/h-spacecraft--Sun angle,turinK transit of the-l.O ..\( apb_,li_m m_sst_m. The
angaalar velocity of the trajectory shortly after departure, of course, is ,_r.crateF than
that of I-.;arth. The ankmLar velocity dimi_ishes rapidly, however, so that 75 days a
a!'ter departure I-:arth overtakes the spacecraft in heliocentric longitude. The angle
becomes zero about, every gix mo_lths, when the longitude of Farth is either equal
Io lt;e longitude _>! the spacecraft or is diff_'.r'ent from _t b\' I_,0 deK. Note thal _,he angle
is &dined as posilive wh(m lhe line of s_;.-}_! from the spac_:¢'ralI Io Kar!h is COIIIlIt':I'-
('lockwisc from the line of sight from the spacecraft t(> the Sun,
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Figure 4-.,1 shows th(, ve!.oci_,v of a_te_'oidal par!_cb,s _'_,lativ(, !t_ (he spaoc,cvaft fol*
the three trajeclorms diseusse, d al)me. As )_,)l(:(l, lhp valu<,s a)'_, })a._;<.d <m l))_.
assumption that the particles are touring in circular t:)'t)ils in the (,c_ip_.ic plato,, h_
reality, of course, the orbits will t){: _,1 va)-vin_ ecet,nIri_.itv and )))am _),,'bi_s may lie
out of the ecliptic. Thus. the data shown are averaae values o).',lv, a[lhot_,_h {h_' num-
Imr of encounters with t)articles in inclined orbils will be small inasn_uc}_ as a)_
eneounter ean oet,ur only it' th(, spae(,cl'af', and t)ar/i{:-le at')'{xe S{m_.I!IAV_('(')_dSt', ' ";.It _,ither
of lhe lwo nodal points. Th(: resulls itlustra_ . bow(.v_-,r', ih_. inf}uenee el _.he ira _
jeclory on (he desigm of the expemm(m{ati(m (:.,qv)ipmen',. Yof. i(,_,!hat {h{, relative
rob)cities a! aphelion, regardl(_ss (.)f {he ).,a_'ti<,t)la;" ),-:)}octol-v e)nph)ved, vary
between the narrow limits of about t7,000 fl' ._(_(" _) it.), 000 f,_, see. Much higher
)'ela_ive velocities occur prio).loaptm)io_, ,',,aehinR)l)e maxima })¢,lw_,en 1.5 A1.
and 2, 0 At! where the radial velocity e_)ml_m(,nl el {he sl:)ace(,raft (ra.je(rtorv is
highest. Thus, i)} addit)on )o ma)'k¢,(llv increasir_g !he, tim(, a_ailable |or d:)_a _atI'_,:)'-
ing. ehoosing (he proper aphelmn distance ,,ill mark(..db, redu(.e lhe impact ,,el()(.i_ ies
of the particles.
rc,lat,l\'e It) F, arth. Impulsive \_,[oel{v inci'(.m,.nts n,,<'(:ssa_", { , :.tchi_,v(. rh(,>v 5:t)_.,',)._
al'e t'OUlqd from the energy equalion o) a (,ore(,:
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Figure 4-5 shows the impulsive velocity requirements from a 100-nm circular orbit
as a function of aphelion distance. These velocity requirements are related in Fig. 4-6
to the launch vehicle performance capabilities, drawn from the data shown in Fig. 4-1.
The departure velocities, experimentation times, and performance of the launch
vehicles having been established, it is desirable to summarize the results to aid in
mission selection activities. Such a summary is contained in Table 4-2. It is note-
worthy that both launch vehicles No. 1 and No. 2 are adequate for flythrough missions
of aphelion radii as much as 4.0 AU. However, for a fast flythrough of the belts,
launch vehicle No. 1 is required.
4.3 MISSIONS TO SPECIFIC ASTEROIDS
As pointed out in Section 2, worthwhile scientific information could be gained from
inspection of any of the four large asteroids - Ceres, Pallas, Juno, or Vesta. The
elements of these bodies for the epoch 11 June 1957 at O h Ephemeris Time, obtained
from Ref. 4-2, are listed in Table 4-3. Also shown is the synodic period between each
asteroid and Earth.
Table 4-3
ASTEROID ORBITAL ELEMENTS
_$
)
Parameter
Inclination to Ecliptic (deg)
Longitude of Ascending Node (deg)
I_ngitude of Perihelion (deg)
Mean Anomaly (deg)
Semi-Major Axis (AU)
Mean Motion (deg/day)
.Eccentricity
Synodic Period (days)
Ceres Pallas Juno Vesta
10.607 34.798 12.993 7.132
80.514 172.975 170.438 104.102
152.367 122.734 56.571 253.236
279,880 271.815 329.336 79.667
2.7675 2.7718 2.6683 2.3617
0.21408 0.21358 0.22612 0.27157
0.07590 0.23402 0.25848 0.08888
466 466 472 503
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• The program contains a planetary ephemeris routine based on constant mean
planetary (or asteroidal) orbital elements to determine the departure and
arrival planet's position and velocity components.
• The program includes a section in which the heliocentric end-point velocities
of the transfer orbit are converted to planet-centered hyperbolic excess
velocity vectors described in terms of their magnitudes, right ascencions and
declinations. Each trajectory is computed in about 0.05 sec.
With this program it was thus possible to compute tens-of-thousands of unperturbed
Keplerian orbits from Earth to Ceres and Vesta.
From Table 4-3, the synodic periods of Ceres and Vesta are 466 days and 503 days,
respectively. Thus, relatively low energy launch opportunities to each of these
asteroids will be separated by approximately 500 days. The years in which these low
energy missions take place are shown below in Table 4-4.
Table 4-4
LAUNCH OPPORTUNITIES TO VESTA AND CERES
Year
Asteroid
1969 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80
Ceres Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Vesta Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
The characteristics of these missions are discussed below.
4.3.1 Speed Contour Charts
To ascertain the general relationships between departure dates, energy requirements
and flight times, speed contour charts for Ceres and Vesta have been prepared and are
given in Appendicee 4A and 4B. The format of the charts is identical to that of the
Earth-Mars and Earth-Venus speed contour plots contained in Ref. 4-3. To aid the
reader who is unfamiliar with this format, the use of the charts will be explained here.
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Constant Departure Speed. This technique has merit if the launch vehicle system has
a significant performance margin for minimum energy trips. In the limit the depar-
ture speed would be held constant at the maximum value possible with a given space-
craft weight. This would ensure minimum flight time missions that, as will be seen
shortly, would be desirable for some of theCeres and Vesta missions.
Constant Flight Time. Rather than design the timeZdependent subsystems of the space-
craft to meet the maximum requirements, and hence, be over-designed for near-nom-
inal missions, a constant flight time criterion may be appropriate. However, since the
flight time does not vary significantly throughout the window for the asteroid missions,
this concept yields essentially the same requirements as the minimum energy missions.
On the contour charts a constant flight time is represented by a line with a slope of
+45 deg.
Constant Arrival Date. This technique would ensure that communication distance be-
tween Earth and the asteroid at arrival would be maintained at a particular value re-
gardless of the departure date. The communication distance, of course, does depend
on the specific arrival date. This criterion helps in the design of communication sub-
systems but limits the freedom of mission selection. Velocity penalties associated
with departure delays will be greater than those associated with the preceeding criteria.
4.3.3 Ceres Mission Requirements
Table 4-5 summarizes the characteristics of mission to Ceres as influenced by the
trajectory requirements. These characteristics can be related to scien-
tific objectives, experimentation techniques and subsystems capabilities as part of the
mission evaluation and selection procedure.
As noted in the table, three mission criteria are considered. The first criterion (A)
is that of minimum departure velocity. The second criterion (B) assumes that the de-
parture velocity of launch vehicle system No. 1 is held constant at the maximum value
attainable (characteristic velocity of 49,150 ft/sec or 0.342 EMOS) with a 1000-1b pay-
load. A 1000-1b payload is representative of that needed to perform a maximum
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asteroid inspection mission. It further assumes that the heliocentric travel angle be-
tween Eat:th at departure and Ceres at arrival is less than 180 deg (tr:tjectories to the
right of the ridge line on the contour charts). This technique yields minimum flight
time. From the speed contour charts (Appendix 4-A), it is seen that this procedure
yields rather high approach velocities. Thus, a third criterion (C) is considered where-
in the speed is still held at the maximum value but the heliocentric travel angles are
greater than 180 deg {trajectories to the left of the ridge line on the contour charts).
From the contour charts the effect of this procedure is that the flight times are some-
what longer than the minima but the approach velocities are markedly reduced.*
The parameters listed in the table are discussed below.
4.3.3.1 Nominal Departure Date
Since the velocity varies throughout the launch window, each nominal departure date is
selected such that the greatestvalue of either the departure velocity (mission criterion
A) or the flight time (mission criteria B and C) is minimized throtLghout a thirty-day
period. The (X) indicates that during four years (1971, 1974, 1978 and 1980), it is not
possible to attain a launch window as big as thirty days in the minimum-time regime
even with a characteristic velocity of 49,150 ft/sec.
*This can be explained by comparing the energies of the heliocentric ellipses between
the two cases. The minimum flight time missions of less than 180 deg transfer angle
are obtained by adding a large velocity increment essentially parallel to Earth's he-
liocentric velocity vector. This creates high energy ellipses, with aphelion far beyond
Ceres' orbit. Thus, the heliocentric speeds at arrival are large and are not at all par-
allel to Ceres' velocity vector. This situation causes high arrival excess speeds.
On the other hand, trips of intermediate duration with transfer angles greater than
180 deg are obtained by adding the velocity increments in such a way that the departure
hyperbolic excess speeds are directed inward from Earth's orbit. For a given hyper-
bolic excess speed at Earth departure, the energies of these ellipses are necessarily
less than of the fast transfers. Lower heliocentric velocities at Ceres' orbit are asso-
ciated with these lower energies, hence arrival excess speeds are lower.
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4.3.3.2 Characteristic Velocity
This is the sum of orbital velocity (25,582 ft/sec at 100-nm altitude) and the impulsive
velocity increment needed to place the spacecraft on the appropria:.; escape hyperbola.
This velocity is compatible with the launch vehicle performance data shown in Fig. 4-1.
The two entries for mission criterion A represent the minimum and maximum values
throughout the thirty-day launch window. The velocity penalty for the thirty-day windo_'
varies between 500 ft/sec and 1500 ft/sec.
4.3.3.3 Flight Time
The flight times associated with the minimum energy missions are subject to large var-
iations, ranging from about one year in 1970 to almost three years in 1973. The reason
for this wide variation is that, as pointed out earlier, the minimum energy missions al-
ways occur such that arrival takes place near a nodal crossing - not necessarily near
the Hohmann transfer region. Notice that the flight times can be recluced to less than
one year if criterion B is used.
4.3.3.4 Communication Distance
This is the distance between Ceres and Earth at arrival. The upper limit of this pa-
rameter (4.0 AU) would exist when Earth and Ceres were at aphelion and arrival oc-
curred at conjunction. The lower limit (l.54 AU) would exist when arrival occurred at
opposition, with Earth at aphelion and Ceres at perihelion. In general, trips of an in-
tegral number of years yield the large communication distances; trips of 1/2, I-I/2,
or 2-1/2 yr yield the smaller distances,
4.3.3.5 Maximum Departure Declination
To obviate the need for making a plane-change maneuver in departing from orbit, the
parking orbit inclination must be at least as great as the absolute value of the departure
declination. For every minimum energy launch opportunity the maximum declination is
less than 28.5 deg. Thus, easterly launches from Cape Kennedy are adequate. During
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most years the higher energy trips require somewhat higher orbit inclinations. The
increase in booster velocity requirements due to launch azimuth other than 90 deg is
never more than 200 ft/sec. The potential difficulty, of course, is that of range safety
limitations and of tracking the spacecraft while in orbit prior to final ignition.
4.3.3.6 Passage Speed
Passage speeds at Ceres are subject to a wide variation, not only depending upon the
mission criterion considered, but also between various years under the same criterion.
Notice that the speeds for criterion B can be over 50,000 ft/sec. This ls4he reason
that the large transfer angle, high energy trips were considered (C). In this case the
speeds are comparable to those associated with minimum energy missions.
The passage speeds quoted are in reality the hyperbolic excess approach speeds. The
difference between the excess speeds and pericenter velocities, however, are never
more than about 30 ft/sec, The actual difference, of course, depends on the excess
speed and pericenter distance.
4.3.3.7 Maximum Arrival Declination
The maximum arrival declination represents the minimum value of the inclination of
the passage hyperbola that can be attained without making a plane-change maneuver.*
This can be visualized by first imagining that the hyperbolic excess velocity vector is
translated so that is passes through the center of the target. The original hyperbola
can now be rotated about the translated vector to generate a surface of approach hyper-
bolas. Each element on this surface is a unique hyperbola but each is characterized by
the common hyperbolic excess speed, right ascension and declination. The two ele-
ments on the "top" or "bottom" of the surface represent polar inclinations, passing
over the north or south pole, respectively. As elements are chosen farther from the
top and bottom, the respective inclination becomes lower. The minimum inclination
*Since the orientation of the equatorial plane of Ceres (and the" other asteroids) is un-
known, it is assumed that the equatorial plane coincides with the orbit plane.
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is reached when the element is 90 deg, measured on the surface of hyperbolas, from
the polar inclinations. In this case, the line of nodes between the plane of the passage
hyperbola and the equatorial plane becomes perpendicular to the axis of revolution.
The corresponding inclination is equal to the declination of the approach asymptote.
©
4.3.3.8 Passage Time
This indicates the time spent in the vicinity of Ceres. As noted, it assumes a
1000-kilometer pericenter distance and is based on the total time spent between 20
Ceres radii* before _ounter and 20 radii after encounter.
4.3.3.9 Payload for Minimum Energy Missions
_:o__ i_
The payload figures shown are based on the maximum velocity required during each
thirty-day window. Launch vehicles No. 1 and probably No. 2 have adequate capability
to perform minimum energy missions during every opportunity. Vehicles No. 3, 4,
and 5 are not adequate for any of these missions.
i
4.3.4 Vesta Mission Requirements ....._ : ......: ...... _ : .... :i:_, ::,_
Most of the general comments concerning asteroid inspection missions were presented
in the preceding discussion. Consequently, only the quantitative results of the Vesta
mission analysis need be emphasized here.
Table 4-6 summarizes the mission requirements for trips to Vesta. The format of
the tables is identical to that for the Ceres missions. With the exception of 1979, the
minimum energy velocity requirements for trips to Vesta are less than those needed
for trips to Ceres. Similarly, the flighttimes are shorter, varying between eight
months {in 1978) to slightly over two years (in 1971). The main conclusion reached
from this data is that ifone excludes the three years {1969, 1974 and 1980) during
*1 radius = 239 statute miles
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which marginal trips to Vesta using Launch V,:hich, No. ;; may be possible, either
launch vehicle No. 1 or No. 2 will be needed.
O
Since the velocities associated with the missions resulting from a given criterion do
not vary greatly, the various missions can be represented on a plot of trip time against
latmch date. This has been done for Ceres and Vesta in Fig. -t-8. Based on trip time
(which has important implicatiuns in mission reliability}, the best years for minimum
energy lrips to Ceres are 1976 and 1979. for Vesta the most opportune years are
1972, 1974. 1978 :rod 1979. The, figure clearly demonstrales the advantages of mini-
mum time (criterion B) trips; with l'e_v exceptions missions to [x_tb targets last ,fl_out
200 days.
4.3.5 Juno Mission Requirements
|
In keeping with the philosophy that it is desirable to have available as many targets
asteroids as possible, a cursory examination of mission requirements to Juno was
carried out. Since the minimum ener_' trips of shorter duration will exist only _here
the nodal crossings occur after flight times that are close to ttohmann v:dues, it was
lmssible to refer from the ephermeris-data that 197_e_':repr_ent_:],l_i_,$_:_:
for Juno mtssmns. Tvajector, es4or these years were computed using theMAOT:pi"o,_ _._:
gram. Major results are shown in Table 4-7. The conclusion reached from this data ::,
is that the mission requiremenLs during these two years are comparable to those dur-
ing the best years for carrying out the Ceres m_d Vesta missions.
4.3.6 Asteroid Passage Conditions
Figure 4-9 shows two Ceres passage trajeetorie6, one being a darkside passage, the
other a lightside passage, Perieenter distances are assmned to be 2 radii and the
:qqn-oach comtitions are those of the nominal minimum energy, mission of 1970. While
any pericente_ distamee e:m be selected, subject only to guidance uncertainties, the
trajectories shown are typical in that the approach velocity is representative of trips
of m_xterate energy ,and thai. the direction of approach is opposed to Ceres' orbital
velocity around the Sun.
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Table 4-7
CHARACTERISTICS OF MINIMUM ENERGY JUNO MISSIONS
THIRTY-DAY LAUNCH WINDOW
M-49 -65-1
®
!i_I i
,o,
Nominal Departure Date Characteristic Range of Payload (lb)
Mission (Julian Date - 2440000, Velocity Flight Times Launch Vehicle
Date Calendar Date_ (ft/sec) (Days) 1 2 3
1970
0850 41,900 430
21Sep 42,600 450
2300 1550 250
3600 40,300 310
1978 2750 1920 900
2 Apr 41,000 330
As observed from the figure, the hyperbolas relative to Ceres (and, therefore, hyper-
bolas relative to the less massive asteroids) degenerate to essentially straight lines,
the asymptote deflection angle being only 1.2 dog for each trajectory shown. _ The var-
iation in velocity along the trajectory is also small, and would be even smaller for
higher approach speeds or greater pericenter distances. The increase of 30 ft/sec
from hyperbolic excess speed to pericenter velocity, however, could be detected by
vehicle-born sensors and/or DSIF tracking as an aid in refining the mass estimates of
Ceres.*
4.4 MISSIONS TO JUPITER
A logical extension of the asteroid inspection missions is a flyby of the planet Jupiter.
Spacecraft weights are likely to be higher and energy requirements more severe. To
assess the feasibility of such missions using the guide-line launch vehicles, trajectory
data for the Earth to Jupiter mission opportunities were developed. Using the MAOT
program, Earth-Jupiter speed contour charts for the years 1970 to 1980 inclusive were
established and are contained in Appendix 4C.
_! !!iil__
*In this example the mass of Ceres is assumed to be 1/8000 of the Earth's mass,
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4.4. 1 Speed Contour Charts
Since the synodic period between Earth and Jupiter is 399 days, launch opportunities
occur about thirteen months apart. The 1970 launch window occurs in early January
1970, resulting in a launch opportunity each calendar year through 1980. Since the
inclination and eccentricity of Jupiter's orbit are rather small (1.3 deg and 0.048,
respectively) one would expect the energy and flight time requirements to show less
relative variation between successive launch opportunities than the variations associ-
ated with the asteroid missions. This assertion is borne out by inspection of the charts.
The requirements for minimum energy missions can also be observed, namely:
• In general, the hyperbolic excess speed requirements at Earth departure are
slightly greater than 0.3 EMOS (Hohmann transfer requirements vary from
O. 29-0.30 EMOS).
• Flight times for low energy trips are at least two years long (Hohmarm trans-
fer requirements are between 935-1060 days).
• In contrast to the asteroid trajectories the minimum energy trajectories are
not clustered around each nodal point but instead parallel the ridge line. Since
the slope of this line is twelve to one, it isobvious the flight time will be sub-
Ject to considerable variation (about one year) throughout a thirty-day window.
4.4.2 Launch Windows
The launch,window criteriaapplied to the asteroid missions can also be applied to the
Jupiter missions. Figure 4-10 illustrates the relationship between departure date,
departure velocity, and flight time for two of the criteria, namely, constant flight time
missions and minimum energy missions during the 1974 launch period. Notice first
that the minimum doparture velocity from a 100-nm circular orbit is 21,300 ft/sec.
The assooiated flight time is two years. If the flight time is maintained at two years,
it is seen that the velocity increases rapidly both before and after the nominal depar-
ture date (Julian Date 2442189). If the trip time is allowed to vary so that minimum
departure velocity is attained for every departure date, however, the increase in de-
parture velooity is much less. The savings in velocity required at either end of a
thirty-day launoh window is 1150 ft/uo.
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While the variable flight time is desirable for reducing velocity requirements, the
large variation from 650 days to 1000 days throughout the window implies increased
reliability problems. The large variation in flight time can also influence the power
requirements of the communication system. This is indicated by Fig. 4-11 which
shows the variation in Earth-Jupiter communication distance at arrival for the two
launch window criteria under discussion. The communication distance requirements
associated with the minimum energy travel times are quasi-periodic with a period of
about thirty days measured at Earth departure. This is because, from Fig. 4-10 the
travel time increase during thirty days is about one year, causing Earth and Jupiter _i
to nearly repeat their relative positions at arrival. :_i
On the other hand the communication distance associated with the constant trip time is
rather constant. The fact that it is nearly the maximum value is not a characteristic
of all constant flight time missions but rather is a characteristic of the two-year flight
time; if the flight time were held constant at 18 months, arrival would occur near Earth-
Jupiter opposition and the communication distance would be nearly constant at about
4 AU.
4, m  ents
Table 4-8 summarizes the mission requirements for trips to Jupiter. The format is
similar to the summary charts for the Ceres and Vesta missions. The speeds relative
to Jupiter are strongly dependent upon the pericenter distance and only slightly upon
hyperbolic excess speeds. Thus, rather than list the passage speeds based on an ar-
bitrary pericenter distance, the excess speeds instead are tabulated. Notice also that
the time spent in the vicinity of Jupiter is in units of hours. Since Jupite_ undergoes
one revolution about its polar axis in slightly less than ten hours, adequate opportunity
exists to view the surface.
As noted in the table, two mission criteria are considered, namely, minimum energy
(Criterion A) and minimum flight time (Criterion B). The missions are summarized
on the basis of trip time in Fig. 4-12. Launch vehicle system No. 1 may have the
capability to perform minimum energy missions in every year except 1977, 1978 and
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1979. It is obvious, ho,aevc'r, that any in(:reas(, in sp:_c,,(rr:t[t weight or any dccrc:_se
in actual launch vehicle performance compared to the os(im'ated perform:mce will make
it imI)ossihh: to use Vehicle No. 1. Moreover, the fli_thl [inl(es rcquir(,d can be as much
as three years.
These characteristics thus suggest that effort might well he spent e()nsidering higher
performance latmch systems in any future Sltldit:s. [lather th',tll use the excess per-
formance of such vehicles to deliver a much larger payhxtd, it would be desirqhle to
reduce the flight time. Results shown for mission criterion B represent a brief inves-
tigation of this philosophy. It is assumed thttt system N(). 7 is used and that m:uximum-
st)eed departures (characteristic velocity of 51, ()50 tt/sec) take place with ',t 1300-1b
payload. It is seen that the flight times are thus reduced to about sixteen months. This
is less than that required for many minimum ener_ missions to Ceres :rod Vesta. In
addition, the wu'iation it] flight time throu_hout each l',mnc]: ,,_in{h)\_ is only t_o to thre('
months.
The (:ommmfication distmme, and its \ari:d)ilit%'. i_: al/,,) lc_> ,_incc :tr,,'iv,d usu:tll 5 c)c-
curs shortly before el)position. This suggests that. if,!,',sir-d)le, th(: _riterion coul¢i !),.
c hangc.d from minimum flight time to one of c(,nst;mt arrival (t.tt(.'. (.h(' :trrival ,late l_<,-
ing Opl)osition date. This would ensure the mininmm possi})l(?, cc))1311]unic:tliotl (iistanct,
and w()uld require slightly lower departure velocities; the flight time _()uld increas(, by
one or two months depending on the year.
The hyl)erbolic excess speeds :tt arrival :ire much higher th,m those associated with lh('
minimum energT mission if the fast trips are used. It willl)e shown shortly, however,
that vtqocities near Jupiter are rather insensitive to excess Sl)ee(ts. Far this r(e:tson,
and because the minimum flight times are still rather long, transfers with heliocentric
angh:s g-reater th:m 180 deg (criterion C in Tabh,'s 4-5 :rod 4-6) are not considered.
4.4.4 Jupiter Passage Conditions
Figure 4-13 depicts two typical close approach passages of ,lut)itcr. <ks shm_n, the
t)erieenter distance is 2 Jupiter r'tdii. The approach e(m(titions correspond to a
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Fig. 4-13 Typical Jupiter Approach Hyperbolas
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moderately fast trip (lil(i days) tx:twi+e.n Earth ;rod ,lupitt,l- in poT.l.
t:eristics of t.he mission are ;t._ follo_vs:
Julian Date 2.t4217[) '2,1 t27_,
Speed (E M()S] <_.344 u. ;_,"m
Right ..\scensinn 3,11.2 2(i9. Ii,
Dec limit ion -J_. _ 2..!
"l'ht_ basi(" v:harae +
{i:.::<+7i_
The (),vo traje+cR)ries shown represent d_e two uni_iue e:tst,s \vith irt(:lin:tt.ions of 2.-t ,lt::;,
()l)scrve that neither has at perice.nter location on the starlit+ side of Jupiter, The tr:t-
jectory labelled "twilight passage." ho,v(,ver, has its pt,vic_,ntm" only :If) deg from the
tel;11"lil'tHiOl +. If ,t lightside pericenter location t_ecurn,_s d(,uit+:d)le fl't)m exlmrimental
e_msiderations, it could Ix, attained I)y incr(utainK 1.he l+(,t+i.(+c,_ter disl:tnee of the twi-
light l)-tssage, thus reducing the defleclion an/h' between ti)v in(um_ing and outgoing
asymptotes,* For t h( _ approuch con(liti{)n_ shown, any i+(:ric,,nt('r dist, me¢. gi'(!,_,tt(,17 than :
7 radii will ldaee pe:'it:enter on the starlit side..
N++to th:t.t the angle b(+txve+ _, the Jupiter-Sun line :rod the ./upitt, r-.l+ktrth ti,u<, for this p:tt'-
titular mission (and all m(xterate, energy missions ,aith si:n'i'{itr flight times,:tS ltdeg. ..... +,
This is nearly the maxilllllrl) value this })tll';llllotel" eVel" :tll:lill_._.
AlsO_sRown are the orbits of the three iunt.rn_+)s_ satellites o{ ,lupiter. Nm V. and the
t_(_large satellites I(_ :rod Eurol>a, Each of these satellites, as _('ll as the two o:her
large Ix'_dies, (;anyme+(te and Callisto. move in {.ircular ort)i,s in the plane of aup+ter',_
equator. The sidereal periods are short, varying from twelve hm, rs for No. V t)six-
teen days lot C,dlisto. Thus. if it becomvs scientifically desirable to ohserx:e the
moons+ adequate oi)t,_rtullities will ix, available both beforr> :t,'ld :tfh'r Hassage.
*Fhe pcrtut'battion ,m ,,he heliocentric n;otion of eloso al+i,r, me!; p:_s,_agt's of Jupiter is
O:li)I't'l_(_us. "Fh(- tktrk.si(tc tr:tjectt+ry })('(,,()l]¢lt'S, after h'.ixi_l< ,luldt(,r_s sphere of in-
fluenct,, a helioe(,t_tric (,liipst. witi_ p_.rihelion ()f 2..57 .\(+. Pvt'ihetion is r(,:::hed
2_;0 days :tftt,r ,Iupitt,r pas_:tl_('+ The twilight t)assa_e +m the (+t.her h:tnt] becomes a
h(tliocentric hypt, rh(_la, t)assin_ tiv, orbit ot Plut*+ :_hout tx_elx'e years after Jupiter
pttssage.
4,3
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0Figure 4-14 shows the velocity profile of the approach hyperbolas discussed in the pre-
ceding figure. The velocity at first gradually increases from slightly more than the
excess speed of 29,300 ft/sec at the sphere of influence (about 470 Jupiter radii dis-
tant), then rapidly increases to the pericenter velocity of 142,000 ft/sec (at 2 Jupiter
radii).
That the pericenter velocities for close passages depend primarily on pericenter dis-
tance rather than the hyperbolic excess speed is borne out in Fig. 4-15. This is be-
cause most of the energy of the approach hyperbola is potential energy due to Jupiterts
large mass; kinetic energy of the approach hyperbola is only a small portion of the
total energy even for the higher energy trajectories being considered.
4.4.5 High Accuracy Jupiter Trajectories
To test the validity of the trajectory model used in the medium-accuracy orbital trans-
fer (MAOT) computer program, three typical Earth'to-Jupiter missions were calcu-
lated with the high-accuracy Interplanetary Trajectory (IPT) program. All three left
Earth in 1974; trip times of 630,730 and 1100 days were chosen, the second nearly
corresponding to the minimum departure speed Journey for that year. Iterative nu-
merical and direct analytic techniques were utilized to insure that the computed tra-
Jectories met specified end conditions, namely:
Launch site
Launch azimuth
Parking orbit altitude
Jupiter pericenter distance
Cape Kennedy. :_,:
90 ° ........ .
100 nm
2 Jupiter radii
In addition, the time from injection in the Earth escape hyperbola to Jupiter peri-
center passage was constrained to meet the travel time requirement of each mission.
_i__?
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In brief, the results of the conllmter runs showed that fhe accur'tte trajectories differed
from the MAOT program data by very small :,.mounts. 'File followin;_ table summarizes
the largest changes from tile MAOT to the IPT results:
At Earlh
Excess speed (EMOS) -0.002
Boos;t velocity increment ¢fps) -140
Right ascension of excess velocily
vector (deg) + l. 7
Declination of excess velocity
vector (deg) -0.6, +0.5
A! :Ju_jzi te r
-0. 008
-0o 8 (at}prox.)
+0.35 (at}prox.)
In nearly all cases these changes could be fairly well prc{ticted from the MOAT data by
oflsetling the departure and arrival dates; a dt_scril)tion {)f this correclion:d procedure
•rod lhe results of applying it :ire discussed in At)l)en{lix .tl).
Figure 4-16 presents a plot of the projection of the h{,lioc{mtric trajectory on to the
ecliptic t}l;me for the 197.t minimum energy mission Io Jupiler. l}irections {}f rel:ttivc
approach to the pltmet are indicated to :lid in visualizing sp:mecralfl-.lul}Jior-Sun and
Earth angles in the final phases {}fthe mission. Spacecraft antcnn:_ st{_erinp; :ingles
during transit for missions dep:trting Earth on 12 Muy, 22 May and 22 June P.!7.t (\_ith
corresponding trip times of 630,730 and 1100 days rost_ectively) are shown in Fig. ,t-17.
This data is :tctuaIly based on the prf}jection {}f th{, trajceh_ry in the ecliptic pi:me, :m
al}proxinmtion which introduces negligible errors. The shape of the curves is similar
to that of the curve of Fig. 4-3 which apl}lies io ti_{, ',_stcr,:}i{t belt flythrough mission.
:ks the spacecrMt recedes from Earth, the local mmxim:_ of the angles become smath'r;
at the distance of Jupiler, tile maximum value could t_ slightly greater than 1 1 deg and
woutd occur it the longitude {ff Earth differed by !m d,,g from the longitude of Jupiter at
:_Prival. Notice that there is little difference in the ti_ae history of the steering angle
reaardless of the l,artic.ular Jupiter mission considered - each merely terminates (,tt
Jut,iter arrival) at a {lif[erent time.
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4.5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
4.5.1 Asteroid Belt Flythrough Missions
Characteristic velocities for the flythrough mission vary from 42,800 ft/sec to
48,000 ft/sec for a range of aphelia from 3.2 to 6.7 AU. It has been shown that of the
guideline launch systems and assumed payloads,. System No. 1 (30 percent Flex-Atlas/
Centaur/HEKS) and No. 2 (30 percent Flox-Atlas/Agena/HEKS) are capable of meeting
practical performance requirements. Launch vehicle No. 12 (Atlas/Centaur/HEKS)
can also be used for these missions whereas No. 11 (Atlas/Agena/HEKS) has limited
application in the lower velocity range. The regions of highest particle density will be
entered six to nine months after departure. Subsequently, the spacecraft will remain
within the belts for two or three years. Flythrough missions can be attempted at any
time and represent the simplest of the missions considered in this study.
4.5.2 Asteroid Inspection Missions
Launch systems No. 1 and No. 2 are capable of carrying out minimum energy missions
to Ceres and Vesta during every launch opportunity. Again vehicle No. 12 has consid-
erable potential but the usefulness of No. 11 is marginal. As expected, the minimum
energy inspection missions to Ceres require slightly higher departure velocities
(42,000-44,000 ft/sec) than similar missions to Vesta (40,000-43,000 ft/sec). Suc-
cessive opportunities for launch to a specific asteroid occur about every sixteen months.
For this reason, itis desirable to consider missions to both asteroids so that ifa
launch opportunity for Ceres, for instance, were missed, an alternate Vesta mission
could be executed at an earlier date than the next Ceres mission.
Although the launch systems are capable of meeting the minimum energy require-
ments, several of the trips are unattractive because the flight times exceed two years.
These long trips can be shortened by trading off some of the excess payload capability
for increased departure speeds. In this way, flight times can be reduced to about six
months for Vesta missions and, with the exception of the years 19_1, 1974, 1978, and
1980, to about eight months for Ceres missions. Unless compelling reasons exist to
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attempt Cerc.s missions during these four I)arti('ul:lr year's, they should nnt I)c t_,m-
sidered further. It has also been (-st:tblished that ve(tuirements for trips to Juno dtu'in_4
thc most favorable years {1970 :rod 1978) are comp;tl'ablt, with those of the lmvm" ener_y
Vesta and Ceres missions.
@
4.5.3 Jupiter Flyby Missions
It has been shown that launch systems of mo(ler'tte energy, a_c Cal):d)le ¢)f carrying out
both the asteroid belt flythrCmgh missions :rod the astm'oid inspection missions. The
c:tpability of these systems to ,nv(i,{ the performanct, rbcluir(mmnts of the Jul)itt,," flyhy
missions, howcver, is limited, l,aunch (_pl)ortinities to Jupiter occur evt.ry |hirtcen
months, and launch system No. 1 can flmo|'etic:,llv t)('rform rninimum energy missions
during the years 19711, 1971, 1975 and 19g0. FOl" th(, assumed Imyhmd, thc I)t'rf(wm:mc_'
margin is so slight, howt;vcr, that either minor incr('ast,s in Sl)aCt'Cr;tf! weight or
minor decreases in perform;trier, cstinutte> _ouhl rt'ndtq" all Jupiter missions h(,yon(t
the launch sysh,m c:qmhility. Mort,ove_'. lht, minimum (merRy flight times are at
least two ye:trs tL_lig. It is, tht,l't.fol'(,, rc:ts,mablc t() conclude that any future Jupiter
m_ssmn:_h'e_ l_:_m(:<'rn('d \_ith higher' |,t'l'fol'laa:_l_.'_.' l:|ttlwh systt.'ll_S capable of
carrying out the missions ,luring ,,:tch 3't,.tl" _tt flij_t times f:tr I)elow those associ:t/cd
with minimum cnerg T missions.
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Appendix 4A
EARTH-CERES HYPERBOLIC EXCESS SPEED
CONTOUR CHARTS FOR THE YEARS 1970-1980
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Appendix 4B
EARTH-VESTA HYPERBOI,1C EX(' ESS SPEED
CON'F()UR CHARTS FOR TIt F. Y EAIL'_ 1969 - _9_,
i
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® Appendix 4C
EARTH-JUPITER HYPERBOLIC EXCESS SPEED
CONTOUR CHARTS FOR THE YEARS 1970-1980
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Appendix 4D
HIGH ACCURACY INTERPLANETARY TRAJECTORY COMPUTATION
©
Material presented in this Appendix draws on LMSC in-house programs supplemented
by JPL Contract 950871. The results represent important back-up material for the
Asteroid Belt and Jupiter Flyby Study.
4D. 1 IPT COMPUTER PROGRAM
The high accuracy Interplanetary Trajectory Program (IPT) is a computer routine for
numerically integrating the equations of motion of an unpowered spacecraft of negligible
mass moving through the solar system under the influence of the gravitational forces
of the nine planets, the Moon and the Sun. The mathematical approach is an adaption
of the variation of parameters method with special techniques added to reduce trun-
cation and round-off errors, to analytically reduce computational inaccuracies in
critical functions throughout the range of the trajectory variables, and to precisely
define the orbital parameters for all eccentricities.
Eleven input options are available and allow the analyst to initiate the trajectory with
Cartesian, orbital or mission-related parameters. The portion of the MAOT Program
which solves Lambert's theorem is included as a subroutine to estimate and subsequently
to refine initial conditions for interplanetary trips. To accomplish this refinement, a
target-seeking technique, described in Ref. 4-4 is an integral part of the program; it
iteratively converges to the trajectory required to meet specified boundary conditions
on the launch parking orbit, the arrival position and the trip duration.
The analyst is free to specify whether or not he wants gravitational perturbations from
the solar system bodies and which ones he wishes to consider. An ephemeris sub-
routine (Ref. 4-5) is included to define the positions and velocities of the solar system
bodies. Itgenerates two types of information, "analytic" and "accurate," and the
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analyst may select _hic'h type he wants for each body. The :m-_lytic dat:t for the
planets are determined fr_m_ their mean time-vaITinR ovhit:fl element_ hy Koph.r'_
equations of motion; for tht: Moon, from selected terms in Brown's theot'y o!7 th_ Moon.
The aeeurate data, precise as those in Rel. 4-6,are ohtained by addinR small eorrve-
tions to the analytic values. Vor the c.urrent study, the perttn'bations emtsed by Venus,
[.:a,_th, Mars. Jupiter, Saturn, the Sun and the Moon x_ere determim'd from their
analytic (.,phvmerides and {ncluded iu the trajectory inte_:!udion.
4 D. -" TiL\J ECTORY COM PA RISONS
Three types of trajectory data will be discussed, namely, data derived from:
(1) the MAOT program
(_ the MAOT subroutine in the IPT program
(3) the IPT aeeurate tvajec'toW
The first two are the same kind of data, that is, both arc ,fl,tair:ed by I'ul)l'_,sentill/d the
interphmetar'y tr:tllSfer :is a |l(.,li_t:orltl'iC cotlit.' |}et_e_q, the, l_.;_ massh,ss t_,rm}l_i.
Earth a.nd ,lupitcr. [Iowevcr.,th|' planetary eph_,meric.h._ ,.iiflov si_.gh!i 3 In tim MA_Yl"
proavam, the cwbital elenlen_s for Earth :rod ,lul)tter art, C(HIS_.;LIII. }I.D, i:'tg, [_CCII sell.tied
for a convenient epoch (J:muary I. 0, 1._60); ill the IPT, the me=n timt'-varslng elements
"_rc empl,_3od. F,n'tunatcly, in 1{174. theyear ch,,sen fro" eompa,.'at_, ptil'p_S_'S, {h_.
di[t{tt't_tlct' b,.'Daot'll these two ephemerides pl'odtloed nearly nc_.;Ii_ildv ctif!'c, rvnc,,s
betxveep, tho lil'St t'ao sets _f trnwt'toI'._ data.
Three typit.al trav,,t '_in_{.s for missions to Jupiter and their eor','esl'.,mdin_ dep.trture
dates in I974 wcl'c s(...[e,.tod for _Ita[ysis; the trips lasted t;30. 7:_1, and ]1{){1 days.
Departure d:,tes lW:trest to t-ve,l Icn-da 5 Julian datos xvt,;-(, selected to expedite the
comparison. Table 4-9 lists lhese dates along with many _ther comparative tra.ieelory
data. Note that tht:13pt,. _ ofdat:: are caleKorized into the three Rr_mps described in
the preceding, p;n':ttai';qfl_ " \Vht,n the ;.tt.eur_.tD. tr'ajt-t,tories were t-tl_'l, it _.v:t;4 lound
n(,vess:_vy _,_ eh:tog,: lht, dep:_rtuv,, .d:ttes :tl_ul half a d;t.x h'_ order to nlakt, in-phme
del);tl'tti!-_,_; l l'_ll 1}It' ,t.SS|.ltl!_,',] p:_rt, ing ,_rhi! r_.a¢:hed 1_%',lore t,gt_l launt:hv_ from (':_I)_ _
b_,,_llle(lv, this ('h;.tll[_(' ill del_:'.l'tU:'¢' l ilDt }i:t(I its effect on tlw ll',lat'c'_Ol'> C_H'III)D. VtS(ID.S,
tltll \_,:_8 t'_tsl[%' ilt'(21)tJDti*_,! !tlY
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A total of three ,_r ft)ur lt¢rratioz_s, t_mpt(_yi_ag lhe '_:trgt-t-sc_k_n_ ft_::ture of th(. ll_'I
program, was required to achiew, the arriv:tl (:onditions at ,Jupiter shown il_ lhe tabh..
Differences between the MAOq" and IPT results 'are certaiidy very small. As _ill })e
shown in the following discussion, these er,'(*rs in the MA()q" (late (:()ul(i easily have
been nearly entirely predicted tW simply 0ffsctting the (l¢_parture al_d :_r,:ival times :_t
the two termini.
" " "" )N4D. 3 C,t')tlRI/,(. FI(,_ BY "I'1311-: ()FFS[¢TS
There are two ways in which gravitatioI_l pertu_'b:tti,)ns t)5' the planets (,:tl_ mak(, tht.
MAO'I" data differ from the accurate computatlo,_s, nam(,ly, hy perturbations primarily
affecting the midcourse heliocentric portion ot tht: trajedory :t_(l I)y pt, rturb:ttions
primarily acting at each of the terminal pl:mets at th_ beginning and end of tht, Iril).
Of ('ourse, i,_ actual practice, there is no sharply (t¢:,I'i_(,(.1 bouJ)dary :l! which ont, (_l_t:_
al}tl other _gins; on tile other hand, the st_¢_()n(t ,,ff_wt seems to domin:ttc :_nd. fortu_alely.
is c:_sy to af_counl lol'.
.\ br nwch_rfics [)f the !_-:q_.,ct()ry _ill sho,_ ho_ the
7: .
lc)'rni_al gravit_itJbnal_pertuPba'tions e_ })e J)wtu(ted by m:tki_g simi._lc ti_ni_l_ _,or_'(.(:-
tions in the MAO'I' data. .,_,t del)arture, ce)mpare th(, :_c.tu:tl rot>lion ,-_!: the sl)a(:ecraft
with that of a hypothetical vehicle pulling :,uay from a m:,ssi(.._s l_;arth; th(_ hyp,)th_.ti-
eel vehicl'e represents the m(xlel included in th,. ,_I.-%()T i,r(,gr:_m. At sorn(, large
dista_ce from Earth, the t_'o vehicles nearly coi_cid(, in positio_ :,_(t velo(_ity. But.
to reach this r(,gion of near coi_cident:'e, the aclt_al vt,ltici,,, tiqu_t lcavt_ [i:t_t't.[l l itt_,d.t."
than th(, hypothetical one because it must move ,'tway from Iht. l.i:trth faster in order
to (._vercom(. _ tht, gravitational pull of the real playact, t_Ic(':ltlS(, of this initial over.-
spt.,(,'(|ing, the departure date of the hypothetical MAOT vehicle has to be set earlier"
than the actual departure (:late.
, iiii
A sin)liar situation exists :d arriv'tl, flere the actual w:_hicle is :tccelerated by the
real targ,._t planet :ua(l thcrdore arrives ahe;d of tht, hyp_)tht,ti(_al craft. Aecortlingly.
the corresponding MAOT trajectory is one which a.rriv,.?s late r than the actual v_;hicl(,.
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The size of the time offset At is the difference in time required by the real and hypo-
thetical vehicles to travel upon departure from the planet to the region of near coinci-
dence and upon arrival from such a region to the planet:
@
where
D
V H
At = thypo" -treal
Il
= V-'H- treal (VH' _' D)
= distance from planet to region of near coincidence
= hyperbolic excess speed
= gravitational constant of the planet
.!
The time required by the real vehicle treal is a logarithmic function of D and V H
It is not necessary to include a parameter describing the planetocentric shape of the
departure or arrival hyperbola for close orbits; quite good results are obtained by
assuming a vertical ascent or descent for the actual orbit. The proper values for D
have been found from experience. Consequently, _t at each planet can be considered
to be a function of V H only; Figs. 4-47 and 4-48 present values for the time offsets at
Earth and Jupiter.
To estimate the accurate trajectory performance parameters from the MAOT data
for an actual trip leaving Earth at time t 1 and arriving at Jupiter at time t 2 , the
following procedure is employed:
a. From the MAOT program find the departure and arrival hyperbolic excess
speeds, VHI0 and VH2, respectively, for a trip between times t 1 and t 2.
b. From Figs. 4-47 and 4-48 determine the departure and arrival time offsets
At I and At2 . respectively, as functions of VH 1 and VH2
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c. Determine the offset ,trriv;tl :tIld d,,i)arture dates t l and t _'_' , r,,spt,ctixclV,
as follows:
' : - At 1 ' t 2 + ..M,,ll tI , t2 _
! !
Note that times tI and t2 are hypotetical, not a('tual,dates: lhc :tc,tual ones
are tI and t2 .
d. Return to the MAOT data with these offset times to get the estimated aecur:lto
trajectory parameters.
One further consideration. ]kecause ,)f constraints on the launch trajectory, l 1 must
occur at a particular hour of the day; in the three examples studied here. launch time
occurred at about the middle of the Julian day (that is, at about midnight in Greenwich).
No attempt will be made in this report to present a method fin" (ietel.'mininK tho launch
time of day. At worst, it amounts to a half-(|ay change in tl : thus, varying t 1 by
:_ 0.5 day will put a 1)ound on this effect. If the launch time can be ['otmd [1"oi11 some
!
other source, it is, of course, a simple matter to include it in t t and t I
Figs. <.t-49 thl'ough-t-51 have heen included to demonstrate hov_ well the method _orks.
They ave grat)hs of departure,ie*ees$ speed and asymptote right aseension.:md (leclina-
tion h)r various departure and arrival dates in l.he vicinity of each of lhe three sampl e
trips; these graphs exhibit the MAOT data and the sensitivity (it these data to torminal
time shifts. The points marked with circles are.the nominal uncorrected MA()T values
taken at even Julian dates; these data were descrihed :ts Type ! in Table ,t-9, In order
to have Consistent data h)r/Ou_i_ex_mpar.ison (that is, tht. same planetars' ephemerides
and the samenumber of significant digitst, the difference between the tra.iectory data
of Type 2 and Type 3 was taken to be the discrepancy that h_ut t,) I)e explained Iw th,'
offset-time technique. So-ealhul "accurate trajectory" results, foun(l hy adding this
difference to the uncorrected MAOT values, are indie:tted },v the dash-dot lines. Plus
! !
signs mark the MAOT data taken tit times t 1 anti t 2 ; the agreement with the accurate
Ira,ioctory data is col_sistentiy excellent.
, %,:
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Fig. 4-49 Accurate 1974 Jupiter Trips, Excess Speed Comparisons
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Section 5
SPACECRAFT SYSTEM DESIGNS
®
The configuration designs described in this section represent spacecraft concepts for
the achievement of flythrough missions to the Asteroid Belt, flyby missions to a
major asteroid, and a flyby of Jupiter. Maximum and minimum missions, as defined
in Section 1, are considered for the Asteroid Belt Flythrough and major asteroid fly-
by. Although a range of possible concepts exists between the limits chosen for each
mission, the scope of the design study was limited to the most simple system that
could be envisaged and a representative comprehensive system. The Jupiter space-
craft is: _eveloped from_the maximum mission systems suggested for the asteroid
investigations.
5.1 COMPARISON OF SYSTEM CONCEPTS
_lb_oa_l_s} ,,_, design and appropriate science packages for
investigation of the _Itiarelisted in Table 5-1. Because of the similarity
of the flythrough missions to determine particle distribution and particle composition,
only designs for the former missions were developed in detail. Thus, the detailed
design studies were limited to Systems AI, A3, CI, and C2.
The principal aim of developing system concepts to meet the requirements of maxi-
mum and minimum missions is to provide flexibility in the choice of suitable launch
vehicles. Generally, the spacecraft weight varies with the degree of complexity
adopted in the system design so that fulfillment of the more ambitious mission ob-
jectives requires the use of larger launch vehicles,
The weight saving that can be achieved by the use of simpler concepts is illustrated in
Tables 5-2 a and 5-2 b, These tables summarize the weights and power requirements
Q
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Table 5-1
ALTERNATE SYSTEM CONCEPTS
®
Mission
Number
A 1
(Minimum
Mission)
A 2
A 3
(Maximum
Mission)
C I
(Minimum
M ission)
C 2
(Maximum
Mission)
Control Mode for System
Asteroid Belt Fly-Throughs (A and B)
Spin StabilizationOnly
Intermittent all-axis stabilization for dam
acquisition and transmission. No stabili-
zation during cruise.
Continuous all-axis stabilization.
Major Astero_ Fly,BY': .(C)
No stabilization during Cruise. All-axis
stabilization for manewcers, encounter, and
playback.
Continuous all-axis stabilization.
Typical Science Package*
Distribution
Aa
Ab
Ad
Ca
Cc
..0_0)nl,o sition
Ba
Ba
BI)
* Defined in Section 6.1
,v )
of tim major r_wer consuming subsystems required lor the system concepts given in
Talfle 5-1. For the maximum mission concepts, a considerable weight penalty is in-
curred from the requirements of the attitude control system, a more comprehensive
scientific package, and a more complex data-handling system. The additional power
requirements imply a further weight penalty in the power source. Total system weight
summaries for the various concepts that were studied in detail are given in Table 5-3,
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Table 5-2a
SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT AND POWER SUMMARIES FOR
ALTERNATE SYSTEM CONCEPTS
(Particle Distribution Missions)
Mission
Subsystem
High Gain Antenna
Omni Antenna
Radio
(Transmitter Operating)
Command Decoder and CC&S
Data Eucoder
DAS
Inertial Ref. Unit
Star Trackers
Sm_ Sensors
Sun Gates
G&C Electronic Unit
Attituue Control (Gas,
Tanks, & Nozzles)
Instrumentation
Spin Mechanism
Thermal Control
'Totals for Above
._ubsystems
Weight
(lb).
5
1
50.4
25.9
8.0
6.0
4,,
18.
15.
12.
145.
Al
Average
Raw Power
82
15
6
2.5
0 1.5
0 1.8
0
0 1
Weight
{lb)
26
1
40.4
25.9
8.0
6.0
15.0
20.0
3.0
14.5
21
19.0
15.0
3 109.8 214.8
A2
Average
Raw Power
(W)
48
15
6
2.5
25
8
I
20
5
5.9
1
137.4
Weight
(lb)
26
1
50.4
25.9
31.2
19.1
30
20
3
29
186
65
21
507.6
A3
Average
Raw Power
,(W/, ,,_,,
_su
15
13
8
25
8
1
20
5
17.6
1
193.6
%
J
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@Table 5-2b
SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT AND POWER SUM.NL\RIES FOR
A LTt_NATE SYSTEM CONC E PTS
(Major Asteroid Flyby Missions)
@
Subsystem
High Gain Antenna
Omni Antenna
Radio (Transmitter
Operating)
Command Decoder and CC&S
Data Encoder
DAS
Tape Recorder
Inertial Reference Unit
iScan Subsystem
Star Trackers
Sun Sensor
Nelocity Meter ..... . _
iG&C Electronic Unit
Attitude Co ntrql (Gas,_
Tanks and Nozzles)
h_ strumentation
Thermal Control
Propulsion
Total for Above
Subsystems
Weight
(lb)
26
1
40.4
25.9
8
6
1.9.8*
15.0
13.1
20
3
14, 5
21
6
15
46
...... i ....
285.7
C1
Average
Raw Power
48
15
6
2.5
30
25
12
8
1
C2
Average '
Weight
(lb)
26
1
50.4
25.9
31.2
19,1
41
3O
13.1
20
3
Raw Power
6v)
8O
15
13
8
35
25
12
8
l
2O
5
15
1
4
199.5
5
29
102
75
21
46
538.7
:]!ii
%
: ::20 '
50.6
284.6
* 5 x 106 bit capacity, power quoted is for recording; playback at 3 watts.
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Table 5-3
TOTAL SYSTEM WEIGHT SUMMARIES
O Mission
Subsystem A1 A3 B3 C1
Structure
Communications and
Data Handling
Guidance and Control
Powt:,r
Thermal Control
Propulsion
Science *
TOTA L {Ib)
C2
75 203 203 130 193
96 195 195 140 249
19 268 268 79 189
t26 233 233 189 314
12 21 21 15 21
- 46 46
18 129 177 6 128
"' I
346 i, 049 _,097 605 I,140
r
* Includes mounting structure and protective covers.
Jupiter Mariner
Flyby C
205 70
236 151
273 76
314 155
21 15
36 40
204 63
1,289 570
-:,:y
together with a weight breakdown of the Mariner C spacecraft for comparison. The
minimum mission system ior the Asteroid Belt flythrough results in a spacecraft
weight that is less than that of Mariner C. A payload difference of about 700 Ib exists
between the limits of the range examined. The asteroid flyby mission sys_ms are not
so amenable to weight-reduction because of the nature of the experimental requirements
at encounter.
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5.2 FACTORS AFFECTING DESIGN
w_
....._+
In developing the vehicle concepts {or both maximum and minimum mission capability,
the following subsystem restraints and environmental factors were considered:
• Launch Vehicle Restraints
• Guidance and Control Requirements
• Science Requirements
• Power System Installation
• Directional Antenna Requirements
• Thermal Control
• Propulsion
• Meteoroid Environment
• Structural Integrity
5.2. l Launch Vehicle Restraints
All the spacecraft c(mfihnarations were designed to be physicall_ compatible with tile
Atlas-Agena D or Atlas-Centaur launch vehicles. Where a high energy kick third
stage was used, an LI_KSC proposed version was assumed. This stage is gas fed with
• D'
approximately 5,500pounds of propell_ht and produces about 4,000 pounds o_ vaeutun
thrust, propellant is F2/I_ with a vacuum Isp of 430 seconds. Stage inert weight
is approximately 900 lb. Payload mounting diameter h)r this stage is similar to mose- :- _'.
of the Agena D or Centaur and as such is compatible with the proposed spacecraft
designs.
The potential booster arrangements investigated are sho_ in Fig. 5-1, with the high
energy kick stage as a typical third stage.
In all launch configurations the developed Surveyor shroud was assumed. The
combination of a Surveyor shroud and Centaur last stage was used for all layouts of
the spacecraft configuration investigations as it gives the least available volume for
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,I
Fig. 5-1 Typical Launch Vehicle Configurations With Third Stage
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payh)ad pacl_ging. ..\ comparison between this comldnatitm and one t|sillg, the
same shroud and LMSC's high energy kick stage showed 459 cubic teet a,ul t;50 cubic
feet of available volume, respectively.
5.2.2 Guidance and Control Requirements
For the maximum missions, "acquisition of the Sun and the star Canopus is necessary
immediately after injection for attitude control of these spacecraft. The acquisition of
the Sun is made first, requiring the use of primary sun sensors and sun sensor resets.
Redundant sets of sensors are used for reliability.
For the minimum missions, acquisition of the celestial references for spacecraft ::.
attitude control is necessary for the major asteroid t'lyby mission. All axis stabili- :=
zation is used for maneuvers, encounter, and during playback of recorded data only.
The minimum mission through ttm Asteroid Belts is. accomplished by the use of spin
stabilization only.
Reaction jets located on the periphery ot the spacecraft are used for the missions
employing all-axis stabilization. The propellant is a stored, high-pressure cold gas.
Dmd sets of nozzles and tanks (total gas capacity three times that normally needed)
are used. For the spin stabilized minimum mission a pair of solid propellant
rockets, mounted on the periphery of the probe, impart the required spin for stabili-
zation immediately after spring-induced separation from the last stage.
For operations during midcourse maneuvers and other special events, such as flights
during which the Sun is occulted or during periods of information playback, an inertial
reference unit and its associated electronics are used. In the maximum missions,
two sets of inertial reference platforms and electronics are used for improved reli-
ability.
For all missions requiring a midcourse maneuver, control of the midcourse motor
burn time is maintained through the use of a velocity meter installed within the space-
craft.
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5.2.3 Science Requirements
Science requirements for the maximum missions are divided into two groupings of
instruments, a fixed set and a movable set. The fixed group consists, in the most
part, of instruments used to measure interplanetary data as the spacecraft progresses
along its trajectory. Generally, these instruments can be located anywhere on the
spacecraft in a fixed installation. Instruments such as the micrometeoroid momentum
gages are located in pairs within the principal control planes. The nmgnetometer
units are placed so that they are conveniently located away from other metallic items.
I
Those instruments associated with the encounter phase of the maximum missions are
assembled into the movable group and require look or scan angles, usually in two
directions. Controlled pointing of these instruments within 360 degrees is provided i,_:
for in the plane of the trajectory and, in those missions where necessary, scan angles
of +_60 degrees perpendicular to the plane of the trajectom" are possible.
For the minimum mission to a specific asteroid, a low resolution visual TV camera
only is used. At encounter, the spacecraft is all-axis stabilized and the camera is
provided with pointing capability similar to the movable group of instruments mounted
on the maximum mission concepts. .......
, i: :, ,} ,,}
"i "::: v
The minimum mission concept used for measuring the particle distribution in the _,
Asteroid Belts uses simply six pairs (high and low sensitivity) of impact momentum i,.
gages located in three mutually perpendicular planes.
Control of the movable group of instruments is obtained by preprogramming except
m the case of the asteroid flyby missions, where an optical planet tracker is used.
5.2.4 Power System h_stallation
The primary power supply for all mission concepts consists of Radioisotope
Thermoelectric Generators (RTG), with Ag-Cd batteries used during peak power
demands.
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individual SNAP 9A units are assumed and are individually mounted or stacked to-
gether into convenient groupings around the spacecraft. For the maximum missions,
the installation of these units can accommodate variations in the total number of units
required resulting from different total power demands of each mission. Since this
t3q)e of power supply system dissipates large amounts of thermal energy, the RTG
units were positioned with an attempt to provide the best view factor to the spacecraft,
thus aiding in the thermal control of the vehicle.
The RTG units are fixed in position for all missions. Should thermal control require-
ments call for another position or varying positions, then an actuator control system
(with power positioning) could be easily accommodated.
The batteries and the power conditioning subsystem are housed within the main body
of the spacecraft.
5.2.5 Directional Antenna
The eo_caCtf_,i_J!d __ling system requirements for all the maximum
missions are essentially the same. Redundant sets ot electronics are provided and
housed within the spacecraft. A low-gain antenna, fixed to the spacecraft, is
oriented to give essentially hemispherical coverage toward the Earth side of the
vehicle during cruise, and is available for communication with Earth after shroud
ejection.
On the minimum mission system concepts a minimum weight and capacity data handling
system is used. A low-gain antenna is mounted on the spacecraft in a fixed installation.
A radio command subsystem and the data handling subsystem are packaged within
meteoroid protected equipment bays.
The major item in this subsystem affecting the spacecraft configuration is the require-
ment, on all missions, for a high-gain directional antenna. For the maximum missions_
a 7-ft diameter parabolic dish is installed in a furled condition and then deployed, un-
furled, and oriented such that Earth can be tracked. For the minimum mission to a
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major asteroid, a rigid 7-ft diameter parabolic dish is used and can be extended after
acquisition, then oriented to point at, and track, the Earth. In the spin-stabilized
minimum mission through the Asteroid Belts a fixed-installation discone high-gain
antenna is used.
The variation of steering angles associated with tracking the Earth by a parabolic
dish high-gain antenna are illustr.ated in Section 4, Fig. 4-3 and Fig. 4-17. Shown
are the values of steering angles with days after departure as a function of repre-
sentative missions to the Asteroid Belt and to Jupiter. The positive values of steering
angles are measured counter-clockwise from the spacecraft to sun line. These
positive angles are the ones of greater concern for the maximum mission concepts
as clearance must be provided between the dish in these positions and the deployment
structure. All the steering angles are in the plane of the trajectory since the initial
deployed position of the high-gain antenna is fixed in the orbital plane. The high-gain
antenna on the maximum mission concepts would be deployed after approximately two
months_or after'midcourse correction, so only those angles after this time period are
of __-/_,_r_,_::_-]_e sp_ific mission going to the major astroid would require
a_{__h_._C_rea_:than:those shown for the 4.0 AU trajectory (~ 20 degrees).
5.2.6 _ermal Control
A discussion of thermal control methods is presented in Section 6.6 of this report.
The thermal analysis made on the representative configurations for the typical
missions indicate that probably only passive thermal control is required. Passive
t_;mperature control involves the use of specific surface finishes, insulation, thermal
isolators, heat-sinks, and optimum equipment arrangements to properly manage all
vf the thermal energy.
The major item affecting the general configuration concept, from a thermal stand-
point, is the location of the RTG's. Since these units dissipate large quantities of
energy, they have been located and positioned where possible to take advantage of the
incident energy on the spacecraft.
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5. '2.7 Propulsion Re(luirements
I
®
• }
For the asteroid flyby and the Jupiter flyby missions a midcourse propulsion system
is required. The systems are identical except for the propellant capacities needed.
For the asteroid fl_%y mission propellant capacities sutficient to l)r_vide for a total
incremental velocity requirement oI 50m/see is necessary. For the Jupiter mission,
30 m/sec must be accommodated, A l)rimary propulsion system bay is provided in
these spacecraft f(;r housing their respective systems.
All the maximum missi(m and the asteroid flyby minimum mission spacecralt are
attitude stabilized through the use of an all-axis attitude control s3stem. Redundant
sets of nozzles are located on the periphery of the spacecraft and around the three
principal control axes. Installation of these control units allow for adjusting the
thrust axis ol the jets to coincide with the CG stations. Two sets ot propellant tanks.
each capable of providing more than the necessary impulse propellant, are installed.
Fox" the Asteroid Belt flythrough max:imum missions, a total impulse of 4560 lb-sec
was used to size the_system. For;the asteroid flyby mission 2310 lb-sec was used7_ _'!_'_ __ :--.i: _i_ .,: ,_,.it/_
for t_e maxamum mmsmrL, a_}d I70 ]b-see for the mtmmum mlssmn.
For the spin-stabilized mission traversing the Asteroid Belt, the spin system consists
of t_vo small solid propellant rockets providing a total vacuum impulse of 259 Ib-sec
each. This impulse is sufficient to impart to a spacecraft, with a roll moment of
,)
inertia of 200 slug-ft-, a rotation of approximately 50 revolutions per minute,
5.2. _ Structure
A structural arrangement is provided for each of the concepts to house internal
equipment in designated individual bays. All externally mounted systems such as
the radioisotope power units, high _md low-gain antennas, and the fixed and/or
movable science instruments are provided with hard points for attachments.
i_i _ _
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The basic structural arrangement for th_ maximum mission concepts, consists of two
conical sections separated by a short cylindrical section. Extending rddially from
this cylindrical section are six equally spaced bulkheads. These bulkheads together
with skins form pie-shaped equipment bays equally spaced around the central cylin-
• drical section.
© The structural arrangement for the asteroid flyby minimum mission concept is
similar. Five equipment bays are provided and the centrally located cylindrical
section is used to accommodate both the attitude control system tanks and the mid-
course propulsion propellant tank.
An adapter skirt is used for attachment of the spacecraft to the launch vehicle adapter.
This adapter is assumed to be a conical section, approximately 60 inches in diameter
at the vehicle attachment point tapering down to the appropriate diameter at the space-
craft adapter skirt interface. The spacecraft mounting diameter varies with each
mission concept. A cursory investigation of a typical adapter structure to be used on
the maximum mission concepts was made, assuming a truncated cone shape and also
a straight cylindrical section. Table 5-4 shows the representative loading criteria
used for the structure.
Table 5-4
REPRESENTATIVE STRUCTURAL LOADING CRITERIA
Condition _ Centaur High Energy Kick Stage
Thrust (lb) 16,000 30,000 4000/5000
Stage Burnout Wt (lb) 1,300 6000/4000 900/700
Payload Wt (lb) 1,000 1,000 1,000
Burnout Acceleration (g) 7.0 4.3/6.0 2.1/2.4
From the above table itcan be seen that the Agena stage burnout condition imposes
the highest loading condition on the payload to booster adapter. Table 5-5 gives a
comparison of the two adapter concepts, for various methods of construction and for
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two representative materials based on the loading envelope shown in l.'ig. 5-2. The
loading envelope is based on a maximum payload with minimum geometry, i.e.,
1300 lb (Jupiter mission} acting on an adapter diameter of 22 in., and payload ol
1,000 lb (Asteroid Belt maximum mission) on an adapter diameter of approximately
60 in. An examination of the results of Table 5-5 indicates that the higher weight
efficiency structures requiring foil type material gages are not practical so that a
semi-monocoque arrangement appears to be more attractive. Since the loading is
predominantly compressive and structural stiffness would be required, a material
such as Lockalloy with its high compressive modulus might be considered. Care
must be used, however, since the yield point of Lockalloy is similar to that ol
aluminum, and failures due to local crippling would have to be investigated.
The thiclmesses of the outer surfaces oI the spacecraft structure, as dictated by the
meteoroid shielding requirements, are considerably greater than those required for
the maximum loading condition.
The structural arrangement Ior the maximum mission concepts is such that the
primary compressive axial load is carried by the cegtrally located barrel seetkm.
The outer cylindrical portion of the spacecraft carrios its own inertial loads plus
those induced locally by internal equipment and the externally motmted traits.
,5!.
• :}:e
On the minimum mission concepts, the primary compressive axial load is carried
by the outer cylindrical portion of the spacecraft. All equipment loads are either
beamed to the outer simll by internal structure or are mounted directly to it.
Mass moments of inertia were determined for a representative configuration. A
summary of the results is presented in Fig. 5-3.
Aluminum is suggested for the primary structure and magnesium for bracketry and
supports. I_ckalloy (a composite of alumintun and beryllium) is another candidate
material and was assumed in deriving the structural weights.
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5.2.9 Meteoroid Environment Considerations
M-49-65-1
A mission to the Asteroid Belt o," Jupiter involves a long time exposure tt) small
meteoric particles which exist in thes regions. Such particles can strike a space-
craft wall, penetrate it, and shower internal equipment with debris. This threat to
the reliability of equipment must be evaluated, and, if necessary, reduced by proper
design.
The ,_all :des-i+_ determines f_m. rnini:nu ++e++m+)i nail, m ,_l ++r, q,t. _+_,s (i++ i_n:t +'il', mass
:l,:_i _;elo(.'ityi-r_eedt.,d b 5. :imt, teo_+6id t.o tL:_tU.'_ p(,nt'trati,,l;. I'he p_,t)at)iliLv (_1 a ;_wnt.,
tr:_t_,m during a missior_ is simply tIL, prnbah_lity ,_f encou_te.,'i_L_ a l)articl,,, h:_ i:_g
p:',_perth)s in excess (*.[ a ('el'taiiq threshot,t,
5. 2.1 () Shie hi I{esi s! ante to .Per:e', ra.',ior_
lh_ \_.l,,t:ity wlti_ wkie}; rp.ete,,_ _id l_a_t:eles are cxpeeted t_) strik(.. :_t S,, aeecratt, rang_'
from 0 up t,._ % km,Jsec })tat _h_- ranfft, of _'o_i _ntoresl is a.boul 1_1 to t5 kin/see. Sir:ce
t',._!iabl(. * lat)oratorv pent.ll'atl_)r_ tests have not vt.t hpen obtained It_r speeds alcove
10 km see, extrap,)l'_ti(,n w_0_ tl-._ h_'lt_ ,.q theovv m_tst be used. Theory indieates that
lh,: ,tominant phenomena cl1:_:_g(. • ab_ve l t, or :.-'(_kn_,. s(_('. (Ret. ;)-2); hydrodynamic
b(q:avior, tt_tillg, z/!i(I vapovizati.n prodtt('_, a b.-:st,1- illi']Oel_.?t _ that) the _e,4t data
indicate.
, >
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Expert opinion is stilldivided {Re.f.5-3) on the proper values to use in the penetration
equation,
va_ 1/3/w  8. e,M
where is the wall (lb/sq ft), M is V is velocityW weight particle mass {gin),
(km/sec), e is an efficiency of the design, and a is an exponent. For comparison,
an efficiency of 1 is assigned to a single sheet of 2024-T4 aluminum being struck by
............. an-alu_m_Am.m_._glass_ or stone particle (all having a density of 2.8). Recommended
values of the exponent "a" range from 1 to 2 (Refs. 5-2, 5-3, 5-:4-_-a-hal -a = 1.-5-- is
used as a most likely expected value.
2}
Efficiencies of various materials and double-wall designs are given in Table 5-6
based on data in Refs. 5-5 and 5-6.
Table 5-6
Single Sheet
Single Sheet
Plus Bumper
??'_
Ref. 5-5
Ref. 5-6
Ref. 5-6
Aluminum 2024-T4
Aluminum 1I00
Mag. Lith. A141-A
Stainless Steel 304
Beryllium -Copper, Annealed
Beryllium-Copper, Hard
Alum inure
h s 1.0"
h- 2.0"
Aluminum with Foam Filler
h n 1"
h - 2"
1.0
0.9
0.7
1.4
1.6
1.7
0.50
0.27
0.33
O. 20
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In single sheets, low density is desirable in order to spread the effect of the point
impact laterally. Ductility and toughness resist the tendency of the back surface to
break up into projectiles which could damage equipment. Lateral spreading is more
efficiently accomplished by a meteoroid bumper spaced a few inches away from the
main sheet. The bumper should "explode" the meteoroid into fine particles and should
itself emit only fine spray. The bumper should have low density, melting point and
low cohesive strength (Ref. 5-4). The backup sheet should be tough in order to bulge
inward under the spray impact without fracturing. Vulnerable equipment should be
spaced 1 inch away to allow for this bulging.
Progress to date has achieved an efficiency of about 0.20 for two aluminum sheets ......
spaced at about 2 i_th foam_ller In t_ year or two it is antmipated that
more effective combinations will be found and efficiences of about 0.10 will be reached.
Design Applications. Possible flux distributions are discussed in Appendix 2A.
Depending on the assumptions, widely different values of particle flux in the range of
interest (lC -3 to lgm) are apparent. For a lower limit estimate of design requirements
reasonable assumptions for the penetration equation is a *" 1.5 and a particle flux
deduced from Curve A of Fig. '_'-l. An upper limit is represented by a curve about
the JPL dr..sign point. The spacecraft weight penalties associated with these assump-
tions are shown in Fig. 5-4 for various puncture probabilities. Results based on less
extreme assumptions are also indicated. The values based on the distribution of
Curve G C'B' represent intermediate values and are considered reasonably conserva-
tive. The results of Fig. 5-4 were calculated by integrating the product of penetrating
flux Np, exposed area A and time t (as in Ref. 5-1) over the outbound leg of three
missions with aphelia at 2.6, 4.0 and 5AU. An exposed area of 8000 in. 2 and wall
efficiencies (e) of 0.7 and 0.2 were assumed. Other combinations can be calculated
from the expression
Ap ~
(ew) 4
:: : :i}
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A wall weight of 1.7 Ib/ft 2 was used in 9_e desi{,m study. No optimization was attempted
in vie_ of the uncertainty in the basic data. Assuming the lox_er t'tux rate estimate to
apply, a probability of penetration on a mission tu 4A[: (,i about 0._)02 can be expected.
For a probability of puncture o_ around 0.01, tim flux rate of Volkoff or that base(]
on the G C'B' Curve can be tolerated with the given wall desi_,m.
5.3 DESIGNS FOR MAXIMI:M MISSI(_NS
A _h.:-crit_Hon of the four basic config_n'a{_,ms developed f,w maximum mission polen-
ttal is c, mtained in the following p:_ragraphs. All these concepts have been designed
in such a manner that varmtions in the science imyl_md c'ln hc made and installed -.: .. :::
x,.ithout a mait)r nmdifieati(m to th.e tmsic spaccct'aft dt:sil_n. --.--
..... -....... a,-4_
•"_ 3. I. Configurati_m :k-:;: ,\slcr(_,! t_,..!I IIvthloubg_:, Partlc{c l)istrthuti,m Mis._mn
The conceptual design arrang_,ment t_,r !his missi(m is shmvr. _n l.'ia;. 5-5 and a wteiEht
breakd,_wn is tiiven in [ahte 7,-7.
P rin_ary S'tructure. The basis ,_f the configuration as shown in Fig. :;-5 is a circular
structure providing six bays in which to package equipment and electr(mics. These
bays are located ar__und a (:(mtrally positioned circular section. Attached t_) this
sectim_ at both ends are corneal sccthm.-, providing an enlarged volume for this central
bay. Extending from the top secti(m ts :) short cylindrical pr()jee+i_m forming the
interface w,th the movable scie_ce platform structu_!e.
The spacecraft attaches to the, Centaur ior ARena or High l::nerb_' Kick Stage) by means
of a conical transitinn structure. This conica! s_rueturc, attaches to the spacecraft
adaT_ter skirt forming the separativr; plane bet_veen the b()oster andthe spacecraft.
The adapter skirt is attached t_, the spacecraft at the intersection ,){ the lower conical
section and the centrally i_)cated cylindrical see, ion.
{
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Subsystem Locations. The attitude control system is a cold gas (N 2) system consisting
of t_o propellant tanks mounted in the centrally located circular bay. The necessary
plumbing and 12 jets are mounted on the periphery of the outer circular structure.
Nozzles are located so that the resultant thrusts act through the desired c. g. stations
to minimize secondary turning moments.
The electronics and equipment associated with the guidance, communications, data
handling, power conditioning, and battery systems are located mostly within three
of the equipment bays. These three bays are located on the dark side (relative to the :
Sun) of the spacecraft and were chosen to satisfy both a c.g. balance requirement and .....
a thermal control requirement of advantageously using the power dissipation qualities :_ii:
of this equipment.
Spacecraft primary power is derived from six radioisotope thermoelectric generators
(RTG's) arranged in three stacks of two units each. These stacks are mounted on the
periphery of the circular spacecraft structure and are located 120 deg apart. They
are permanently attached in a position such that additional units can be added without
a large change in the vertical c.g. location, and the incident energy to the spacecraft
from the RTG's can effectively aid the thermal control system.
The attitude reference system consists of primary and secondary sun sensors, sun
sensor resets and a set of Canopus star sensors. All these units with the exception
of the primary sun sensors are mounted to the primary structure. The secondary sun
sensors are located on either side of the roll axis and are mounted on the sunward
side of the circular structure. The sun sensor resets are similarly mounted 180 degrees
away on the dark side of the circular structure. The star sensors are mounted side-
by-side on the bottom surface on the lower conical section and in the center of the
spacecraft.
An extendable boom consisting of a circular tube approximately 4 in. in diameter and
78 in. long is located along the roll axis. This boom supports the primary sun sensors
• :_, _
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as well as various scientific instrumentation. The sun oriented sensors are located
at the free end of the boom and provide full hemispherical coverage.
The high gain antenna is supported midway between the sunward side and the dark side
on a tubular structure mounted to the side of the main spacecraft structure. The
antenna is extended from a stowed and furled condition to a fixed position located in
the orbital plane. Here, it is unfurled and rotated to point towards the Earth after
which a servo drive mechanism tracks Earth throughout the missions. The antenna
used is a 7-R-diameter parabolic dish. A 10 ft diameter dish could be provided for
if necessary, but would probably require a longer boom structure.
The low gain antenna is mounted on the end of a circular tube approximately 4 inches
in diameter and 26 inches long. The tube acts as both a wave guide and a possible
support structure for scientific experiments.
.Science, The major portion of the interplanetary measuring science instruments are
mounted on the sun sensor boom. The ion chamber and the low energy plasma monitor
are attached to the lower section of the boom with the ion chamber 34 in. away from
the main spacecraft stt_ueture and the low energy plasma monitor 17 in. away.
The particle flux meter and the magnetometer (helium) are both mounted on the upper
surface of the boom and are 25 in. and 42 in. away, respectively, from the spacecraft
structure.
Both the high and low sensitivitymicrometeoroid momentum gages are mounted on the
circular spacecraft structure. Three groups consisting of a high and a low sensitivity
gage are placed in planes perpendicular to the principle control axis.
The movable science instruments, consisting of a multiple film meteoroid monitor
and an optical meteoroid detector are mounted on a scanning platform above the cylin-
drical section of the spacecraft. A driving motor mounted within the spacecraft
5-25
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engages a drive gear integral with the scanning plat[orm to provide 360 deg rotation
of the platform in the orbital plant;. The platform also supports the high-gain antenna
dish housing. The scanning platform is in a locked position until the high-gain antenna
has been deployed, after which, the antenna housing is free to rotate with the unlocked
platform. The two science instruments are mounted on trunnions permitting a drive
mechanism to move the instruments through a :_60 deg look angle perpendicular to
the orbital plane.
Table 5-7
SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT BREAKDOWN -CONFIGURATION A-3
st ructure X '.e'  tAlb)
Adapter Skirt 4
Outer Shell 94
Inner _t: i,::: :-:::,:, :::,_.A-,_i::;;::_- "2
St ruct,u_l E lem e nt_:__:_i:(i: 14
A_tach Fittings, etc, 15
?!5
Sun-SenSor Boom 10
[_)w-(;ain Antenna Boom 5
RTG Support Structure 24
[;nit No. i (8}
Unit No. 2 {8_
['nit, No. 3 (8_
lliKh-(;ain Antenna Boom 18
Pyrotechnic s 13
Science Instrum,,-) System Structure *
TOTA L 203
*This item included in the Science System weight breakdown.
e
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Table 5-7
Communications and Data Handling
7 ft. dia. parabolic antenna
(includingmechanisms and support brackets)
Low-Gain Antenna
Radio Subsystem
Command Decoder
Central Computer and Sequencer
Data Encoder
Data Automation System
Electronic Equipment Thermal Control
Spacecraft Wiring
Guidance and Control
Inertial Reference Unit (2)
Sun Sensors
Primary Units (2) 1
Secondary Units (2) 1
Sun Sensor Resets {2)
Attitude Control System
Propellant Tank No, 1 45
Propellant (No. 1) 39
Propellant Tank No. 2 45
Propellant (No. 2) 39
Nozzle Unit No. 1 3
Nozzle Unit No. 2 6
Nozzle Unit No. 3 3
Nozzle Unit No. 4 6
(Cont'd)
TOTAL
TOTAL
26
I
50
11
15
31
19
14
28
195
.Weight (lb)
3O
29
20
2
1
186
268
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Table 5-7 (Cont'd)
Power Supply
Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators (RTG)
RTG Unit No. 1 (50 W) 54
RTG Unit No. 2 (50 W) 54
RTG Unit No. 3 (50 W) 54
Batteries (800 W-Hr)
Power Conditioning
Thermal Control
Insulation Blankets
Shutters/ Heaters
Science
Fixed Instrument System
Ion Chamber :: 1.4
Particle _ Meter i _:_: 2.6
Low Ener_ Plasma Ana_zer _:!.... : 7.0
Micrometeoroid Momentum Gages
High Sensitivity Units (3) 3.0
Low Sensitivity Units (3) 6.0
Movable Instrument System
Movable Platform Structure 58
High-Gain Antenna Housing System
Antenna Housing 3
Antenna Housing Structure 3
Multiple Film Meteoroid Monitor 30
Meteoroid Photometer 10
TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL PAYLOAD WEIGHT
Weight (lb)_
162
33
38
233
2O
1
21
25
104
129
1,049
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5.3.'2 Configuration B-3 - Asteroid Belt Flythrough Particle Composition Mission
4
The conceptual design for this configuration is shown in Fig. 5-6 and consists of an
assembly made up from similar subsystems used in Configuration A-3. The resulting
configuration is similar to Configuration A-3 except for the movable science instruments
and the scanning platform on Which they are mounted. Two identicalinstruments are
carried and consist of an integrated design consisting of an impact mass and flash
spectrometer. Both instruments are cantilever mounted offof trunnions allowing a
drive mechanism to provide, ifnecessary, for a • 60 deg look angle perpendicular to
the orbitalplane. Over-turning moments on the instruments due to the cantilever .
mounting are resisted by a tubular space frame structure. The complete assembly is
mounted on a scanning platform structure and mounted above the spacecraft similarly
as in Configuration A-3.
The weight breakdown for the subsystems is identicalto those in Configuration A-3
except for the movable instrument package portion of the science system. This weight
breakdown is shown in Table 5'8.
Table 5-8
SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT BREAKDOWN -CONFIGURATION B-3
Science Subsystem
Movable Instrument System
Movable Platform Structure 66
High-Gain Antenna Housing System
Antenna Housing 3
Antenna Housing Structure 3
Impact Mass & Flash Spectrometer
(2) 80
Fixed Instrument System
Other Subsystems (See Configuration A-3, Table 5-7)
TOTA L PAYLOAD WEIGHT
Weight (lb)i,,_.,
/
152
25
920
1,097
•,,%
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5.3.3 Configuration C-2 - Specific Asteroid Fly-By Mission
This concept, shown in Fig. 5-7, consists of an assembly of subsystems similar to
those used in Configurations A-3 and B-3 but with the addition of a mid-course pro-
pulsion system. The resulting conceptual arrangement differsfrom the previous two
arrangements due to requirements in the following systems:
• Communications and Data Handling
• Attitude Control
• Power Supply
• Propulsion
• Science
A tape recording system weighing approximately 41 pounds is added and installedin
the communications and data handling equipment bay.
The attitudecontrol system, though similar to those in Configurations A-3 and B-3,
is sized for a shorter mission time resulting in a reduced propellant requirement and
therefore lighterand smaller propellant tanks. _i
For this mission power requirements are greater and nine radioisotope thermoelectric
generators (RTG's) are installed. This is accomplished by adding an additionalRTG
unit above each stack on the basic spacecraft arrangement' The resulting small shift
in the vertical c.g. is compensated for by adjusting the sun sensors and attitudecon-
trol jets to the new c.g. station.
Since the fly-by missions require velocity corrections, a mid-course propulsion sys-
tem is mounted in a separate bay. The 50 Ib thrust motor is cantilever mounted to
the side of the circular spacecraft structure and at 30 deg to the sun line.
A bi-static radar unit together with a 6 foot whip antenna are installedin addition to
the interplanetary environment measuring instruments used in Configurations A-3 and
5-31
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B-3. The radar and its antenna are mounted on top of the circular tube supporting the
low-gain antenna. The whip antenna is mounted at 30 deg to the sun line.
The asteroid oriented science instruments, consisting of a high and low resolution
television camera, an infrared radiometer, a visual photometer/polarimeter, and
an optical planet tracker are mounted atop a 4 inch diameter rigid tube. The tubular
member is mounted in two trunnions attached to a scanning platform. As in the other
configurations, this platform engages the drive motor located within the spacecraft.
A 360 deg scanning capability in the orbital plane is therefore provided. A similar
drive mechanism rotates the 4 inch tubular member to permit the instruments to scan _,_
in a direction perpendicular to the orbital plane with a + 60 deg look angle.
i¢
ii!_:!
The weight breakdown for this concept is shown in Table 5-9. i
Table 5-9
SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT BREAKDOWN - CONFIGURATION C-2
Structure
Adapter Skirt
Outer Shell
Inner Shell
Bulkheads
Structural Elements
Attach. Fittings, etc.
Stm-Sensor Boom
Low-Gain Antenna Boom
RTG Support Structure
Unit No. I (8)
Unit No. 2 (8)
Unit No. 3 (S)
Propulsion System Cover
High-Gain Antenna Boom
Weight
4
82
2
4
(Ib)
t4
15
10
5
24
2
18
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Table 5-9 (Cont'd)
Pyrotechnics
Science Instrument System Structure
TOTAL
M-49-65-1
13
193
(
ii:
*This item included in the science system weight breakdown.
Communications and Data Handling
7 ft. din. Parabolic Antenna
(including mechanisms and suppor, t brackets
Low-Gain Antenna
Radio Subsystem
Command Decoder
Central Computer and Sequencer
Data Encoder (2)
Data Automation System (2)
Scan Subsystem (Planet Tracker}
Electronic Equipment Thermal Control
Spacecraft Wiring
Tape Recorder System
Guidance and Control
Inertial Reference Unit (2)
Electronics (2)
Star Tracker (2)
Velocity Meter
Sun Sensors
Primary Units (2)
Secondary Units (2)
Sun Sensor Resets (2)
Attitude Control System
Propellant Tank No. 1
Propellant (No. I)
22
20
5-34
TOTA L
26
1
50
11
15
31
19
13
14
28
41
249
30
29
2O
5
2
1
102
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Guidance and Control (Continued)
Propellant Tank No. 2
Propel lain (No. 2)
Nozzle Unit No. 1
Nozzle Unit No. 2
Nozzle Unit No. 3
Nozzle Unit No. 4
Table 5-9 (Contfd)
22
20
3
6
3
6
power Supply
Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators (RTG)
RTG Unit No. 1 (75 W) 81
RTG Unit No. 2 (75 W) 81
RTG Unit No. 3 (75 W) 81
Batt_'i_e (800 W Hr.)
Power Conditioning
Propulsion
Propellant
System Hardware
Tank
Nozzlee, Misc.
TOTAL
Thermal Control
Insulation Blankets
Bhutters/Heaters
TOTA L
TOTAL
TOTAL
M-4146-I
m
1N
83
314
17,8
6.6
44,0
80
_t
21
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@ Table 5-9 (Cont'd)
Science
Fixed Instrument System
Ion Chamber 1.4
Particle Flux Meter 2.6
Low Energy Plasma Analyzer 7.0
Magnetometer (Helium) 5.0
Micrometeoroid Momentum Gages
High Sensitivity Units (3) 3.0
Low Sensitivity Units (3) 6.0
Bi-Static Radar 5.0
Whip (6')Antenna 2.0
Movable Instrument System
Movable Platform Structure 45
Hi-Gain Antenna Housing System
Antenna Housing 3
Antenna Housing Structure 3
Visual TV (Low Resolution) 6
Visual TV (High/Low Resolution) 30
Visual Photometer/PoIarzme_er 6
IR Radiometer 3
96
TOTA L 128
TOTAL PAYLOAD WEIGHT 1. 140
5.3.4 Configuration D - Jupiter Fly-By Mission
Figure 5-8 illustrates the design arrangement considered for the Jupiter Flyby concept.
The weight breakdown is listed in Table 5-10.
The basic spacecraft structure is the same as that used on the other configurations.
The communications, data handling, and power subsystems are identical with those
5-36
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used on Configuration C-2, while the Guidance and Control and the Thermal Control
systems are the same as those used on the Asteroid Belt flythrough mission Con-
figurations A-3 and B-3. Since the mission requires only one mid-course velocity
correction, propellant requirements are less severe resulting in a smaller and lighter
propellant tank installation.
The fixed science instrumentation (interplanetary) is similar in equipment and instal-
lation as those on Configurations A-3 and Bo3 with the addition of four more experi-
ments. A flux gate magnetometer assembly consisting of 3 units is mounted on the
sun-sensor boom approximately 50 in. away from the circular spacecraft structure.
The electronics assoicated with this instrument are mounted in one of the sunward
side equipment bays.
A high and a low energy proton monitor and a trapped radiation analyzer are mounted
on top of the low gain antenna waveguide. They are placed approximately 7 in. above
the top of the circular spacecraft structure.
The Jupiter oriented science instruments are all mounted to a scanning platform which
is attached to the spacecraft as described in the other configurations. The scanning
platform consists of a cylindrical center post from which a tubular truss structure
extends and supports a 4-it diameter microwave radiometer radar dish. The micro-
wave radiometer is packaged within the scanning platform center post. A high and low
visual television camera, a visual photometer/polarimeter, an infrared radiometer,
infrared spectrometer, and an infrared low resolution television camera are clustered
around the radar dish and mounted to tubular trusses extending from the center post.
Scanning capability in the orbital plane is similar to those of the other configurations.
5.3.5 Combined Flythrough Mission
Since the requirements for the two asteroid ftythrough missions are very similar,
a concept was developed that is capable of achieving the scientific objectives associated
5-38
Table 5-10
SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT BREAKDOWN- CONFIGURATION D
M-49-65-1
Structure
Adapter Skirt
Outer Shell
Inner Shell
Bulkheads
Structural Elements
Attach Fittings, etc.
Sun-Sensor Boom
Low-Gain Antenna Boom
RTG Support Structure
Unit No. 1 (8)
Unit No. 2 (8)
Unit No. 3 (8)
Propulsion System Cover i_ _ ,_,
High-Gain Antenna Boom
Pyrotechnics
Science Instrument System Structure
TOTAL
*This item inoluded in the science system weight breakdown.
Communications and Data Handling
(As Configuration C-2, Table 5-9 except no scan subsystem)
Ottidanoe and Control
Inertial Reference Unit (2)
Electronics (2)
Star Tracker (2)
Velocity meter
Weight
4
94
2
4
14
15
10
5
24
2
18
13
205
236
80
29
20
5
(It))
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Table 5-10 (Cont'd)
Guidance and Control (Continued)
Sun Sensors
Primary Units (2) 1
Secondary Units (2) 1
Sun Sensors Resets (2)
Attitude Control System
Propellant 'rank No. 1 45
Propellant (No. 1) 39
Propellant Tank No. 2 45
Propellant (No. 2) 39
Nozzle Unit No. i 3
Nozzle Unit No. 2 6
Nozzle Unit No. 3 3
Nozzle Unit No. 4 6
Power Supply
(see Configuration C-2, Table 5-9 for breakdown).
¶
Propulsion
Propellant
System Hardware
Tank
Nozzle, Misc.
Thermal Control
(See Configuration C-2, Table 5-9 for breakdown)
Science
Fixed Instrument System
Ion Chamber 1.4
Particle Flux Meter 2.6
5-40
TOTA L
TOTAL
M-49-65-I
Weight (lb)
2
1
186
273
314
28
2
6
36
21
38
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Table 5-10 (Cont'd)
Science (Continued)
Low-Energy Plasma Analyzer 7: 0
Magnetometer (Helium) 5.0
Micrometeoroid Momentum Gages
High Sensitivity Units (3) 3.0
Low Sensitivity Units (3) 6.0
High Energy Proton Detector 4.0
Medium Energy Proton Detector 3.0
Trapped Electron Analyzer 4.0
Magnetometer (Flux Gate) &
Electronics 2.0
Movable Instrument System
Movable Platform Structure 52
High-Gain Antenna Housing System
Antenna Housing 3
Antenna Housing Structure 3
Visual TV (Low Resolution) 6
Visual TV (High Resolution) 30
Visual Photometer/Polarimeter 6
IR Radiometer 3
IR Spectrometer 29
Microwave Radiometer 18
4' Dla. Parabolic Radar Dish 6
IR Television (Low Resolution) 10
TOTAL
TOTAL PAYLOAD WEIGHT
J
M-49-65-I '
Weight (Ib)
166
i!,
m
204
,Z89
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with both missions. Figure 5-9 shows such a configuration (E). Since the use of the
fixed set of scientific instruments is identical in each mission, drily the movable set
of instruments must be combined. With minor rearrangement of the scanning platform
structure used in Configuration A-3 and judicious arrangement of the impact mass and
flash spectrometer from Configuration B-3, a new combined movable science sub-
assembly can be accommodated with 0nly a small weight increase over the single
mission spacecraft. Configuration E still satisfies the shroud and launch vehicle
geometrical restraints.
5.3.6 Space-Bus Concept
The evolution of the Space-Bus conceptual approach became apparent from the simi-
larityof the preliminary individualconcepts generated for each of the maximum mis-
sions. All subsystems used on each of the maximum mission configuration are simi-
lar in function and location with the exception of the movable instrument group. Figure
5-I0 illustratespictoriallythe multi-mission capability of the "Space-Bus" design ....
approach_ ¢i:_i_i_glebasic spacecraft would be constructed, consisting of common ii
A :.:_ '" :_._.J" ' .......... _...... : " "'" -:_=': -'===-::_ =---:--"_:'"'-=:-':":-=' i , _ :J _'
structure,_:eq_ment bays, reference sensors, guidance, attitude Contr0i,antennae,
communications, data handling, and basic fixed interplanetary data measuring instru-
'!
ments. =Fo_:the:rnissionsof interest =the appropriate movable group'of instruments '_ :':_:
would be plugged in along with the following equipment pertinent to each trip. For .:....
the Flyby missions (Configurations (C-2 and D). nine RTG's are connected, a tape
recorder is added to the data handling system, and a mid-course propulsion system
is installed in a predesignated equipment bay. Also for these missions, other neces-
sary scientific equipment can be mounted atop the low-gain antenna structure on built-
in mountings.
5.4 DESIGNS FOR MINIMUM MISSIONS
A description of the minimum mission configurations is Contained in the following
paragraphs. These concepts have been designed around a minimum acceptable
5-42 '
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ASTEROID BELT FLY-THRU MISSION
PARTICLE DISTRIBUTION
ASTEROID BELT FLY-THRU MISSION
PARTICLE DISTRIBUTION & COMPOSITION
Pm___s
_" 6 RTG'S
_ ASTEROID BELT FLY-THRU MISSION
PARTICLE COMPOSITION
Ptus _M
6 RTG'S
AJOR ASTEROID FLY-BY MISSION
BASIC SPACECRAFT
PLU._S CERES
6 RTG'S
¶
PLUS ,
9 RTG'S,
TAPE RECORDER
PROPULSION
JUPITER FLY-BY MISSION
PLUS
9 RTG'S,
PROffULSION, TAPE RECORDER
(%
,Y
Fig. 5-10 Space-Bus Concept
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scientific package and simplified but compatible subsystems. This minimum mission
approach results in a total payload that is considerably less than for the maximum
missions.
5.4.1 Configuration A-1- Asteroid Belt Flythrough. Particle Distribution Mission
The conceptual design arrangement for this mission is illustrated in Fig. 5-11 and the
weight breakdown is given in Table 5-11.
Primary Structure. The basis of the configuration shown in Fig. 5-11 is a circular
platform upon which are provided three meteoroid impact protected compartments ,
in which to package equipment and electronics. These compartments are equally
spaced around a centrally located post. The high and low-gain antennas and one of
the six sets of particle impact gages are mounted to the upper end of this post. The
lower end of this post supports another particle impact gage in a protected housing
to permit this end of the post to react the separation force provided by a separation
ejection spring assembly mounted on _the vehicle/payload adapter.
• it
The spacecraft attaches to the last stage (Centaur, Agena or High Energy Kick Stage)
by means of a conical and circular transition structure. This adapter attaches to
the spacecraft adapter skirt forming the separation plane between the booster and the
payload. The adapter skirt is attached to the outer diameter of the circular platform.
Sub-System Locations. The spacecraft is spin stabilized throughout tile mission with
the spin provided by two solid propellant spin rockets mounted diametrically apart
on the periphery of the circular platform. Spinning is about the vehicle centerline
passing through the vertical center post. Vehicle spin is accomplished immediately
after separation. Separation velocity imparted by the spin ejection system is approxi-
mately 2 ft/sec and the spin rate provided by two 1KS 210 spin rockets is approximately
50 rpm.
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The electronics and equipment associated with the sensors, communications, data
handling, power conditioning, and battery systems are located within the three equip-
ment compartments. Since the vehicle is spin stabilized the distribution of the equip-
ment in these bays must provide a c.g. balance and a favorable moment of inertia
about the spin axis. A double wall with two inch spacing and filled with a glass wool
is used for protection against the expected meteoroid environment.
Spacecraft power is derived from three radioisotope thermoelectric generators (RTG's)
mounted beneath the circular platform. These units are spaced equally about the
center post.
The spacecraft orientation control system, in addition to the spin rockets, includes
five shaded sun gates and the associated electronics. Four sensors are required for
instrument location reference during rotation of the spacecraft in either direction
arou_ :Spin axis. " These:sensors are located at 90 deg intervals around the periph-
ery oLtheJcircular platform:, The fifth sensor mounted in the same vehicle plane and
located: be tweel_ t_p;._:_rs provides sun reference pulses.
Science. The scientific package for this configuration consists of 6 sets of particle
impact gages mounted in mutually perpendicular planes such that particle impacts
can be obtained from six different directions. Each set consists of a high and a low
sensitivity gage. Gages are located so that incoming particles within a 60 deg cone
angle can be received by the instruments.
5.4.2 Configuration C-I - Specific Asteroid Flyby Mission
Figure 5-12 gives the design concept for this mission and a weight breakdown is
prescribed in Table 5-12.
Primary Structure. The basic structure is circular and provides fivebays for pack-
aging equipment and electronics. These bays are located around a centrally positioned
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Table 5-11
SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT BREAKDOWN - CONFIGURATION A-1
@
Structure
Adapter Skirt Assembly
Outer Shell
Center Post Assembly
Platform Assembly
RTG Attach Structure
Attach Fittings and Structural Elements
Pyrotechnics
Cabling and Wiring
Communications and Data Handling
High-Gain Discone Antenna
Low-Gain Antenna
Radio Subsystem
Command Decoder and CC & S
Data Encoder
Data Automation System
Guidance and Control
Sun Gate Sensors (5)
Spin System
Power Supply
Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators (3 at 25w)
Batteries (300 w-hr)
Power Conditioning System
TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL
Weight
10
27
5
13
3
6
5
6
75
5
1
5O
26
8
6
96
4
15
m
19
81
22
126
(lb 
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Thermal Control
Insulation Blankets, etc.
Shutter s / He ate r s
Table 5-1t (ConUd)
Science
particle Impact Gages (6 high sensitivity, 6 low sensitivity)
TOTA L
TOTAL PAYLOAD WEIGHT
M-49-65-1
 'ei hk_0D_
11
1
12
18
346
circular compartment. Attached to this compartment at both ends are conical sections
providing an enlarged volume as well as a protected cover for this equipment section.
The spacecraft attaches to the booster last stage (Centaur, Agena, or High Energy
Kick Stage) by means of a conical/cylindrical transition structure. This booster
adapter attaches to the spacecraft adapter skirt forming the separation plane between
the booster and the payload. The adapter skirt is fixed to the outer shell of the
spacecraft.
Subsystem Location. The attitude control system is a cold gas (N2) system consisting
of two propellant tanks mounted in the centrally located circular compartment. Twelve
control nozzles, connected to the necessary plumbing, are mounted on the periphery
of the outer circular structure. Nozzles are located so that the resultant thrusts
would act through the desired c.g. stations to minimize secondary turning moments.
The electronics and equipment associated with the guidance, communications, data
handling, power conditioning, and battery systems are located within the five mete-
oroid protected equipment bays. The equipment distribution within these bays would
be primarily made for c.g. balance requirements.
s
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Spacecraft power is primarily derived from five radioisotope .thermoelectric gener-
ators (RTG's). These units are spaced equally about the pitch axis and mounted on
beams located on top (launch vehicle oriented) of the spacecraft.
The attitude reference system consists of sun sensors, Canopus star trackers, and
the attitude control cold gas system. The sun sensors are mounted on an extension
of one of the attitude control nozzle assembly support structures. This location
establishes the roll axis of the vehicle and the vehicle to sun reference line. The
star trackers are straddle-mounted, 90 deg away, on either side of a roll nozzle
assembly.
The high-gain antenna is a rigid 7-it-diameter parabolic dish stowed above the space-
craft in the launch configuration. This antenna is extended from this stowed position
to its operating position by means of an articulated boom. This boom is primarily
attached to the outer shell diametrically opposite the star tracker installation. In the
extended position: the antenna is in the correct orbital plane and oriented to track
ER " ..........:__ mi__ith an unobstructed view.
The low gain antenna is mounted on the periphery of the high-gain antenna dish where ....._
it has an unobstructed view in both the stowed and extended position of the parabolic '::' "
dish. • :_i:
i
Science. For this mission, a low resolution visual TV camera is used. This camera
and an optical planet tracker are mounted on a structural extension of the control
nozzle assembly mounted diametrically opposite the sun sensors. This position of
the optical instruments together with a gimballed platform allows scanning of the
asteroid at encounter.
A mtdcourse propulsion engine is mounted on the lower central conical structure. This
conical shell also serves as a structural element for transmitting the thrust loads from
the mid-course engine to the outer shell. The 50 pound thrust engine is a pressure-fed
system using a hydrazine propellant stored in an integrally pressurized propellant
tank mounted in the centrally located circular compartment.
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Table 5-12
SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT BREAKDOWN- CONFIGURATION C-1
• ' i_
•, _i -f
Structure
Adapter Skirt Assembly
Outer Shell
Inner Shell
Bulkheads
Structural Elements
Attach Fittings, etc.
Propulsion Engine Attach Plate
RTG Attach Beams
Sensor Support Structure
Science Support Structure
High-Gain Antenna Boom Structure
Pyrotechnics
Cabling and Wiri_ " }?_ _i
7
Communications and Data Handling
7 ft. dia. Parabolic Antenna
(including mechanisms and support brackets)
Low-Gain Antenna
Radio Subsystem
Command Decoder and CC & S
Data Encoder
Data Automation System
Tape Recorder
Scan Subsystem (Planet Tracker)
TOTA L
TOTAL
Weight
8
53
3
2
8
8
7
3
4
11
8
5
10
130
26
1
40
26
8
6
20
13
140
(Ib)_
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Table 5-12 (ContWd)
Guidance and Control
InertialReference Unit
Star Trackers (2)
Sun Sensors
Electronics
Attitude Control Subsystem
Velocity Meter
Power Supply
Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators (5 at 25w)
Batteries (300 w-hr)
Power Conditioning System
Propulsion
Propellant
Hardware
Thermal Control
Insulation Blankets, etc.
Shutters/Heaters
Science
Visual TV (Low Resolution)
TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTA L PAYLOAD WEIGHT
M-49-65-I
Weight (Ib)
15
20
3
15
21
5
79
135
22
32
189
15
3_!
6 ....
14
_.!1
15
6
A
6O5
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Section 6
SUBSYSTEM ANALYSES
Previous section• have discussed means of satisfying the separate mission require-
ments in term• of desirable scientific observations, suitable trajectories and perfor-
mance capabilities. Spacecraft concept• for each mission have also been developed.
It i• now appropriate to describe the investigation• that led to the formulation of the
subsystem concept• that were used in the spacecraft design studies.
The spacecraft must carry the necessary subsystem• to ensure that the functional
requirements for mission success can be fulfilled. The most important of these are
a• follows:
• Instrumentation for scientific observations
• Adequate guidance to achieve and maintain the desired trajectory
• Stabilization for data acquisition and antenna pointing
• Midcourse propulsion to give the required miss distance at the target
• Data handling to acquire, store and distribute information
• Communication links for transmission of commands and data
• Thermal control of spacecraft
• Power source for the operation of on-board subsystems
The requirements arising from the maximum missions are the most exacting. Thus,
the major diacusalon is directed towards these requirements, but, in addition simpli-
fication of each subsystem is examined and concepts suggested that are compatible with
the less stringent demands of the minimum minions. The starting point of many of
the designs was proven Mariner-type hardware with extension, in terms of complexity,
in either direction as required. Alternate candidates were also considered where appli-
cable, but the feasibility nature of the study precluded detailed analysis of each concept.
Considerable effort was devoted to an analysis of the basic factors involved and the con-
ditions peculiar to the long duration missions under consideration.
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A logical first step in the subsystem design study is to establish typical science pay-
loads for each mission. A definitive selection is not warranted at this stage but repre-
sentative packages must be selected for the design studies to proceed.
The extensive analysis reported in Section 3 resulted in a grading of desirable obser-
vations to fulfill the scientific objectives (Table 3-1) and the awarding of priorities to
suitable instruments (Table 3-3). From these recommendations it is possible to select
a comprehensive science package suitable for maximum missions. This has been done
in Table 6-1 for the missions of interest. Interplanetary instrumentation has been in-
cluded to provide additional data of interest and increase the chances of partial mission
success. In some cases (e.g. momentum gages) the interplanetary instruments pro-
vide backup information for the main experiments. Apart from the Particle Composi-
tion mission where only one really suitable instrument is available, redundancy is not
used since the failure of one instrument has only a minor effect on mission success.
Package A is first-choice for the Jupiter flyby. An alternate package (B) does not in-
clude TV which results in reduced data handling requirements but contains other promi-
sing instruments that could not be included in Package A because of weight restrictions.
Table 6-2 gives the power requirements associated with the suggested instruments.
Major demands arise from the TV system and Impact Mass/Flash Spectrometer.
The science payloads described above were chosen so as to provide as complete ilffor-
mation as possible on the areas of interest outlined in study objectives. To ensure
completeness of the data, the orientation of the spacecraft should be controlled at all
times. However, less comprehensive science packages can be visualized that are
lighter and require less stringent spacecraft control. A range of possible science pay-
loads and compatible control modes for the asteroid missions are suggested in Table
6-3.
The simplest experiment visualized (Package Aa) to obtain data on particle distributions
would employ six high and six low sensitivity impact (momentum) gages, arranged
around a spinning spacecraft to observe particles from all directions. Correlation of
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Table 6-1
SUMMARY OF TYPICAL SCIENTIFIC PACKAGES FOR MAXIMUM MISSIONS
Selected Instruments
FIXED l_lOU NT
Ion Chamber
Particle Flux Meter
High Energy Proton Detector
Medium Energy Proton Detector
Trapped Radiation Analyzer
Low Energy Plasma Analyzer
X-Ray Detector
Magnetometer (Helium)
Magnetometer (Flux Gate)
Mic rometeoroid Momentum Gage
High Sen s itiv ity
Low Sensitivity
Radio Noise Receiver
Bi-Static Radar
Top-Side Sounder
MOVA BLE MOUNT
Visual TV (Low Resolution)
Visual TV (High Resolution)
hffrared TV (Low Resolution)
Photometer/Polarimeter
Visual Spectrometer
IR Radiometer
IR Spectrometer
Mic rowave Radiometer
Multiple Fihn Meteoroid Monitor
Optical Meteoroid Detector
Impact Mas_.z Flash Spectrometer
Total Weight, lb
/
/
/;
1.4
2.6
7
a
3
6
30
i0
65
/
/
2x40
105
1.4 1.
2.6 2.
7 7
5 5
3 3
6 6
5
6
3n
6
3
3O
tO
40
75 105
6
30
10
6
3
29
18
1-t0 ] 49
*Requires optical planet tracker to direct instrument plath)rrn.
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Table 6-2
TYPICAL SCIENTIFIC PACKAGES:
Scte('tcd lnstruments
POWER REQUIREM ENTS
,/ Asteroids /
' _,. /
/ ._ /..-_ /._ / _ // -._ i o_ / _-_/_-" .._/
/ ._ / _._ / _z_ /_'__._// / o, /.;.
/ .¢, / -, / ;" / -0..'.'_ ._'/ ,
/ // -
1
FIXED M(it;XT
loll Chainbcr
Pztvticlc FI.ux Meter
tligh EIII'I'I2,,'V Pr<)t,)n [)t, tt,CtOl"
M(,diuln Energy PlT(itt)n l)t.>let't()r
"l'l•al)l)t;d lladi:ll.i,)n :Xnalyzc;r
L(iw Ent.,i'gy P|asnl,'t Analyzt;r
X-Ray [)(.'tt't'l o r
Magnctonlctcr (ll('[iuin)
Magnet( )11i:t..,tc r (i.'1 iI x Gate)
M ic F()nlC, l t.'ol'()i(t M l)lllCnttinl (_]a_e
High Scnsitiv iiv
[,ow Sensitivity
Ikl(li(, .N(Jist, l{(,c(,ivt, l •
Bi-St:ttic l{:l(lai"
"[',)p-Sidt. S_)u)ldcl •
M()VABLE M()INT
Visual TV (L,)_v Ile.,,olution)
ViSUatl TV (tligh Resolution)
Infrared TV (Low Resolution)
Photo meter/Polar i mete r
Visual Spt:ct re)meter
IR Pmdiometer
1R Spectrometer
Microwave Radiometer
Multiple Film Meteoroid Monitor
OI)tical Meteoi'oid Detector
lrnl.)act Mass/Flash Spectrometer
0. 1
o. -t
• g,.
o. (;
(). 1
t). t
5
0. (;
O. 1
(). ,I
I. ')i
7)
(). (;
(). 3 0.3
15
15
5
3
ii, l
()..t
]°')
().6
(i. 3
5
5
15
().1
(). t
0.5
I
(). 7
1.2
0. (i
0.3
15
15
6
5
3
7
-t
I). 1
0. t
(). 3
I
0.7
1.2
3
5
3
i). 6
O. 3
.)
I()
5
lO
3
7
4
15
Total Power (_vatts) 17. (; 22.6 50.6 32.6 (;7• 6 [ 56.6
*Requires optical planet tracker to direct instrument platform.
i
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RANGE OF TYPICAL SCIENCE
Table 6-3
PACKAGES FOR ASTEROID MISSIONS
A
R
T
1
g
E
Mission
Al
ID A2
8
T
R
I
B
I
O
N
P
A
R
T
I
E O
M .......... |,
p B3
O
8
!
T
!
O
N
"_ C1
J
8
T
E
R
O
F !
L D
Y C2
B
Y
Package Wt. Power Control
No .... ImRrumlmmtt/_n (lb) (watts) Mode Comments
As 12 Impact gages for flux 18 I. 8 Spin* Wide field of view,
measurement (dlrn & no. ) low an_lar resolu-
S/C dla. tton. reduced data
Fete
Ab 6 Impact gages, flux ~ $/C 19 5.9 Intermittent All-axis stabilization
d/a. Optical Meteoroid De- aLl-axis for optical detector
teeter, flux _ 100 S/C die,
Ac Multiple film meteoroid 30 5.0 Spin Wide field of view,
monitor, flux - S/C dla. reduced mamplerat_
Ad Multiple film meteoroid 65 17.6 Continuous Continuous observation,
monitor, optical meteoroid aLl-axis max. useful data, high
detector, impact gages, inter- reliability
planetary instrumentation
Ba Impact mass/flash spectre- 40 15 Spin Wide field of view,
meter low s/Lmp/_ rate.
Bb 2 Impac_ mass/flash spec- 105 22.6
trometer (1 at standby},
interplanetary instrumentation
Continuous ConUnuo_s obHrvation
all-am in direction of main
s.'_m. _od r_labtUt_
Ca Low resolution visuaL TV 6 15 All-ax_ for 8ill and Slml_ dat_r-
_vers, mination, soms our-
encounter & fame dntan_s, tow data
phyt:aok, rata
Othm-wiso -o
stabilisation
requirnd
Cb Low and high resolution 36 SO AS shove Good d_aLl, hl[h data
vhma_ TV rats
Co Low and hlgh rtmolutlou 78 50. e Continuous Max. us_l data
visual TV, photometer/ all-toxin
polarimlmr, m rsdlom_3r.
interplanetary lutrumsataUon
SAbot sxta perpoadion_r to plane of eclipt/c.
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spin rate to gage p_sition by the ust' ,*f s,,i:tr se,,:si:l_ ,,it.n:ea:s _:llt al[,>_ ::ppY,_xi:nal,.
alN-uiar distribution ill tt.rin._ ,,i in:l)aCt |l:t'(tUcl',Cy t.., I),. ,,btain(,d. .%,)m. m:_-_:_; :).;'_! v(.i,,-
city data will be possible from extrapolation oi the momt:ntur:_ int,)rmati(>.'_. This pack.
age was assumed to ])e typical ,)f a minimum flythr<,ugh ndssi()n. By the additi<)H ,>1:
more complex instrumentath)n, _t range, ,)[ pavi_ads is o-_t:lb[i._h_rd. !:):tcl,agt. A,i (.,,1 ....
rcspomts to that for maximum mtssi_.m.< listed in ,,Tmrt. detail i_: "i'_t!)lt _ t;..!, l:.,t" t_ar'i -
c-le composition deterlnirmtio_, i_:tcrcepti,m ,d tht. particles i.-. r'_,_ltlil't,{l ft,i_t tb,,' ti/tl:,;t_'t
mass'flash _l_.ctrometer is a._sumt,,! t_- h_. lht? [}_tnit" ilt_,t.Ptl;Y_t'_H i_1 p:tt'i<a._t'N [_:t :lrl_t i'lI_
since it represents the ,)it b kn,)x_'c tt:.>:lsi))_c ll}tqh,_(].
A mininmm flyby mission could use tow rPs(,lutl,m TV only (2()(, li)_c, tF:II_,|u, 5 _t('g
angular field). This would allow the gross featur_,s (,f size an,l shap,, _(, he d{,tuFIllill,,tl
and some surface features to be observed. A planet track_ r w,,uld "l[St_ b(' I'u(ititl't:(l.
If the angular orientation of the camera is known for a series ot pit:mr_,s at kno_n times,
miss dis.taac_aaa lle:det.e_.._!_.d, _This information, c(,mbined with DSIF _neasurem(_,_ts
of the spacecraft trajectory:;_:v¢ouId allow determination ,,f the astcr,_id's mass. "l'h,,
upper end of the range of science payloads for this mission is representc.d by package
Cc which is also described in more detail in Table 6-t.
®
Since the adoption of a typical science package establishes the type of spacecraft con-
trol required for interpretation of the observed results and also fixes the expected data
acquisition rates, analysis of the supporting subsystem re_tuirements can now procee, l.
Packages Ad, Bb and Cc were assumed for the maximum asteroid missions and Aa and
Ca were t:_ken as representative of minimum missions for the fiythrough and m:u,,r
asteroid flyby respectively. In addition consideration was given to a flythrou_,h mis.<i,.m
carryi_kg package Ab and a Jupiter flyby employing the instrumentation given m Table
6-1.
6.2 G L'IDA NCE
Guidance oI a spacecraft to fly through the Asteruid Belt or to f[\ by ,_ major asteroid
_s e,_nsidered in this section. The possibility of using the same guidance scheme tm a
missi,m t_, f_. h,..hu_iter as is used to fly by an ast-roid is e_mmed.
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6.2.1 Guidance Requirements
The purpose of the guidance function is to provide means for causing the spacecraft to
follow a standard trajectory through the Solar System with sufficient accuracy to enable
it to perform the scientific experiments that are selected for the mission. In general
flight time and payload are dominant factors influencing the selection of the standard
trajectory. The guidance concept must be chosen to be compatible with these restric-
tions and with the requirements imposed by the experiments to be performed.
i¸ i}
4.: ._::_::_>_,
To ensure adequate performance of the planned scientific experiments, the following
conditions must be satisfied.
(1) Asteroid Belt Flythrough -the spacecraft must remain within 1/10 AU of the
ecliptic plane; permissible error at apogee is also above 1/10 AU.
(2) Specific Asteroid Flyby - a miss distance of 1000 km at the target is
desirable.
(3) Jupiter Flyby -the spacecraft should pass the planet at about 2 radii from
the center with an accuracy of about 10,000 km.
Conditions (1) and (3) can be satisfied relatively easily but the Asteroid Flyby require-
ments are more stringent. The guidance requirements for maximum and minimum
missions are identical.
6.2.2 General Considerations
Guidance of the spacecraft may be considered in three separate phases; launch and
injection, midcourse, and the approach or terminal phase. Guidance during launch
and injection is determined primarily by the booster system to be used and is not
susceptible to alternation by the design of the spacecraft. Existing booster systems
have very similar performance with regard to the accuracy with which they will inject
a payload into a heliocentric orbit. Consequently, this aspect of the guidance function
is not considered in this re_rt except to note that there is a dispersion in conditions at
injection which must be accounted for by guidance during subsequent phases of the mission.
6-7
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During the midcourse phase some means of navigation is employed whic_h permits pre-
diction of the vehicle's course through the mission and enables calculation of a correc-
tion which will cause the spacecraft to arrive at its destination within a specified toler-
ance. The corrective maneuver consists of thrusting the vehicle in a particular direction
by means of a rocket engine, thereby changing it_ velocity vector by an increment.
If midcourse guidance does not produce a sufficiently small miss at the destination,
either because of navigational uncertainties or because of errors in executing the cor-
rection, the accuracy may be improved by additional navigation and a correction in the
vicinity of the target. On the other hand, the maga_itude of the corrective velocity is
likely to be large during this phase if preceding corrections have not reduced the miss
to a tolerable level.
6.2.3 Navigation Concepts and Method of Analysis
DSIF Tracking. Itis expected that guidance of any mission through interplanetaryspace
in the late 1960's and 1970's will make use of radio tracking through the Deep Space
InstlnamentationFacilitiessince thismethod is highly developed and available. Minimal
systems willuse this exclusively while more elaborate missions may require some form
of terminal sensing. Consequently, in accordance with the study guidclines, DSIF track-
ing is regarded as the primary means of navigation for all the missions considered.
Tracking will be performed by DSIF stations at Goldstone, California; Madrid, Spain,
Joh,'mnesberg, South Africa, and Canberra, Australia thus giving continuous coverage
of a spacecraft in any direction from Earth, More important from the point of view of
navigation is the separation in latitude of the stations at Goldstone and Canberra which,
by means of comparison of information received from different directions, gives a
component of a navigational fix in the direction normal to the equatorial plane.
Although the stations are capable of angular measurements, the accuracy of 0.05 deg
makes them useful only when the spacecraft is very near Earth. Such measurements
serve to locate the position of the injection point; however, for launches using a Centaur
upper stage, position is determined more accurately from the inertial equipment which
6-8
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guides the booster during launch. Both range and range rate can be determined from
any station. While a sufficient number of measurements of either type will produce
the same information, for the analysis used in this study the type of measurement
most directly applicable is assumed to be made.
Individual measurements can be described statisticallyby probabilitydistributions of
the errors. In general, the errors are of two kinds, random erros, whose mean value
is zero, and bias errors which remain fixed for intervals of time that are long com-
pared to the time the vehicle is tracked. Typical of the former are atmospheric fluc-
tuations and noise in the receivers and of the latterare uncertainties in stationand
target locations. Itis assumed that these distributions can be represented with suffi-
cient accuracy by their standard deviations.
In principle the spacecraft might be tracked continuously from launch until arrival at _'
its destination. Practically it is only necessary to track it at intervals along the course_
A determination of the optimum method of tracking is beyond this study, Instead, to
arrive at an indication of the accuracy of navigation, it is assumed that tracking occurs
only tw_:ptaces on:the.trajectory, one while the spacecraft is in the vicinity of Earth
and ant)ther;!::ahom_:_!t:e_nters the target. Figure 6-1 ittustrates,thi, concept
for a typical asteroid fly by mission. Tracking is assumed to: take place at each of
these locations over a long enough time that correlation of the random: err0r@ _re_e_.:
them to arbitrarily small values. These assumptions permit a simplified ev_ituation >:i,_!
of the accuracy of DSIF navigation which may be computed from the matrix •of partiai _;_}
derivatives relating deviations from the standard trajectory at arrival to deviations ai:(
departure. The theory and method of derivation of these quantities is explained in
Appendix 6A.
Near-Earth Tracking. The analysis used in this report is based upon trajectories
approximated by matched conic solutions to motion in a central force field. Thus under
the assumption of near-Earth tracking the vehicle is in a hyperbolic orbit about the
earth. Figure 6-2 shows a projection of the communication links that exist at this time.
For .simplicity two stations are shown at the same longitude although in actuality tracking
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from various stations would take place sequentially as the spacecraft came into view
of each one.
®
From a combination of the measurements in doppler shift of the received signal the
magnitude of the velocity vector is determined. From a combination of the ranges to
the two stations, as indicated by the two-way transmission time, the direction of velo-
city is determined. The situation is the same in the equatorial plane as that shown in
the figure except that the same antenna can make both measuzements at different times,
the displacement being furnished by the earth's rotation. By introducing errors from
various sources into these measurements the accuracy of near-Earth tracking can be
estimated.
Since the error in position determination at these ranges has little effect on the miss
at interplanetary distances, position measurements near Earth are assumed to be
accomplished with zero errors. The dispersion in the velocity measurement is con-
verted into a covariance matrix of errors in the hyperbolic excess velocity and trans-
formed through the matrix of partial derivatives to predict the miss at the target that
is contributed by near-earth tracking errors. ¶
:
As standard deviations for the distributions of bias_errors involved in near-earth track-
ing, the range error of 15 m and range rate error of 0. 003 m/see quoted in Ref. 6-1.
were assumed. One sigma values of 0. 001 deg in latitude and 0. 0005 deg in longitude
were assumed for the uncertainties in the location of the tracking stations relative to
the reference geoid of the Earth. An uncertainty of 0.05 sec or arc in the direction of
any fixed star was assumed thus giving the orientation of _he geoid relative to the solar
system an error of 0.05 sec in orientation.
i
Under these assumptions the error in determining the magnitude of the hyperbolic
excess velocity vector is about 0. 003 m/see if tracking occurs at some distance from
Earth. The error in right ascension of this vector is two seconds of arc. It is contri-
buted primarily by the error in station location. The error in declination of the hyper-
bolic excess velocity vector is about three seconds of are- contributed primarily by
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the errors in the locations of the tracking stations. Major contributors to each of these
errors are independent so correlations between the errors are assumed negligible.
Near-Encounter Tracking. DSIF tracking in the vicinity of encounter produces some-
what different information. After the random errors are reduced by correlation the
range to the spacecraft is determined with great accuracy. An accurate measurement
of the range rate together with a knowledge of the differential equations of motion which
govern the spacecraft establishes another component of the position. Since the trajec-
tory of the spacecraft lies nearly in the ecliptic these two measurements serve to deter-
mine the spacecraft's coordinates in the plane of the transfer orbit. Under the aesump.
tion that the bias errors in tracking are the same as for near-earth tracking the errors
in these cocrdtnates become insignificant compared to uncertainties in the location of
the target.
On the other hand very little information is gained about the position of the spacecraft
in a direction norm_:to _the plsn_f the transfer orbit because of the great distance
from Earth. Comparison of the ranges from two antennas results in an error in excess
of 3000 kin. Fortunately the pro_ation of errors due to near-earth tracking is usually
small in the direction normal to the transfer orbit.
Physical Model Errors. In addition to the inaccuracies considered above which are
directly associated with radio tracking there are uncertainties in the locations of the
bodies in the solar system which would contribute to the inaccuracy of any method of
guidance. The largest of these is due to the uncertainty in measuring the Astronomical
Unit as a multiple of terrestrial quantities. While distances between bodies of the
solar system are known to accuracies on the order of one part In 1010 in AU, the mag-
nitude of the Astronomical Unit is currently uncertain to about 250 km.
/iiiiiiii_
Sinoe the AU is measured by means of electromagnetic radiation the uncertainty in the
velocity of light contributes about 150 km (on a root sum square basis) to its inaoouraoy.
However, DSIF tracking also contains this error so that for measurements of the rela-
tive position between the spacecraft and a target body the error in the velocity of light
is nearly cancelled out. Exclusive of the velocity of light error the AU is uncertain to
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about 200 kin. Although this figure may be improved in the next few years a one sigma
deviation in the AU of 200 km was used for this study. In effect this causes the loca-
tion of an asteroid at a distance of 3 AU from the Earth to be uncertain by 600 km in
the direction of the line of sight.
Other significant errors in the physical model are in the angular coordinates of bodies
in the solar system. This accuracy is limited by the resolving power of the telescopes
used for observing the planets and asteroids and to a lesser extent by atmospheric effects
and the present knowledge of the perturbations of orbits by the planets. For planets
and major asteroids it is about 0.05 sec of arc. Thus at a distance of 3 AU from E,'trth
the location of an asteroid is uncertain by 110 km in directions normal to the line (,f :
sight.
Terminal Sensing. The possibility of making sightings on the target body from reflected
visible or infrared light and from them deducing the relative positions of the spacecraft
and target has been considered. For fly by missions this has the advantage over Earth~
based tracking of permitting direct measurements to the target over relatively short
ranges. • it [_aS the disadvantage of having to be performed automatically and giving the,
greatest accuracy when it is too late to make a maneuver to correct the trajectory.
Figure 6-3 illustrates the geometrs' of terminal sensing in the vicinity of a major
asteroid. The objective is to determine the distance of closest approach, either for
controlling this distance by means of a corrective maneuver or measuring it for corre-
lating the experiments performed during the encounter. An optical sensor which tracks
the centroid of reflected radiation is assumed. By measuring the angle and angular
rate between the velocity vector and the asteroid the radius of closest approach is given
by the equation,
2
d= VSin O
b
where V is the spacecraft velocity relative to the target and O is the angle between
the arrival asymptote and the line of sight to the target (see Fig. 6-3),
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The direction and magnitude of tile velocity vector will be km)wn t(, about 5 seconds ol
arc and one part in 104, respectively, from radio tracking. II is _)ssible to align an
inertial reference unit in the direction of the velocity vector and t(, use this as a ref-
erence for the angles and angular rates.
Differentiating the above expression givea
,)
where R is the spacecraft - target distance. The first term is insignificant and with
a drift rate of 0.05 degrees per hour in the inertial reference the las_ term is very
smaU if the measurement is made near the point of closest approach. The dominant
error is due to the displacement between the center of reflected radiation and the cen-
ter of mass. Using visible light this may be as high as 100 km resulting in an error of
200 km in determining the miss distance. This might be improved somewhat by track-
ing infrared radiation but it is difficult to estimate the improvement without a knowledge
of the nature of the surface.
To permit a guidance maneuver the measurement would have to be made several hours
before encounter. With an approach velocity of 7 km/sec the last term in the above
expression increases rapidly with the time to encounter. Thus at one hour before
arrival it amounts to 22 kilometers and at five hours before arrival to 550 km.
It is concludexi that the use of terminal sensing may improve the accuracy of guidance
for a mission to flyby an asteroid to within 500 or 600 km if such accuracy is needed
and ca,mot be achieved from radio tracking.
6.2.4 Guidance Maneuvers
Launch and Injection. In the preceding paragraph methods of measuring and predictiag
the location of the spacecraft are considered. With a sufficient number of correclions
it would be possible t_:, cause a vehicle to foltowa specified course with an accuracy
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approaching that with which navigational measurements are made. From the viewpoint
of weight and reliability it is desirable to perform the mission with as few corrective
maneuvers as possible. Therefore, it is necessary to examine the dispersion remain-
ing in the trajectory after each maneuver to determine whether or not another one is
needed.
Injection is accomplished by a booster and one or more burns of a second stage. The
booster and first burn of the second stage usually places the spacecraft in a parking
orbit where it coasts to a selected location and ls injected into an escape trajectory by
another burn of the second stage. During this sequence the thrust is controlled by an
inertial system or an inertial system aided by radio tracking and transmitted steering
commands. At the end of the final burn there is a dispersion in velocity and position
caused by errors and drift in the inertial components and/or radio tracking links. It
is convenient to state this dispersion in terms of a dispersion in the hyperbolic excess
velocity vector which corresponds to the escape trajectory. For this study a spherical
dispersion with a standard deviation of 10 meters per second in the hyperbolic excess
velocity i8 assumed to describe the injection. Errors in position at injection are
n lected.
Midcourse Correction. The errors described above would result in a miss of several
,,., J ,,
hundred thousand kilometers at any target in the Asteroid Belt so that, in general a
correction is'needed to improve the accuracy. After near-Earth tracking by the DSIF
stations information is available to reduce the injection errors appreciably. There is
an optimum way whereby corrections of certain magnitudes at certain times can be
made which results in utilizing the navigational information with the minimum expen-
diture of propellant. However, the reliability achieved from a single burn overrides
the propellant saved In optimizing the correction. Furthermore, it Is desirable to
make the correction while the spacecraft is near the Earth so that the advantages of
near earth tracking can be util/zed in detecting errors introduced by executing the
maneuver.
For these reasons the midcourse correction is assumed to be made several days after
launch by a single burn of the rocket engine at a constant attitude. From radio tracking
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_>d ,_ th<: magnitude and direction of the required burn i.,, computed on E:irth and trans-
g=ni,,, ' ,, the spacecraft. An inerti'tl reference on board the slrleecraft is aligned to
celestial references and used to control the thrust autopilot during the hum After
aligning the inertial unit the spavecraft rotates to the direetim_ of the computed velocity
increment at which time the engine is fired. A velocity meter measures the incremental
velocity imparted by the burn and signals the engine to cut off when the computed magni -
rude is attaim,d.
The corrective veoleity increment is in error in direction because of drift and align-
ment errors in the inertial reference aml in magnitude because of uncertainites in the
cutoff conditions of the engine. One sigma errors of 0.6 deg in direction and 0..1 m/see i:,_
in magnitude are assumed as a result of executing the maneuver in addition to those ......
that exist because of tracking uncertainties.
>
. :ta
The dispersion in velocity that exists after the first correction results in a dispersion
in the miss distance at the target _md a dispersion in the time of arrival. Fig. 6-4
illustrates the shape of the miss dispersion as viewc.<t in a coordinate system fixed in
the target. The dispersion is approximately a bivariate normal distribution with princi-
pal axes r_tect_re_e _:!thee.c_ic,i_ The major a,_is of the ellipse is several
thousand kilometers in length and usually lies near the plane of the transfer orbit because
errors propagate more rapidly in this plane than normal to it. The aiming point is off-
set from the target sufficiently to assure a reasonable probability that no impact will
occur. The amount of offset is a function of the si_-e and rotation of the dispersion.
Second Correction. After the first corrective m,_euver the vehicle is again tracked
while it is still in the vicinity of Earth in the event that another correction is necessary,
Tracking againshortty before encounter provides information which would reduce the
miss still further if another thrusting maneuver were made. By making this maneuver
sufficiently close to the target the contribution to the miss due to its execution can be
made arbitrarily small. However, the amount of propellant required for the maneuver
increases as the time to arrival decreases. As a convenient tradeoff between impulse
requirement and accuracy, the correction is made at such a distance from the target
that its execution contributes errors of the same magnitude as those incurred by tracking.
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After a second correction. •performed in the same manner as the first, the ellipse of
standard deviations appears as the small ellipse in Fig. _;-4. The major axis approaches
the normal to the plane of the transfer orbit because errors in this plane are largely
removed by near-encounter tracking. The aiming point may be moved closer to the
target body than for the midcourse correction and still retain the same probability of
impact.
Terminal Correction. If terminal sensing is used as :l means of guidance another cor-
rection could be made to reduce the dispersion of miss still further. However. by
properly selecting the launch dates and flight times for the missions considered in this
study it does not appear that such a correction will be needed and an analysis of its
effects was not made.
6.2.5 Asteroid Belt Flythrough Missions
An examination for selected fly through missions of the component of miss in a direc-
tion normal to the ecliptic which results from the velocity dispersion of 10 m/see at
injection indicates standard deviations ranging from 150,000 kilometers to 400,000 km
along the trajectories at radii between 2 and 4 AU. Thus more than 99 percent of all
trajectories through the belt will deviate by no more than one million kilometers from
the ecliptic. Since this deviation means that the spacecraft remains well within the
Asteroid Belt it is concluded that no guidance after injection will be required.
6.2.6 Specific Asteroid Flyby Missions
To evaluate the requirements for guiding a spacecraft to fly by 't major asteroid
selected trips to Vesta and Ceres were considered. Because of the large amount of
computation required the missions to be analyzed were restricted to launches in years
1969 and 1975 for Vesta and 1970 and 1976 for Ceres. Since misses of greater than
100,000 km in all cases were predicted as a result of injection errors it was evident
that at least one correction would be necessary.
•C" 3
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Using a covariance matrix of velocity errors made up of the root sum square of track-
ing errors and midcourse execution errors the major and minor axes of the "axes of
the ellipses of miss dispersion at arrival were computed for the trajectories having
minimum hyperbolic excess velocity at Earth in each of these years. The semi-major
axes of these dispersions are as follows:
Ceres 1970 - 4400 km
Ceres 1976- 5200 km
Vesta 1969 - 9900 km
Vesta 1975- 3800 _ ....... ._
Since these indicated that the misses would be too large to permit accurate measure a ' _'V
ments of the asteroids an investigation of the advantages of a second correction was
made.
For this part of the:study the dispersions were computed for several different times
of flight, both shorte_ and longer than that required for the minimum energy transfer.
in all cases the transfer requiring the least hyperbolic excess velocity at Earth for a
given time of flight was selected. The procedure was to calculate the dispersions due
to near-Earth and near-encounter tracking and to select those components from each
which gave the smallest miss. The resulting dispersion was then combined with the
errors in the physical model and the execution errors in the second correction on a
root-sum-squares basis to give the net miss at the asteroid.
The semi-major axes of the resulting distributions are plotted as a function of flight
time in Fig. 6-5. It is apparent that the 1970 flight to Ceres is very good from a
guidance standpoint for all times of flight. Guidance accuracies on flights to Vesta
appear to be good for transfers longer than that required for minimum energy. For
shorter times of flight the errors increase and then decrease as the flight duration
becomes very short. However, the decreasing region corresponds to hyperbolic excess
velocities on the order of 0.4 EMOS. From the data presented here it can be conjec-
tured that years in which the minimum energy transfer occurs at a relatively short
time of flight provide the most favorable conditions for accurate guidance.
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To examine the effect on guidance of flying at other than the minimum hyperbolic excess
velocity a grid of launch dates on either side of the one giving this condition was taken
for flights to Ceres in 1970. The semi-major axes of the miss distributions for these
cases are plotted in Fig. 6-6 as a function of the launch date. It is evident that the
smallest miss nearly coincides with the condition of minimum energy and the miss
increases rapidly with deviations from this condition.
6.2.7 Jupiter Flyby
_, ii_i,,_,,:_
Following the same procedure as was used for the asteroids, the distribution of miss
at Jupiter due to near-Earth tracking and a midcourse correction were calculated for
launches in the years 1973 and 1975. The minimum energy trajectories for a series of
times of flight were taken. The semi-major axes of the distributions are plotted in
Fig. 6-7. As with the asteroids these represent the dispersions of the asymptotes at
the point of closest approach. However, because of Jupiter's large gravitational field
the actual dispersions of perapsis would be about one-half of these values for a flyby at
two planetary radii.
It can be seen that the major miss component remains around 5000 km for most flights
during these years. Although the results are limited, Fig. 6-7 indicates a tendency :
for the dispersion to increase for very long flight times. Even so, the maximum m_i-
tudes of the dispersions indicated are still considered adequate for the types of obser-
vations planned, and it is concluded that a second correction will not be needed. :,
Although flights in other years were not calculated it is expected that the dispersions
would be very similar since the orbit of Jupiter lies so near the ecliptic that there is
little difference in the transfers from year to year. Thus the guidance requirements
for a Jupiter Flyby do not appear to present any really difficult problems.
6.2.8 Concluding Remarks
Table 6-4 summarizes the guidance study described above. Components of the sub-
system are given in Fig. 6-10 and Table 6-7 of Section 6.3. Itis concluded that with
equipment accuracies available now Asteroid Belt missions can be accomplished with
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no guidance after injection, asteroid flyby missions require both near-Earth and near-
encounter tracking and maneuvers and Jupiter flyby missions may be performed with
only near-Earth guidance. There appear to be no outstanding problems associated with
any mission. However, itis shown that appropriate selection of launch dates and
times of flightwill give definite advantages in the accuracy of guidance for the Ceres,
Vesta and Jupiter missions.
In the event that other considerations make itnecessary to select asteroid flyby mis-
sions which are unfavorable for DSIF tracking the use of terminal sensing will furnish
accuracies comparable to DSIF under the most favorable conditions. The equipment
used in performing guidance functions is intimately related to that used for attitude con-
trol and is considered more fullyin the following section.
6.3 ATTITUDE CONTROL
6.3.1 Control Requirements
To accomplish guidance maneuvers, to perform scientificexperiments and to permit
communication to Earth over large distances some form of attitude control of the
spacecraft is needed. Several different modes of operation will be required during
various phases of the missions. During thrusting maneuvers an autopilot will direct
the thrust vector in the direction of the computed velocity increment; for intervals in
which communication is required the vehicle will be stabilized such that an acceptable
antenna orientation is obtained; and when scientific experiments are being conducted
the vehicle will maintain such attitudeas will permit both the experiment and
communication.
A major consideration in the selection of the attitude control system is its operational
life. For asteroid missions an expected lifetime of at least one year is required and
for a Jupiter mission the lifetime would have to be extended to two or three years.
Therefore, itis desirable to utilizepassive control wherever possible and to accom-
plish the various control functions in the least complex manner.
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Specifications. For the Asteroid Belt flythrough missions v(:,_cle guidance imposes no
requirements on attitude control. Some of the experimects require only single-axis
stabilization while others require complete vehicle stabilization; however, almost any
frame of reference would be adequate and deviations of several degrees within the frame
are tolerable. For communication over the distance to the Asteroid Belt a narrow
antenna beam must be used. Pointing of the antenna imposes a requirement for stabi-
lization of the line of sight to Earth within tolerances of one degree for high trans-
mission rates (maximum missions) and about 10 deg for low transmission rates
(minimum missions)
For missions to fly by a major asteroid two guidance maneuvers are needed. The
attitude control system is required to establish a frame of reference for the maneuvers,
orient the thrust vector to any direction within this frame and maintain thrust along
this direction to within a tolerance of one degree or less. Scientific instrumentation
in the vicinity of the asteroid requires an attitude reference accurate to sever.ai minutes
of arc relative to the asteroid and stabilization of the vehicle or an instrument plat-
form to this accuracy.
For Jupiter missions requirements for guidance maneuvers are the same except that
only one maneuver is anticipated, and may be made within several days of launch
Requirements on attitude control are the same as for flights through the Asteroid Belt
or by a major asteroid. Tolerances of one degree for pointing scientific instruments
on these missions are expected to be adequate.
Disturbances. All of the above requirements are to be met in the presence of disturb-
ances peculiar to a space environment. The most pronounced of these are due to solar
pressure and meteoroid impacts. In any vehicle design uncertainties in the absorp-
tivity and emissivity of its material will cause an offset between the center of pressure
and the center of gravity. This results in a continuously acting torque which diminishes
in magnitude as the distance to the sun increases. Each time the vehicle encounters a
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meteroid it receives an impulse of angular velocity which must be removed by the con-
trol system before the vehicle's orientation deviates from its references in excess of
the specified tolerances.
To estimate the magnitude of these effects we assume that the vehicle cm_ be repre-
sented by a sphere, 7 ft. in radius, with a standard deviation of 0.7 ft between the
center of pressure and center of gravity. We further assume flint 50 percent of the
incident radiation is reflected diffusely and 50 percent is absorbed. The standard
deviation of the resulting torque then varies between 1.1 × 10 -5 lb-ft at Earth to
-6
2.1 × 10 lb-ft in Asteroid Belt. The impulse requirement to overcome this disturb-
ance varies from 28.5 lb-ft-sec/mo at Earth to 5.5 lb-ft-sec/mo in the Belt.
/
An estimate of the disturbances due to meteoroid impact involves greater uncertainty.
than those due to solar pressure. Not only is the conliguration of the vehicle uncertain
but also little is known about the meteoroid flux in deep space or the mechanism ol
mom_transfer during impact. To arrive at a gross estimate we will again approm-
mate the_cehicleby a sphere _17 ft radius with the center of gravity offset by 0.7 ft.
If the _0roi_ mi,e_m,_:be in circular orbits about the Sun, the relative velo-
city between the spacecraft arid meteoroids in the Asteroid Belt is about 10 km/sec.
It is conjectured that the particle density may be as much as five orders of magnitude
greater than at Earth. If this proves to be true the mass impacting a square meter of
the projected area of the spacecraft in one second may be as high as 10 -_ gin. With
total transfer of the momentum the pressure due to the impacts wottld average
2 × 10 -6 lbsq ft. The resulting disturbing torque would then be 2 × l0 -4 lb-ft.
This is two orders of magnitude greater than the disturbm_ce caused by solar pressure.
Impacts by large particles at a rate lower than about once ever)' 1,000 sec cause m_
attitude disturbance even though there is no offset in the center of gravity. These are
deduced to have masses greater than 7.5 x 10 -4 gin. With total momentum transfer
/
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they would contribute an average pressure of only 6 x 10 -9 lb/sq ft of projected area
of the vehicle which would result in an average disturbing torque of 5.5 x 10 -6 lb-ft.
Thus the effect of impact by large particles may be as great as that due to Solar pres-
sure while the effect of small particles may be many times greater.
6.3.2 Alternate Control System Concepts
The attitude control system may be regarded as a set of sensors, which establish a
frame of reference and sense the vehielets orientation in that frame, and a set of actu-
ators, which cause the vehicle to rotate or remain fixed in the presence of disturbances.
Tradeoffs among various systems are concerned primarily with these functions - the
signal transfer and processing between them is dictated largely by their characteristics.
Sensors. The requirement to establish a frame of reference in three axes at intervals
during the mission necessitates the use of celestial references and sensors to acquire
and track them. Only on minimal missions is it conceivable to accomplish the objec-
tives without a complete reference system. Since the Sun is the brightest and most
easily detected such reference it will most certainly be used whenever possible.
Highly reliable sun sensors are available which give accuracies to 0.1 deg with very
little penalty in weight or power.
Assuming that the line to the Sun is to be used as one of the primary reference axes
for attitude control another reference is needed to define the coordinate system com-
pletely. (It is noted that the direction of the Sun is sufficient only when the location of
the spacecraft is known. ) For the second reference a great man) possibilities exist,
none of which offer the overwhelming advantage that the Sun does. If the reference
lies near the ecliptic the problem of resolution arises when its direction approaches
that of the sun. Alternate references might be chosen to be used at various times
during a mission provided there existed some advantage to their use over references
out of the ecliptic.
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The most desirable would be an exceedingly bright source near one of the ecliptic
poles. The closest to this is the star Canopus about 15 deg off the south celestial
pole. It has the disadvantage of being a much dimmer source than the Sun and conse-
quently much more difficult to detect. Furthermore a great many other objects exist
which are nearly as bright and may provide a false reference. However, every other
single source except the Sun has these same disadvantages to a greater degree. Fixed
stars in the ecliptic are accompanied by more stars in their vicinity as well as other
objects in the solar system, making their identification more difficult.
In view of these considerations and the advanced degree of development of star trackers _
to detect Canopus it is the logical choice at present for the other reference. However, _
considerable work is being done on devices Which accept light, not from one star but '_
from many stars, and track a portion of the star field. These have the potential advan-
tages}_Of!!ne_rly.__/_the problem of identification, permitting detection when
the direction th_ t_ !_t_=--_eht is Pointed varies widely from the reference direction,
and possibly increasing thereiiabIlity by simplifying the detection process.
©
In addition to the primary reference system a secondary system is desirable for oper-
ation during short intervals when the primary sources are lost or occulted. Further-
more it has been found to be very difficult to acquire the primary references without
the aid of a temporary inertial reference. Therefore an inertial reference unit con-
taining three gyroscopes must be included in the complement of sensors except in the
case of the A1 mission where the spacecraft is continuously spin-stabilized. Currently,
floated rate-integrating gyros mounted to the body of the vehicle are most compatible
with the performance requirements.
Other inertial components, particularly vibrating reed and fluid rotor gyroscopes,
are under development and promise to give much greater reliabili_ than existing
gyroscopes. Some of these are expected to be available in time for use on asteroid
missions.
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Actuators. For producing moments to control the orientation of the vehicle only a few
general methods are possible. The foremost means of actuating space vehicles uses
reaction jets and mass expulsion to generate moments. Another method is to control
the relative positions of the center of gravity and the center of solar pressure so that
torques in a specified direction are produced. Itcan be conjectured that the same
principle might be applied but using micrometeorite flux;however, the great uncer-
taintiesthat exist in this area make such an approach unfeasible, at least for the first
missions. Finally various methods of storing momentum in the vehicle can be used to
provide the control moments.
Table 6-5 lists these methods in various combinations and outlines some of the general
advantages and disadvantages of each. The possibility that the pressure due to micro-
meteorite impacts exceeds the solar pressure almost precludes the use of solar vanes
alone as a means of actuation. This factor also makes the combination of solar pres-
sure and reaction jets an unlikely candidate for asteroid missions.
A great many variations exist within the generic concept of momentum storage. In all
of them an auxiliary system is required to dump the momentum periodically if sus-
tained disturbances occur. There are two schemes which permit +its use alone by
minimizing the possibility of sustained disturbances. In the first, single-axis stabili-
zation is accomplished by spinning the entire vehicle about some axis. IY2cause of the
spin disturbances tend to act equally in all directions and the angul'_r momentum
vector remains relatively fixed. If there are asymmetries in the vehicle solar pres-
sure or meteoric impacts will cause the vector to precess at a rate inversely propor-
tional to the amount of momentum stored.
j:!+
"%:
S
Another method permits three-axis stabilization. Momentum is stored in some device
in the vehicle; for example, in three wheels rotating on three mutually perpendicular
axes as shown in Figure 6-8, The wheels can be. torqued relative to the vehicle by
three motors. If a disturbance were to persist on one of the axes one wheel would
continue to accelerate to maintain the vehicle's orientation. Eventually it would reach
the limit of its angular velocity and the vehicle would rotate to such a position that the
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that the disturbing torque vanished. By making the saturation velocity very small the
position of equilibrium to disturbing torques is quickly reached and the spacecraft
remains stable at that orientation. WRh proper selection of the time constants in the
control loops the system can be made to resist intermittent disturbances but move to
reduce the effect of disturbances of long duration. For relatively short times the
vehicle can be oriented and maintained in any direction.
If it is postulated that the intervals in which a particular orientation is required con-
stitute a small part of the mission's duration this method of attitude control has many
advantages. It does not require the expulsion and eventual exhaustion of mass, it can
be disigned to consume an arbitrarily low. average power, and by the use of such de-
vices as mercury loops to store the momentum it should be possible to achieve high
reliability. It involves certain hazards to the success of a mission. In the event of
impact by a large particle an angular momentum large enough to saturate its storage
unit could be acquired. Considerable time would be necessary for the small average
disturbances to remove the momentum. If such an event were to occur just before
encounter on a flyby mission the control system would be rendered inoperative at a
i__._ZI::±_.;o::..:.:L_to_:!2: _I.--__2_ -,
A methyl Using reactt0n )eti Col_titutes the most positive form of actuation and has
the advantages of being the most Widely used and highly developed of all attitude con-
trol systems. By suitable design the rate of mass expulsion can be made very small.
The major drawback to its use in missions of long duration is the relatively low relia-
bility of the components used to implement such systems. This is overcome to an
extent by the provision of redundant components or of completely redundant systems.
6.3.3 Recommended Concepts for Maximum Missions
In view of the present state of development of attitude control systems it is recom-
mended that one using the Sun and Canopus as primary references and actuation by
reaction jets be given major consideration for maximum mission systems. A gyro
inertial unit would be used for acquisition of the primary references and as a tempo-
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rary reference during maneuvers. During intervals of communication and experimen-
tation the vehicle axis would remain pointing at the Sun with the roll angle controlled
with reference to Canopus as shown in Fig. 6-9. During maneuvers the inertial unit
would be energized and aligned to the primary references, after which itwould serve
as ml attitude sensor while the vehicle rotates to any desired orientation.
The tradeoffs concerning various ways ofusing reaction jets as a means of actuation
are considered in Section 6.7. Itis concluded there that on-off jets using a cold gas
propellant are the most promising solution at present. With these the attitudecontrol
system would operate in a limit cycle mode so that each axis of the vehicle rotates
back and forth through a deadband about the prescribed attitude.
To keep the expenditure of propellant at a minimum it is desirable to make the dead-
band as wide as possible and the period of the limit cycle as long as possible. To meet
the accur._y::r_equiremerlt$:for pointing the antenna and scientific instruments the dead-
band should be no more than tw_O degrees in width. Several factors govern the period
of the limit:cycle. Fora. gi_._n::set of reaction jets the maximum length of the limit
cycle is determined by the minimum impulse the jets are capable of giving to the
vehicle. This impulse could be reduced by reducing the size of the jets but a point
would be reached where the jets would no longer be able to overcome all of the distur-
bances which might be encountered. Furthermore electronic difficulties in implemen-
ting a controller arise when the limit cycle becomes exceedingly long. With analog
circuits this occurs for periods above about 2,000 sec. For the specific system to be
considered in the following this period is taken as a design goal.
Modes of Operation. Figure 6-10 shows a diagram of the recommended guidance and
control system for a maximum asteroid and Jupiter flyby mission. With the excep-
tion of the rocket engine and velocity meter it is the same for the maxin_um flythrough
missions. Table 6-6 lists six different modes in which this system will operate.
The inertial reference is postulated to be of a type which can either be caged to sense
inertial angular rates or uncaged to sense angular position. In the acquisition mode
6-36
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it is caged and gives rate signals to damp the signals from the sun sensors until the
Sun is acquired. Then a low roll rate is commanded which causes the vehicle to rotate
until Canopus is acquired. After acquisition of the primary references rate stabili-
zation is no longer required and the inertial unit is turned off.
For reorientation as required for guidance corrections or for directing the spacecraft
to make a particular experiment the inertial unit is reactivated. Rotation to a speci-
fied attitude is accomplished by applying torques to the g-yros while they are caged in
the rate mode. The torques are of fixed magnitude so that the amount of rotation is
proportional to the time during which they are applied. After reorientation the gyros
are uncaged and maintain a position reference at the new orientation.
Practical gyros for this application would have a random drift rate of about 0.05 deg/hr.
If this is regarded as a one sigma value the unit would retain the required accuracy of
one degree for at least six hours in more than 99 percent of all maneuvers. At the
end of this time the spacecraft would be reoriented to acquire the primary references.
In the autopilot mode the gyros are uncaged and drive the reaction jets to stabilize the
vehicle in three _es:: __ the_ust,of the engine will largely override the jets
in pitch and yaw. SiSals from_the _os on the pitch and yaw axesalso'are used_'ib...........
drive_he thrust ve_or-contrdIWhichts-assumed here _ coasiSt of a set of jet vanes
that deflect the exhaust from the en_e. Thus the engine thrusts,in such a directionl..............
as to keep the gyro signals at null and thereby causes the thrust vector to act in _t.......
direction normal to the axes defined by the pitch and yaw gyros. The acceleration
produced by the thrust is detected and integrated by the velocity meter until a predes-
ignated velocity is reached, at which time the engine is signalled to cut off.
Impulse Requirements. In all modes except spin stabilization the reaction jets are
being turned on and off to move the spacecraft through a limit cycle. Sustained dis-
turbances modify the nature of the limit cycle and the propellant required to maintain
it. Intermittent disturbances may temporarily cause the angular deviations to exceed
the deadband; however, the control system will return the vehicle to the limit cycle
state after a few oscillations.
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The vehicles considered in section 5.0 for maximum missions have roll, pitch and
yaw moments of 261, 156 and 328 slug-ft 2, respectively. Twelve reaction jets (four
on each axis for 100% redundancy) operate with a lever arm of 31 in to control attitude.
If we assume that all of the jets are the same size and the period of the nominal limit
cycle, without disturbances, is 2,000 sec the minimum impulse from two jets is
0. 0134 lb-sec. The actual periods of the limit cycles in roll, pitch and yaw are 2105,
1258, and 2645 sec, respectively. The impulse consumed during limit cycle operation
with no disturbances is 57 lb-sec/mo.
To overcome the disturbance of 2 x 10 -4 lb-ft estimated for micrometeoroid impact in
a preceding paragraph would require an impulse expenditure of 200 lb-sec/mo. In
view of the discussion in Appendix 2.A this can be re_,narded as an upper limit; it is
probable that the actual flux is at least an order of magnitude lower. Therefore, a
level of 20 lb-see/mv is taken as a nominal design goal with the possibility of using
redundant propellant reserves if this level is exceeded. A disturbance does not add
directly to the impulse requirement for the undisturbed limit cycle; it more nearly
replaces it. Consequently, it is concluded that an impulse capability of 57 lb-sec/mv
of continuous operation is adequate for this configuration.
Table 6-7 lists the principal items of equipment required for performing guidance and
control functions. The weights listed make no provision for redundancy to give in-
creased reliability(but See Section 5, Spacecraft Weight Statements.) The most unreliable
of these components are the Canopus tracker and the pneumatic system. In the least
redundant system these would be provided in duplicate. To implement passive redun-
dancy of the pneumatic system itis necessary to carry three times the amount of pro-
pellant actually needed for the mission.
6.3.4 Recommended Concepts for Minimum Mission_
with certain restrictions on the nature of the experiments to be performed and the
desired probability of success it is possible to consider missions for which attitude
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control is performed with a great deal less equipment than that specified for the maxi-
mum mission systems. Since no guidance is required for an ,_steroidBelt flythrough
mission itwould be possible to use no stabilizationat all. IIowever, under these con-
ditions the communication and experimental requirements could not be met.
At little more expense it is possible to spin the spacecraft immediately after separation
from the booster, thereby maintaining one axis relatively fixed. At a spin rate of 50
rpm the micrometeorite flux considered in paragraph 6.3.1 could be expected to pre-
cess a minimum vehicle, weighing about 350 lb, by about 5 deg/yr. With spin the
antenna gain could be raised high enough to communicate through DSIF at a low bit rate.
Two directions of spin can be considered; either with the spin vector normal to the
ecliptic or with the spin vector in the ecliptic and pointed in the general direction of
Earth during passage thr_a_k.th_ belts. In either case the antenna gain which can be
realized is about the same. However, certain directional experiments can be per-
formed with spin normal to the ecliptic which are not possible with the other concept.
With normal spin one or several Sun gates on the periphery of the spacecraft can be
used to provide a reference for its instantaneous attitude. By synchronizing experi-
ments with the Sun gates, a degree of directionality is obtaint_l.
Except for a spin mechanism weighing about 15 lb, and the Sun gates whose weight is
small, all of the equipment associated with guidance and control is removed. From
the standpoint of reliability of the control system, there are almost no failure modes
after the initial spinup, on an exceedingly long mission (~2-1/2 yr) the spin vector
could be expected to preeess to such an angle that the antenna would no longer permit
communication. This effect could be minimized by using a higher rate of spin or
designing the upper and lower halves of the vehicle to exact symmetry.
The control mode suggested for the A2 mission is intermittent all-axis stabilization.
Recovery to complete stabilization for one day every month would be sufficient to
supply adequate observation data on the belts. For the average flythrough mission
this involves a total time of about one month. The spacecraft could remain unstabilized
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over the mtervening periods or since the reaction controls can also impart spin to
the spacecraft, spas stal_ttizatJ(m could be employed (as in Fig. 6-9) without a weight
penalty in the system.
Control _or a minir:_ rn mission to flyb_ _ major asteroid (C1) can be conceived to be
accomplished v, tttt. ae same ,-:_lpment as _pt._ lfied for the maximum mission but with
reduced redundanf:y and w itla a grea_iy reduced impulse requirement. To accomplish
_ ,r,_-, il is postulag_d ttL,_ no stabilization at all would be used during the flight except
: ._ _,_tvmat_ du_tng guidance maneuvers, encounter playback and, perhaps, for cer-
_ ,t f_ ,_" 1"_ .'_4 :)_/ _ ,_unication f:r checkout. The reliabi _ity o, _l,l _quipment would
th, n b, m<'rt Sed by virtue of re nmining inoperative and the amount of propellant re-
qui,'ed wouht/_ greatly reduced. Reactivation of the control system after each inter-
val of ,t,)r,n_cy could be aceompi ished by a preset timing signal or possibly by a
cornm:_n,t :1 ,_ ,_×ceedingly low b:_t rate through an omnidirectional antenna.
/
about] laym A similar per_.t ._ required for tracking before the second maneuver
nearl,_ tar_,_t. The spacecraft _,)uld remain stabilized to encounter (about 15 days)
ar_l_r,,ughout the post encount_ r phase 17 days). Thus the control subsystem for
7 nissiln il identical to that for the A2 flythrough. ;
t_e control subsystems required for the minimum missions are summarized in
able 6-8. Mission C1 also in_ olves two mid course corrections so that a mid course
!_;_ ]propulsion system is also required. The same subsystem as was used for the maxi-
2) was assum_ 1. ,
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Table 6-8
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL COMPONENT SUMMARY (MINIMUM MISSIONS)
Mission C 1
Component Wt (lb)
Star trackers
Sun Sensors
Sun Gates 4.0
Electronic Unit
Inertial Ref. Unit
Attitude Control
(gas. tanks, nozzles)
Spin Mechanism: 15
Total :: 19
A1 A2
Raw Raw Raw
Power Wt (Ib) Power Wt (Ib) Power
(watts) (watts) (watts)
- 20 8 20 8
- 3 1 3 1
1.5 .....
- 14.5 20 14.5 20
- 15.0 25 15.0 25
- 21 5 21 5
D
1.5 73.5 59 73.5 59
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6.4 COMMUNICATIONS
@
6.4. 1 Requirements for Communication
The success of any space mission is directly associated with the communication capa-
bility. The communications system must provide two-way communications from Earth
to the Spacecraft. The DSIF provides the Earth capability for the system and is defined
in Ref. 6-I. Communication concepts arc based primarily on the Mariner C space-
craft hardware with perturbations where necessary.
The command link must operate with the DSIF 100 KW transmitter and 85 ft antenna
and the spacecraft system. Command capability must be maintained during all phases
of each mission. The communication range to be covered varies from zero up to
6.2 AU at the time of encounter. Satisfactory operation of the command link implies
the capability that the spacecraft subsystem receive and decode the commandbits at a
fixed rate of one (1) bit/see at less than 1 bit error in 105 bits.
The comma_l:_H_:t_u_al_'ovtde:,the Earth-spacecraft link for ranging and tracking
operations with the _paeecraft.i _ibit error rate requirement is not as critical in
this operation, however, adequate signal strength must be maintained in the communi-
cation links. The spacecraft receiver subsystem must be operative continuously dur-
ing all flight phases to enable ground (DSIF) control of the overall spacecraft operation.
The telecommunication link serves two functions, (1) to provide a tracking signal for
range determination and doppler signals for velocity ihcrements, and (2), to provide
data transmission (scientific and engineering) to the DSIF recording facility. The
telecommunication link must be capable of operating x,'ith both the omni- and high gain
antenna systems. The omni antenna must be employed for near Earth communications
and tracking operations during near Earth maneuvers. During deep space maneuvers,
as may be required for the asteroid flyby, tracking coverage may not-be possible,
particularly beyond the two-way range of the omni antenna system.
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The antenna system requirement, exclusive of antenna required for instruments, must
be capable of providing adequate signals for transmitting or receiving operations. For
this purpose an omnidirectional (omni} antenna is required to enable spacecraft ground
control during spacecraft maneuvers or during the launch, boost and trajectory injec-
tion operations prior to the stabilization of the spacecraft with respect to the space
coordinate system references. A high gain antenna is also required to provide a higher
signal gain to enable communications at realistic data rates to be maintained beyond
the range of the omni antenna.
6.4.2 Communication System Concepts for Maximum Missions
Command Link. The command link provides the necessary ground control for space-
craft operation. The command link is designed to operate at a one bit per second data
rate. The spacecraft capability is provided primarily by the omni antenna which is
designed to provide a 3.5 db gain in the direction of the _¢hn. This gain can be utilized
since the spacecraft attitude control system provides automatic sun acquisition inde-
pendent of the communication system requirement.
The omni spacecraft antenna provides communications for the telemetry data for the
first phase of the mission until the high gain antenna pointing angle limit is passed.
The data bit rate capability at 0, 25 AU with the omni antenna (+3.5 db) is equal to the
bit rate at 6.0 AU with the high gain antenna {31 db). The bit rate capability for the
command link using the omni antenna is 2 bits per second at 6.0 AU as shown in the
Table 6-9. These calculations are based on a BER (bit error rate) equal to 10 -5. As
the signal level varies and the data rate {command link) is constant at 1.0 bit/sec the
BER also varies. For the command link it is important that the probability of bit
error be extremely low. By utilizing the high gain antenna an increase of 27.5 db in
signal level may be achieved.
In the event that the spacecraft has lost communication with the DSIF the spacecraft
Central Computer and Sequencer (CC and S) will automatically switch its receiver to
the omni antenna until full communications have been restored and an antenna switch-
ing command is transmitted.
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The command bit rate capability compared to the Mariner C spacecraft capability is
similar, however, the command link transmitter power output is to be increased to
100KWor by 10db. The space loss differential from 1.0 AUto6.0 AU is 15.6db.
The 5.6 db difference is accounted for by the 3.5 db omni antenna gain and 2.1 db
reduction in the performance margin. Figure 6- 11 shows the command link bit rate
capability versus communication range.
Telecommunications Link. The retluirements for the telecommunications link varies
over a wide range for the Asteroid Belt and Jupiter missions. These va,'iatidnsalso
occur on each of the missions. Figure 6-12 shows the communication range variation
encountered for an Asteroid Belt flythrough with the aphelion at 4.{!AU, The data
shows that the communication range varies from 2.0 AU to 5.0 AU as the spacecraft
passes through the Asteroid Belts between 2.0 and 4.0 AU. Figure 6- 12 is a similar
plot for an Asteroid Belt flythrough mission _withthe aphelion at 6.5 AU. The commu-
nication range for this mission is between I.2 and 4.5 AU. Since the science objec-
tives and the launch vehicle capabilities must also be considered in selecting the
spacecraft trajectory, selecting the most favorable trajectory for communication capa-
bilitycannot be considered of primary importance.
The communication range for a possible Jupiter flyby mission is also shown in
Fig. 6-12. Inthis case the communication range is approximately-5.3 AU at encounter
increasing to over 6.0 AU during the playback phase. In the Jupiter mission the space-
craft flighttime to encounter is a major factor in the communication range. The space-
craft communication system capability must cover the fullrange variation of 4.0 to
6.2 AU since the actual spacecraft flighttime between Earth-Jupiter varies widely
during the 30-day launch window.
Table 6-9 also shows the telemetry link data rate capability for a range of 6.0 AU.
Only the data channel calculation is shown. However, the system utilizes a two car-
rier data channel, i.e., sync channel and telemetry channel (data). The communica-
tion link can provide tracking data in conjunction with data transmission. The
calculated'bit rate c_apttbflit_yfor'the telemetry link'at610 AU is 26 bits/sec with a
bit error rate probability of 10-3.
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Figure 6-13 is a plot of the telemetry link capabilities as a function of the communic:l-
tion range in AU (Astronomical Units). The curve for a 10 w tr'msmitter and 7 ft
spaeeer,'fft antenna was used to obtain the bit rate capability shown in Table 6-9. "['he
plot is most useful for determining the communication capabilities for all the missions
included in this study. For quick reference the range variation for each mission is
shm_m on the plot. For comparison purposes the capability hi" the Mariner C spaee-
er_'t is shown as well as a similar system utilizing a 4 ft parabolic antenna which was
used in another LMSC Study, (Mariner Mars Orbiter Study, Mariner 69/71). Further
tradeoffs are also shown for larger antenna mad increased transmitter tx')wer. The
increased data rate provided by. the la_'ger antenna size and greater power is desirable
within the limitation of the spacecraft design.
Spacecraft Communication Antenna. The communication capability is bas_nJ on utili-
z:ttion of the projected DSIF 210 ft parabolic antenna which is scheduled to be opera-
tive at the NASA C.oldstone facility in 1966 and is proposed for other DSIF sites. The
increased antenna diameter provides an additional 10 db system gain in the spacecraft-
earth ii_. Additi6_l link gain must be provided in the spacecr_d't by increase in the
antenna size and/or increase in the transmitted power.
An antenna provides a passive gain, that is, without increase in transmitter power.
For this reason it is desirable to maximize the antenna size. However, the following
factors must be considered:
• Weight and packaging
.antenna beam_'idth
.Spacecraft attitude stability
• Pointing angle
The primary size limitation of an antenna depends on the ability to stow the antenna
during launch and deploy after spacecr_t separation. The LMSC collapsible-flex rib
antenna system solves the stowage problem during launch. However, for a large
antenna, the deploynaent relative to the spacecraft presents problems in the vehicle
design. The flex-rib construction provides a relatively low weight to size ratio and
the limiting factor here is the physical size _hen erected.
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The factors for (ietermining the size of the antenna a_'e :_,t indt.D*ndent :_nd must
be considered simultaneously First the spaeeer:_{t Jttitude slabititv places :: Io\ver
limit on the antenna benmwidth. For the purposes of antenna size e,msideratim_
a _ one degree absolute angle reference is used. This condition places a lower limit
of antenna I)eamwidth of two degrees or 1,5 ft diameter for 2300 Me. The considera-
tions for larger antennae would require some form of sig_ml traeking to enable lhv
antmma to be pointed to a greater accuracy. This approach would add to the complexily
of the antemm system and therefore is not considered as a possible st_lution under the
present guide lines in the study.
The deployment of the antenna into a position allowing maximum coverage for various
spacecraft attitudes fixes the antenna size to less than the 15 ft maximum. The initial
spaeecr_fft designs are ba.sed on a seven foot parabola. The ('ommunieation e.al,ahility
determination was based on the same configuration. A I0 ft diameter antenna would
provide :t db more signal gain at a nominal increase in the spacecraft weight. "l%e
deployment of a 10 ft antenna compared to a 7 ft would require some increase in the
boom length in order to provide a maximum angle coverage from the spat'c(:raft. 4
,R deg bcamwidth at 2300 Me would result from the use of the larger :_nttmna.
Table 6-10 shows the tradeoff in weight, size and gain botween the 7 and 10 ft :mtvm_a.
For comparison purposes the Mariner C and Mars 69 antenna systems are shown. "t'h,,
construction of the proposed antenna configuration employs the I.MSC eol lgq)sible-flex
rib design. The high gain antenna system on the spaeeeraft requires the ability to
steer the antenna in two axii. With a two :Lxis steerable antenna eomnmnication cm'-
erage is assured over a wide range of vehicle attitudes.
The high gain spacecraft antenna system may be utilized to assist in the Canopus acqui-
sition proeedure. For near Earth acquisition the high gain antenna may be positioned
relative to the Sun-Canopus references such that the increased signal strength from
the high gain antenna would iMieate Canopus acquisition. In deep space, where the
two way communication cannot be achieved with the omni antenna, the high gain "mtenna
may be sueeessfully pointed toward earth f,,c several of the most probable stars in the
Canopus sensors field of view such that a positive spacecraft attitude identification may
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he made. If no identification is achieved than a Can,)l,US stmsor (}vcrrid¢' command
would be sent via the omni antenna and the sequence repeated.
Sj_,3_qe(i:r,_t_Transm.itter_I__F .pg_v(?_:. T:d)lc 6-10 shows a comparison of 2.3 Gc trans-
mitters for spacecraft use. A 10 w traveling-wave tube transmith_r, not shown is now
being utilized on the Mariner C spacecraft as well as the conventional 10 w power ampli-
fier. The communication capabilities calculations used the 1(} w power level for data
rate determination. Figure 6-13 shows the system capability utilizing higher llI: power
amplifiers. The recommended use of the 20 w TWT or amplitron system is based on
no increase in primary input power from the spacecraft power subsystem. These units
would provide increased data rates during the playback ph:,se, particularly for the
asteroid or Jupiter flyby, missions. On the Jupiter mission, for reliability considera-
tions the use of three power anaplifiers is indicated. For this situation _)t least one of
the units would be 20 w or higher output.
./
6.4.3 Communication Concepts for Minimum Missions
i
"]?he control modes suggested for minimum missions are (1) spin stabilization only
(2) no stabilization with recovery to all-axis stabilization for critical phases. The
command system onmi antenna must now provide true omni-directional coverage which
limits the antenna gain to a nominal z¢;ro db. With this concept, a 1 bit/sec command
rate is possible for a range of 5.3 AU. This bit rate is standard for deep space com-
mand links and compatible with DSIF hardware. Thus command coverage would be
assured to a range of 5.3 AU for all spacecraft attitudes. The omni antenna is not
suitable for data transmission from the spacecraft at operating ranges without a large
power penalty.
A data transmission rate of I bit/sec may be considered as the lowest acceptable rate
for adequate signal detection at the ground station. This low transmission rate is
compatible with the low acquisition rates of Mission Al. For the spin stabilized
spacecmdt, a spin axis perpendicular to the plane of the ecliptic is desirable for max-
imum useful scientific observations. This attitude is acceptable for communication
purposes if a simple discone antenrm is used. Such an :mtenna results in a doughnut
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@shaped radiation pattern in the eclipticplane. To allow for spin axis drift during the
mission and non-uniformity in the radiation pattern, a beam width of 15 deg is sug-
gested. This corresponds to a 9 db antenna gain. Operation at 20 w provides I bit/see
at a range of 3.5 AU.
The other simplified mission systems employ intermRtent all-axis stabilization.
Because higher data acquisition rates are involved a higher transmission rate is desir-
able to ensure a simple data handling system. A small operating power is required to
give a low weight system. Under the all-axis stabilization condition, a 7 ft parabolic
dish used with a 2. S-w power amplifier provides an acceptable transmission rate of
about 10 bit/sec at 5.0 AU.
6, 4.4 Communication Interference Considerations
A chart of the antenna sky temperature at 2388 Mc is given in Ref. 6-1 for principal
noise sources. These sources contribute to an integrated sky temperature with the
exception of the Sun's noise. Not shown is the effect of Jupiter as a noise source
which is of particular interest for the Jupiter Flyby mission. The Sun's noise must
be considered since the missions in this study each last in the order of one year or
more such that the Earth and the spacecraft are in opposition. The effect of each of
these noise sources is considered in the next sections.
•.Effect of Jupiter's Radiated Noise on JupRer to Earth Communications. The planet
Jupiter is reported to be a radio frequency emitter (e. g., Ref. 6-2). The radio emis-
sions observed have been at discrete frequencies/n the spectrum primarily at fre-
quencies in the range of the experimenters receiving equipment. The existence of a
continuous radio noise spectrum from the planet Jupiter is speculative but for calcu-
lation purposes this effect has been assumed. Based on the observed radiations the
equivalent noise temperature of radio emission from Jupiter is estimated at 1000" K.
The effect of this radio noise as seen by an antenna on earth is reduced by the square
of the ratio of the angle subtended by the source• as seen from Earth and the beamwidth
of the Earth antenna.
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where
K S _ equivalent noise temperature
K .... source noise temperature
o
()S - angle subtended _' noise source
O A = antenna beamwidth
The effective noise temperature is expressed
N O : k (K A
7 "
K S )
vch e l'O
(watts/
k = boltzmann's constant
K A =: receiver noise sens'itivity
K S _ equivalent noise temperature
g
%
"l'h(_ eft ect of Jupiter's noise is determint_ as a ratio of noise powers or ANdb =
1o log K A - 10 log (K A . KS) expressed in log form.
The calculations for noise effect are tabulated as follows:
O A = 0. 14 deg (210 ft antenna at 2295 Mc)
O S = 0. 0091deg at 6.0 AU
= 0.013(; deg at ,t. 0 AU
(OS i" 1000 ° K
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for
for
K S = 4.2degat6AU
= 9.4degat4AU
KA = 30" K, KS = 9.4 ° the noise effect is 1.2dbat4.0 AU
K A = 30 ° K, K S = 4.2 ° the noise effect is0.6dbat 6.0 AU
K A = 40 ° K, KS = 9.4 ° the noise effect is 0.7 db at 4.0 AU
KS = 4.2 ° the noise effect is 0.3 db at 6.0 AU
From the above calculations it follows that the radio noise effect from Jupiter is a
function of the receiver sensitivRy as well as the level of Jupiter's radio noise. A
maximum signal degradation results when the range is 6.0 AU since the space loss
decreases more rapidly than the effective noise with decreasing range. The difference
in space loss from 6.0 to 4.0 AU is 3.6 db.
The Effect of the Sun, s Radiated Noise on Communication. The effect of the radiated
noise from the Sun for Earth to Jupiter communications is now examined. The Sun-
Jupiter range is a constant (5.2 AU). Tabulated are the calculations and values:
KO = 92,600°K Sun's Temperature
e S = 0. 1125 ° at 5.2 AU
O A = 4.7" 7 ft antenna at 2115 Mc
K S = 52.7°K
K A = 630" K Receiver noise temperature
Effect of Sun's radiated noise = 0.35 db
This low value is primarily due to the lower sensitivity of the spacecraft receiver as
compared to the ground receiver and the relatively large antenna beamwidth of the
spacecraft antenna.
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The Sun may also effect the Jupiter to Earth eommuni_'ation._ ,,vht,n Earth and Jupit('r
are in opposition with the Sun and the earth antenna is pointing at the sun. This effect
will last for less than one day since the narrow beam angle of the 210 ft antem_a will
discriminate against the sun's radiated noise. Similar conditkms exist during the
Asteroid Belt flythrough and would be considered for the ease of lhc asteroid flyby
missions. These calculations show that the influence of the II-F radiated energy from
the two major sources {Sun and Jupiter) does not effect the feasibility of communica-
tion during the Asteroid Belt and Jupiter /_iissions.
6.4.5 Communication System Descriptions
Maximum Missions. The spacecr_t communication subsystem design is a single con-
figuration for the asteroid flythrough, asteroid llyby and Jupiter flyby missions.
Figure 6-14 illustrates the main compoilents in block diagram form and Table (;- 1 l
gives component weights and power requirements. Options in the system design pro-
vide for increasing the antenna size from seven to 10 ft and adding an additional [IF
power amplifier for 20 w signal output. The options :ire rccommen(tcd lor the Jupiter
flyby mission since the long range and large data sample place a considerable burden
on the system capability.
The spacecrMt antenna system consists of an omni and high gain antenna system capa-
ble of being operated separately or in duplex fashion. The omni antenna has a gain of
3.5 decibels and is mounted in a fLxed position with the 3.5 db gain pattern in the
direction of the sun. The high gain antenna is an LMSC flex-rib antenna of 7 ft in
diameter. The antenna is furled within the shroud and antenna cannister during launch
and boost phases. The antenna is mounted on a boom which is extended from the space-
cr',fft to provide clearance, for moving the antenna relative to t}_,.... :!,acecr:_!t. _rh_
antenna can be m()ved in two planes in o!der to provicie t_c:,intinlz _,:_l_./I)ilitv lor gr_, :,.r
than a h_,lllisp]'_(,re. The placement of the ant(,nna i_r,;vides _,:lill; _._',_'(,c,",ift (:,)_I:JT_.-
i(':]Iit;n c,tpahility for normal attitmh,5 el [.kt' :pt_c(,c'::dt. "ii_,' :!;:,,'('t:z:lft |:':_n_at_'T_d,'r
c(_psibt: ,)f lhc Marint_r C }i;[I'tl\V[il't' iIl(']tt(liliK the' _t'_t_il_t',ll/t l',_ _i._:" [1": asmilt_ : ;thai
_m_ttll_t:_)rs. This sy._tcm t,rovbh._ _.()]lor.,.,:! t)}ms_, sb.ifl k .... .1 (t':K_ a;_(l_:i._:(,_l _:ig:_:,ls
f:_r I'[t!lg{ _ ll'tt(']<illg, (topph, F ill:_ll,l_11t_Illsti,_rl ;in(! {t_.,l.i tr _::_,,_i. i<,_
I;- i;(}
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Table 6-11
COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT AND POWER SUMMARY
(Maximum Missions)
Component
High gain antenna
Low gain antenna
Power monitor
Power monitor and test
coupler
Power amplifier 1 •_:_,
Power amplifier 2 ......
Exciter I
Exciter 2
Receiver & TR
Chassis & cables
TOTAL
L,,,...........
Weight
26
1
• 25
• 50
6.0
10.5
22.65
Average
Raw Power
Requirements
(watts)
w
56.0
12.6
11.5
77.4 80.1
Mariner C
Reference
Number
,,, , .... .,, .
2DC 1
2DC 2
2RA1
2PSI
2CCI
2 TR2
2 RA 1/2
2TR1
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The communication system operates in several modes. Under normal conditions the
system is operated by ground commands to select the equipment configuration. Sev-
eral automatic modes are also included. The automatic spacecraft control will switch
from the high gain antenna to the low gain antenna if communications from Earth are
lost. If no signal is obtained with the omni antenna after a predetermined time the
spacecraft system will switch to the redundant receiver. After communications are
restored the data acquisition system would provide sufficient data to determine the
nature of the malfunction and appropriate ground control action would be assessed.
The high gain antenna operation is also interlocked with the attitude control sensors
such that the high gain antenna would be used to assist in re-estabUshing lock on the
reference star (Canopus).
Minimum Missions. Subsystem components suggested for minimum missions are given
in Table 6-12. Reduced power requirements are evident for the A2 and C 1 Missions
when compared with the maximum mission requirements. The simple A1 Mission has
S'i:_'l___1'_ts to its maximum counterpart but the subsystem weight is
reduced.
Table 6-12
COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT AND POWER SUMMARY
(Minimum Missions)
Mission A1 A2 C 1
Raw Raw
Weight Power Weight Power Weight
Component (Ib) (watts) (Ib) {watts) (Ib)
High gain antenna 5 - 26 - 26
Omni-antenna 1 - 1 - 1
Power Monitor (2)
and coupler 0.75 - 0.75 - .0.75
Power Amplifier (2) 10.5 57.9 I
Exciter (2) 6 12.6 ! 6.5 26.5 6.5
Receiver and TR 10.5 11.5 10.5 11.5 10.5
Chassis & Cables 22.65 - 22.65 - 22.65
Total 56.4 82 67.4 48 67.4
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6.5 DATA HANDIJNG
6.5.1 Requirements for Data Control
@
@
The data handling subsystem must provide decoding of the command data and encoding
of the spacecraft and experimental data. The command data is decoded and stored in
the CC&S for stored commands or routed to the selected subsystem for real time
commands. The CC&S subsystem must provide adequate storage for the longest
operational sequence and storage for sub-sequences are required for the spacecraft
automatic modes. The greatest number of commands are required in the maneuver
sequence since real time command capability cannot be assumed for all spacecraft
attitudes•
The data automation subsystem must provide multiplexing of the spacecraft and instru-
mentation system parameters, convert the input data to a digital representation and
further format the specialized digital encoders' output with other science data acquired
directly in digital form or from the special purpose encoders included with the instru-
mentation Subsystem .: ; ..........
In order to match thesampling rate of the data automation system with the transmission
bit rate capability a data storage system must also be provided• As a function of the
mission this data storage may consist of a core store only or a core store plus a mag-
netic tape mass data storage. The data store functions are required in the non-real
time data transmission mode.
During the launch, boost, and initial acquisition phases a real-time data mode must be
provided. In this mode, spacecraft performance is checked for all applicable sub-
systems. Data outputs from the attitude control subsystem and its reference sensors
are required at the DSIF in order to establish that the spacecraft has been oriented
correctly. The omni antenna is utilized during the initial flight phases and the high
gain antenna may be used in deep space for orientation verification as described in
Section 6.4.
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6.5.2 Basic Concepts (Maximum Mission)
Figure 6-15 illustrates in block diagram form the inter-relation of the data handling
and other spacecraft subsystems. The approach adopted in formulating the data
handling subsystem was to use the basic Mariner C concept and tailor this concept to
the added requirements of the Asteroid Belt and Jupiter missions. The feasibility
design study then reduces to the analysis of alternate techniques that can be used
within the framework of the Mariner concept. The major additional requirement
relates to magnetic tape storage, The two basic mission ts'pes, flyby and flythrough,
differ mainly in the associated data acquisition rates.
Data Handling Subsystem O_tional Mode. Figure 6-16 shows the data handling flow
diagram. Listed on the figure are the data operational modes showing the functions
performed by the data handling subsystem and the operational phase during which the
data mode performs the principal task. The real-time data mode is required during
ground controlled operations of the spacecraft. This real-time mode is used primarily
for near earth operations since two-way signal transi t delays vary from 16 rain for
1 AU to 80 rain for 6 AU communication range, The non-real time data mode utilizes
the data storage subsystem to assemble data in blocks of up to 16 thousand bits when
the magnetic tape subsystem is employed. Playback from the magnetic tape sub-
system may be accomplished in several sub modes such that only the engineering and
non video science data is transmitted (data editing) or all data recorded is played back.
For efficient tape handling playback may be accomplished in either the forward or
reverse direction of tape traVeI'_i ....
Table 6- 13 list the tradeoffs in data handling modes for real time and non-real time
data transmission. The non-real time data mode is further broken down to the use of
core storage only and core storage with a magnetic tape storage system. The core
store system provides the necessary data storage for the Asteroid Belt Flythrough
missions. These missions are typified by low data acquisition rates and long duration,
two to three years, for the encounter phase. Table 6-14a shows the data acquisition
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rates, the maximum communication range, the minimum data transmission capability
and the transmission time required for each of the required missions. For the as-
teroid flythrough missions the total number of data bits accumulated per day is less
than 16,000. By providing a core store unit the data can be transmitted to the DSIF on
a one per day cycle. This technique is highly desirable since the mission duration ,and
data acquisition period exceeds one year and secondly the spacecraft communication
period can be programmed to coincide with the availability of a specific DSIF station.
Operation in this mode does not preclude the capability of modifying the sequence by
ground command since the spacecraft receiver and command subsystem is operated
continuously. For the specific asteroid or Jupiter flyby missions a similar sequence : :
is used for'transmi_tln_ _iie nl_..... _,_,,_,,,,........ j ,,_,.._,, ,_,,_-_,_, _h,_ ,,_.,,_,_ ph_. Th_ e.rui.qe :!
phase on these missions are also of one or more years duration such that intermittent: .............. !_ )
data transmission is advantageous from the consideration of the DSIF operational ..................................................
' 2: )
requirements.
Data Automation-Subsystem. Figure 6-16 also shows a breakdox_a of the Data Handling
Subsystem. The Data Automation System (DAS) includes the following: Core, pro-
grammer, digital registers, analog to digital converter and multiplexer. Detailed
operational sequences in this subsystem are not available without consideration of the
individual spacecraft parameters required for monitoring and details of the mission
instrumentation subsystems. The order of hardware complexity for the DAS is iden-
tical to the complexity of the Mariner C spacecraft. Variations in complexity for each
mission is primarily a function of whether the magnetic tape subsystem has been
incorporated and the specific requirements for data acquisition through specialized
instrumentation.
The heart of the DAS is the programmer. This unit provides control of the multiplexer
and analog to digital converter input, synchronizes the operation of the specialized data
encoders and controls both the core store and magnetic tape subsystem operations.
The programmer also determines the data transmission bit rate by ground command
or automatically by a preselected sequence. The available data rates should be
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would run continuously, without start-stop cycles, with the recording gaps provided by
a time delay and.differential bit rate between the scanning frequency and the instan-
taneous bit recording rate.
6.5.3 Data Compression Concepts
The concepts of data compression as applied to deep space probes has been examined
for Possible utilization on the Asteroid Belt flythrough, asteroid flyby and Jupiter
flyby missions. These concepts for data compression are presently under study at
LMSC under independent development programs and several funded studies.
Table 6-15 lists the various modes of data compression available and a brief descrip-
tion of the techniques utilized. The first technique shown for data compression is by
the use of algorithms. This technique is the one utilized in most data compression
system studies and is the most direct approach to data compression process.. This
method is generally applied by setting a tolerance on each parameter and transmitting
one sampl_for:al|: _aquentiM samples within this tolerance. Variations in the type
of algorithm may provide floating apertures (tolerances) or setting of tolerances
relative to the rate of change in the data. This approach to data compression effec-
tively eliminates oversampling of the parameters and the data compression ratios
achievable for active data is in the order of 30 to I.
When data compression is used, one adverse effect is that when an error occurs the
effect of the error on the reconstructed data is amplified by the compression ratio.
Other techniques for data compression are more directly associated with a knowledge
of the data characteristics for each parameter. These forms of data compression fall
into the category of adaptive systems. The adaptive process enables the data acquisi-
tion system to vary the sample rate as a function of the data rate, size of the sample
or other criteria known about the data. The data criteria mode of compression
projected in Table 6-15 describes the parameters that may be utilized in controlling
the adaptive sequence. This example also illustrates how the knowledge of the
%\
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commensurate with the communication link capability and, based on the results shown
in Table 6-14a, rates of 8-1/3, 33-1/3 as used on the Mariner C data link are adequate.
Specific mission data rate capabilities may indicate that other rates be selected; how-
ever, DSIF data rate compatibility is an important consideration.
®
The multiplexer and analog-to-digital converter modules are used to sample and digital
encode all analog parameters within the spacecraft and instrumentation systems. The
analog data for input to the multiplexer is signal conditioned to provide a normalized
zero and full scale output for each measurand. The sampling rate must be capable of
defining the highest frequency component in the input data. The instrumentation
schedule and sampling rate for each parameter is specified when the detail design of
the spacecraft systems are known.
The digital data registers store the output of the specialized data encoders until the
programmer requests the register contents. The digital data registers may be part
of the instrument encoding operation and in this case after each sample is taken the
specialized enceder is inhibited from further sampling until the programmer effects
thetransfer_:of the data to core store and/or magnetic tape storage.
Magnetic Tape Storage, The operation of the magnetic tape storage unit differs from
the operation used for the Mariner C spacecraft except for the Jupiter Flyby, option
B, shown in Table 6-14a, where the tape subsystem utilized may be the Mariner C
equipment. For the Jupiter flyby, option A, or the asteroid flyby missions the total
storage requirements are tn the order of 150 x 106 bits and a new tape system is
required. For magnetic tape system a tape record to playback speed ratio greater
than 500 to 1 presents problems tn data recovery from the magnetic tape. It is
postulated that the tape system to be used would operate in a start-stop mode recording
blocks of data of 16,000 bits. Playback of the data is also done tn the start-stop mode
enabling the tape storage system to acquire data at very high data rates, up to 100
KBS, and playback the data at the communication link bit rate capability. For very
high input data rates such as the output of the TV system the magnetic tape system
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expected data variations would enable the design of an efficient data compression sys-
tem. The data editing mode provides the capability of eliminating data parameters
when the parameter is no longer required or when analysis of the outputs indicate that
the data is invalid. The data processing mc<le implementation also implies apriori
knowledge of the data characteristics and also that the data obtained is in an indirect
form such that data processing would enable the extraction and transmission of the
processed results. The data processing operation may be utilized to obtain compres-
sion ratios unobtainable by direct operations on each parameter used in the basic data
compression techniques.
The use of data compression is not recommended at this time, with the exception of
the possible utilization of the data criteria sampling control and the data editing capa-
bility. The application of the data criteria mode would be restricted to the specialized
scientific data encoders and would be designed into that system. Tradeoffs can be
made between the use of data compression and increased communication rate and/or
duration versus power, weight and system complexity. The added complexity of a
data compressor would decrease the reliability of the data acquisition system and
must be taken into account.
6.5.4 Data Handling Concepts for Minimum Missions
The data handling subsystem for the minimum mission concepts represents a scaling
down of the previous concepts to reflect the overall system simplification. Some
saving in weight and power requirements can, therefore, be expected. The command
subsystem remains unchanged. The total information collected is much less for the
minimum missions than for maximum missions as indicated in Table 6-14b which also
summarizes the suggested data transmission modes.
In the minimum flythrough mission (A 1), scientific data is obtained from the meteoroid
gages which are spinning in the ecliptic plane. As each impact is recorded, an elec-
tronic counter, corresponding to the gages orientation with respect to the Sun, is
incremented. A total of 100 counters are required and are provided in a core memory
in order to minimize power consumption and weight. This technique of data accumu-
lation processes the data such that the contents of the counter registers represent a
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histogram of the impact events. From this format information on particle flux and
direction can be extracted. The accumulated data can be transmitted over a period
of 100 min per day. A schedule of 2.5 hr/day was assumed for the design, i.e., a
10 percent duty cycle. The A2 Mission assumes a periodic stabilization using Sun-
Canopus references once each month for a 24-hour period. Up to 35,000 bit/day
may be involved., Transmission is continuous over the 24-hour operating sequence.
To provide for high instantaneous rates of data collection, a core buffer of 2,000 bits
capacity is suggested. When the core storage is full, additional data sampling is
inhibited. The contents of the core can be emptied in less than 2-1/2 min.
Relatively large data acquisition rates are involved in the minimum asteroid flyby
mission (C 1) due to the TV observations. A total of 20 TV frames are stored on
magnetic tape. After encounter, a total of 7 days is required to transmit the stored
data at a rate of 8-1/3 bit/sec. The link capacity is 17 bits/sec at 3,7 AU.
Mission
A1
A2
C1
Table 6-14b
SUMMARY OF DATA HANDLING AND COMMUNICATION
MODES FOR SIMPLIFIED CONCEPTS
Data Data Handling and Nominal
Accumulation Transmission Transmission Transmission
Rate Subsystem Capability Schedule
6,000/day Core storage ] bit/sec
Discone antenna (3.5 AU)
9 db gain
20 watts
2.5 hr
Once per day
35,000/day Core storage 9.8 bit/sec
7' parabolic (5.0 AU)
directional
antenna 2.5 watts
5 x 106 over Tape 17 bit/sec
approx. 2 hr 7' parabolic (3.7 AU)
directional
antenna
2.5 watts
Continuous
1 day/month
Continuous
7 days
(post
encounter)
i
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6.5.5 Subsystem Descriptions
Maximum Mission. Table 6-16a lists the weights and power usage of the data- handling
equipment and associated subsystems. The variation in the total weight for each of the
missions is due to the weight required for the tape subsystem. Mariner C subsystem
weights and power were used wherever applicable. The principle difference in the pro-
posed system is in the handling of the data storage requirement and the use of a pro-
grammed data transmission. The core store capacity is increased to a total of 16,000
bits and is utilized in t_vo modes. For the Asteroid Belt flythrough missions data is
accumulated in the core storage subsystem and is transmitted to the DSIF on a daily
schedule. For the asteroid flyby and Jupiter flyby missions, the core store is utilized
to provide block storage and retrieval of the data stored on magnetic tape. These
changes in operation techniques will require additional development of a suitable mag-
netic tape subsystem and also the design of the core store subsystem to provide 16,000
bits of storage. The data multiplexing and encoding subsystem would require only minor
modifications; however, the specialized encoders for the scientific measurements would
necessarily be designed in conjunction with the instrumentation packages.
Further work on the DAS should bedirected towards p_oviding detailed sequences and
design specifications for the core store and magnetic tape system and means of im-
pro_: _,_i_li_,_, Dea_ effort :for the specialized encoders would necessarily fol-
low aa,:i_ume_t[_, pnpackage specification and this design should be performed in
parallel with the DAS design.
Minimum Missions. The suggested subsystems (Table 6-16b) are similar for the
three system concepts studied, except that the asteroid flyby requires a planet tracker
and a tape recorder additional to the core. Simplification of the subsystems, compared
with those for the maximum missions, is reflected in reduced weight and power re-
quirements. These reductions result mainly from the fact that less information has to
be handled under operating conditions.
i__'i
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Table 6-16a
DATA HANDLING AND COMMAND AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEMS
WEIGHT AND POWER SUMMARY
Subsystem
Command Decoder
Central Computer and Sequencer
(CC&S)
DAS
Data Encoder
Scan Subsystem (Asteroid Flyby only)
Tape Subsystem (Jupiter package B only)
(5.24 Y I0 _ bits)
Tape Subsystem (Flybys only)
(150 x 106 bits
(Redundancy included in above weights)
(Maximum Missions)
Average
Weight Raw
(lb) Power
(w)
11.2 5.2
14.7 i0.0
19.1 7.8
31.2 13.0
13.1 11.9
19.8 30.2
40.8 35.0
•Reference
Number
Mariner C
3A1-3A7
5A I-5A8
20A 1-20A5
6AI-6AI3
31A 1-31A4
16A 1-16A4
Advanced Mariner
Recorder
Table 6°18b
DATA HANDLING SUBSYSTEM FOR MINIMUM MISSIONS
Mission A 1 A2 C1
Raw Weight Raw Weight RawWeight Power Power Power
Component (lb) (w) (Ib) (w) (lb) (w)
Command Decoder
and CC&S 25.9 15 25.9 15 25.9 15
DAS 6 2.5 6 2.5 6 2.5
Data Encoder 8 6 8 6 8 6
Scan Subsystem
(Planet tracker) .... 13.1 12
Tape Recorder .... 19.8 30
Total 39.9 23, 5 39.9 23.5 72.8 65.5
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The thermodynamic analyses for the Asteroid Belt and Jupiter flyby mission study
have been limited to parametric studies and general energy balances to determine
steady state temperature levels of the spacecraft. This apProach to the analysis was
used because of the number of configurations considered and the feasibility nature of
the study with its limited detail approach to spacecraft design.
6.6.1 Mission Functional Requirements
Spacecraft thermal control is required to maintain all components (experiments, sub-
system equipment, and structure) wit_their respective design temperature limits.
Thermal control of the spacecraft is necessary during all phases of the mission
including prelaunch (for cooling of Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators) to
ensure that all components function correctly and mission objectives are fulfilled.
Critical items to be protected are:
• Scientific instrumentation
• Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators
• Batteries and electronic support equipment
• Propellants
The thermal control design for the Asteroid Belt and Jupiter flyby missions is
formidable due to the long duration of the mission and the wide range of thermal
environments encountered. Futher, since all missions are in a direction away from
the Sun, the influehce of solar radiation decreases with flight time and the problem
becomes one of providing heat for certain elements while ensuring that heat is dis-
sipated efficiently from on-board heat sources.
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Passive thermal contr_)i is d(_sirable from the standpoint of minimum spacecraft weight
,'m,! ma.xim _m r_ ,L,t_.,_, d'._c; t_, no m_win_ parts, clcctrical circuits, .m" circulating
fluids, \Vhorea::> with the use of :_c.tive thermal control, optimum temperature control
ca;_ h. :,(.Li_ ; _,t with ruimmum t('n3.1_r'tttll'e }m_:d.¢ :rod gradients. Active thermal con-
ir,,l _..v::tvm<; (,<,oh :'._ _;huttvvs _)r ,..:irc:ilxti:;iz fluidsl have the ability to be self com-
,qr
!)v¢:sali,!'/.. -'..(_ , .:,u'r(x'ti_ai_ fro" ckzu_g-_ in tilt, thermal _.,nvironment or for changes in ':_'/i:
-mvfaco fini_:h hv ['Osp_JlldJli$)_ Io temperature. Active systems do not r(._tutre as precise
<(_rf2tc_, _'i,_;tr:_'( (,,.'i_q i,_s _t_':,t slat dlitv _lIldf_F ;t i I OIivil'oltli)ents ;is wotlld |)e required for .... .' ,,.....:,::,_'
a pa,'_six_' c,mtvol sy',..t(,m. Active thermal control, with shutters or fluids, are heavy
;tnd i_rm,_diili_i,iff.i_liat:_:i:!tl_y l_roblt_lll and requirv considerable suppm't equipinent. The
circul:dJi_K'lh_idis lke more (temanding since it rixlulres a elf)seal system within the
_'1}_c ec ra ft ....... '_ .......
i_a,,.-.i ,, c. iEt;rm:_l coi_tvr_t fin" this mission is defined as thv use of selected surface
ill)i sire>, im_uk_tio,_ }_lankets. boa! si_lks, optinmm (uluipment arrangement, and
ht,:iters fm externally h.:ated equipment or experiments, Active thermal control im-
))Ii_,s the :.J, iiti()nal use ,)f a shutter system to provide xariablc suTface characteristics.
% _:_
Th¢, thcvma_ centred design philosophy has been to utilize passive thermal control for
_'ea_ems ,.,f .-dLu,licity. wciKhi saving, and r(_liahiliI.y and design for m_LKimum tempera-
(_r(,.. cmni)atibl(' with the dvsign limits near Earth and ()hi'tin moderate temperatures
'.t(',ti > tt)U t'll(t +,l" i}It' !lil"_SiOll.
i, i: ;i Pr_-_:_mch i_i ;\s.c,,i_t ConMder'al:io.;_
N.,I ,t<_: ..p: v_,'_:_!'{ >,,,,,_i{_;t ic('}ll_t_ttl_'s.('tllt t_t, !lSed _hlCil_g the prl.,latlneP, phase and when
lht- _c!, _,.,,,,,_.:,>_t i.< ela l_f',.! in the, ai,;',)dyltai-slic shrc.,ud. "I'h(,,_e techniques make rise of
,it l('t.'l illi,'l'h it :lil" c,,nditi,mi:l_ sv_l(,ms and/(ir c,oolin_: hlankets. Direct internal air
,<>ii_ii*i,,,!<i <;A ,.iitii,_ t,F_',,;il;lx !_1, l't.fl!iii't.!(! airing with p,_f._MI)l_ a specifically designed
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cooling loop, because of the high power dissipation rates of the Radioisotope Thermo-
electric Generators (RTG). The RTG operating temperature is approximately 200" F.
Figure 6-17 shows the required temperature difference for a given convection coef-
ficient to ensure efficient cooling of a typical arrangement of 9 RTG's. Using con-
ditioned air at about 50°F would result in a temperature difference of 150°F so that
the required convection coefficient would be less than 2 Btu/hr ft-'F to dissipate the
excess RTG energy. For air conditioning systems, normal convection coefficients
greater than 2 can be expected so that RTG cogling by direct air conditioning is
feasible. A large amount of energy must be absorbed by the air and Fig. 6- 18 shows
the expected cooling air temperature rise for various cooling air flows around the
typical arrangement of 9 RTG's.
A Surveyor-type shroud protects the spacecraft from aerodynamic heating during
ascent flight. This type shroud is presently used on the OAO mission and the predicted
backface temperature is less than 200 ° F. Therefore, insulation will not be required
on the shroud, but adhesive backed aluminum foil may be required to minimize radia-
tion to the spacecraft. All components should be pre-cooled before launch, since
during ascent normal means of energy rejection are not available and this energy must
be absorbc<i by the components.
6.6.4 Transfer Orbit Considerations
The long duration transfer trajectory to the Asteroid Belt and Jupiter ranging from
30() to 1,100 days is away from the Sun. Figure 6-19 shows the value of the solar
constant applicable to the mission. The mean solar constant decreases from 443
t c)
Btu/ft 2 hr at Earth to around 60 Btu//t2hr in the Asteroid Belt and about 16 Btu/ft'hr
at Jupiter.
A general energy balance study of a solar oriented cylinder heading away from the
Sun was made to determine typical steady state temperatures for a spacecraft having
various surface finishes and an assumed constant internal power dissipation rate
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ol 200 watts. Figure 6-20 shows tilL" results, kVith ,)per,_ting temperature limit,_ ,)I
-30 _ to 4160°F for most electronic equipment, optinmm spacecraft temperatures would
probably be around 60'F (520°R}. Figure 6-20 shows that using L,_SC's OSR (Optical
_)lar Reflector) surface (<)/r :: 0,06/e.06) and polished aluminum (c_/_r., 0.20/0.06)
give optimum spacecraft temperatures at the Asteroid Belt antt Jupiter, but result in
higher temperatures at Earth. (Note, ¢_ is solar absorption and v is emittance of the
surface}. The polished aluminum surface produces temperatures at Earth th;_t are t()¢)
high (230" F) while the I,MSC OSR finish i)roduces teml)eratures ( 12_)' F). not quite as
high. These temperatures are steady state equilibriunl temperatures and reflect tim
bulk average temperature of the spacecraft. The power dissipating equipment w¢)uht
be at higher temperatures and a temperature gradient wouhl exist from the solar
oriented face of the spacecraft to the darkside. Feasibility of passive control depends
upon the extent of these temperature differences and gradients .rod how they compare
with the critical component operating temperature limits.
ltT(]'s (SNAP 9A) are used on all st)acecraft c(mcepts as the primary power supply.
Fach RTC has a power rating of 25 w and is approximately 5 percem efficient. There-
fore; 475 w of thermat energy per:RTG is dissipated and could be used to help main-
tai_ Spacc_:.'raft temperatures at a'l_igher level than would normally be the case due to
the low incident solar energy. The amount of the RTG energy reaching the spacecraft
depends on the view factor to the spacecraft and on the conduction path from the RTG
The conduction path is fixed by the support structure and the view factor depends upon
the positioning of the RTG's on this support structur( _, The RT(;'s dissipate their
(,xeess ¢.nergy by radiation to outer si_ce through radiator, fins.
The effect of incident solar energy upon the operating temperature of an RTG is shox_m
in Fig. 6-21, as a function of radiator area, for two orientations with respect to the Sun,
over the range of distances applicable to the missions. The RTG operating temperatures
ranges from 185°F xdth no solar effects to 232"F with maximum solar effects for the
near Earth condition. The orientation of the RTG results in approximately a 39 _ F
temperature difference near Earth, with m:tximum solar orientation giving 232' F and
,,s
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minimum solar orientation giving 193°F. Depending upon the operating temperature
requirements of the RTG, optimum RTG orientation can be established considering
only the spacecraft• The RTG energy incident upon the spacecraft depends upon the
spacecraft temperature, surface finishcharacteristics, and view factor when con-
sidering radiation only. This incident energy varies from 64 to 254 Btu/hr at a given
spacecraft temperature (500°R) for view factors ranging from 0. I to 0.4, respectively.
These view factors correspond approximately to the range of view factors possible for
the various RTG orientations, i.e., stowage vertical or horizontal (relative to the
spacecraft). A low abs0rptance (or~ 0.06) is desirable to minimize the effect of the
large variation of incident solar energy throughout the missions. With the solar
absorbtance (a) remaining fixed at 0.06 the infrared emittance (e_ can be varied by
the use of a masaic surface finish using a combination of two LMSC/OSR surfaces of
a/_ --0.06/0.06 and a/c = 0.06/0.84. Emittance of the spacecraft can then be
varied from 0.06 to 0.84 by varying the percentage of each surface. This mosaic
finish will be used only on the solar oriented surface, and the remaining surface emit-
fences will be obtained by using the more conventional surface finishes such as the
polished aluminum, other metallic finishes and paints.
The space_raft temperatures as determined from the general energy balances and
parametric studies represent the bulk average temperature and not component tem-
peratures. The temperature gradients throughout the spacecraft that exists between
the solar oriented surface and the darkside, and between the high power dissipating
c_luipment and passive equipment can be minimized by maximizing the energy exchange
within the spacecraft. Energy exchange between components will be maximized by
providing good conduction paths and by using high emittance surfaces throughout to
facilitateradiation exchange. Spacecraft components will be located with due con-
sideration to both their power dissipations and temperature limits to take advantage
of the temperature gradients within the spacecraft. Insulation blankets are required
on the surfaces radiating to outer space to minimize the temperature gradient associ-
ated with the solar oriented surface and the darkside. Passive thermal control will
then depend upon the resulting temperature gradient within the spacecraft and the
temperature excursion from Earth to either the Asteroid Belt or Jupiter.
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Steady state average spacecraft temperatures have been determined for the represen-
tative configurations assuming (1) sideways and normal orientation of the vehicle with
respect to the Sun, (2) internal spacecraft power dissipation of 200 w, (3) incident
RTG energy, (4) constant solar absorbtance (a) of 0.06, and for surface emittance
(e) of 0.06, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3. The results are shown in Fig. 6-22. An average
spacecraft temperature of 50 ° F at the mission objective (Asteroid Belt or Jupiter)
would be an optimum. The results for the asteroid mission configuration represented
in Fig. 6-22 show that reasonable spacecraft temperatures can be maintained by using
a surface emittance of approximately 0. 135. This emittance would result in surface
temperatures of 75°F at Earth. The Jupiter mission configuration would require a
surface emittance of approximately 0. 130, resulting in surface temperature of 80°F
near Earth using the preferred side solar orientation. Although the average spacecraft
temperatures indicate that passive thermal control is adequate for the proposed con-
figurations, further detailed thermodynamic studies are required to firmly establish
the thermal control design. Scientific experiments and instrumentation located exterior
to the main spacecraft equipment section will require special thermal control pro-
visions. Table 6-17 presents a weight _md power estimate for adequate thermal control
depending upon the vehicle solar orientation. An active system is included in the table
for comparison. The weight estimates are slightly higher for the sideways oriented
vehicle due to the larger surface areas radiating to outer space and smaller areas with
incident solar energy. For comparison, it is noted that the existing Mariner C Thermal
Control System (employing louvers and insulation blankets) weighs approximately 15 lb.
Table 6- 17
THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM ESTIMATE
Solar Orientation Thermal Control
Insulation Blanket Weight (It))
Shutters/Heaters Weight (lb)
( 1.1 lb/ft 2)
Power (w)
Total System Weight (lb)
Normal Sideway.s
Passive Active Passive Active
15 15 20 20
1" 8 1" 8
1 3 I 4
16 23 21 28
*Iteaters for external scientific equipment.
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The proposed passive thermal control system is applicable to maximum and minimum
system concepts, in the latter cases, the subsystem weights are somewhat smaller
due to the fact that less insulation material is required for the small vehicles.
®
6.7 PROPULSION
Of the four basic missions of concern in this study, only those associated with flyby
missions need mid-course corrections and therefore, mid-course propulsion systems.
All maximum mission concepts have a reaction control system for maintaining space-
craft stabilization throughout the mission, and for maneuvering during special events.
6.7.1 Mission Requirements
Primary Propulsion System. The results of an investigation of guidance requirements
to the Asteroid Belt and Jupiterindicate the following typical primary propulsion
requirements:
:o Asteroid Be_t Flythrough Missions
• Mid-Course Corrections- None
• Major Asteroid Flythrough Mission
• Mid-Course Corrections- Two
• Maximum A V Requirements
• First Correction- 30 m/sec
• Second Correction- 20 m/see
• Minimum 2`V Requirement - 0.1 m/sec
Jupiter Flyby Mission
• Mid-Course Correction- One
• Maximum 2, V Requirement- 30 m/sec
• Minimum _ V Requirement - 0.1 m/sec
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Figure 6-23 shows typical impulse requirements with velocity increment corrections
for a range of spacecraft weights. The curves are for use with a hydrazine mono-
propellant propulsion system.
®
Attitude Control System. A typical mission impulse requirement for a continuously
operating system and a nominal weight of 1,000 Ib is 57 Ib-sec/Mo.
6.7.2 Mid-Course System Selection
Due to the limited nature of the study and from results of past experience on space
propulsion analysis, the candidate propulsion systems for this study have been limited
to a monopropellant or bipropellant system. Other concepts are, of course, possible.
Electric propulsion technology has advanced to the point where some types have already
been qualified and flown. These systems offer a high specific impulse and deliver a
very low thrust. The power requirements for this technique are characteristically
high which result in excessive power supply weights and system volume,
Thermonuclear propulsion is impractical for a small impulse mission such as implied
by this study due to excessive power demands. Radioisotope propulsion technology is
improving but is not in a sufficientlyadvanced state of dex/elopment, as a propellant
heat source, to warrant further examination, particularly from a demonstrated
reliabilitystandpoint.
Cold gas systems using nitrogen are commonly used for relatively low impulse require-
ment missions. Much of the flightexperience is with cold gas systems and are for
life spans from 6 to 8 mo in space. Figure 6-24 shows the variation of system weight
of a cold gas (N2) system and a monopropellant (N2H 4) system with mission velocity
increment as a function of spacecraR weights.
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N s_'stcm is thanFrom this figure, it can be seen that the weight of a cold gas (, 2) . more
double that of the monopropellant (N,)}! 4) system. For weight-critical missions such
as can be expected for the missions in this study, the cold gas system for primary
propulsion was eliminated.
ltydrazine and hydrogen peroxide are the nmnopropellants presently in use. The
specific impt_lse of hydrazine (235 sec) when compare(I _th hydrogen peroxide
(160 sec) makes it more attractive of the two. Both propellant systems have been
used in flights varying from 4 months to over one year. With the advent of a new
Shell Company catalyst for hydrazine systems, the nitrogen tetroxide (N204) slugs
formerly r_luired to restart hydrazine are no longer needed for multi-starts. It is
felt throughout the industry that a catalyst _411 be developed and qualified within the
next two ),ears that will meet mission life requirements similar to those for the
Asteroid Belt and Jupiter flyby missions. The hydrazine system has been selected
as the monopropellant representative and is compared with a liquid I)it)ropellant
system in the following section,
Monoj_-oo_pe]l_t_and_ Bi r2_u_LPellant Systems Comparison. The comparison of a bipro-
petlant system with several v_ons of a monopropellant system is shown in Table
6- 18. The weights o_ all systems:are within 3 lb and from a preliminary design
standpoint can be considered the same. Selection would therefore be based on the
remainning primary criteria of innate reliability and minimum cost.
The bipropellant system is relatively complex and rt_luires, based on present experi-
enc(', a regulated pressure supply t_ achieve minimum cost. \Vitt_ inteKral pr(,ssuri--
zaii(m, _hieh eliminates the regulator an(1 increases reli..O)ility, :t small convoluted
,liaphra.r,m tank must he designed and developed. This has not yet |)een accomplished
for _mali tanks a,,_d, although possibly within the state-of--the-art, would e_tail
incrt,ased co.<ts alll] ¢,p(,rations.
I{(,t,,nti(m ,,f ]_igh t't, lial)ilit3' at },,x_er cost is IK_sible with the hvdrazinc svstmn
eml_t,,ving ar inicRr.'tl pr_,ssuriz;_ti,)n s_st(,n" ..\ cmlv_dut(.,[ diap}}r.t_m w,,,_ht n(_t 1)(,
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increases system complexity. The primary disadvantage of this system is that oper-
ational units have not yet been developed, therefore, risk factor and costs would be
high.
The greater number of attitude control systems used has been of the nitrogen cold gas
type. Relatively long life missions (6 to 8 too) have been flown, providing high demon-
strated reliability of these systems. Because of the combined factors of low specific
impulse and the necessity of high pressure storage, the weights of the cold gas sys-
tems are high.
A relatively new type of system which has several advantages applicable to spacecraft
attitude control systems is the subliming solid system. This system uses a solid pro-
pellant that sublimes at a vapor pressure of up to 10 psia. The low pressure operation
precludes the use of a heavy high pressure storage vessel. Leakage Is controllable to
acceptable low levels, pressure regulation is unnecessary and the system weight is
low. Although a subliming solid system will not be flight tested until the spring of
1965, extensive testing is being performed under NASA and DOD contracts. Increased
confidence is being obtained in the high innate reliability of this system. For rela-
tively constant thrust, temperature environment must be held constant. On the mis-
sions considered in the study, thermal control of the subliming motor must be used.
With Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators on board, there would be an: exettent
heat source readily available. The specific impulse of the system is slightly higher
than that of the cold gas system so that an additional saving in weight is possible. Due
to the potential weight saving and expected high reliability of the subliming solid atti-
tude control system, it should be strongly considered as an alternate contender for the
reaction control system.
Because of demonstrated reliability and acceptable development status, the cold gas
reaction control system was selected for the spacecraft concepts where 3 axis stabi-
lization is used. The attitude control system is basically the same as that used on the
Mariner C spacecraft, with 100 percent redundancy in the hardware components. The
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necessary for the pressurization system. Based on experience to date, there would
be no problem with nitrogen penetration through the Butyl rubber pressurization blad-
der. A hydrazine system using external pressurization is relatively more complex
than the integrally pressurized one. From a reliability, cost, and weight standpoint,
the internally pressurized hydrazine system is used on those concepts where mid-
course corrections are necessary.
A comparison between the use of aluminum or titanium materials for the propellant
tanks was made, and there was only a slight weight difference between the two. A
titanium tank yields the lightest system; however, a very thin walled tank must be
utilized. This thin gage will contain the high pressure requirement, but the walls can
be easily dented and is expensive to fabricate since electron beam welding is necessary.
From a cost standpoint, and perhaps reliability, an aluminum tank system is used.
For this material an all welded construction can be used to eliminate gas leakage in
the self contained, low pressure gas (N2) assembly.
6.7.3 Reaction Control System
A discussion of attitude control system requirements, concepts, and performance is
presented in Section 6-3 of this report.
Three types of control systems which fall into the general category of reaction systems
were considered in the study and compared on a basis of innate reliability, weight,
state of development, and cost.
The gaseous bipropellant system presently under development injects gaseous oxi-
dizer and fuel into a combustion chamber where they ignite hypergolically. The pro-
pellants are stored at high pressure, then regulated down to an appropriate operating
pressure. A high pulsing specific impulse (.275 sec) is obtained, yielding a consid-
erable weight advantage over all other systems. High pressure propellant storage is
required, as in cold gas systems, but an additional regulator is necessary which
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attitude control gas (N 2) is contained within two identical spherical pressure vessels.
Reaction jet nozzles are located on the periphery of the spacecraft to give an effective
moment arm.
A comparison of the nitrogen cold gas attitude control system with a possible sublim-
ing solid control system is given in Table 6-19. Both systems are sized about the
identical total impulse requirements and as can be seen, the subliming solid system
looks attractive as the system weights are in the order of 50 percent less than the
standard cold gas system. Should flight testing prove that the subliming solid is fea-
sible for space applications then approximately a I0 percent weight saving in the total
spacecr'Mt weight might be realized.
6.7.4 Suggested Propulsion Subsystem Summary
A schematic of the mid course propulsion subsystem adopted for the maximum design
study is given in Fig. 6-25 and a summary of weight and power requirements is pre-
sented in Table 6-20. Similar data for the,cold gas attitude control subsystem are
summarized in Fig. 6-26 and Table 6-i9.
For the spin stabilized system concept (mission AI) a spin-up system must be pro-
vided. Two solid propellant rockets (1KS 210) are suggested to give the spacecraft a
50 rpm spin rate. This subsystem weighs approximately 15 lb.
Control requirements for the minimum flyby mission to a specific asteroid (C1) are
low because the system operates intermittently. The spacecraft must be stabilized
over a total time of 1 month. This results in a total impulse of 57 lb-sec which can
be supplied by an attitude control system weighing 21 lb.
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Table 6-19
ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM CANDIDATE COMPARISONS
(Maximum Missions)
Total Impulse (Ib-sec)(1)
Asteroid Belt Flythrough
and Jupiter Flyby
4,560
Asteroid Flyby
2,310
At Cold Gas System
Propellant (Ib)(2)
Propellant Tanks (Ib)(3)
Hardware (Ib)(4)
Total System Weight (Ib)
78 40
90 44
18 18
186 102
S. Subliming Solid System
Propellant (Ib)(2)
Propellant Container (Ib)(3)
Hardware (Ib)(4)
Thermal Control (Ib)
Total System Weight (Ib)
63 31
6 3
10 10
6 6
85 50
NOTES: (1)Impulse is three times that normally required.
(2)Weight is propellant from two tanks/contalners.
(3)Weight is the sum of two tanks/containers.
(4)Weight consists of lines, valves, nozzles, etc., and is the sum of two
complete systems.
*System sized for nominal 800 day mission.
t System sized for nominal 400 day mission.
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Fig. 6-26 Attitude Control Subsystem Schematic
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Table 6-20
MIDCOURSE PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT AND POWER SUPPLY
(for Maximum Missions)
MISSION
Major Asteroid Jupiter Flyby
t_ Component Weight (Ib) Weight (Ib)
_i_:3
Propellant 27.5 18.7
Propellant Tank 6.5 5.5
Pressurization Gas 1.0 .8
Bladder .5 .5
Lines 1.0 1.0
Nozzle System 3.0 3.0
TVC System 2.5 2.5
Instrumentation 4.0 4.0
Total System Weight (Ib) 16.0 36.0
Mariner C Ref. No. 8A1 & 8A2 8A1 & 8A2
Total Power Required (watts) 4 4
)
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6.8 POWER
6.8.1 Maximum Mission Power Requirements
All missions in the Asteroid Belt and the Jupiter flyby have a common power requirement
plus the specific mission requirement. The common equipment power requirements
are shown in Table 6-21, and include mostly the data handling and power conditioning
subsystem components. The power requirements common to all missions are supplied
as 2400-cycle square wave power from the main or auxiliary inverters. Tables 6-22
through 6-24 give the power requirements peculiar to each mission. In addition, each
table includes the total common power requirements from Table 6-21. For each power
conditioner the power subsystem losses are added in order to reflect the primary input
power requirements. The efficiencies used were determined from the efficiencies of
the Mariner C power subsystem in section MC 4-120A of Ref. 6-3. For each sub-
system listed in:Tables 6-21 and 6-24 and the subsystem summaries in previous
sections, the corresponding Mariner C subsystem reference numbers are shown.
The Asteroid Belt flythrough missions total power requirements are shown in Table
6-22. The average power requirement for the total mission is 125 w continuous. It
should be noted that for the flythrough missions that the cruise and encounter flight
phases are identical in power required. The cruise phase ends after the spacecraft
reaches the inner Asteroid Belt (2.0 AU), then the encounter phase is started. No
maneuvers are required after the initial orbit injection near earth. The 20 w of power
required during the cruise and encounter phases is based on a 10 percent duty cycle
on the transmitter high voltage. The power amplifier heaters are on continuously as
well as the receiver subsystem.
The proposed power system, RTG (Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator), would
provide a continuous power level of 150 w. This level of power provides an operating
contingency of at least 10 percent above the average requirements plus sufficient
reserve for battery charging. The battery subsystem provides the peak power required
by individual subsystems.
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The power requirements for the asteroid flyby mission is shown in 'Fable 6-23. The
total spacecraft system requirements are ve_'y similar to that required for a major
planet mission. Two basic differences exist, (1) less instrumentation is required, and
(2) the period of encounter is very short. The encounter phase requires the spacecraft
to acquire the asteroid through the scan subsystem for pointing of the instrumentation
subsystem. The spacecraft will pass from -100 to +100 radii of the Asteroid in approxi-
mately three hr (for Ceres); however, an encounter period of six hr is allowed to
enable preliminary tracking operations to be performed. A total of 600 w hr of battery
energ)' is required for the 6 hr encounter and the recommended batteD" capacity is
1200 w-hr. As an alternative a larger capacity RTG unit may be employed (225 w) with
a 600 w-hr battery subsystem. The higher RTG capacity would be required if a higher
power transmitter were utilized for the playback phase. The playback phase is calcu-
lated to be thirty days utilizing the nominal systems; i.e., ten w transmitter _dth a
seven ft parabolic antenna.
The Jupiter flyby power requirements are shown in Table 6-24. The difference in
power requirement, as compared with the asteroid flyby mission, exists in the
increased instrumentation power requirement and relatively long encounter phase.
Also, due to the extremely large size of the Jupiter planet the spacecraf.t must pass
tt_e darkside of the planet requiring the use of the stabilized platform for attitude
control thus increasing the power load.
With an RTG primary power source of 225 w on the Jupiter Mission the battery reserve
capacity is required only during the encounter phase. During all other flight phases
less than 225 _v average power is required.
6.8.2 Comparison of Power System Concepts
Two power system concepts have been considered for the primary power source.
These two concepts are solar arrays and Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators.
The performance characteristics of these systems are shown in Table 6-25. The
[)resent state-of-the-art for construction of solar panels is 1.1 lb/sq ft of array. A
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solar array provides approximately 10 w/sq ft at 1 AU, 1.0 w at 3.2 AU and only
0.25 w at 6.3 AU.
The solar intensity at 1.0 AU is 130 w/sq ft. This value is reduced proportional to the
square of the reciprocal of the range to the sun. Figure 6-27 shows the minimum
recommended solar array for the asteroid flyby and the asteroid flythrough maximum
missions. For the asteroid flyby mission, a total area of 250 sq ft (at a weight of
275 lb) provides a 100 percent allowance for system losses and degradation at a 150 w
output level. For the Asteroid Belt. 400 sq ft (440 lb) would be required at 3.6 AU.
whereas at 4 AU the requirements are 500 sq ft and 550 lb. The system weights using
solar arrays must be compared to the RTG system weight of 150 lb.
system weight of 150 lb.
These large arrays present many problems for the spacecraft design. First stowage
during the launch phase, second the large distributed mass would inflict weight penal-
ties on the attitude control subsystem and may present operational difficulties for the
instrumentation subsystem. Further_ solar panels are susceptible to damage from
asteroid particles and represent a reliability problem. Hence the solar concept was
not considered in the design stage.
The second primary power source considered for the asteroid and Jupiter missions
was a Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator. The specific system being considered
is the SNAP 9A unit. This RTG provides approximately 1 watt per pound and each RTG
unit provides 25 w. The unit size is essentially optimum providing variable size power
units by stacking and enabling the construction of a 150-w system by the use of six
SNAP 9A generators distributed in three stacks of two each and a 225 w system
utilizing three SNAP 9A units in each stack.
6.8.3 Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators
The use of RTG power supplies provide the greatest flexibilityof operation. The units
selected for consideration are now being flighttested and should be of proven reliability
for the projected missions. The SNAP 9A power unit utilizes Pu238 fuel which has a
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90 yr haft life and is an alpha emitter which requires only a minimum of radiation
shielding. The long half life of the Pu238 fuel would provide an almost constant power
output over the mission duration minimizing power losses required for w)ltage stabiliza-
tion. The construction of a thermoelectric generator inherently provides a high
reliability system. The major disadvantage of the system is its high cost based on
present day usage. However, it is hoped that existing development plans and l"equire-
ments from other sources will greatly increase availability and reduce costs by the
time they are required for the Asteroid Belt and Jupiter flyby missions.
6.8.4 Power Subsystem for Maximum Missions
The power subsystem block diagram is shown in Fig. 6-28. This configuration is
adapted from the Mariner C power system with the RTG primary power source sub-
stituted for the solar panels. Weights and efficiencies of the subsystem components
are given in Table 6-26.
Raw DC power is supplied from the RTG units or the battery system. The voltage is
regulated to 50 v IX: and distributed to the subsystem inverters. All subsystems are
isolated from each other by transformer coupling in each subsystem. Raw DC poxver
is sut)plied only to the power amplifier power supply, which has its own inverter unit.
The battery charger also utilizes raw DC power and provides charging current to the
})attcries (luring non peak power loads. The PS&L unit (Power Switching and Logic)
provides the necessary control of the power subsystem enabling the batteries to provide
peak power demands.
I.'or the Asteroid Belt flythrough missions, the power subsystem consists of 6 RTG
units providing 150 w of primary power and 800 w hr batter), capacity. The 400 cps
lo inverter p,'ovides backup capability as well as powering the control system gyros
and electronics. The asteroid and Jupiter flyby missions both utilize the 400 cps 1¢)
inverter for the magnetic tape system operation. Nine RTG's are required for the
Jupiter mission and either 9 RTG's or 6 RTG's with increased battery capacity may
be used for the asteroid flyby mission.
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Table 6- 26
POWER SUBSYSTEM WEIGHTS AND EFFICIENCIES
O .Po_'e r.. Su_bbs__vst e m
power Switching and Logic Dual •
Regulator
Main Inverter
Auxiliary Inverter
400 cps I_ hwerter
400 cps 3_ Inverte r
Power l:)istributio_ ..... .......
Power svnchromzer-. .............. : '::' _ ........ _
Battery Charger
Wiring and Switches
Batteries
Weight
16.0
2.2
2.2
3.5
4.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
4.0
,g
RTG *
TOTA L 37.9
*Varies with mission, see Tables 6-22 through 6-24.
Power
Efficiency
75
85
85
65
75
' 75
Reference
Number
Mariner C
4A8
4A15
4A16
4A17
4A18
4All
4A12
4A13
4A14
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@6.8.5 Power Requirements for Minimum Missions
o_'_ i_
Inspection of the various subsystems proposed for the minimum mission concepts
shows that power requirements are appreciably less than for the maximum missions.
Total sYstem requirements are summarized by operational phase in Table 6-27. Con-
tinuous and short duration requirements are also shown in the table. On the flythrough
missions, maximum power loads are experienced during the relatively short-periods
of data transmission. The encounter phase gives the greatest requirement for the
asteroid flyby mission.
•% i
Because of the lower power demands on these missions the use of solar panels for
power generation is more attractive than for the missions discussed previously.
However, an examination of the simplest (A1) mission requirements indicates that the
weight of primary power systems based on solar Panels and RTG's are about equal
for a distance of 2 AU from the Sun. Thus, in view of the disadvantages of the solar
panel concepts mentioned in Section 6.8.2, RTG's are suggested for the minimum
missions also.
Table 6-28 describes the suggested modes of power utilization for the minimum system
concepts and lists the total power subsystem weights. In each case the total primary
power capacity exceeds the average continuous power drain. This over-capacity allows
the auxiliary batteries to be charged in readiness for peak power demands.
Comparison with the maximum mission designs indicates that weight reductions
approaching 50 percent are attainable with the simplified system concepts.
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Table 6-27
SUMMARY OF POWER PROFILES FOR SIMPLIFIED CONCEPTS
AI [ Cruise
[ Data Transnqsaion
A2 I C cuise
l
i
I
k Stabilization
Maneuver
i
i Dats_Acqul_tioa
,,_. and Trarssmisslot_
C 1 i C _I_W _ _
Stabilization
Maneuver
I
I Tracking
t
I
I Mldcourse
CorrectionI
I Approach
Encounter
• I Playback
Stabilization
Mode
Spin
Spin
No stabilization
All-axis
rNo stabilization
All-axis
Inertial
All-axis
All-axis
All-axis
Subsystem Operating
All,transmitter at standby
AIl.rad/o transmitter operating
Command decoder, CC&S,
radio with transmitter at standby,
thermal
As above p|us inertial unit.
trackers, attitude control Jets
All except Inert/al unit
Command decoder. CC&S.
radio .with transmitter at standby.
thermal
As above plus inertial unit,
trackers, control jets
As above, transmitter on,
inertial unit off
As stabilization maneuver plus
transmitter on
As tracking plus scan subsystem
All subsystems except inertial
unit
As above, no instruments or
scan
Time
Continuous
4 hr/day
Continuous
4 hr
1 per month
24 hr
1 per month
Continuous
Near - Earth
Near Target
(4 hr)
Near-Earth
(5 days)
Encounter - 20
days
(5 days)
Near-Earth
Near Target
(4 hr)
15 days
4 hr
7 days
Raw
Power Level
(wattS)
73.2
109.2
32
92
112.7
32
92
98
134
11o
163.5
109.5
>
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Table 6-28
POWER SUBSYSTEM SUMMARY FOR SIMPLIFIED
CONCEPTS
@
Mission
A1
A2
Primary Auxiliary Batteries
Power Level Primary Power and Weight
(watts) .... Unit and Weight (!00% Contingency)
75 3 RTG's 300 w-h
81 lb 22 lb
I00 4 RTG's 600 w-h
108 Ib 44 Ib
Total
Weight
103
152
C1 125 5 RTG's 300 w-h
135 Ib 221b
177
:::i:i@ _
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Appendix 6A
INT EItP I.A NETARY TRAJ F.C TORY PA R'I'L,'_ I. DI.;RIVA'rIVES
• '%
As demonstrated in Ref. 6.-4, significant guidance actions are. taken near the two
terminal porti,)ns (ff an interplanetary traiectory, thal is, near departure and near
arrival. By "near departure" is meant the pc ri,)d of time about (me to three weeks
after injection: by "near arrival," the period about 150 days l)efore arrival. The lack
of action between these two periods is caused by the reduction in information gained
by the tracking observations when the spacecraft is far from its termini and the rela-
tively lo_ velocity change for delaying the approach corrections. Furthermore, as
sh()wn in Ref. 6-4, the flight mechanics of the de3:!atigr}s from the nominal trajectmT
can he represented by motion in field-free space. '_Vith such a model the guidance
analyst need (rely knmv hou' the departure errors, whether those resulting from imper-
fect t]_m into the N)ace tra}ectorv ,u" remaining after the first m ide_mrse,
or ';_;dai_ii;_ _re:lV_Ol_ted to the vicinity of the target point m order to
esti_igil_:!;_{_ r_qutremenls a_i t_ie magmitude of the approactl c,)rrection(s).
The PARDt-'II computer program has been developed at I.MSC to compute the trajectory
partial derivatives. I-'or unpowered emc-leg interplanetary trips the program computes
the ballistic (unperturbed) trajectory partial derivatives which relate errors in depar-
ture velocity components to arrival miss distance (MISS) and time-of-arr;ival errors
(TA). The computer program has been so written that the initial velocity errors and
the arrival miss distances can each t)e independently resolved into any on(. of a number
of meaninglul coordinate systems; the attalyst is able to select the ones he wishes for
each set of Calculations. The two coordinate systems that have so far been coded and
checked out arc termed the "ecliptic" and the "equatorial" systems. The initial
velocity errors art:_ resolved as foll,)ws:
• E('liptic axis system (Fig. 6 29_
I.-axis - Ahmg the departure hyperbolic exct'._,. _ veh)city vector from the
planet to the spacecraft (thus, very n .arly ah _g the line of sight)
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E-axis - Normal to the L-axis and lying in the plane of Earth's ecliptic in
the direction of increasing celestial longitude from the L-axis
N-axis - Normal to the L- and E-axis so as to form a right-hand triad LEN.
• Equatorial axis system (Fig. 6-30)
H-axis -Same as the L-axis
R-_____i__s- Normal to the H-axis and lying in the plane of the departure
planet's equator in the direction of increasing right ascension from the
H-axis
D-axis - Normal to the H- and R-axes so as to form a right-hand triad
HRD (that is, in the direction of increasing declination)
The arrival errors are expressed in terms of the E- and N- or the R- and D-components =:
of the miss distance 6M, the R- and D-components being referred to the arrival
planet's equator, and in terms of the errors in arrival time 6TA. The arrival error
components are thus found from:
3
R" _M i
j=l J
/
(i= 1,2) (6A-1)
where
or
i.= I, 2implies i= E, Nandj = 1,2,3impliesj = L, E,N respectively,
(eclipticaxes)
i = I, 2impliesi=R, Dandj = 1,2,3implies] =H,IR,Drespectively,
(equatorial axes)
3
j=l aVj
(6A-2)
The total miss distance is thus:
5 MISS = (6M i (6A-3)
i
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If the sensitivity of the miss distance to only one velocity component error is sought,
the other errors being zero, it is possible to specialize Eq. 6A-3 and define the following
total miss distance partial derivatives:
@ J i=l
0 = z, 2,3) (6A-4)
The PARDER program is composed of a main, or driver, program and several sub-
routines. An outline of the function of each part of the program follows.
Main Program. Interprets the data and sets up the tables of departure and arrival
dates; calls the required subroutines; converts the partial derivatives from the helio-
centric coordinate system in which they are first calculated into the LEN or HRD
systems used for output by means of orthogonal matrix rotations; and prints the output
data.
Planetary Positions Deck (pPD)_ the ephemeris subroutine. Computes the heliocentric
positions and velocities of the solar system bodies by use of orbital elements expressed
as simple time series (described in detail in Ref. 6-5).
Orbital Transfer Subroutine (ROSLAM I. Solves Kepler's equation for the interplanetary
transfer orbit by use of Lambert's theorem (described in detail in Her. 6-6), and
calculates the heliocentric characteristics of that orbit.
Partial Derivative Subroutine. Accepts orbital data from ROSLAM and analytically
differentiates the closed-form equations of the two-body problem, expressed as func-
tions of the initial state vector and time, to obtain the matrix of trajectory partial
derivatives relative to the heliocentric transfer orbit (the equations employed in this
subroutine are outlined in the following paragraph. )
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For the Asteroid Belt and Jupiter flyby study the equatorial ,axis system was selected
for the initial velocity errors and the ecliptic, for the arrival errors. Since the V R
and V D errors are related to errors in right ascension and declination
5V R = V H cos 9" 50
5V D = VH • 5qb
where
0 = right ascension (RA)
= declination (DEC)
The derivatives with respect to these two velocity components were easily converted
to ones with respect to right ascension and declination:
.:#
8X aX 8X
80 - 8(RA) - VHC°S _ • _ (6A-5)
8X OX
3_ a(I)EC)
0X
- VH 8--_.D
(6A-6)
where
X = M i,MISS, or TA i
Partial Derivative .Ecluations. A typical dynamical system is the two-body inverse-
square central force field problem. The differential equations of motion are integrable
and implicitly expressible in the form of Eq. 6A-7.
X = H_5_.
1
= [fl gI"
f'I g'I
X. (6A-7)
1
/
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whore
X .... the fina! 6x 1 state vector
X. "_ the initial 6xl state vector
l
1 ._ 3x3 unity matrix
®
,:':: >4
The scalars f, g, f! , and g' , can be. expressed as functions of
e, and the change in the eccentric anomaly AE .
f - (cos AE - e cos Eo)/(l - e cos Eo)
sa 3/2 E)/]_ 1/'2g ::: (sin AE + e sin E ° - e sin
df
dt
__a_3 sin AE
_ cos AE- e cos E
g' = dt - t- e cos E
whe re
E
o
E
e sm E
o
_ COil E
o
a
R.
1
V.
l
r.
1
v.
1
the initi:dValue of the eccentric anomaly
-_ E ') AE
o a_)l/_
.. _7 v_/( "1
-.. 1 - s ri/a
the semi-major axis -: s/(2/ri-v_/_)
• gravitationM constant of the central body
: the initial 3xl position vector
:: the initi,'d 3xl velocity vector
.... i Ri!
ivil
E
X i , the eccentricity
(6A-8)
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For elliptical orbits, s equals one. For hyperbolic orbits s equals minus one and
the hyperbolic sine and cosine must be substituted for the circular sine and cosine
functions. Kepler's time equation relates the change in time (At) with the change in
eccentric anomaly
At sa3/2/_-I/2 [AE - e cos E° sin AE + e sin E° x (I - cos AE)] (6A-9)
Introduce the lx6 matrix operator
V a 8 a
: 8Xi 0Yi _i 8Zi
The basic transition matrix
by letting V operate on
P for the terminal condition of constant time is obtained
HX i , holding V(AT) equal to zero.
p = H +[RiVf, + ViVg ]
• [RiVf + ViVg' j
(6A-10)
Differential changes in X i are propagated to X by the basic transition matrix.
5X = P. 5X i (6A-If)
?
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Section 7
RE LIA BILITY A NA LYSIS
:iiiii__
:/
Reliability of the spacecraft subsystems and operational function represents the most
severe problem area encountered during the Asteroid Belt and Jupiter Flyby Study.
Mission durations ranging from 7 me to 3 yr, depending on the specific application,
are unprecedented and these long trip times will dictate stringent requirements in the
areas of reliability improvement, manufacture, quality control and testing. It is not
possible to give accurate reliability predictions at this stage and the analysis described
in this section concentrates on general problem areas in an attempt to underline the
degree of improvement required for items critical to mission success.
7.1 PRIMARY OBJECTIVES OF THE ANALYSIS
The firstobjective of the reliabilityanalysis is the prediction of the number of
Asteroid Belt and Jupiter flyby missions which may be expected to be successful in
a given total number of missions, ifthe present state-of-the-art of reliabilitytech-
nology does not change in the time period between 1967 and 1980. The improvement
of the number of expected successful missions by means of the application of redun-
dancy must, however, be investigated.
"the high cost of such missions implies an expectancy of success of almost a hundred
percent. In addition to the high cost, this requirement is demanded by the fact that
an analysis can be based only on known facts, yet each new project contains unknown
potentialitieswhich degrade the predicted probability of success. Therefore, the
present reliabilityanalysis will investigate the required improvement in reliability
technology in order to reach the goal of almost one hundred percent successful mis-
sions by means of reasonable application of redundancy, assuming unexpected and
unpredictable environments and events do not prevent this goal.
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7.2 BASIC ASPECTS OF THE PROBLEM
@
Reliability prediction techniques are based on experience, and there is little prospect
of predicting reliability and 9f obtaining reliable space vehicle systems by means of
abstract theoretical considerations. The latter, mainly based on probability and
statistics, will only support the interpretation of theoretical data and past experience
and the formulation of basic rules that are expressed by mathematical and statistical
terms, subtracting the essence of the experimental data.
:-,%,
Two main groups of devices required for accomplishment of the missions may be
distinguished as follows:
• Devices, mainly of electronic nature, which have to operate for hours,
months, and even years, as needed for communication, data handling, and
for guidance and attitude control of the space vehicle system.
• Devices operating only a few minutes, such as those required for the
powered flight near Earth during the launch procedure, for correction of
the trajectory during mid-course flight, and for certain operations for the
collection of scientific data.
• _ !21
The power turn-on effect is a sii_afficant reliability factor in the case of short term
operating devices. Thus, the reliability of these devices is a function of the number
of cycles. For example, an investigation by ARINC Research Corporation (Ref. 7-1)
has found that the effect of one cycle was equivalent to 8 hr of continuous operation
for a specific type of an electronic equipment which was investigated; thus, an oper-
ation of only a few minutes after the power turn-on may be neglected and only the
power turn-on effect need be considered. The reliability of propulsive devices may
be also computed from the number of the short-term propulsive maneuvers required.
Time is significant for the probability of success of equipment operating for a long
time and the power turn-on effect may be neglected when considering reliability
aspects of such equipment.
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Three types of failures are possible: initial failures, chance failures, and failures
due to wear-out and/or aging. In the case of a well-controlled design, manufacture,
and inspection of the devices of the space vehicle system, the effects of initial failures,
wear-out, and aging may be neglected when computing the reliability of the Asteroid
belt or Jupiter flyby missions. Thus, only the effect of chance failures is considered
here.
7.2.1 Significant Parameters
The reliability of a device based on chance failure depends on whether the device
operates for a long or short time. Thus, the reliability tR) of a long-operating device ,
may be computed from .....
i ¸¸ :_
-_t
R = e {7.1)
where t is time and )_ is the failure rate or force of mortaility of the device.
is related to the mean life _ by the relationship
1
? - _ {7.2)
If the device operates on a cycling basis (short time) the reliability may be represented
R = e-qn (7.3)
where n is the number of cycles and q is the probability of failure for one power
turn on.
Equations 7.1 and 7.3 are represented graphically in Fig. 7-1.
J
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Fig. 7-1 Reliability Based on Chance Failure
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The reliabilityof a system consisting of series connected devices of reliability R i,
where i has values from 1 to N, may be computed by the product rule of reliability
theory:
Rsystem • RIR2R 3 ... R N (7.4)
The values of the failure rates and of the probabilities of failure of one power turn-on
depends on the component type and on the environment in which the device operates;
for example, laboratory, ground, shipboard, airborne, and space. Table 7-1,
reproduced from Ref. 7.2, presents an example of typical failure rates for various
ele_tron|_o__e effect of the environmental weighting faoto_:i,_m_ _fi:__ ',_,!_
range within which the failure rate is stated for each component is large, approximately
up to one order of magnitude. Furthermore, the failure rate increases by about one
order of magnitude ifthe same component is used in a ground equipment or on a ship
instead of in the laboratory and by a further order of magnitude ifthe component is
employed in airborne equipment.
7.3 COMPLEXITY OF SPACE VEHICLE SUBSYSTEMS AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO
RE LIA BILITY
The computation of equipment reliability considering all components is sometimes
suggested {see, for example, Ref. 7.3). However, this method is not only complicated,
but may even supply misleading results since significant overall factors may be lost
in a detailed computation. At least, such a detailed procedure will not supply more
accurate results than that based on a simple measure of complexity of electronic
equipments by means of "Active Element Groups" (abbreviated AEG) as discussed in
Ref. 7-4. This statement is particularly true in the Asteroid Belt and Jupiter flyby
Mission Study where the hardware is based on conceptual design with only meager
k_)wledge of the details of specific subsystem components.
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The complexity in Active Element Groups is measured in terms of the number of
electron tubes or transistors contained in the subsystem. This simplification is
possible because the circuitry associated with an electron tube or transistor is com-
prised, on the average, of equal numbers of other components. The average AEG
for transistorized analog equipment, for example, is comprised of the following main
components: one transistor, one diode, three resistors, two capacitors.
Table 7-2, taken from Ref. 7.3, illustratesa transistorized electronic analog system
of 140 AEG's (140 transistors). R can be seen that one transistor (one AEG) is
approximately associated with one diode, three resistors, and two capacitors.
Reference 7-4 reviews the reliabilities of actual electronic equipment and relates it
to system complexity by means of a scattergram. Such a scattergram, shown in
Fig. 7-2, represents the mean time between failures (MTBF), identical with the
meanlife (_) as a function of the number of AEG's for analog equipments used in
shipboard or ground-based application. The experimental results were used to com-
pute the upper and lower limits of MTBF at a 90 percent confidence level, as shown
in the Figure. The mean time between failures of airborne equipment is one order
of magnitude smaller than that of ground or shipboard equipment of the same com-
plexity. More recently published data does not contradict the results of Fig. 7-2.
Two further important conclusions may be drawn from Fig. 7-2. First, the scatter-
gram reveals that reliabilityof electronic equipment fallsoff more sharply with
increasing complexity than theory indicates. According to theory, the MTBF should
decrease linearly with the reciprocal value of the complexity. Actually, the MTBF
decreases with the 4/3 power of the reciprocal of the complexity. The second con-
clusion concerns the considerable variation of the MTBF from equipment to equipment
of equal complexity. The upper limitof the MTBF IB five times as high as that of
the lower limit indicating one of the difficultiesof predicting reliability. Figure 7-3
demonstrates this difficultymore impressively. Itshows ranges of expectancy of
malfunctlon-free operating times at a confidence level of 90 percent based on the two
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limits of Fig. 7-2. The MTBF curves from Fig. 7-2 are also shown. The range
within which the operating time period of equipment of known complexity may lie
covers two order of magnitude. For example, a ground equipment of 100 AEG's
complexity may fail after 14 hr but it may also operate as long as 1600 hr.
The scale of the ordinate on the left side of Fig. 7-3 is equivalent to that of Fig. 7-2
(ground and shipboard equipment). The scale on the right side of the figure gives the
operating time of equipment in a space environment. It was assumed that the severity
of the.space environment, when electronics are safely protected against the effects
of radiation, is as lenient as that in the laboratory. This assumption is supported by
the analysis reported in Ref. 7-5. In this analysis of actual data the life expectancy,
defined as the operating time with approximately constant failure rate (chance failures
only and no wear-out), was found to be about one order of magnitude larger if the
equipment is used in space instead of on the ground.
Figures 7-2 and 7-3 apply only to analog type of electronic equipment. In digital com-
puters. _n C_puter t_es 0r_transistors and the associated circuitry may be con-
sidered equivalent to one Active Element Group when applying the data of Figs. 7-2
and 7-3, as the experimental data of Ref. 7-4, indicate. Figure 7-4 (based on data
from Ref. 7-4) represents results for digital electronic equipment in addition to those
for the analog electronic equipment, represented in Fig. 7-2. Final conclusions
should not be drawn from the limited results, but the data do indicate the trend.
Investigations of additional data strengthen the rule "ten AEG's of digital type are
equivalent to one AEG of analog type when analyzing reliability" (see also Ref. 7-6).
7.4 EFFECT OF POWER TURN-ON
. J
In the case of short-time operating electronic devices it was tentatively assumed that
the effect of one power turn-on or of one cycle on reliability is equivalent to 8 hr of
continuous operation, thus the parameter q (see Eq. 7.3) may be estimated from
Fig. 7-3. This computation rule was deduced from the results of the investigation
reported in Ref, 7-1.
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Fig. 7-4 MTBF as a Function of Complexity for Analog and Digital Equipment
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To obtain some insight into the probability of successful accomplishment of short-term
propulsive changes, thirty space flightsflown between September 1962 and September
1964 and reported in the NASA Space Activity Summary* were investigated. Only one
orbit out of the thirty launches was not achieved since the third stage of the launch
vehicle (solidrocket modified from Vangard) of the Explorer launched on 19 March 1964
apparently burned for only 22 sec of its programmed 40 sec. The power of 97 engines
were turned on in the 30 investigated launches. Considering these engines as a sample
of one population we may compute a probability (qp) of a malfunction by a power turn
on of a propulsion unit as being between
0.11percent < qp < 3.9percent
at a confidence level of 90 percent for each of the two limits. Notice that the quotient
of the upper limit and the lower limits is 35, a large number.
J
During the period 1958-1962, the unreliability associated with launch vehicle pro-
pulsion systems was, on the average, about 10 percent. Thus, a decrease of one
order of magnitude of the probability of malfunction of a space system propulsion unit
was achieved between the two periods.
When estimating the probability of an unsuccessful propulsive change during mid-
course correction it should be remembered that the propulsion requirements for mid-
course corrections are much smaller than those for the launch phase. In addition, a
considerable increase in reliability technology may be expected by the time period for
which the Asteroid Belt and Jupiter flyby missions are scheduled. Thus, a probability
of malfunction for one power turn-on of a propulsion during midcourse changes will
be required, the contribution of the short-term propulsive changes to the probability
of mission success may be neglected.
Similar deductions can be made regarding the launch phase of the mission. In the
period 1958- 1962, each third launch of a space vehicle system was unsuccessful.
*Prepared by Office of Public Information, NASA, Washington 25, DC.
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During 1962- 1964 one malfunction out of thirty launches indicates a probability (qL)
of an unsuccessful launch as being, 0.35 percent < qL < 12.5 percent, at a confidence
level of 90 percent for each of the two limits. This represents a decrease by one order
of magnitude over the 1958-1962 period. Thus, projecting these results to the 1967-
1980 period, it can be concluded that the contribution of the launch phase will not
influence the overall mission reliability particularly as only a small number of mis-
sions is scheduled.
7.5 UNPREDICTABLE EFFECTS
: :i@/
The number of unmanned Asteroid Belt and Jupiter flyby missions will be small.
certainly not larger than the seven flights of the Ranger program flown to date. All
the missions will contain flight phases flown for the first time in environments of
which only little is known. Experience indicates that such missions are subject to
surprises with respect to the occurrence of unexpected malfunctions. This fact may
be demonstrated by a comparison of the reliability of the Ranger lunar missions as
predicted in Ref. 7-7 with the reliability actually demonstrated by the flights of
Ranger I It_ I¥_V_ Viand VII.I ,Table 7-3 presents the lower and upper limits of the
predicted reliability of the subsystem and of the system itself at a confidence level
of 80 percent. In Table 7-4 the actual results of the Ranger flights are tabulated,
analysed, and compared to the predicted reliability given in Table 7-3. Finally,
Fig. 7-5 was prepared to present a visual impression of the predicted range within
which the system reliability might lie and the actually demonstrated range. There is
no relationship at all between the two ranges. Malfunction from unexpected causes
have completely dominated the Ranger flights as very often happens in a new program.
Furthermore, the large range within which the actual reliability could lie, impressively
shows the well know_ fact that good luck is most important for the success of a few
missions when the reliability of the system is not close to 100 percent.
J
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Tahh, 7--3
REIAABILITY ESTIMATES i.()R 'FILE FI,IGIIT AN[) LANDING
PHASE ()F 'FILE RANGEII I.UNAR MISSIONS
Equipment "
Flight C,mtrol Group
Propulsion Group
Electrical Prover Group
Electronics Group
Mechanics Group
Therma I Group
System
Estimated Reliabili W_
1,rover l,imit
(pc rcenD
75
s3
99.9
97.9
97
99
69
Upper IAm it
(percent)
95
96
99.9
99.7
98
99.9
87
*Confidence L,evel _0 Percent
Table 7-4
COMPARISON (')F THE PREDICTED REI,b\BILITY AND
DEMONSTRATED RELIABII,ITY OF RANGER MISSIONS
(a} Survey of Types ()f ?,Ialfunctions of the Flights of Range III, I_', V, VI, VII
No. Launched Malfunction
III 1--26,-62 Impact not achieved, too high injection velocity
IV 4...23-62 No scientific data obtained
V 10-18.-62 Spacecraft failed to generate power
VI 1-30-64 Cameras faired to operate
VII 7-. 2_- 64 Success
(b) Predicted and Demonstrated Reliability at a Confidence of C for each of the
Two Lim it._
Confidence Predicted Reliability Demonstrated Reliability
Level C 1,ower I,imit t'pper Limit I,ower Limit Upper Limit
(percent) (l)ercent) (percent) (percent) (percent)
80 69 87 t. 3 49.5
90 65 _.) 2.1 58.5
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RESULT8 BASED ON RANGER HI, IV, V, VI, VII
Fig. 7-5 Range of Predicted Reliability and Demonstrated
Reliability of Range Missions
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7,6 THE INFLUENCE (')F CIL&NCE
®
Figure 7-6 represents the possible numbers of successful missions out of a total
number of five missions as a function of the probability of a successful mission. The
confidence level for each of the two limits is 90 percent. Thus the confidence is
80 percent that the number of successful missions will lie in the stated interval. The
sensitivity of the mission reliability to the outcome of a small number of missions is
not great. For example, 3 successes out of 5 missions may be obtained by means of
a mission reliability of 85 percent, but also by means of a mission reliability of
25 percent.
Figure 7-6 also demonstrates that a system reliability of around 90 percent is desir-
able to ensure that at_ least _four Out:0f five missions will be successful if no unpre-
dictable malfunction occurs. These results imply:that the reliability estimation ...... :
problem and means of assuring successful flyby missions will not gain from a detailed
reliability computation. Further, such a detailed computation may even lead to mis-
leading conclusions, promising an accuracy which does not exist.
7.7 PROBABII.ITY OF MISSION St CCESS WITHOUT REDUNDANCY
Present state--(ff-thc-art reliabili,b" teehnolog'y is assumed in the work reported in
this section. Vive basic reliability modes are associated with the Asteroid Belt,
specific asteroid or Jupiter missions; these are:
.... $ Launch
• Mid-course ccu-rections
• Guidance and control
• Communication and data handling
• Scientific measurements
The first two modes will contribute only a negligible amount to unreliability of the
overall mission one percent or less _ as discussed in Section 7.4. The occurrence
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O
of a malfunction in a scientific measurement instrument does not normally prevent
measurements being made with other scientific instruments. Estimation of the
reliability of scientific instruments may be difficult at the present state of conceptual
design and the main danger of occurrence of malfunctions is due to unpredictable
factors discussed in Section 7.5. A redundant instrument for each of the scientific
instruments should be reserved, or better, a backup or alternate mode for each
scientific measurement may be included as far as the weight limitation permits such
reservations. This is particularly true when a limited number of experiments are
planned.
Because of the unpredictable factor, backup priority should normally be governed by
the importance of the scientific observation, rather than reliability estimates. Only
in the case of obvious and proven differences in estimates of the reliability of scientific
instruments should such estimates govern the decision of redundancy. The present
study 18 mainly concerned with the modes which are considered most critical, viz:
guidance and control, and communication and data handling. Most of the devices
which have to operate successfully for accomplishment of these two modes must do
so over a period of two years, setting severe and unprecedented requirements on
design, manufacture and inspection of these devices.
Table 7.5 presents the estimated failure rates and the operating times of component
groups of the guidance and control subsystems, derived from complexity estimates
and from test results of devices similar to those which will be used in the proposed
missions. The results give
_h i t i = 2
}
Thus, the estimated reliability of the devices of the guidance and control group is
according to Eqs. 7.1 and 7.4:
-2
RG& C = e
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Table 7-5
ESTIMATED FAILURE RATES AND OPERATING TIMES OF THE
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEMS
M-49-65-1
®
Device Group
Pneumatic System
Star Tracker
Sun Sensor - Primary
Sun Sensor - Reset
Sun Gate
3 Switching Amplifiers
Velocity Meter & Electronics
TVC Electronics
Ifie_ia Ref_x'-dnce Unit
Failure Rate
_'i (per day)
Z ki ti ffi
0.00139
0.00096
0.00012
0.000048
0.000048
0.00018
0.0072
0.00014
0_0104
Operating Time
t i (days)
720
720
720
720
720
720
I
I
2
_. t.
I l
1.001
0.691
0.086
O.O35
0.035
0.130
0.007 •
0.000
0.021
2.01
or
RG& C ffi 13.5 percent
Itmust be emphasized that reliabilityestimates on the basis of the facts, applicable
to the present study, may be in error by a factor of 2.5. (See Figs. 7-2 or 7-3.)
Even the determination of the meanlife of a component by an actual test is subject to
the same uncertainty because of economical and test time restrictions. Thus, the
failure rate of the pneumatic system could actually be 0.0035 per day instead of
0.00139 per day. We do not expect that all failure rates of Table 7.5 are under-
estimated; thus, a higher failure rate of the most unreliable group only, the pneumatic
system, may be used to estimate the lower limit of the reliabilityof the guidance and
control subsystem. We have
Zki t. = 3.51
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or
RG&C, lower limit " 3 percent
Reference to Fig. 7-6 shows that at most one out of five guidance and control sub-
systems can be expected to operate reliably, possibly none at all.
The components of the communication and data handling subsystem, significantto
reliabilityare the receiver, the transmitter and the data handling equipment. Table
7-6 presents the estimated complexity, failure rate and operating time, of the three
groups. An optimistic point of view regarding equipment complexity and reliability
has been taken to estimate the maximum possible reliabilityof the flyby mission at
the present state-of-art. The MTBF of the component groups has been estimated
from the upper limit line of Fig. 7-3. The MTBF of the data handling equipment is
the same as that estimated in Ref. 7-8 (Mariner R project).
Table 7-6
ESTIMATED FAILURE RATE AND OPERATING TIMES OF THE
COMMUNICATION AND DATA HANDLING SUBSYSTEM
d_>%
Device Group
Transmitter
Receiver
Data Handling
Number of
AEG's
50*
50*
140"*
Failure Rate
per Day
ki
0.00139
0.00139
0.00050
Operating Time
Days
ti
300
720
720
_i t. --1
_. t,
1 I
0.417
1.001
0.360
1.88
*Analog Type
**Digital Computer Type
: %
/
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It was assumed that the receiver and the data handling equipment is activated for
2 hr each day which is equivalent to a continuous operation of 10 hr each day (Section
7.4).
The minimum Z ki ti for the communication and data handling subsystem is
_.X i ti -- 1.88
Thus the estimated maximum reliability of the communication and data handling sub-
system is
• i
-1.88
RC&DH = e or 15 percent
The estimated maximum reliability of the flyby mission at the present state-of-the-art
of reliability technology without application of redundancy is therefore,
-3.88
Roveral I = e or 2 percent
These values indicate that none out of five missions would be successful.
The desired • goal for the missions considered here must be in a small number of
launches. Assuming five missions Fig. 7-6 indicates that the system reliability must
be around 90 percent in order to obtain at least four successful missions. A system
reliability of around 90 percent requires the specification of a minimum reliability
of above 99 percent of each of the groups just discussed. The only solution lies in
the improvement of reliability by means of redundancy and/or improvement of the
present state-of-the-art of reliability technology.
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7.8 APPLICATION OF REDUNDANCY AND IMPROVEMENT OF THE STATE-OF-
THE -ART
7.8.1 Theory of Redundancy
®
The following assumptions will be made:
• Standby Redundancy
Only one part of the redundant parts operate at a time and switch-over to
another part occurs when the operating part fails.
• Parallel Redundancy .... :_
All redundant parts operate from the beginning of system operation. _:_: i_
Chance failures only are applicable. Consider a device having a failure rate _'?°_//' ' _'_
....... ,r
without application of redundancy, an operating time t Now, if N devices arei_ :i:_:"
in redundant a_llcatio_ the reliability Rst of the redundant system by application
of star, dby re__-
............................................... [ (xt)N-1]...................... . I _ ( + + - (7.5a)
Eq. (7.5a) is correct only if the switching from one device to another occurs with
100 percent reliability. The probability of malfunction Qst of the standby redundant
system is
: [ , t,2 ]Qst e -xt_ 1 + N +------]+ (N + 1) (N + 2) + "" (7.5b)
In the case of parallel redundancy the reliability is
N
(7. 6a)Rp = 1 - (1 - e )
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and the probability of malfunction:
N
__t
Qp -- (I - e ) (7.6b)
@
Now assume that a device failure rate _ consists of n parts, each having the same
failure rate k/n and each part is made N times redundant. Then the reliability
of the redundant system is in the case of standby redundancy.
n
RSt - e 1 + + _ + "'" + (N " I)! (7.7)
and in the case of parallel redundancy
:¢_,' Rp = [I : I1- e-kt/n)N] n (7.8)
It can be shown that, theoretically, a reliability of 99 percent can be obtained for
each device by duplication of (N = 2 ) as long as the device can be divided into an
adequate number of parts (n). The required number (n) is, in the case of standby
redundancy,
= 50 (_t)2 (7.9)
nst
and in the case of parallel redundancy
n = 100 (_,t)2 (7.10)
P
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for the receiver according to Table 7-6
_t= 1
or
nst= 50 ; np = 100
The result indicates that standby redundancy is more efficient than parallel redundancy.
Also, a reliability of 99 percent can be obtained if each of the 50 AEG's (Table 7-6)
has one standby AEG.
It should be noted that the actual reliability achieved may deviate from the predicted
Value for the following reasons:
a. The assumed chance failure distribution is only an approximation. The
application of redundancy has a less favorable effect on reliability for other
distributions.
b. Switching is not 100 percent reliable.
c. A redundant design is more complex than a non-redundant design and as
indicated in Section 7.3, reliability falls off more sharply with complexity
than theory indicates.
® To judge the gain in reliability by means of feasible redundancy Eq. 7.7 and 7.8 were
used to obtain the results of Table 7-7. This table gives values of _,t, of a non-
redundant device failing by chance, and the corresponding combinations required to
obtain a minimum reliability of 99 percent.
Application of the results of Table 7-7 to computing the required redundancy in order
to achieve 99 percent reliability for the receiver, postulated in Table 7-6 can now be
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Table 7-7
, 9 PERCENT RLI.IABIIJ IREDUNDANCY COMBINATIONS FOR 9_ ....
®
Parts in
Each Device
(n)
Redundancy
of Parts
,= .
1
l 2
1 3
1 4
1 5
1 6
"2 2
'2 3
'2 4
2 5
2 6
3 '2
3 3
a 4
3 5
3 6
4 '2
4 3
4 ,, 4
4 5
4 6
Permissible Maximum kt Without
Use ,,f Redundancy
Values Applicable to Values Applicable to
Standby Rcdundancy Parall I Redundancy
0.010
0. 149
0.455
0. 835
1.23
1.70
0. 206
0.67
1.33
2.15
3.10
O. 250
O. 885
1.78
2.88
4.26
0.288
1:04
2.18
3.64
5.5
0. 010
0. 105
0. 239
0. 365
0.515 •
0. 630
0. 138
0.3g
0. 625
0. _35
I. O65
0.19
0.455
0.86
1.16
1.47
0.205
0.59
1.01
1.44
1.85
: J
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made. The receiver has a value of _t = I : thus, a redundant receiver system has
theoretically the requested minimum reliability when the value in Table 7-7 is -> 1.
For example, dividing the receiver into 4 parts of equal reliability (n = 4) and
applying two standby redundant parts for each of the original 4 parts (N = 3 ) a
receiver system of 99 percent reliability is obtained since the value %t in Table 7-7
is 1.04 for n ffi 4, N = 3. In the case of parallel redundancy the required values
are n = 4 and N -- 4.
7.8.2 Application to Design
i :, 2
The results of section 7.8.1 can now be applied to improving guidance and control and
communication and data handling subsystems. Several alternatives of redundancy
design will be investigated with the intention of obtaining a reliability of at least 99
percent for each subsystem. This will ensure that at least four missions out of a
total of flve will _ successful if unexpected and Unpredictable effects do not prevent
this goal. _ ::
/
As indicated in Tables 7-5 and 7-6 the largest product of the failure rate and the
operating time (Xt ffi 1 ) have the pneumatic system and the receiver. Using Table
7-7 the required improvement factor for the meanlife of each device can be computed
for various types of redundancy. The results are tabulated in Table 7-8. It should
be emphasized that actual values will disagree with the theory since several factors
degrading reliability are ignored in Table 7-8. The larger the values of n and N,
the greater the possible disagreement. The requirement of an improvement of the
meanlife of components (particularly electronic components) even by a factor of 100
is not unrealistic.
ii:
Table 7-9 extends the improvement factors of Table 7-8 for the devices of the space
vehicle system considered critical as regards reliability. It can be seen thatD in
most cases, adequate reliability can be achieved by a modest improvement In the
state-of-the-art. For instance, duplication of the star tracker (n = 1, N = 2)
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IIEQUIREI) LMPROVEMENT FACTOI(S 1.'()I( t)9 i f,l(( F., I III:;I,L,\BII,ITY
N
1 1
1 ')
1 ;i
1 4
1 5
l 6
'2 '2
2 3
'2 1
'2, 5
'2 6
3 2
3 3
3 4
3 5
t "2
4 3
-t 4
Required Improvement Fact-r of the M_,anlife Without
Use of Redundancy
Values Applicable to Values Applicable t_,
Standby Redundancy Parallel Redundancy
100
6.9
1.2
No impro_cment |'equired
4.85
1.49
No improv_,ment |'equirt, d
100
9.5
•t. 2
2.75
1.95
1.59
7 "5
2.75
1.6o
1.20
4.0
1.13
No improvement required
3.5
No improvement required
No improvement required
5.3
2.2
1.16
No inH)rovement required
4,9
1.7
No improvement required
Ui_)
_J
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.\ l}lNjor consi¢le_'ati(m in any reliability ap.:_lv.-_i.q i_- tb,: :_fflt, T_'c ,,f :.il-: i!!:ict.Ul'Ftcv iii
lhc t,stin',atc ,,f rclial)ili,.y t)aramt.tc)'s. As ,Ii.-,cc._>,,,{ in .<(,(.ti()n .;. ",_, t),( qctu:tl ):_(:t_
lift, may he ,,nlv ,>no filth <d that ol lhc (,>{i:natc,.I if tb.c _,i,;,_cr !,_nt'. ,,{ th,' r_cai_lit,, L);
l'ig. 7 3 i.', used. l'.,I)lc 7-1(_ ill: .ql.r:-_tc_ 'tw i)_tluen_'c _! :_:: ,_'.-(h,c,.stirl'..:_:i,,'q <,! Ih,,
;;_IILilC l';:.t¢' }J\ .'t fat:T,,,V ,>[' L'.5 [(,I" "]it- _',.'dt__(_:_!-,., ,, ct,:_l:)il_,_;i_,_;;- 1,i t _t-llLc_i i:_ _ ;_tt" ;-:.
_I F,' _'1'I'{}1":-: :_.1"(! [_i't'."'t>_l{ ) _l rc_iai)i!ivy _)f !i{) ij,.FCwllL v.t,ti](i }]a;(. }:t't'll i)},l,i.:}',c(]. .t }lt
)_Lt;lil,_.','S il1_liCatt' tl_t' II{'t'_! h)F cauti(,P, ih c.stim:_tus ,,t rc{itlI_.f]:tl_,'V. [:l'_,h 1_.5_1121:,{t.> {)1'
[tiilttl't' rates influcncc !he tn',)bahilit),' ,d u:_s'.:c_',.s_t,tl ,,(4'rtt_;i,,n t1!.,1'_, ill l]io l'_.,!tlI](];ll;{.
,]('SI_]I I.h:'lll ill t}l(" '..'_'tSC _)f !'It)It-re,iundnnt dcsigq. l'}i, ts, b.._h.. >Iictv l;tcto, s >}_,a_ld
l)u, at_plicd {or u_ic_,rtai_il\" in tb_, case _,f the rt>(hll_Lqnt ,h,_igl_. ]t_x_,,.'c,', it [.q t',,_'_m_
mcn, h.,d thtK the l'e(]Ull_i:l.Dt'y c,m_ph_xity should not c×c(,,,(i n = :_ and N = 3.
7.:_ I'..\t{I'I..\L SU('CKHg
hi the lir_:'_(,tls _octi_>.> ,a: llav<, c.,,15ccr, tralc¢] 1113iliiv _,li lh( :-l',_},._}):ltl,, ,q ,,. v_,,_ :. :, ..
of catastrophic failures in subsystems. In Section ;'.7 aSl,,cts _,_ the. __ I_ _l,iii_x- ,.:
scientific instruments leading to partial success were diseusscdbri,.f! 3. i'hc,_; :,:_:i;
of partial success will now be considered in more detail.
A partial mission success occurs when, because of some malfunction, full information
is not obtained over the total mission or part of the mission. In fact some degree of
success is still recorded even if all measuring devices fail because something can
always be learned from the mission. Many effects may give rise to the reduced success,
but some form of degradation of a subsystem is usually involved.
As discussed in Section 7.7 the components of the communication and data handling
subsystem, and of the guidance and control subsystem are critical because of the hmg
trip time. This criticality diminishes when partial success is considered.
LOCKHEED
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Table 7-10
INFLUENCE OF II";ACCURACY IN FAILURE RATE
ESTIMATION OF RELIABILITY
Actual Reliability in Percent for _
Underestimate of 2.5 in Meanlifen N
Standby Redundancy Parallel Redundancy
I 1
1 2
1 3
1 4
1 5
1 6
3
3
3
3
3
2
4
5
6
4
4
4
4
4
97.5
94.6
90.0
85.0
79.5
73.4
94.5
89.8
83.3
76.1
68.6
94.2
89.0
82.0
73.5
65.5
94.3
88.4
81.2
72.0
64.0
97.5
94.6
90.0
85.2
80.2
75.0
94.5
90.0
85.0
78.5
71.5
94.3
89.0
83.0
75.6
68.3
94.2
88.6
81.8
74.2
67.5
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Since the measurement of scientific data during the Asteroid Belt flythrough missions
begins shortly after launch and may continue to three years the consideration of partial
success of this mission type is particularly worthwhile. Collection of the principal
scientific data in the asteroid flyby mission and Jupiter flyby mission will last
approximately ten hours, a short time span compared to the total trip time. Thus a
termination of the operation of a critical component group during this comparatively
short time period is unlikely, and partial success is limited to subsidials' interplanetary
measurements.
Reference to Fig. 7-7 gives some insight into the problem. A reliability of fifty per-
cent for an operating time of 24 months is shown and reliability curves have been
drawn as a function of operating time for a non-redundant system and three types of
standby redundancy application (for the definition of n and N see Section 7.8.1).
Figure 7-7 indicates the advantage of application of redundancy with regard to partial
success if a device group, essential to the operation of the space vehicle system
prematurely terminates its operation. Reliability curves of redundant systems have
wearout characteristics even if the non-redundant system fails by chance. Wear-out
lifetime distributions concentrate the probability density of failure around the meanUfe.
?
Partial success may also be due to non-operation of one or more scientific instrument
groups. There is a variety of possible combinations of operation and non-operation
of the various scientific instrument groups. The reliability functions of the other
vehicle subsystems, add to the complexity of the overall problem of partial success ...............
To obtain some quantitative measure of partial success a scientific efficiency factor
of a mission can be defined. Suppose we have r instrument groups, each having a
specific task. Redundant devices and/or backup modes, when existing, are considered
to be a part of each of the r instrument groups. At the mission time t the space
vehicle system may have the probability Roveral I (t) of successful transmission of
scientific data; thus, Roveral I (t) is the overall reliability of the space vehicle
system excluding the r scientific instrument groups. The instrument group i is
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SUl)posed to transmit [. (it bits t.)c.,, t, wt ,lli,t ,,_ _i,, ti .... I . Ti,,. ))|-obabllity (_fl
successful operation of the instrument group i at timt, t may be desi_,mated by It,
l
(t). Furthermore, we weigh tile information of the instrument g-roup i by the wtAghting
factor w. according to its importance. Then, we measure the scientific efficiency ,_1
a flyby mission by the factor 71M ) defined by
sum of received wei_ted bits (7.1 11))M = sum of scheduled _eigh-t-ecl I-'--)it-s
*
Thus, the. average scientific efficiency factor rl M of a flyby mission may be measured
by
r T
W i f Roverall(t)lli(t ) fi(t)dt
-. i.--O O
_IM :.................. r .........................................................T
S "i f fi `t_(it
i: o o
(7.12)
where T designates the total time.
A lower limit r/Ml and an upper limit )IMu of the scientific efficiency of one mission)
two missionse three missions, etc. may be computed. Equivalent to the results pro
sented on Fig. '/-6, the range in which r/M may lie, is broad for such a low number
of flyby missions as scheduled if the various reliabilities Iloveral I (t), Ri (t) are not
close to one, it means if _M is not close to one. Thus, the chance influence will be
large in the actual outcome of the scientific efficiency of a small number of flyby
missions if the reliabilities of the various subsystems are not close to one, as was
already stated in the discussion of mission overall success. However, the refinement
of the consideration of overall reliability by means of the scientific efficiency defini-
tion, Eq. 7.11, diminish the influence of chance in )udging the value of flyby missions.
[ml( rtunatelv, the numerical treatment of the problem becomes difficult because of
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lack of reliability data, particularly, in an analysis based on conceptual design. Thus,
the basic principles of reliability policy, outlined in Sections 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9, may
be the only ones of value at the present state of conceptual design of the Asteroid Belt
and Jupiter flyby missions.
7.10 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
• The Asteroid Belt and Jupiter flyby missions will contain flight phases flown
for the first time in poorly defined environments. Experience indicates that
such missions are subject to the unpredictable occurrence of malfunctions.
The present reliability analysis can be only based on known facts. Thus, the
results are optimistic with respect to the fact that unpredictable environments
and events may considerably diminish the predicted minimum number of
successful missions.
• In the case of predictable effects, small deviations of estimated reliability
values from the actual values are not misleading when the number of missions
_s small. Also reliability parameters can only be estimated to a low degree
of ac_racy.
• Two distinct groups of equipment may be distinguished,
#
a. Devices operating only a few minutes, e.g., during launch and midcourse
corrections
• b. Devices, mainly electronic nature, which operate over long periods, e.g.,
data handling and communications
• The complexity of electronic equipments may be measured by the number of
Active Element Groups (AEG}. This number is approximately the number of
vacuum tubes and/or transistors.
• Only limited data exists on electronic equipment operating in space environ-
ments. Indications are that the severity of the space environment is similar
to that in laboratory.
• Experimental data reveal that the reliability of electronic equipment falls off
more sharply with increasing complexity than theory indicates.
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) There exists a considerable variation of the failure rate from equipment to
equipment of equal complexity: the upper limit ()f the MTIIF is five times as
high as that of the lower limit.
• The power turn-on effect is equivalent to eight hours continuous operation.
For the missions considered here, power turn-on effects have an insignificant
effect on total mission reliability.
• The most critical modes for the Asteroid Belt and Jupiter missions are
guidance and control, communications and data handling.
• An optimistic analysis of the critical subsystems indicates that the reliability
of the missions at the present state-of-the-art of reliability is 2 percent or
less if no redundancy is applied. To achieve at least four successful missions
out of five the overall mission reliability must be around 90 percent. To
achieve this goal "black boxes" of the critical subsystems must have a relia-
bility of around 99 percent.
• Application of redundancy and improvement of the present state-of-the-art of
reliability is required to achieve a minimum reliability of 99 percent for each
component of the critical subsystems. Standby redundancy is more effective
than parallel redundancy.
_ .Th_,tb_o_t_c_,_ica, t.i_,:of redundancy suffers from certain restrictions
arising.=f_ _sLc aO_ptmns. Further, underestimates of failure
!:_ ra_:_i:_o_:e_s_ignifica_:fi, redundant designs than in non-redundant designs.
This limits the recommended size of a standby redundant group to no more
than two (N = 3). Taking all factors into account, an improvement of one
order of magnitude is required in the failure rate of critical subsystem com-
ponents. This requirement is similar to that for the economic operation of
commercial satellites and should be achieved in the next decade.
• Trip time is an overriding consideration in predicting mission success. The
projected missions can therefore be graded according to expected total success
in terms of the mission duration, viz., (1) specific asteroid flyby, (2) Asteroid
Belt flythroughs and (3) Jupiter flyby. If partial success is used as a criterion
the order is (1) Asteroid Belt flythrough, (2) specific asteroid flyby, and (3)
Jupiter flyby.
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Section 8
PR(K}RAM PLAN AND COST FOR MAXIMUM MISSIONS
Prewious sections have discussed technical aspects of the Asteroid Belt and Jupiter
flyby Stud)'. It is now necessary to develop a tentative program plan to illustrate the
steps that must be taken to realize appropriate har_hvarc and eventual launch of the
spacecrait. In formulating the plan and estimating the associated costs standard LMSC
approaches have been used as a guide, i[owever, similar methods and standards can
be assumed for any other aerospace facility with equivaJent capability.
_. 1 MASTER SCHEI)ULE
The Master Schedule for the Asteroid Belt and Jupiter flyby, shown in Fig. 8-1,
reflects pl'mning based on present study results. More detailed scheduling will be
possible as |nissi()n requirements are further defined. Development of the system
fr(,m go-ahead to launch is planned to cover a period of 3-1/2 yr. This time span is
related at the lower portion of the chart to the development plan for the suggested kick
(or third) stage, for projects that employ this system, hfformation available on a
proposed kick stage indicates a design and development period in excess of 5 yr.
The sh()rter time r(.<tuirements for development of the Asteroid/Jupiter spacecraft
wotfld therefl)re permit preliminary- conceptual design and development of special and/or
unique instrumentation required for the Asteroid Belt missions; namely, multiple-film
meteoroid munitor, optical meteoroid detector, and impact mass/flash spectrometer.
There at(, other critical subsystem considerations such as the power supply, but it is
anticipated that the schedule after go-ahead permits adequate time for this effort.
It should be t_oted that wh_ic the configurations required by the various missions differ,
th( _ timv spans as programmed would covet" all cases, _flthough the level of effort may
raw As well as the flight article, one full sized structu.re is planned for structural
tesling :_nd ;i full sized ftmcticmaJ mockup will be assumbled [or preliminary testing of
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subsystems and investigation of their functional interfaces. In addition one test vehicle
and supplementary hardware are required for qualification testing. Reliability tests
will require one equivalent vehicle. Aperiod of 6 mo is provided for pad installation,
checkout and launch, with launch possible for the middle of the fourth year. Three
spacecraft will be readied for each launch period; two of these to be launched and one
held as a back-up article. "
Spacecraft could thereafter be made available at a rate of approximately 5/yr to
accomplish mission objectives on particle distribution, particle composition, asteroid
flyby, m_d Jupiter flyby. The major asteroid and Jupiter flyby missions will be
scheduled according to windows which permit maximum departure velocity and mini ..........
mized flight time. Actual dates are dependent upon go-ahead date, accomplishment
of preliminary conceptual development, and availability of the kick stage.
Data acquisition and analysis will commence with initial information transmission at
launch and will continue at interv_ds throughout the flight.
8.2 INTEGRATED TEST PLAN
_ Integrated Test Plan .approach has been selected for this program because it offers
the following •advantages:
• Establishes the least number of tests to yield the maximum amount of
meaningful data
• Provides a test program of reasonable cost and with minimum schedule time
requirements
• Test duplication is avoided
The philosophy upon which the test program is based is that all test results are
meaningful no matter what specific test is being run and that these data may be treated
statistically, so that hardware reliability indices can be evolved simultaneously with
proving validity of the designs and fulfilling other testing requirements.
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S.'2. 1 Master "rest Matrix
Figure 8-2 depicts a typical but rudimentary test matrix. In final k)rm, this matrix
would list all tests, indicate the specific hardware required for each test, the test
specifications and procedures, and time and place of test. It alh)ws analysis of all
tests to assure mmximum use of test hardware and test equipment and supplies the
Reliability engineers with a summary of all data which can be used to establish relia-
bil i ty characteristics.
Dcvcl01).men t _rgstS_ These tests will be conducted on prototype hardware elements
and will validate the adequacy of the various design concepts and approaches.
(_u_:difi.c_ttig_n "!_cs_ts_, These tests will be conducted on fimfl-design hardware (flight
article equivalent) at the component, subsystem, and vehicle levels. They will provide
i)ro_ff that the vehicle and its elements will operate properly under specified conditions
and withi_ the requirements of the launch and space environments.
R(?liabitit3S_S_S_es_meLm:Test-_v-.These tests will be c¢)nducted to assess the reliability
characteristics of the hardware, trsu_ly at the component or assembly level. Because
of test data from other sources in the Integrated Test arrangement, only a relatively
sm:dl quantity of articles will be specially tested under overload stress and accelerated
lifP conditions. The arrows on Fig. 8-2 indicate potential reuse of qualification test
articles for the reliability tests as required.
.,_%,eptanee 'rests. These tests will be conducted on the final-designed hardware, the
flight articles and spares. The tests will be used for verifying that each element of the
spacecraft is functionally equivalent to the articles passing the qualification test. The
testing will begin at the component or assembly level and proceed through the subsystem
amt integTated system levels; the amount of detailed verification of function will be
reduced in each (_1"the succeeding levels. The integrated system test therefore will
yet'if), only interfaces between various subsystenas and "spot check" the subsystem
operating characteristics to verify that there has been nt_ degradation of function. 'rhe
c_)mplete spacecraft will be delivered t,) the launch ba:;e after this test.
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l_am_w.h_.Base_(._'=he_gl_out. The spacecraft will be respected and AI a,ljLlstmems m:,de a_.
the launch base Spacecraft A._ssembly Facility. Also, a cht,cl_out of all funetb_na[ sub..
systems will be made, duplicating till or part of the integrated system test perfm'med
at the faett)ry. AIter erection of the spacecraft onto the launch vehicle, additional spol
verificaticm will be accomplished and selected futlctiorls will bc tnotiitored ill the tiff:-
launch period.
8.'.2.2 Testiag Flow Dia$,q:am
l?igmre 8-1] depicts the relationship between, and the o{'currence of, each test con-
ductcd throughout the entire flight article processing. The re:tl time ,n'ientation of
test_ is closely _dlied with the Master Schedule, so that ,miform flow may be maintained.
8. _."3 Conduct ,)f "',1t.sts
Tests shot,ld be (lesig_md so that as saon as sufficient data have been collected to _dlow
collclusi(ms tt) be made, the tests will be terminated. As failures occur, they will bt,
diagnosed and appropriate remedial action taken, either by desigaa change or replace-
ment of the failed part. Failures of a random nature will be included in the overall
f'ulure count as statistical data. Fldlures of such a nature that their causation may
he er:ldicated by (lesib,m change will not be included in the overall count except as
gene.ra,l information. The test samples and the aetmd failures will in these eases be
(h.'letc, d from the statistic,-d data file, and a new sequence will tie commenced imme(li-
ately alter the redesign has been incorporated. It is expected that the majority of the
tests where failures dictate design changes will be conducted in the development test
period and thereby not incur extensive modification (change incorporation) proga'ams
_m _tht.'r hardware :flready f'_ricated.
Re.ducation of the test data from the various tests will be accomplished by the
Reliability activity. The statistie:_l methods of handling these data are covered in the
Reliability Program Plan.
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8.q RELIABILITY PROGRAM PLAN
The mission as stated has several peculiarities in tem_as of hardwai'e reliability.
Preliminary analyses yield the information that to achieve four successful missions
from a total of five attempts requires the over:all mission reliability t(_ be better than
90 percent. Such a requirement dictates that each of the component gr_)ups critical
to reliability must possess a reliability of 99 percent or better. There are sever:d
means by which a reliability program, aimed at affording a high probability of
achieving these stringent requirements, may be implemented. It is the purpose ()f
this program to set forth these means with a brief explanation of each step in th¢'
process.
8.3.1 Design Analysis and Reviews
As the desiga_ proceeds, analyses will be conducted for several reasons:
o To assess inherent reliability of the design.
-:ii_ T_o_t_iY_ose _ssme_l_s against the baseline mathematical model,
: " "7 _ _ ..... ..............
thus determining the need f_r'redundancy, and at what level to apply it.
• To determine the potential failure modes and discover any areas of critical
weakness.
• To determine reliability grouch.
!_ Reviews. Design Reviews will be conducted throughout the periods of both
design and manufacture. The purpose of these reviews is to reveal any design
deficiencies, and to eradicate them at an early stage of the program. As production
proceeds, any anomalies discovered, or failure modes that are revealed, _qll become
the subject of design review so that the necessary remedial action may be taken at the
earliest date.
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Design reviews will be conducted on a formal basis, with circulation of the minutes to
all concerned personnel for action and information. These reviews will consist of:
• A preliminary (or design concept) review
• An interim review, conducted midway through the project
• A final review, the results of which will essentially freeze the design.
Throughout the program there will occur as many informal reviews a8 are deemed
necessary.
8.3.2 Parts Program
Where discrete piece parts are to be used, these will be of the tU REL category, and
selected and derated in accordance with.the present LMSC HI REL program require-
ments. This parts program is conducted in strict accordance with all applicable
military specifications. The LMSC HI REL program is fully approved by all major
defense agencies within the USA.
!:_rcl_,_ed__CQm__ponents. All subcontractors contributing to this program from a black
box or subsystem viewpoint, will be required to comply with all requirements of the
LMSC It1 REt, program, and will be audited to ermure such compliance.
8. '3.3 Statistical Approach to Reliability
This program does not employ a large quantity of hardware. Further, the hardware
it does employ is required to survive a long dormancy period and then perform satis-
factorily after turn on in space. The duration of the program does not permit of
longevity testing to assure that the life capability is adequate, A_ a confirmation of
the failure rate data available for the hardware, and as reinforcement to the predictive
reliability indices assigned to the equipment, examinations of the parametric excur-
sions in real time is essential. The reliability statistics therefore must be intimately
meshed with the overall test plan.
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All data accruing from the test pPograJn _vlii })e tre:_ted in th(, i,,ll,P, ving fashi()n:
a. Where tests are such that a clear cut inference of success _)r tallure c_m he
ascribed to the results, standard statistical treatment will be applied
resulting in a reliability index at a given confidence level.
b. Parametric data _11 be examined in a computer assisted pro}gram, emph)ying
MESTAN, or means and stan{lard deviations analysis. This I,'(}RTRAN
routine, based in part on the theorem of the propagation ()f v:n'i_ance, c()nc{,rns
itself with parametric excursions about a calculated me;re. The upper :m{I
lower boundaries of the excursions are set to some r{xtuircd sig_la limit.
I}ar,ametric deviations outside these limits are indicative {}f I}()ssihle I:_ilu_'{,
trends. Deviation within the limits, permits adjudicati{}u ,_l lhc n{}rmalitv
of the data distribution/dispersion. Reliability indices may I}(_ cv{}lv{,{I fr{}P.l
the computer reduction of the results.
c. Yet another computer assistance will be employed. Since it is essential
that parametric deviation from norms with respect to re_fl time be kn{}wn,
another FORTRAN routine will be used. By use ()f SYNSAM _r svntheti{'
sampliug techniques, the effect of parametric drift with time can l)e t,x:_min(,d.
If the question is posed, at what point in time will drift ,)f c_,mp(}ncnt/pal't
parametric values Without Catastrophic Failure cause majt}r malfunctiou or
equipment? The answer can be provided by arbitrarily imposing synthetic
values at specific time increments, and Mlowing the computer to assess the
percentage of t_uipment end function degradation. It then becomes a matter
of design decision how much degradation is permissible.
By employment of these or similar techniques the probability of wcarout and
initial failures degrading the inherent reliability of the equipment will be
minimized. The major remaining reliabilits, hazard is the chance, or random
failure. Assessment of the probability of such failures is treated in the
reliability analyses of the mission, and such probabilities constitute the
inde_x of Unreliability for each equipment.
......::_
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Reliabilit___. Reporting of 'all significant reliability data will be performed
on a regular basis, as shown on a reliability milestones chart. It is anticipated that
the reports will be issued on a bi-weekly basis throughout the entire period of per-
formance. Where emergency situations arise, these will be handled by a special
report.
At the completion of each phase of the program, a reliability summary will be issued.
This document will serve as a reliability history of the entire program, showing the
problems encountered and their solutions, the reliability growth achieved and any
other pertinent data.
8.4 MANUFACTURING PLAN
8.4.1 Basic Plan and Approach
A proposed Manufacturing Plan for the spacecraft is outlined in this section. Tooling
and manufacturing will start prior to design completion but ability will be maintained
to economically absorb design changes prior to completion of the flight hardware.
A basic minimum-cost/high-reliability approach will be taken involving:
• Close coordination among Engineering, Procurement, Quality Assurance,
and Test Operations organizations.
• Extensive use of development shop approach with specially trained mechanics
in the final assembly operations.
• All personnel trained to handle '_II-REL" hardware and use of special
packaging and handling aids.
• Continuous monitoring and recording of critical production processes.
8.4.2 Materials, Processes, and Manufacturing Techniques
The materials and application techniques used to fabricate the spacecraft will be
essentially state-of-art. Certain materials, such as Lockalloy, which is in initial
usage today, will be reasonably well-developed at time of need for the A_teroid/
Jupiter spacecraft.
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The basic structm'al _hell c:m bc Fc:l.di[_' ;t._t m_,lt.,,t ii't_t,t [_i,lhG, e.Artlsiot_, _hc_'t
metal, and machined fittings. Internal or external tm)ul tm_ ,)[booms, antvnmls,
sensing equipment, and scientific instruments presents ,,a [orcs(.eable pr,)bi(,ms.
ventioual handlillg an(| servicing eqtlipllle)lt can |)e t.ksed to supl)ort these vehicles.
checkout equipment, :tlthough tailored to the vehicle rcquircrntmts, can bt- mlal.)tcd
Item existing equipment.
,_.,I. 3 Manul'acturing Bre:tkdowt_
A rudimentary gem'ral asscmhly breakdown is sht_wn it1 l:i_. _--t. Specific assembl._
)r_,aks shotdd be provided to satisfy special installation, adjttstmcnt, and testing//
cheekout reqttirements.
hi ge_ler'd, it is recommended to pre-assemble each separate st}bsvstem (to the. maxi-
mum feasible extent) and run thorough tests prior to actual intcl_n"ated assembly of all
subsystems in the final vehicle.
_. t. t Mat_ufacturin_ Schedule a_ld Secluence
A typical outline Manufacturing Schedule is shown in Fig. '_...5. It illustrates the earlx
start el Plamflng, Process Development, and Procuremmt, in parallel with engineering
design and development activities. Tool design and detail fabrication start about the
5{_ percent design release point (following considerable pro-planning activity); this per-
mits utilization of facilities and quantities of tooling representing minimum cost.
T,,oling, assembly fixtures, and test equipment have been assumed to pr-vide a deliwn-y
rate of a.bout five vehicles per year. The tirst flight article delivery is planned
approximately 36 months after contract go-ahead. This span time can be considerably
reduced on subsequtmt mission vehicles because of potential reuse of certain tooling
arid test equipment.
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The tests performed on the manufacturing product line (acceptance tests and other
hardware verification tests) will be portion of the overall test program.
It is planned that all components and assemblies of the spacecraft will be delivered to
a single and isolated final a_sembly area where the spacecraft will be completely
assembled and final integrated systems tests performed. The spacecraft will then be
packaged and shipped to the launch base. The single exception will be the radioisotope
fuel packages, which will be shipped directly from source to the launch base; these
will be installed in the spacecraft on the launch pad.
8.5 LAUNCH OPERATIONS
The operational concept of supporting the Asteroid Belt and Jupiter flyby program
from ETR will be based on a facto_T-to-launch test sequence and any unique require-
ments of the SNAP 9-A power unit.
After successful receiving inspection at the launch base all stages will be transported
to the launch pad and mated. At this point all checkout to be performed on the vehicle
and will be only a qualitative (go or no-go) type.
The operations plan at the launch base for the vehicle will consist of three phases,
pre,countdown, countdown and abort. The pre-countdown activity wifI primarily con-: : :
sist of integration and interface checkout between the launch vehicle, spacecraft and
the ground launch control system. The objective of the countdown will be to verify
all systems are functioning according to predetermined values. The most critical
phase of this operations plan will be the development of a safe abort since the space-
craft will have a radio-active power unit on board. The proposed booster vehicle will
employ cryogenic propellants that are highly corrosive and hyperbolic. Therefore,
the propellants will require special handling for the dumping operation. Special pre-
caution will be required in case of rupture of propellant tanks and the action required
to minimize launch pad damage.
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_._; SPECIAl. I.'ACII.I I'[I._S
The devcl()pment, marmfacturinK, launching, :rod tr:wki_l_'m,m_ri_lK _,1 the sp:tc('-
cr.tft will require wlrious special facilities, hi par_dltrl, c_.|'t.:|il_ :_ltliti_maI f:lt:iliti.vs
for the l.aunch Vehicle will bc required. For pu_'posv_ of this init_aI stt_d_ , dct'tils
of the [.wilitics have not bee, worked out; presented ht'l'eiD i_ ¢'S_(/,lltiaJl 3 all ,)tttl inc i)I
tilt: si)¢;cial facility requirements for the various sp;wecraft lnissi_)ns. The estim;tt(.tl
¢.()sts c()ntained in Section 8.7 include costs of modifyi)_14 t}w l;mllch bJse spacvcraft
:_ssembiy area and the launch pad for :_ccepting the sp:_cccraft but )_ot fi)r the launch
vehit:lt'.
._._;. I Development Test Facilities
Special [acilities will be required for testing of components, brea(lboards, :ili(I
p_'()totypt: subsystem s.
!!i.g!! _;:t_c_utmLSi_Lml_[t.!o_). A ch_mfl)er large enough t,, :wc(,pt brcadbt,at'd(,d sul)systt:m._
a,_d :t total vehicle will be required to pr_)vide envir(mlncnts ot space vacuum, s_d:tr
e,_erg3., and space cold. Assembled components: such as tll(_ high-gain t,ufurlal)lt:
antenna, tile extendable Still sensor beam, the instrument serve actuati,m systems:
will l)e tested in this chamber to assure satisfactory ftmction of the hardware. Static
el ements, such ,'is the thermal control insulation an(t the radioisotope generate rs will
als,_ be exercised in this (or equivalent) chamber with programmed heat/cold inputs.
llazardous Tests in Vacuum. A small vacuum chamb(.r with space heat/c()ld simula-
tion equipment and '%oiler-plated" to allow detonation ()f pyr()technic devices (pin
pullers, separation charges, etc.) will also be required. B()th the pvr()teehnic charge
and the mechmfieal elements will be assessed.
H_L_t:_yi!'e_TesLFa__ili_ty. A test facility for testing monOpropellant Mid-Course Pr,,-
pulsion subsystem will be required. This test should be run on ('(mlpleted vehicles
:is well :IS on system components and subsystems. Final hot-fire tests will |)e
:tt,('(maplished, simulating flight vibration and/or acoustical inputs.
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In this same general test area, test capability must be provided for separation tests
to prove structural and functional characteristics of the spaceframe (explosive charges
used). Tooling will be required to simulate zero "g,'conditions during these tests.
Miscellaneous Facilities for Test. Numerous other tests on electronic components,
mechanisms, power system elements, and other hardware must be accomplished under
simulated operating conditions. Facilitiesfor these tests are standard and available
at most aerospace companies and can be reworked or refitted to accept the spacecraft
hardware.
8.6.2 Qualification and Reliability Test Facilities
In general, no additional test facilitieswill be required for the spacecraft and compo-
nents beyond those provided for the Development Test activities. As discussed pre-
viously, all test facilitiesshould be planned in advance for multiple usage and common
test data collection.
8.6.3 Assembly Plant and Acceptance Tests
A centralized assembly facility,tailored to accommodate the spacecraft must be pro-
vided. However,. the limited quantity of detail fabrication does not require segregated
fabrication areas. Existing sheet metal, machining, and processing shops can provide
required parts to the aforementioned assembly area. Similarly, functional components
of the subsystems will be delivered to controlled storage areas within the assembly
facility.
Special equipment will be required for acceptance of the completed spacecraft. It is
planned that all system test equipment used will be AGE; however, shakers will be
required to simulate vibration and a space simulation chamber (hopefully the same
used in development and qualification testing).
Each completed vehicle should be given a hot-fire test to verify function of the attitude
control and propulsion subsystem elements; this will require removal to the hot-fire
test facility and return to the assembly facility for refurbishing and final recheck.
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,_.fi.4 l.aunch l_a_t, l.'at.ilifit.,
The lamlch base facilities will consist of tht; Spacecraft (')wck,,ut., ..\s_t,ml)lv Imi},ti_
and the l.aunch Pad complex assi_,me(! fi)r the particular missi(m. A t)_rti,m _)f tht.
existing Cheek(mt/Assemhly building, t.ontaining filt(_r_.tJ :rod _._diti,_nctl :dr, is
assuaged to 1)e readily avail:d)le for this pr(,ffrum and will _llt'fit't' for th(' checki_l,,
adjustment, and final checkout of the spacecraft. (lift3" mi_of m,,dittt-:_ti, ms tmtst h_.
made to this fat..ilitv to accomm_,d._te the spacecraft as it, _ith its A_'t.:, _,,ill |)t. t._st,h.-
tially sel f-supporting.
In the launch pad area, nlodifications will be necessary to the tm_bilitraI towt..r, laum, h
c(mtrol building, and gantry service tower; however, these modificati_ms are prim:_rily
electrical cabling additions. It is presumed that no additiowd hnndling or ser\ icing
gtrat', bt,yond that used tbr the launch vehicle, will be required. The si_J_t_' it(.m
requiring sp_.,ci',d storage and handling will be the radi(fis,,tope tucl 1)ack'lg_,s, these
will he installed either prior to erecting the spacecraft atop the launch \'ehiclt_, or a[tt_|"
(.'_m_l)lete t_recti(m on the lau_cb t)a(I has bvel] c_m_plt,t_.d.
It is planned to fuel the spacecraft c'ither in the Checl_ot_t/Assembly buihling or at the;
launch pad area and seal the systems. The quantities of fuels are small enough that
n(:) haz.a.rd is anti('il:,ated. This procedure will obviate the necessity for tueling after
the spacecraft is erected on the launch pad atop the launch vehich: with attendant
difficulties and need for special equipment.
_.7 [)RELIMINARY C()ST ANALYSIS
The estimated program costs contained in this section are based upon the various
pla_s and hardware systems described previously and upon the following assumptions:
• Two flight and one standby spacecraft, including spares, per mission.
• Four equivNent spacecraft, for the initial mission, to be used as a functional
mock-up and for developmental and qualification testing.
• M_odmum utilization of proven hardware.
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• Costs presented herein, f,)r the subject missions, reflect a sequentia_ and
continuing program where much of the technoh)ks, developed in a previous
mission or missions is reusable (modified) and certain hardware elements,
such as AGE, can be modified anti reused.
• Launch vehicles (Atlas/Agena, Atlas/Centaur, Kick-Stage), including ser-
vicing and handling equipment, to be government furnished; therefore, no
costs included herein for these items.
t
• Proposed Launch vehicles will be full'y developed in time for scheduled use.
• Data acquisition and analysis to continue through each mission to point of
target_i_t@rcept:by s_aft (costs herein include data reduction and analysis
but exclude data acquisition, which is assumed to be government furnished).
• General flight operations (beyond flight vehicle pre-launch checkout) and
tracking center ,)potations to be government furnished; costs not included
herein.
The results of the amdysis are presented in Tables 8-1 to 8-3. The costs of
\
Table _- 1 r(_prescnt :t s_luential and continuing program concept, therefore, some of
the costs of Column 1 arc applicable to Columns 2, 3 and 4. The intent of this presenta-
tion is to give recognition to the cost of design and development testing, fabrication,
etc. The values of Table _-2 are also based on a continuing program and represent
:lccumulati()ns of design, development, etc. by subsystem. To provide a comparison
with Mariner 196,; the results are given in Table 8-3 according to the Mariner 1964
costing categories used by JPL. Separate mission total costs are also shown. In
general, to arrive at separate mission costs, the amounts in a column subsequent to
the basic mission (Particle I)istribution) must be raised to the amount in tho initial
column anti the c()_ts assf,ciatt_d with the additional requirements added to this value.
Co)st-wise thL, dollar requirements do not vary greatly from mission-to-mission. The
i mplie_ticms of the strict requirements imposed by the reliabili_ requirements dis-
cussed in Sccth)n 7 have not been full)" investigated and additional costs are not
reflected Imr_). T,)tal costs might well be increased by as much a,, 15 to Z0 percent
as a result of such a stringent progwam.
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Table 8- 1
PROGRAM COSTS
By Functional Categories (In Millions)
Functions
Technical Directions &
Documentation
Engineering & Development
(Incl. Devel. Test Eq. &
Hardware)
Reliability & Qualification
Testing (Incl. Test Eq.
....._, _,'_ :
i - Flight
Articles._l. Age &
Spares)
Support of Launch Opera-
tions (Incl.Data Reduction)
Special Facilities
Total Costs
Separate Program Costs
Asteriod Belt Flythrough I
I Asteroid
,. Particle Flyby
Distribution Composition
$ 1.940 $
15,480
8.700
19.280
2.240
•360
_48.000
$48. 000
• 930
4.7PO
3. 360
13. 700
1. 880
• 180
$24_. ,770
$49. ooo
$ 1.190
9. 040
6. 600
18. 070
2. 450
.240
_37. 590
$56. 000
Jupiter
Flyby
$ 1,050
4,780
3. 830
16. 970
2. 180
.180
$52. ooo
J
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S UBSYST EMS C os'rs
(ln Millions)
,D
Subsys te nls
Structure (Incl Thermal
('ontrol
Communications & Data
H and I ing
Guidance & Control
Power System
Midcourse Propulsion
Sctent ific Instruments
T,)ta I Cos ts
Asteroid Belt Flvthrough
Particle
Distribution Composition
$ ,',,_i40 $ 2. 020
18. 980
3. 320
t 13. 300
I 3. 200
i $43. 11;c_
i
5. 700
1. 910 i)
t
10. 020
N()'I'I::
2. 130 !
$21.78( _
i
Asteroid
Flyby
S 2. 870
7 . 260
2. 520
13. 680
4. 840
2. 540
..... _. 71_
Jupiter
Flyby
S 1.710
6. 170
1. 770
12. :t10
1,830
l. 790
$25.5so
:\mounis include 1.;ngineering _< lleveh)plnent, lictial)ility a.
(_uali/'ication I'csting, :)nd ?,I:mulactu':in_ ¢'_)sts.
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Table 8-3
PROGRAM COSTS
(By Mariner Mars '64 Costing Categories)
JPL Costing Categories
Sect.
No - Brackets- LAtSC's-
£31 Project Staff
151 Quality Assurance
152 Component Part Evaluation
153 Reliability {Analysis Only)
311 Launch Vehicle Integration
312 Systems Analysis (Excl. Detail Sub-System)
313 Spacecraft & Operational Support
Equipment Integratiun
314 Spacecraft Assembly Facility/AMR Oper,
Spacecraft Assembly Facility/AMR Facility
315 Technical Documentatiun Program Engineering
316 Spaceflight Operations Facility
Spaceflight Operations
321 Spacecraft Support and Analysis
322 Experiments
323 Spacecraft Support and Analysis
324 Data Acquislt/owSystem & Power Switching
325 Spacecraft Support and Analysis
328 Spacecraft Support and Analysis
329 Spacecraft Support und ,Analysts
334 Communication Analysis
Data Encoder
Spacecraft Antennae
Spacecraft Command
_Rodio_-Equipmem Opezatlonal
(Vehlcle Comm/nlcation Equlpment)
Support Equipment
DSIF Mission Peculinrs
Ground Telemetry
(.;round Command
341 Central Computer & Sequencer
342 Power (Radioisotope C,ener:tior. Batteries.
and power Conditioning)
343 Guidance and Control Analysis
Guidance and Control Operational Support Equipment
344 Attitude Control
352 Structures & Fixtures
353 Applied Mechanics
356 Design Services
357 Cabling(Electric Interconnects Only)
Packaging (Incl. Thermal Control)
Pyronet_orks &, Oporntional Support Equipment
371 Instrumentation {Launch Base)
372 Computing (Data Reduction & Analysis)
Telemetry Data Handling System (Ground)
Spacecraft Assembly Facility Data System
Spacecraft Operations Facility Data System
374 Environmental Testing
Environmental Equipment
Test Facility Engineering
384 M idcourse Propuis ion
613 Film Reports
614 Event Film Reports
Total Missions
NOTES:
Estimated Cost (in millions}
Separate Program Costs
'Asteroid Belt
Fly -Through
Particle Particle
Distribution Composition
$ 1 100 $ 490
• 600 490
• 120 100
• 480 .360
• 480 .430
• 360 .290
• 480 .290
• 360 ,360
• 240 .120
.. 720 ,360
.120 .060
• 120 .120
.360 . _100
I. 829 I. 160
A A
• 540 .400
A A
A A
A A
I. 800 .730
B B
B B
B B
B B
15. 510 4 240
I. 200 360
C C
C C
C C
I. 150 .840
12. 850 9 650
• 670 230
• 780 350
.240 ,129
1. 950 ,800
I. 229 .350
• 610 ,250
• 070 .040
• 070 .040
• 100 060
• 120 060
1. 640 I. 340
C C
C C
C C
D D
D D
D D
E E
• 080 .060
• 040 .020
$48. 000 $49. 000
Asteroid Jupiter
Fly-By Fly-By
$ . 610 $ 600
730 .610
060 050
480 240
• 360 .240
360 . 240
•360 , 120
•480 480
• 120 .120
•490 .360
• 129 .060
• 180 .180
.2,40 .120
1. 470 i l. lOO
A A
• 480 .360
A _-A
A A
A A
1. 090 .730
B B
B B
B B
B B
5. 200 '4. 770
600 .480
C C
C C
C C
I. 090 .860
13,320 I?, I00
• 360 • 240
• 600 .360
. I00 090
I. 330 ,840
• 480 ,240
• 480 .240
.060 .050
,060 .040
•090 ,060
100 .060
1. 690 I. 460
C C
C C
C C
D D
D D
D D
4,310 1. 450
070 .06O
• 020 .030
_28.990
956.000 $52.000
A - Amount included In 32i Spacecraft Support and Analysis.
B - Amount included in Vehicle Communication Equipment•
C - To be Government furnished.
D- Amounts inchzied in JPL Section Nos. 322, 324, 334, 341, 342, 344, 352, 357, and 384
E - No Requirement for this Mission.
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Section 9
MAXIMUM MISSION DESCRIPTIONS
This section presents a summary of data on each of the suggested systems for accom-
plishing the four basic Asteroid Belt and Jupiter missions. The following information
is provided:
• Configuration Description
• Weight Breakdown
• System Block Diagram
• Mission Profile and Sequence of Operation
• Limits of Tolerance for Satisfactory Performance
The format used in presenting the data is based on that employed in the JPL Mariner C
Spacecraft Design Specification Book as presented in Ref. 9-1. Cross references to
Sections 5 and 6 are used for descriptions in the areas of system design, subsystem
information _md power profiles,
9.1 ASTEROID BELT FLYTHROUGH (PARTICLE DISTRIBUTION) MISSION-
CONFIGURATION A-3
9.1.1 General Description
9.I.I.1 Spacecraft
The spacecraft is fully attitude stabilized using the Sun and Canopus as reference
objects. It derives power from radioisotope thermoelectric generators stacked in
groups having body-fixed orientation and batteries which are used during peak power
demands. It has a two-way communications system which provides:
a. Telemetry to the Earth --
b. Command capability to the spacecraft
c. Angle tracking, dopp[er, and ranging for orbit determination
9-1
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The spacecraft has a control system uMng celestial r_lerenees and deriw:d iat:t'e_,,r_!
circuits in a limit cycle mode.
The spacecraft carries scientific instruments to investigate the regi,m bet_cen Earth
and the Asteroid Belts. Upon encountering the belts, optical and physical measur_,-
ments t()determine the particle distributions to be found within the Aster(rid belts Will
be made within (a) a corridor comparable in diameter with that.of th¢,spacecraft and
(b) a region 100 times the spacecraft diameter.
The spacecraft, weighing approximately 1049 lb is intende<i for use with the fo[b,wing
launch vehicles, depending on the energy requirements of the particular mission:
• AtLas/Agena D
• Atlas/Centaur
• Above + 3rd High Energy Kick Stage
• Abov,, wRh 30 percent I,'loxiag of the basic: Atlas vehicle
WEIGHT SUMMA l{Y - CON FIGUIIATI()N A-:3: AST E ROH) BE LT F 1A' •TI t ROt: (;H '
tPARTICLE DISTRIBUTION) MLSSION (Fig. 5-5)
Subsystem Weight (lb) IM.ar!ner "C,}
Structur,, 203 (1B%) (70) (12c_)
Commu_ications & Data Handling 195 (t(J_]o) (151) (27%)
Guidan:'(.;& Control 268 (26_) (76) (13_)
P_:-r Supply Subsystem 233 (220]0) (155) (27_:)
Pr,,i_,,lsion 0 (40) (7%)
The, real System 21 (2%) (15) (3%)
Sctence Subsystem 129 (12%) (63) (I1%)
"rOTA L (Ib) I, 049 (570)
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A schematic of the basic subsystems, illustrating the functional inter-relations, is
given in Fig, 9-1.
9.1.1.2 Mis_iion Profile
Launch Phase. Launchings for Configuration A-3 can take place on any day at AMR
using the specified launch vehicle. Flight times (the time from launch on Earth until"
arrival at aphelion) are approximately 335 (2 AU), 570 (3.2 AU), and 720 (4.0 AU) days.
Approximately 8.5 tufa/day is required for each transmission of the stored data. Itis
planned to playback stored data on a once-a-day basis.
Boost Phase. During the launch-to-injection phase, data reception from the spacecratt
will bepossibie only if the required range instrumentation is available.
From lift-of/until shroud ejection the spacecraft will be radiating through a parasitic
antenna located on the shroud. After shroud ejection, communication will be main-
rained via the spacecraft low-gain antenna. At this same time all the interplanetary
meas_r_ng_4nstrument_ed_ Will be turned on,
Initial Acquisition Phase. Upon separation from the high energy kick stage (HEKS),
the spacecraft will initiate the solar attitude stabilization and acquisition process.
Power during the launch and solar stabilization phases is provided by radioisotope
thermoelectric generators. Solar acquisition will nominally be completed within 25
rain after injection. Star (Canopu8) acquisition will begin about 12 hours after injection
and nominally will require 45 rain to complete. The spacecraft will turn at a controlled
rate about the Sun line axis from solar acquisition until Canopus acquisition in order to
test the magnetometer.
Cruise Phase. During the majority of the transit time, the spacecraft remains attitude
stabilized and transmits on a once per day schedule. The duration of each transmission
is less than 2.5 hr. The transmitted information will consist of commutated engineering
9-3
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data and science data as stored in the core storage system. During each signal acqui-
sition phase engineering data will be transmitted. The contents of the core will be
transmitted two or more times during the 2.5 hr period.
Special Events. At preselected times throughout the trajectory, several discrete
events will occur, as follows:
(I) The bit rate will be switched to a value compatible with the range.
(2) The Canopus sensor cone angle will be updated possibly three or four
times.
(3) The transmitter will be switched from the Iow-galn antenna to the high-
gain antenna.
(4) The receiver will be switched from the low-gain antenna to the high-
gain antenna.
(5) High-gain antenna pointing angles will be updated.
These events will be initiated by on-board logic with ground command back-up.
Tr_itPliase. _ During _ transit phase, which is defined to be a two to three year
period, bracketing the time at closest approach, the directional meteoroid monitor
and optical detector and their related support equipment will be turned on. During the
transit period the real time science data is stored or buffered prior to transmission.
The core data store unit has a capacity of 16,000 bits, whidh provides storage for a
nominal one day accumulation of data bits. Transmission of the data is on a once-a-
day basis.
9.1.1.3 Reliability
Reliability at the system level will be augmented by the application of redundancy tech-
niques. Backup will be employed to the extent that those specific events, functions or
sequences crRical to the success of the mission may be initiatedby two separate and
independent methods.
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Standby redundancy will be applied as a minimum requirement in the following areas:
a. Dual gas systems including storage tanks, regulators, valves and jets
will be incorporated.
b. Two power amplifiers and exciters will be provided, each with its own
power supply. Only one wilt be operated at a time.
c. Two power regulators will be provided. In the event of a failure in one,
it will automaticaUy be removed from the Line and the second one will be
switched in.
d. Two receivers will be provided. Only one will be operated at a time.
e. Dual pyrotechnic subsystems armed in parallel and performing all functions
in parallel.
f, Dual inertial reference systems and reference sensors will be provided.
Consideration will be given to the application of similar techniques in other areas
unless ruled out by over-riding considerations such as weight and power.
9.1.2 Power
A schematic of the power system is given in Fig. 6-28.
9.1.2.1 Power Source
Power during the launch-to-Sun acquisition, and then during cruise and transit, will be
provided by the Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators (RTG_s). To ensure maxi-
mum reliability, the power subsystem will be designed so as not to require battery
power except during peak demands required by individual subsystems. The batteries
are to be maintained in a state of full charge.
The RTG's will be arranged in three stacks of two units each and installed in a fixed
position relative to the spacecraft.
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9.1.2.2 Power Distribution
Power from the RTG's and/or the batteries will be converted and distributed to power
users as 2.4 kcps square wave. A limited amount of 400 cps power will be available
for special purposes. The radio subsystem will receive unregulated DC power to
operate the cavity amplifiers.
No direct battery power will be available.
Power users will transformer isolate their loads from the 2.4 kcps power line.
9.1.2.3 Power Profile
A description of the spacecraft power profile is given Tables 6-21 and 6-22.
9.1.3 Communications
The communications system shown in Fig. 6-14 will provide the capability of:
a. Determining the angular position, the doppler frequency shift, and the range
of the spacecraft for orbit determination.
b. Transmitting commands from Earth for controlling spacecraft operation.
c. Telemetering engineering and scientific information from the spacecraft.
9. 1.3.1 Antenna Subsystem
The antenna subsystem shall consist of:
a. A high-galn directional parabolic antenna 7 feet in diameter.
b. A low-gain antenna providing essentially uniform coverage in the sunward
hemisphere of the spacecraft. ,
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@9. ]. 3.2 lleceh'ing Subsystem
The receiving subsystem shall consist of a dual S-band reemver which can be connt,('te_l
to eilber of the two antennas.
Th(, low-gain antenna will provide the primary path for the l_;artb-t_) .,.spacecraft link.
For aPl)roximately the first 60 to 90 days of the trajectory, commu,fieations can hc
maintained through this antenna with the 100 kw D_F transmitters.
Switchover to the high-gain antenna will occur on command h-ore the ('C&S. Backup
capability will be provided by ground command. On-board logic _ill return the receiver
to the low-gain antemm automatically in the event that the receiver loses the Earth
signal and does not regain it for 24 hr.
9.1.3.3 Transmitting System
The. transmitting system will consist of a primary transmitter operating coherenth' wilh
the receiving system and a bac.kup transmitter which is to the maximum extent possible
indel:_,ndent of the receiving system and the primary transmitter..Selection of the trans-
mitters will 1)e by on--board logic with ground command backup.
Redundant RI;" exciters will be incorlmrated and their selection will be controlled simi-
larly as those for the transmitters.
The oulput from the transmitting system can 1oe eonnecled to either _the high-gain
antenna octhe loxx-gain antenna. Switchover will occur on command from the ('C&S
_'ith ground command backup. Transmission via the high-gain antenna will be re(tuir_,d
for all but the first 60 to 90 days of the mission.
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
®9.1.3.4 Data Modes
There will be two data modes as specified in Section 9.1.9.3. The data modes will be
differentiated by the specific data format in each mode regardless of the bit rate.
The data will be transmitted in digital form. Selection of the data modes will be pos-
sible by both ground command and on-board logic.
9.1.3.5 Bit Rates
There will be capability of transmitting the digitized data at 8-1/3 bps or higher.
Selection of the bit rates will be possible by command from CC&S with ground command
backup.
9.1.3.6 Command System
The command system will have a capabilityfor storing commands.
The command bit rate will be 1.0 bps at less than 1 bit error in 10 5 bits.
9.1.3.7 Storage Subsystem
There will be a data storage subsystem with a 16,000 bit storage capacity.
The data storage system will be capable of reading in at a minimum bit rate of 10.7 cps.
The data storage system will read out synchronously with the telemetry system at a bit
rate compatible with the requirements of Table 6-14 a.
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9.1.3.8 Ranging
The ranging subsystem shall be capable of measuring the Earth-spacecraft range
unambiguously to at least a 1 y 10 6 km range.
9.1.4 Guidance and Control
The guidance and control system is illustratedin Fig. 6-I(I.
9.1.4.1 Central Computer and Sequencer (CC&S)
The guidance and control system will incorporate a CC&S which shall provide timing,
switching and computing operations for the spacecraft.
/
The CC&S will accept, store, and execute guidance and attitude commands from the
corn munications system.
9.1.4.2 Attitude Control Subsystem
"the guidance and control system will incorporate an attitude control subsystem which
is capable of operating in the following mode.
"l'he attitude control subsystem shall be capable of acquiring and maintaining 3-axis
stabilization using the Sun and Canopus as reference objects to a nominal accuracy of
:_0.5 deg with respect to each axis. Reacquisition in the event of loss of acquisition
for any non-catastrophic reason shall be automatic.
9.1.5 Science
9.1.5. I Instruments for Interplanetary Measurements
Ion Chamber. The ion chamber experiment will consist of an ionization chamber.
_-ill measure the average omnidirectional flux of all energetic particles capable of
9-10
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penetrating the walls (0.2 gcm of steel). The ionization chamber is sufficiently
stable to measure changes of flux greater than two percent.
Particle Flux Meter. The particle flux meter is used in conjunction with the ion
chamber to monitor the energetic particle and photon radiation in interplanetary space.
Provides semi-quantitative information about the energy and particle types composing
the radiation.
Low Energy Plasma Analyzer. The low energy plasma analyzer is used to determine
the particle number density, the distributionof velocity vector and the temporal and
spatial distributions of the interplanetary plasma. These data will be correlated with
the magnetic fieldmeasurements.
Magnetometer (Helium). The magnetometer will be used to establish the existence of
a planetary fieldand to aid in determining its characteristics; magnitude and direction.
Itwill be used to investigate the nature of the interface between planetary and inter-
planetary magnetic fields.
Micrometeoroid Impact Gages. Both high and low sensitivitygates will be employed to
detect the impact of micrometeorold particles in space.
9. I.5.2 Instruments for the Asteroid Belt Transit
All of the instruments listedin Subsection 9. I.5.1 will operate during the Asteroid
Belt Transit Phase.
Multiple Fllm Meteoroid Monitor. The multiple film meteoroid monitor will measure
the size, direction, speed, and penetration capability of meteoroids in a corridor with-
in the diameter of the spacecraft. Measured quantities will be correlated to.deduce
data about mass, density, and energy of the particles.
,J
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O_tic_a!___IeteL_roi_d. D.ete____cto___r.The optical detector will use reflected sunlight to observe
and measure asteroid particles in a region 100 times the spacecraft diameter. Several
reticles will he used. Each reticle will be employed at a particular part of the trajec.tory
so that significant data can be more easily acquired from the apparent motion of a par-
ticle in the field of view.
9.1.5.3 Asteroid Belt Scanning
The Asteroid Belt scan mechanism will orient the Asteroid Belt instruments so they
J
face the velocity vector of the circular orbiting partieules relative to the spacecraft.
The scan platlorm will support the multiple film meteoroid monitor and the optical
meteoroid detector,
Asteroid particle scanning will be accomplished by preprogramming the scan mechanism.
The scan platform will be provided with a two degree of freedom scan, correspmuling
t'otary_ m_io_:_qtLt_91_ac_yaft ' + Z axis and :t 60 deg into a plane perpendicular to
this rotary in0tion, ............
9. 1.5..t Instrument Sequencing
The instruments for interplanetary measurements will be energized immediately after
spacecraft separation and will be on throughout the remainder of the flight.
The multiple fihn meteoroid monitor, the optical meteoroid detector, and the Asteroid
Belt sc:m mechanism will be energized approximately 6 mo after spacecraft separation
and will remain energized for 6"18 mon.
9.1.5.5 Data Handling
The data handling subsystem is shown in Fig, 6-16. The data automation subsystem
(DAS) will control and synchronize the science instruments in correspondence with a
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present timing and format structure. The DAS will provide the sampling rates and
will perform the necessary conversion and encoding for the different forms of science
data. The DAS will buffer the scinece data and will send it to the Data Encoder.
During the early cruise portion of the trajectory (Telemetry Mode [) both interplanetary
science and engineering data are transmitted to Earth in real-time during communication
contact periods.
During the cruise and transit modes (Telemetry Mode II) the engineering and science
data will be transmitted on a non-real time basis utilizing the data storage subsystem
to assemble data in blocks of up to 16,000 bits. Transmission of the core stored data
from the spacecraft to the DSIF is on a daily basis requiring a transmission time of
approximately 2.5 hr.
9.1.6 Configuration and Packaging
The basis of the configuration, as shown in Fig. 5-5 of section 5, is a circular struc-
ture providing seven bays (approximately 18 cubic feet of packaging volume) in which
to package equipment. Attached to the basic structur_ are three fixed truss structures
providing for the installation of two Radioisotope Thermoelectric _rators (RTG_e)
at each point. The RTG'g will be stacked in a fixed vertical arrangement.
A furlable 7 fl diameter parabolic dish antenna is mounted to the side of the spacecraft.
In the launch configuration the antenna system is in a retracted position and the dish is
furled and packaged within a protective container. After separation from the launch
vehicle the antenna and boom are rotated to their extended position in the orbital plane,
the directional antenna dish is unfurled and the RF axis is pointed in a direction such
that it will point at Earth during the remainder of the mission.
Primary Sun sensors are mounted on the end of a 4-in. diameter boom approximately
78 in. long which serves as a support structure for the interplanetary science
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measuing instruments. After spac(_craft separation this im, m is rotat(_d fr,,m a stowed
position to its extended position in tJle orbital plane. The direction in _hich tht. boom
is pointed is such that the end-mounted sun-sensors will he I_fintt,d at lhe Sun thrr,u_hout
the mission.
A low-gain antenna is mount(_lon a,t-in, diameter tuheapproximatclv 2(_ in. lena _hich
St['I'YPS ;iS _.1 _,V._Ive gLlJdl).
Six of the sewm bays of the circular spacecraft provMe packaging volume for the bulk
of the spacecraft electronic ¢_luipment, i.e., the guidance, and contr,d, communicalion_.
data handling, and power subsystems.
The propellant tank system for th(. _ Attitude Control Subsyst(,m is located in the remain ....
ing bay. This bay is a circular bay situated in the cent,,r of the spacecraft.
The science instruments used during the ..\steroid Belt transit are m()unted ul)on the
sea,miaglilatiorm which is located on top el the attitude control l)r()l)_ll;_nt tank circular
" :4':i'f_Ne_-::
9. 1.7 Temperature Control
TIw temperature of the spacecraft _-ill be establish_M within specified limits by passive
techniques. Specifically, a thermal balance of the spacecraft will be effected taking
into account the solar heat input, the electrical dissipation, the radiative and conductive
paths connecting various parts of the spacecraft and the heat radiated from the external
surfaces of the spacecraft and the Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators.
Thermal shields x_i I1 be used for the purpose of reducing the effect of the changing solar
load and to conserve heat during the later portion of the mission.
The use of louvres or other active devices or attachments will be considered only if
the l)assiv(' techniques cannot provide adequate control.
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Specified flight measurements will be made for the purpose of evaluating the operation
of the temperature control system.
9.1.8 Pyrotechnics
The spacecraft design employs a number of squib-actuated devices such as sun-sensor
boom latches, high-gain antenna boom latches, scan platform latch, and instrument
covers.
The pyrotechnic system accepts commands from the appropriate sources and provides
the energy necessary to fire the proper squib(s).
The pyrotechnic system is armed at spacecraft separation so that an inadvertent or
spurious command prior to that time cannot cause a premature squib firing,
9.1.9 Measurement Philosophy
9.1,9.1 Engineering Measurements
The criteria to be used for establishing engineering measurements in order of their
priority are as follows:
• Measurements required for the performance of flight operations.
• Measurements required to establish that specific spacecraft and subsystem
functions were performed.
• Measurements required to relats the effect of the space environment on the
spacecraft performance,
• Measurements required to evaluate the performance of specific components
not previously flown.
• Refined measurements or measurements which provide more statistical data
on the performance of specific components previously flown.
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Measurements judged, to have significant value in a particular category may in some
cases assume precedence over measurements in a category of higher priority.
9.1.9.2 Scientific Measurements
®
The objectives of the scientific measurements in order of their relative priority, are
as follows:
• Measurements related to investigation of the particle distribution in the
Asteroid Belts.
• Measurements related to the region between Earth and the Asteroid Belts.
• Measurements related to the near-Earth region.
9.1.9.3 Data Modes
To use the data channel capacity most effectively during the various phases of the mis-
sion, _;datfi _es Will be pl_oyided. The definitions of these modes and measure-
ments included in each areas follows:
• Mode I is used during the early portion (near Earth) of the mission. In this
mode both engineering and interplanetary science data are sampled and trans-
mitted to Earth in real-time. Mode I may also be used to increase the engi-
neering data sampling cruise to aid in failure analysis if required.
• Mode II is used during the cruise and transit phases, hi this mode both
engineering and science data are sampled and transmitted to Earth in non-
real time.
9.2 ASTEROID BELT FLYTHROUGH (PARTICLE COMPOSITION) MISSION-
CONFIGURATION B-3
9.2. 1 General Description
: '7
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9.2. I.1 Spacecraft (Similar to Section 9. I.I.I except as noted below)
M-49-65-1
The spacecraft carries scientific instrumenis to investigate the region between Earth
and the Asteroid Belts. Upon encountering the belts, measurements of the physical
and chemical surface properties of a statistically significant sample of particles of
asteroidal material will be made.
® The spacecraft weighs approximately 1,097 lb.
WEIGHT SUMMARY- CONFIGURATION B-3: ASTEROID BELT FLYTHROUGH
(PARTIC LE COMPOSITION) MISSION (FIG. 5-6)
Subsystem Weight (lh) .(Mariner "C")
Structure 203 (18%) (70) (12%)
Communications & Data Handling 195 (19%) (151) (27%)
Guidance & Control 268 (24%) (76) _13%)
Power Supply Subsystem 233 (21%) (155) (27%)
Thermal Control 21 (2%) (! 5) (3%)
Science Subsystem 177 (16%) (63) (11%)
TOTAL 1,097 (570)
9.2. i.2 Mission Profile
Launch Phase (Similar to Section 9. I. I.2)
Boost Phase (Similar to Section 9. I.I.2)
InitialAcquisition Phase (Similar to Section 9. I.I.2)
Cruise Phase (Similar to Section 9. I.I.2)
Special Events (Similar to Section 9. I.I.2)
Transit Phase (Similar to Section 9.i.I.2 except as noted below)
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During the transit phase, which is defined to be a two to three )'car period (time spent
within the belts), the Impact Mass and F'lash Spectrometer and its rel:tted support
equipment will be turned on. Durh_g the transit period the real time science data is
stored or btdfered prior u) tr_msmission. The core data store unit has :t capacity of
16,000 bits, which provides storage for a nominal one-day accumulation of data bits.
Transmission of the data is on a once-a-day basis.
• 99._ 1.3 Reliability (Similar to Section 9. 1.1.3)
9.2.2 Power
[ 9.2.2. I Power Source (Similar to Section 9.1.2.1)
9.2.2.2
9.2.2.3
Power Distribution (Similar to Section 9.1.2.2)
Power Profile (Similar to Section 9. 1.2.3}
9.'2.3 Communications (Similar to Section 9.1.3)
9.2.3. l Antenna Subsystem (Similar to Section 9. 1.3.1)
9.2.3.2 Receiving Subsystem (Similar to Section 9. 1.3.2)
9.2.3. :3 Trmmmitting System (Similar to Section 9.1.3 3)
9.2.3.4 Data Modes (Similar to Section 9.1.3.4)
9. '2.3.5 Bit Rates (Similar to Section 9.1.3.5)
9. '2.3.6 Command System (Similar to Section 9.1.3.6)
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9.2.3.7
9.2.3.8
Storage Subsystem (Similar to Section 9.1.3.7)
Ranging (Similar to Section 9. I. 3.8)
9.2.4 Guidance and Control
9.2.4. !
9.2.4.2
Control Computer and Sequencer (CC&S) (Similar to Section §. 1.4.1)
Attitude Control Subsystem (Similar to Section 9.1.4.2)
9.2.5 Science
9.2.5.1 Instruments for Interplanetary Measurements
Ion Chamber (Similar to Section 9.1.5.1)
Particle Flux Meter (Similar to Section 9.1.5. I)
Low Energy Plasma Anal_ (Similar to Section 9.1.5.1)
Magnetometer (helium) (Similar to Section 9. l. 5.1)
Micrometeoroid Impact Gages (Similar to Section 9.1.5.1)
9.2.5.2 Instruments for the Asteroid Belt Transit
All the instruments listed in Subsection 9.2.5.1 will operate during the Asteroid Belt
transit phase.
\
Impact Mass and Flash Spectrometer. The Impact Mass and Flash Spectrometer will
determine the atomic composition of particles that are expected to be found in the
Asteroid Belts. Suitably filtered photodetectors will be used to analyze the spectral
emission lines of the flash produced by impact of asteroid particles on a dense target.
The atomic mass spectrum of ions produced by impact of the asteroid particles will
be determined by the time of flight and rate of deposition of electric charges on an
ion collector plate.
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9.2.5.3 Asteroid Belt _anning
The asteroid Belt Scan mechanism will orient the Impact Mass and Flash Si)ectrometers
so they face the veloci .t-y vector of the circular orbiting particles relative to the space-
craft. The scan platform will support the two Impact Mass and Flash Spectrometers.
@
Asteroid Belt Particle Scanning will be accomplished by preprogramming the scan
mechanism. The scan platform will be provided with a two degree of freedom scan,
corresponding to rotary motion about the spacecraft + Z taxis and _ 60 deg in a plane
perpendicular to this rotary" motion.
9.2.5.4 Instrument Sequencing
The instruments for interplanetary measurements will be energized immediately after
spacecraft separation and will be on throughout the remainder of the flight.
The Impact Mass and Flash Spectrometer, and the Asteroid Belt Particle Scan subsys-
tem will be energized approximately 6 mo after spacecraft separation and will remain
active _or-6:_it:_ too:.)::::: (:,::: ,:,,::::,
9.2.5.5 Data Handling (Similar to Section 9, 1.5.5)
9. '2.(; Configuration and Packaging
Similar to Section 9.1.6 except that this configuration is shown in Fig. 5-6 of Section 5.
9,2.7 Temperature Control (Similar to Section 9. 1.7)
9.2.8 Pyrotechnics (Similar to Section 9.1.8)
9.'2.9 Measurement Philosophy
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9.2.9.1 Engineering Measurements (Similar to Section 9.1.9.1)
9.2.9.2 Scientific Measurements
®
The objectives of the scientific measurements in order of their relative priority are
as follows:
a. Measurements related to investigation of the particle composition of the
Asteroid Belts.
b. Measurements related to the region between Earth and the Asteroid Belts.
c. Measurements related to the near-Earth region.
9.2.9.3 Data Modes (Similar to Secti,m9.!.9.3)
9.3 MAJOR ASTEROID FLYBY MISSION-- CONFIGURATION C-2
9.3.1. 9. I. I. I except as noted below)
The sp,*i :+,vrnft has agm_C sVstom permitting trajectory correction maneuvers
and a p|,,pulsion system capabh, of executing two such maneuvers.
Ti_e spa ccraft carries scientific instruments to investigate the region between Earth
and the ,_teroid target. UIxm arriving at the target a series of television and infrared
picture: _vili be taken of the surface, measurements of surface temperatures, and
rcflecte i sunlight will be taken as the spacecraft [)asses by the asteroid.
The spacecraft weights _pproximately 1, i40 lb.
.>:',:
?.
;i_iiJ
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WEIGHT SUMMARY - CONFIGURATION C-2:
FLYBY MISSION (Fig. 5-7)
MAJOR ASTEROID
(_Mariner "C")Subsystem Weight (lb)
Structure 1.93 (1.7r_) (70) (12%)
Communication and Data Handling 249 (22'_{) (151) (27%)
Guidance and Control 1.89 (1.T i) (76) (13%)
Power Supply Subsystem 31.4 (27%) (155) (27%)
Propulsion 46 (4%) (40) ( 7 %)
Thermal Control 21. (2c_) (15) (3%)
Science Subsystem 128 (11%) (63) (11%)
TOTAL 1.1.40 (570)
The basic subsystems are shown in Fig. 9-2
9.3.1.2 Mission Profile
Launch Phase. Launchings for Configuration C-2 will take place at AMR using the
appropriate launch vehicle. A nominal launch period of 30 days is available. Flight
times to the asteroid are on the order of 200 days (minimum flight time) to approxi-
mately 300- 850 days (minimum energy trips).
Approximately 5 minues every three days is required for each transmission of inter-
planetary science data while approximately 30 days are required for transmission of
stored encounter science data.
Boost Phase (Similar to Section 9.1.1.2)
Initial Acquisition Phase (Similar to Section 9.1.1.2)
Cruise Phase. During the majority of the transit time, the spacecraft remains attitude
stabilized and transmits on a once every three day schedule. The duraticn of _:ach
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transmission is less than 2.5 hr. Tile transmitted infornlatt.icmwill eo_sist ofcommu ....
tated engineering data and science data. as stored in the core -rod tape storage system.
During each signal acquisition phase engineering data will I_¢, transmitted. The con--
tents' of the core will be transmitted two or more times during the 2.5 hi- perio_l.
_iljdc.¢_)ursg..._Iaoet2v(.,t'. Within the first few days after injection, the cruise phase _i 11
he interrupted and a tra.ieetorv o_rrec.ti_n maneuver will be perlormed. :\ sec(md
trajectory cm'rection is made about lO days t_efore ellcoul'ller to improve the aiming
lu)i nt d i sper siam.
Slx_cial Events (Similar to See.tion 9. I. 1.2)
!_ngmnt_'.r !.!!)ft !_Est-TE!leou_tgr ..l!has.e.: During the encounter phase, x_hich is defined as
the time within 20 radii of the target (1-_ to .t0 mini, the television cameras, 1I{ radiom-
eler, photometer/polarimeter, and their related support e_luipment will I,e turned on.
During the encounter lmriod the real time semnee data is stored on a tape recto'tier
having a capacity to reeor, I hlocks of data of 16,0o0 }dis _pcrating in a start--stop m¢,,le.
Pla\'back of the data is also done in the start--stop mo¢_e enalHin,.: the tape storage sys-
tem to acquire data at very high data rates, up tel 01_ld',ps and playback thedata at the
communicati_:m link bit rate capability of up to 56 bps. For very high input data rates.
such as the output of the "FV system, the magnetic tape system x_¢_t_]¢l run continuously,
with_,ut start-st_p cycles, with the recording gaps pr()vided by a time delay and differ-
,,ntial hit rate hetween the scanning frtxtuency and the instantane()us bit recording rate.
"l'r;msmission of the encounter data roluires approximateh 3t)'(lavs.
!}.:;. I.:_ lh, liabilitv (Similar t,) Section 'J. 1. I.:_}
1:3'
9.3.'2 Tra ectorv Corrccticms
E'rror COml)utation for p,li, lcOtll'.qe corrections will be based upon ;|lll::ular measurements,
t.x_ way doppcr fl'(_,[u_leiIt:5 _hifl. alia ranK(,, with measllrenlellt:; ut one-w;t\' dopple
;is h:wkup.
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The total 1 _ rms target error due to maneuver execution errors and to orbit uncer-
tainty will not exceed 1,000 km.
9.3.3 Power (Similar to Section 9.1.2)
9.3.3.1 Power Source (Similar to Section 9.1.2.1 except as noted below)
The RTG's will be arranged in three stacks of three units each and installed in a fixed
position relative to the spacecraft.
9.3.3.2 Power Distribution (Similar to Section 9.1.2.2)
9.3.3.3 Power Profile
A _'iption of the spacecraft power profile is given in Tables 6-21and 6-23.
9.3.4 Communications (Similar to Section 9.1.3)
9.3.4.1 Antenna Subsystem (Similar to Section 9.1.3.1)
9.3.4.2 Receiving Subsystem (Similar to Section 9.1.3.2)
9.3.4.3 Transmitting System (Similar to Section 9.1.3.3)
9.3.4.4 Data Modes
There will be three data modes as specified in Section 9.3.11.3. The data modes will
be differentiated by the specific data format in each mode regardless of the bit rate.
The data will be transmitted in digital form.
9-25
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Selection of the data modes will be possible by both groun(I command and on board logic.
9.3.4.5 Bit Rates (Similar to Section 9.1.3.5)
9.3.4.6 Command System (Similar to _ction 9. I. 3.6)
®
9.3.4.7 Storage Subsystem
There will be :_ data storage system consisting of core storqge and malgnetic tal)('
storage. The core store system .will provide for a 16,000 bit storage capacity in
block form to be recorded in this form on the magnetic tape. (150 _ lO 6 hit capacity)
The flat,1 storage system will be capable of reading in at a minimum bit rate of 10.7
kcl)S.
The data storage system will read out synchronously with the telemetry system at a
hit rate-compatible with the requirements 01 Table 6-t4a.
9.3.4.8 Ranging (Sim.ilar to Section 9. 1. q. 8)
9.3.5 Guidance and Control
®
The Guidance and Control system is illustrated in Fig. 6-10.
9.3,5,1 Central Computer and Sequencer (CC&S) (Similar to Section 9. 1.4.1)
9.3.5.2 Attitude Control Subsystem (Similar to Section 9.1.4.2)
_Acquisition and Cruise Mode (Similar to Section 9.1.4.2)
Maneuver. In this mode, the attitude control subsystem in response to commands from
CC&S is capable of pointing the propulsion subsystem thrust axis to an)" arbitrary new
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orientation to a la accuracy of • 0.5 deg from the nominal reference attitude and with
a drift rate of less than 0, 6 deg/hr, This stability will be maintained during motor
burning using an autopilot with jet vane actuation.
Inertial Mode. In this mode the attitude reference is supplied by a gyro-inertial unit.
Any attitude may be commanded to the vehicle by torquing the gyros for a specific
interval of time. It is used primarily for guidance maneuvers and may also be used
in the event of occultation of one of the celestial references,
.%
Velocity Control. The guidance and control system will be capable of controlling the
midcourse motor burn time so as to allow a velocity correction to a 1_ accuracy of
0.1 m/sec.
9.3.6 Propulsion
A propulsion system schematic is shown in Fig. 6-25. The propulsion subsystem will
be capable of providing a nominal vacuum thrust of 50 lb. The tankage will be sized
to provide a maximum total velocity increment of 50 m/sec to a 1,140 lb spacecraft.
The propulsion subsystem will be capable of two starts.
The ignition and thrust termination signals will be provided by the Central Computer
and Sequencer. Thrust vector control will be provided by jet vanes capable of deflecting
the thrust vector through • 5 deg. The propulsion subsystem will be capable of providing
a velociW increment as small as 0.1 m/sec to a 1,140 lb spacecraft.
9.3.7 Science
9.3.7.1 Instruments for Interplanetary Measurements
Ion Chamber (Similar to Section 9.1.5.1)
Particle Flux Meter (Similar to Section 9.1.5.1_
..../?i_
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Low Energy Plasma Analyzer (Similar to Section 9. I. 5. 1)
Magnetometer (helium) (Similar to Section 9.1.5. l)
Micromet eoroid Impact Gages (Similar to Section 9. I. 5. l)
Bi-Static Radar. The bi-static radar unit using a 6 ft whip antenna measures the
density of interplanetary space and radio reflectivity of large objects, and as such
could give significant data on radiofrequency reflectivity of the major asteroid.
9.3.7.2 Instruments for the Asteroid Encounter
All of the instruments listed in Subsection 9.3.7. I will operate, during the asteroid
encounter phase.
2
Television Subsystem. The television subsystem will make a preliminary topographic
reconnaissance of portions of the surface of the major asteroid. During the asteroid
acquisition phase, the televisi.m subsystem will take and encode at least 20 pictures of
the targeL: The picture raster will be 600 lines with 600 picture elements per line.
Photomet_r/Polarimeter, -The photometer/polarimeter comprises an array of photo-
detectors filtered to distinguish several wavelength intervals between 0.25 and 1.0
microns and is provided with capability for determining the relative amount of Polari-
zation and the inclination of the major axis of polarization within 5 deg relative to
spacecraft coordinates. The device will be used to scan the surface over a wide range
of phase angles of reflected solar radiation.
Infrared Radiometer. The infrared radiometer will be used to scan the surface of the
asteroid and measure the surface temperature. Specific measurements will be made
across the sunrise and sunset terminators so as to determine the heating and cooling
rates of the surface.
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®
The television, ph()torneter/p, darimeter, and infrared radiometer instruments will be
bore-sighted and pr,)vided with -_ lwo-degree-of-free(iom scan. ()he s(_anning plane
will be orienlcd at ()ut the sp:_cecraft + Z axis, while the s(,c()nd degrev of freedom
scan will be l)(,rpendicular t(, this plane.
The _Lstero_d scan subsyslt, m will a('(tuire and track the asteroid in order to orient
the encounter instruments tow:_r_l the surface. The scan platform will support the
television cameras and optics, the photometer/polarimeter, the infr:_red radiometer
and the planet tracker.
'Asteroid acquisition and tracking will be asseomplished by use ol an optmal planet
tracker.
9.3.7.4 Instrument Sequencing (Similar to Section 9_ 1.5.4 except as noted beh)w)
/ ' -iThe television subsystem, the photometer_ polammeter, infrar(_ radiometer, and the
asteroid scan subsystem will be energized approximateiy I hr before encounter with
the asteroid and will remain energized for about l hr after encounter.
9.3.7.5 Data tlandling (Similar to Section 9.1.5.5 except as noted below)
The data handling subsystem is shox_n in Fig. _;-16. During the cruise and encounter
modes (Telemetry Modes II and III), the engineering and science dat'_ will be trans-
mitted on a non-real time basis utilizing the data storage subsystem to assemble data
in blocks of up to 16,000 bits. Transmission of the core and tape stored data from
the spacecraft to the DSIF is on a once every three day basis for the interplanetary
science data until encounter, after which approximately 30 days are required to trans-
mit the eneounler data.
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O9.3.8 Configuration and Packaging (Similar to Section',_. 1.6 ex('cpt as noted below}
@
The basis of the configuration, as shown in Fig. 5-7 of SectionS, is a circular struc-
ture providing seven bays (approximately 18 ft 3 of packaging volume) in which to pack-
age e,quipment. Attached to the basic structure are three fixed lruss structures pro-
viding for the inst allationof three Radioisotope The rmoelcct ric Generators (IFF(;'s) at
each point. The RTG's will be stacked in a fixed vertical :trrangement.
A low-gain antenna is mounted on a ,t in diameter tube approximately 26 in long x_'hich
serves as a wave guide. Tiffs tube also ser_,es as support structure, {or the hi-static
radar :rod the 6 ft whip antenna.
The midcourse proputsion_ystem is located in one of the six bays sRr:r0undi_:tl,_:,!;:,::: ::'_::
centrally located circular bay, with,its thrust axis 30delglo the spaeeeraftto smiline
(roll axis).
9.3.9::: Tt, mpet:ature Control (Similar to Section 9.1.7)
9.3.11 Measurement Philosophy
O
9.3. 11. 1 Engineering Measurements (Similar to Section 9.1.9, 1)
9.3.11.2 Scientific Measurements
The objectives of the scientific measurements in order of their relative priority arc
as follows:
a. Measurements related to investigation of the I_ross surface features of the
asteroid.
b. Measurement related to the region between Earth anti the g_s'eroid.
c. ,Measurements related to the near-Earth re_ion.
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_J.3.11.3 Data Modes
• _ ii_ _
To use the data channel capacity most efficiently during the various phases of the
mission, three data modes will be provided. The difinitions of these modes and meas-
urements included in each are as follows:
a. Mode I is used during the early portion (near-Earth) of the mission. In this
mode both engineering and interplanetary science data are sampled and trans-
mitted to Earth in real-time. Mode I may also _n.• used to increase the
engineering data sampling during cruise to aid in failure anaiysis if required.
b. Mode II is use_i during the cruise and encounter phases. In this mode both
engineering and science data are sampled and stored in either a core store
or the magnetic tape store system. During this mode the core store data
will be transmitted to Earth in non-real time.
e. Mode III is used during the playback phase, h_ this mode the data stored on
the magnetic tape is played hack to Earth in non-real time. Submodes are
utilized in the playback of data from the magnetic tape to enable data selec-
tion or editing with multi-passes of the magnetic tape storage.
9.4 JUPITER FLYBY MISSION - CONFIGURATION D.
9.4.1 General Description
9.4.1.1 Spacecraft (Similar to Section 9.1. I. 1 except as noted below)
The spacecraft has a _,midance system permitting trajectory correction maneuvers and
a propulsion system capable of executing one such maneuver.
The spacecraft carries scientific instruments to investigate the region between Earth
and the planet Jupiter. Upon arriving at the planet a series of television pictures will
be taken. Various radiometrie and spectrometric observations will be made. Meas-
urements will be made of the magnetic field intensity and direction and of the trapped
radiation intensity and enerk_, distribution.
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system. During each signal acquisition phase engineering data will be transmitted.
The contents of the core will be transmitted two or more times during the 2-1/2 hr
period.
Mideourse Maneuver. (Similar to Section 9.3.1.2 except that only one correction
maneuver capability exists. )
Special Events. (Similar to Section 9.1.1.2)
4 /_
Encounter and Post-Encounter Phase. During the encounter phase, which is defined
as the time within 10 radii of the target (about 16 hr), the television and infrared cam-
eras, the infrared radiometer and spectrometer, photometer/polarimeter, microwave :i;
,12'
radiometer, and their related support equipment will be turned on. During the en- '1:_7
counter period the real time science data is stored on a tape recorder having a capa-
city to record blocks of data of 16,000 bits operating in a start-stop mode. Playback
of the data is also done in the start-stop mode enabling the tape storage system to
acquire data at very high data rates, upto 100 kbpsand playback the data at the com-
munication link bit rate capability of 20 bps. For very high input data rates, such as
the output of the TV system, the magnetic tape system would run continuously, with-
out start-stop cycles, with the recording gaps provided by a time delay and differential
bit rate between the scanning frequency and the instantaneous bit recording rate.
Transmission of the encounter data requires approximately 85 days.
-: _:
9.4.1.3 Reliability (Similar to Section 9. I. 1.3)
9.4.2 Trajectory Corrections (Similar to Section 9.3.2 except that only one mid-
course correction will be made. )
9.4.3 Power (Similar to Section 9.1.2)
9.4.3.1 Power Source (Similar to Section 9.3.3.1)
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._.4 .,).." " Pm_'el" Distrit,ttti(,n (Similar to Section 9.1 ..." 2)
c_..4. ;_. :l P()xver Pl't_lilt_
A (I(,s<'t'il_li(m (_f l t_t' sp:l(:t,t:l'ztft I)()w(,l" profile is given itl Tables _;-21 an(1 6-24.
._.-t .-t ('ommtmi_::_licms _Similar to S_,_'tion 9.1.3)
!_. I .4.1 .\ntc, n,a;t ,'Sul,sv,st(_,n, (Similar to Section 9.1.3.1)
(.t.-I.4.2 I),eet,ivila_/ Suhsystt, n_ (Simil:t_" to Section 9.1.3.2)
_.-t.-t,:; 'r_':msmittit_R Syst_ma (Similar'to Section !).1.3.:_)
',).-1. 4. -1 l)al_t ,_l,)(lt,s (Sil_ila]" I() Sc, t:ticm }_.;1.4.4)
!,.t.t.7, l-3it I{ tit.> t.%_m_l:tr to S_,(.li,>n !_.t.;l.5!
I_.-1..t.(; (,,)m_:_l Sy-,l(_m (Simil:t_" to Section 9.1.3.6)
!_..t .4.7 Sl¢,,'_t_;e S_l_.-,vstt,m (Simil;t_' t(, S_,ction _1.3.4.7)
! t.3 (;l|id:tnL'..\l_,l ('(,nl_'()l {Simil;_r to Section _t.3.5)
:).-t. ,; I C_.nl_'al (7(_l_l)Ult'_" & St,,itl('nt'(._" (CC & S) (Similar to S_,_,tion 9. 1.4. l)
!).4.5.2 Atlitt_,lt_ (2,ml_-,)l Sul,svslom (Similar to Section (._.1.4.2)
_f(_ i-'k!t i:'2lA_D£ t_(-: }-ui s_, XI(_,I,, (St milar to Section O. 1.4.2)
.a,l ill_,,llV(.i- _Similar t(-} Si.?(2li()n }1.3.5.2)
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@Inertial Mode (Similar to Section 9.3.5.2)
Velocity Control (Similar to Section 9.3.5.2)
9.4.6 Propulsion
The midcourse propulsion system schematic is shown in Fig. 6-25. The propulsion
system will be capable of providing a nominal vacuum thrust of 50 lb. The tankage
will be sized to provide a maximum velocity increment of 30 m/sec to a 1289 lb
spacecraft.
The propulsion subsystem will be capable of only one start.
_,i¸,,,o:_J_
The ignition and thrust termination signals will be provided by the central computer
and sequencer. Thrust vector control will be provided by jet vanes capable o[ deflec-
ting the thrust vector through _5 deg. The propulsion subsystem will be capable of
providing a velocity increment as small •as 0.1 m/sec to a 1289 Ib spacecraft.
9.4.7 Science
9.4.7.1 Instruments for Interplanetary Measurements
Ion Chamber (Similar to Section 9. I.5. I)
Particle Flex Meter (Similar to Section 9.I.5.I)
Low Energy Plasma Anal_fzer (Similar to Section 9.1.5.1)
Magnetometer (Helium) (Similar to Section 9.1.5. I)
Micrometeoroid .Impact Gages (Similar to Section 9.1.5. I)
High Energy Proton Detector. The High Energy Proton Detector measures the flux
intensity of protons in four directions with energies greater than 10 Mev.
Medium Energy Proton Detector. The Medium Energy Proton Detector measures the
flux intensity of protons in four directions with energies between 3 and 10 Mev.
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@XlLt_)]ctL)_3Et(_'r__'l_tx_(;5¢J.e _. The l.'luxgate M:l_netomer measures the intensity and
dircvli()n ,)f the nlagnt,tic fit:l(l over ;t dynamic range fronl 11')-;l to 10- l.t.luss.
@ !),4.7,2 [n_lrunlt.nt_ for the Jtipiler Encounter
.\II ()t tht, i)_slt'uments list(,(l in Sul>s_,c:tion 9.4.7. I will ()l)erat(, during the ,lupitcr
t'l'i{'( it| Ill (.' |" I.)h LLSL_,
i.!(,It!yi_!(Jn_..SU!LS'.y.St.12)_.!. The Television Subsystem eomprisos three television cameras
(i()i)sist till=( of hilLh ;.trld low reso].ut ion vidicoD, s operating :it _ avelenl4ths f)'om 0.4 to
I. () nli-t,r(m _t:_<l_ l()_ r(_,sohxtion infrat'ed TV camera ()p(,r:dinl4 in tilt, x%avc, letlglh
i';.m_e from i (i)-l(i ,_llct;()i_S_ "
]>t, ){_)mt-__(.:]f]L l;_i')_rj) }#_t t. r .'. The Phot on_ (.i e r.' Po Ia r i Ill (_t t_r c o rtl l) r i S t' S :.ti1 it r Fay i ) | t) h o t o-
(let(;_-'_iL'ral w:tvt.'let_il.,)'th intei'v:lis L)ot_veotl O. 25 and I. 0
mior(m and is provi(It,(l With moans for )nc;tsurinl_ the :tlilount of i)o|arization ;rod in-
clin.lli()n ,)I thv pl;m_: of p()iari,,.alion _ilhin 5 dr.14 rol:ttiv(., to eo()rdinates fixed in the
I!{ l{.!i!!.i!?!_!(,ttLt'. l'h_. Intrarod l{:i('liomcter will be used t<) scan both the li_ht and clark
_i(h._ _)t .lupiit_v in the:> _;|vt!ieng'th rani_L, from I t() I0 microns s(:) ,is to ol)tain a meas-
fir(. (')i l(,.ll]pcl',tlllr(' v:lri;tli()ll Ill lilt' C]OU(I CCiVt?I'.
I!I _f},.('if(i.i]_,J(.,.i,, "rh_- Infrared SI)t,el romet(:,r will I)e ti_e(t to dett, rmine ttl(.. (;kernieal
t'Ollit)O._iti()ll ()1' ,lut)iter)s ,itnl(i_tihorl:, hv ohservinl_ the.;.ihsorl]lioi] I)_lii('ts of sitinli[tit
l);J.._sin_ :it _:l'azin[ invidi,n(:o tkr()u_h lhe ',itinost)hero.
_:li!-'L !"'_:v(' !.!_L'it!t'l!l.'. '1' r. |'h_. Xti<_l'_)<_:t_'t., liadiomctvr oper:ltt,s in the _.'.lvelonl4'lh range
lrt)m ] to -, vni .in(:t 'alll hi, us(-d It) ot)st,i",(, lh(, tempertiture (listrihul.ion of,lur)itor)s
M m_L_f)ht,r_ ;it dt, pths hvhit,; vi.,ql)h- c,h)ud l-ty(-r.
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9.-t. 7.3 Planet Scanning
The Television Cameras, Photometer/Polarimeter, IR Radiometer and Spectrometer,
and Microwave Radiometer instruments will be boresighted antt provided with a scan
platform having a single degree of freedom, corresponding to rotary motion about the
spacecraft + Z axis.
® The planet scan mechanism will acquire and track the planet Jupiter in order to orient
the planetary encounter instruments toward the planet.
Jupiter planet scanning will be accomplished by preprogramming the scan mechanism.
9.4.7.4 Instrument Sequencing (Similar to Section 9.1.5.,t except as noted below).
The planetary encounter instruments and the scan subsystem will be energized approxi-
mately one day before encounter and will remain energized until about one day after
encounter. :'
®
9.4.7.5 Data Handling (Similar to Section 9.3.7.5 except as noted below).
Transmission of the core and tape stored data from the spacecraft to the DSIF is on a
once every two day basis for the interplanetary science data until encounter, after
which approximately 85 days are required to transmit the encounter data.
9.4.8 Configuration and Packaging (Similar to Section 9.3._ except as noted below).
The configuration is shown in Fig. 5-8 of Section 5.
A low-gain antenna is mounted on a 4 in diameter tube approximately 26 in long which
serves as a wave guide. This tube also serves as support structure for the high and
medium energy proton detector and the trapped electron analyzer.
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:).4.9 Temperature Control (Similar to Section 9.1.7)
9.4.10 Pyrotechnics (Similar to Section 9.1.8)
9.4.11 Me:_surement Philosophy
9.4.11.1 Engineering Measurements (Similar to Section 9.1.9.1)
• 9.4.1L.2 Scientific Measurements
The objectives of the Scientific measurements in order of their relative priority are
as follows:
a. Measurements related to investigation of the planet Jupiter.
b. Measurements related to the region between Earth and Jupiter.
c. Measurements related to the near-Earth region.
9.4.11.3 Data Modes (Similar to Section 9.3.11.3).
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